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Abstract 
This thesis examines the similes of wild animals in the third century epic poem Ta 
90' "0971POv, Posthomerica, of Quintus of Smyrna. The similes are studied in 
both inter-textual and textual levels. The former approach discusses the debt of 
Quintus' similes to preceding poets in terms of language and imagery. Quintus 
proves to be a creative and imaginative poet who knows well the tradition he has 
inherited. The latter approach deals with the similes in the Posthomerica only and 
reveals how they are thoughtfully inter-related and form sequences which ensure 
the unity and coherence of the poem, and enhance its overall melancholy tonality. 
It is also shown that by describing individual cases of doom, the sequences of 
animal-similes mirror the main theme of the poem, the fall of Troy. Nevertheless 
Quintus does not concentrate exclusively on the individual victorious hero but 
gives an important position to the victim, to the mass, as well as to characters who 
are distant from the battlefield, as women are. This multi-sided presentation of the 
human being who is directly or indirectly involved in the destructive war brings 
Quintus close to the Hellenistic attitude of the heroic as well as to psychological 
portraits of women from that period. The similes in the first chapter describe 
exclusively male characters and show the heroic valour being undermined. 
Women have an increasing presence in the similes of the second chapter; 
vulnerable as they are, they add to the melancholy of the Posthomerica. The third 
chapter studies the pure wild animal, the beast. The chapter contains an analysis 
of the beast in epic similes preceding those of Quintus and shows that the beast- 
simile is mainly psychological and reflects the incomprehensible power of Nature. 
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Introduction 
Introduction 
They say to me that even my landscapes look like battle-fields. 
It seems that I cannot any longer see the world but through the 
eyes of war. 
mob XEVE R(b; Iccetd Tog' a goL) got, ý01 ' RE t axil;. ct ta -)V gE -8'a g' 
(Dcc'tvF-Tat no')g bev g-nopffi nta vc't 56) To'v ic6ago ga ge 'la 
gaTta, rof) noUgou. 
(words of a war-photographer) 
This thesis is on the similes of wild animals in the epic poem of Quintus of 
Smyrna. Since the Posthomerica is a war-epic that, written in the AD third 
century, continues the long tradition of war-literature, in the first part of this 
introduction I will discuss the function of the simile of nature in an epic of war. 
Similes express the consciousness that pain and destruction in human 
affairs are not new but discernible in other expressions of nature, too. Does this 
show that the poet presents the war as unavoidable, as a part of (human) nature? It 
rather shows that though violence is expected in nature, humans ought to raise 
themselves above it but fail to do so. I do not intend here to discuss the 
importance of similes in poetry. However, I would like to react to the idea that 
similes complement the picture of life that the narrative presents. For example, D. 
Porter notes (p. 11) that through similes "the reader is given a brief glimpse of 
those many aspects of the world which are otherwise largely absent from the 
poem: the world of nature - sea, forest, wind and storm; the world of animals 
and birds and insects". In my opinion, it is important how nature is presented or 
what aspects of it are presented in similes; for the naturalness that similes produce 
is heavily influenced by the martial atmosphere of the narrative. Nature is a mirror 
of the characters'own life in war, deprived of beauty and peace. War, of course, is 
a side only of human activity as violence is a side only of nature. Man and nature 
are like communicating vessels. Consequently, the one-sidedness of the human 
state results in nature's one-sidedness. Similes, then, do not necessarily introduce 
what is in another place but a particular view of what, though mostly there (birds 
of prey, animals, thunderstorms and sunshine), is out of the poet's narrative focus 
and out of the characters' view. The horizon of the war-wagers becomes so narrow 
that they are capable of seeing only their microcosm, Troy. 
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Such warriors only sometimes, when addressing somebody in a negative 
tone, or when the poet reveals their view of other characters or of themselves, do 
what the poet does - think in similes of nature. In the Iliad, for instance, when 
Achilles is in danger of drowning during his fight with Scamander, he compares 
this death to a young swine-herd's in a winter torrent (21.281-283); in the 
Posthomerica Nestor sees himself in comparison to Memnon like an old lion 
before a shepherd-dog (2.330-334), while Paris invites the Trojan women to 
express their indignation before the body of Achilles like leopards or lionesses 
(3.201-203). Obviously, the nature that warriors keep in their mind as a source of 
imagery is harsh and violent. In the similes of nature we not only see characters 
through nature, but also nature through those characters who reflect its darkest 
side. Thus, nature is mirrored inside man according to human psychology. 
The distance of warriors from the serenity of nature is apparent not only in 
their unwillingness to view natural beauty or peace around them, or in the 
harshness of the similes they invent. It is further seen in these men's physical 
distance from their peaceful homelands. Warriors are certainly far from the little 
fountain or river that the poet often mentions as their birth-place; they are too far 
from equanimity and beauty, too far from innocence. These serene scenes 
mentioned at the time of a warrior's death have been well discussed as expressing 
pathos. J. Griffin (1980,106), for example, speaks of the motif "far from home" 
and he writes (pp. 107-108): "Another way of using the motif to cause pain is seen 
at [sc. Il. ] 20.389, Achilles exulting over the corpse of Iphition [ ... ] "There you lie, 
son of Otryntes, most redoubtable of men. Here is your death, but you were born 
on the Gygaean Lake, where your father's lands lie. " Achilles says this 
F_-uXogF_vo;, "triumphing": it is of course not simply a geographical or 
biographical excursus, but brings out the bitterness of death far away from home, 
which is worse than mere death itself. " 
I believe that such scenes of serenity and peace are also indicative of 
nature's frightful transformation in the war. For instance, among the leaders in the 
Iliadic catalogue (2.864-865) are Mesthles and Antiphus who were born by a lake 
(note the position of the word XI'gvn at the very end of verse 865). A few verses 
, 
ý8p later (2.874-875) we read of Amphimachus that he was killed in the river F_ agil 
'v noragCo (note that the phrase ev 7roragq) is at the very beginning of verse Et 
875). Within ten verses the water of life has turned into water of death and the 
position of the words "lake" and "river" emphasises this juxtaposition. Now, 
Asteropaeus speaks of his lineage to his opponent Achilles: 
10 PEOVro; yE ý ýý'Aýtiov F-'Pi) '' 11.21.157 CC Wrap EgOt V671 E 
This is only a few moments before he is killed by Achilles at the bank of another 
river, very far from the waters of Axios. 
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The depiction of nature is most striking when the poet presents it as being 
involved in the war. So, analogously to the warriors' distance from serenity, the 
water of Scamander in Iliad 21 is not clear but defiled with blood (218f. ); 
Scamander is not allowed by humans to be a calm river. In rage against Achilles 
the polluter, Scamander takes part in the war instead of being a peaceful antithesis 
to it. Furthermore, in Quintus this time, the sheep that Aias kills and the snakes 
that kill Laocoon's sons, and also the wolves and jackals howling at the imminent 
fall of Troy, they all happen to be in the wrong place at the wrong time: 
dangerously awakened and involved in the war, serving its will, having escaped 
their realm, having crossed their boundary so as to enter an unbecoming cruelty. 
If animal-similes show the transgression of a boundary by humans, it is in 
those particular cases of animals described in the narrative as crossing their own 
boundaries that horror and distress increase, that moral aspects of war-making rise 
high. In fact, the animals or rivers crossing the boundary are there to emphasise 
the absurdity of the human crossing. The Posthomerica, then, may not be a text of 
moral philosophy, but in his similes Quintus strongly expresses a view of the war 
and its futility. He does so in his narrative, too, through his vivid descriptions of 
the characters' lamentation and preoccupation, through the pain that is widely 
foreshadowed and experienced, through enlarging the view of human life by 
placing it in the family; finally he does so through his Penthesileia who finds 
salvation from her guilt only in her immediate death. This last example of 
Penthesileia shows not only Quintus' view of war but his pessimistic view of life 
as a whole. 
To return to the similes, by forming a sort of web that spreads throughout 
the poem and affects its tonality, they amplify what I have just noted that the 
narrative does occasionally. In the case of Memnon, for example, the narrative 
clearly informs of his impending fall: 
Posth. 2.161 0' 8' 61C 80PRoto gF-Otio'caro, Ofi 86,0 -OV11V nP 
tP 
-U(; 'CCVrt1jV. 
What the similes do for Memnon, though, is to create a whole nexus of images 
that depict his presence in the war and thus to delineate his steps towards doom. 
So, in the first hunting-simile of Posth. 2 Memnon is the hunted swine or bear 
(281-286), while through a reversal of roles he soon becomes the hunter (371- 
376). He is finally killed like a hunter by a swine or a lion (574-579). 
It may be more instructive to look at a nexus of similes that extend over 
more than one Book. For example, the similes of Neoptolemus show 
his 
ascending route: he is initially depicted as a lion harmed by men 
(7.464-471), 
goes on as a lion threatening to calves (8.238) and swine (9.240-244) and, 
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triumphant on his father's chariot, he is finally depicted as a lion attacking a deer 
(9.253). 
On the other hand we can watch Eurypylus being impressive as a lion 
amongst jackals in 6.132, facing danger but resisting and remaining threatening in 
6.396-398, being still marauding in 6.410, and finally chased away in 7.486-492. 
The lion representing him is still threatening in 7.516, but this time from 
Eurypylus' distorted point of view. Eurypylus' personal belief is ironically 
expressed before his forthcoming death. The poet manipulates this irony and 
strengthens it by saying 
Posth. 7.522 ol, )86 'Ct I" 8TJ 
ovrt pa oi gEya 7rýga ic-oXtV8F-, ro flat0v ano)Oe 
XF-P(Yt 011) 06 I NF-onroX6goto Opa 'ýpovo; "; gtv "gF-Xýx 
8agvaa0'o^u' ge,, ca 8, npo'v 
Thus, while in Memnon's case the foreshadowing mechanism of the narrative 
precedes the nexus of similes that describes his gradual movement to doom, 
Eurypylus' movement is clearly delineated in the similes before the narrative 
refers to the coming end of the hero. The similes, then, dynamically co-operate 
with the narrative in creating the particular atmosphere of fleeing hope throughout 
the Posthomerica. 
Quintus has nearly as many similes as Homer in the Iliad, which is a poem 
nearly twice as long as the Posthomerica. No doubt, he is bound to respect the 
very long epic tradition. The length and importance of this tradition is bound to 
impose itself on any poet of Greek epic. However, the exceptionally high number 
of his similes makes obvious that he saw them as something more than an 
inescapable trait of epic poetry. Perhaps precisely after Homer, if not since him, 
epic poets saw in similes a means of exhibiting their artistic abilities and 
imaginative creativity. Quintus must have inherited this tendency to show off 
through similes, which is enhanced by the fact that he lives in a deeply rhetorical 
era. Yet he admirably manages not to exceed the limits of poetical propriety and 
no-one can see his similes as extravagant or unbecoming. Quintus certainly 
regards his similes as effective and feels satisfied with them. Their meaningful 
and artful composition and structure show that he devoted a lot of thought and 
time to them. Similes of nature form the great majority of the total number of 
similes in the Posthomerica, and similes of animals in particular are one of the 
two largest groups amongst themes of nature; the other large group is that of 
natural phenomena. 
There are three chapters in this thesis consisting of twelve sections, each 
of which discusses a family of animal-similes. The aspects I have examined fall 
in 
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two major fields: (a) the relationship of the similes to preceding epic, especially 
Homer's Iliad and, (b) their effectiveness in the Posthomerica itself. The 
discussion often leads to novel approaches to Homeric or Apollonian similes, and 
at times hopes to put things right where scholarship seems to have been 
misleading (for example about the significance of the beast-simile). The distance 
of Quintus from the preceding epic will be shown throughout my text. However, 
this external approach is not the only one I attempt to make. 
Towards an internal approach of Quintus' animal-similes, in other words 
an approach confined to the text of the Posthomerica and no other, my work deals 
with elements of vocabulary and metrical position, as well as of meaning and 
function of the simile in its context. In addition, I will try to define the actual 
meaning of major simile-themes ("lion", "beast", "bird" and "fire") and the 
relationship amongst them. Most importantly, I will show how animal-similes in 
the Posthomerica constitute a means of unity and coherence. The division of the 
Posthomerica in Books which are often built around a particular individual easily 
gives the impression of a loosely bound piece of work. However, the similes are 
repeatedly inter-related and very often escort the movement of the whole material 
towards the major theme that holds all fourteen Books together: the fall of Troy. 
So, in most of the simile-patterns we watch individuals advancing to doom or to 
triumph (as Memnon's, Neoptolemus' and Eurypylus' examples have shown 
above) and see their personal destiny reflecting that of Troy. In this function of 
the simile-patterns there is more than foreshadowing. The similes do not lie still, 
just speaking of a future event; they rather delineate the advancing movement 
towards an end. In general, though, my approach is less aesthetic and more 
technical, if I may use this term for structure; for by structure I do not mean only 
form, but patterns of form that aim to enhance content. 
Thus, to the question "why deal with Quintus' similes? ", the answer is: 
because Quintus himself dealt with them with considerable care, thought and 
creativity, as their aesthetics and their evolution into careful patterns show. A 
second question naturally raises: "why discuss animal-similes, and why wild 
animals in particular? " Being animate, they can be better identified with human 
characters and can better depict human psychology as well as represent the 
confrontation and competitiveness of human societies. Hence, animals is the 
major group of similes which can show Quintus' view of the war: they can 
demonstrate melancholy and vain victory. For war is more melancholy than 
heroic in Quintus. The winners are the ones who create horror, and Quintus is 
very interested in the victims who suffer this horror. Compared to the Iliadic 
similes of wild animals, there are - relatively speaking - fewer similes of 
predatory animals and more similes of victims in Quintus. As to domesticated 
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animals, which are usually prey showing no resistance, it is no surprise that 
Quintus gives almost twice as many as Homer. True, domesticated animals show 
doom with clarity; but it is more interesting to discern the tonality of the poem in 
the wild and pre-eminent animals. There the poet belies our expectations by 
undermining the glory of the predators which are often depicted as heading for 
their doom. They create horror, but they also suffer it. Triumph is fleeting. My 
work as a whole, then, concentrates on wild animals, while the first chapter opens 
with beasts of prey, wishing to show the synchronous movement of the powerful 
beasts and of the powerful male characters to doom as most vivid and dramatic. 
The first chapter opens with the lion. The lion's section has its own 
introduction that seeks to designate the significance of lion-similes as compared to 
other major groups of similes, such as the "fire" and the "bird". Because it appears 
first and is the most characteristic group of animal-similes, I chose it in order to 
show representative features of simile-composition, such as words of introduction 
and ways of extension, and also to suggest reasons for the similes' length in 
particular contexts. The heroic lion is followed by the un-heroic wolf, which 
exhibits the only wolf-simile of an individual in Greek literature. The links of 
Quintus' wolf-similes with those of tradition will prove to be of considerable 
interest. The next animal, the jackal, is in the Posthomerica particularly associated 
with the wolf and so it rightfully follows that. This association gives to the jackal 
the uncommon feature of the sheep-marauder. The animals to follow are the hare, 
the fish and the snake. The fish-simile is one of the most deliberate references to 
Iliadic imagery and conspicuously repeats what is apparent throughout the 
Posthomerica, that Aias is a second Achilles. The reader is also invited to read at 
two levels (less obvious this time) the snake-simile, which recalls a pathetic fish- 
image. 
Nevertheless, the pathos and melancholy of the Posthomerica are not 
apparent only in the animal-similes (which of other simile-groups can most 
efficiently depict sadness and destruction). We also see them in the detailed 
description of the horrid fall of Troy. We watch the family being devastated 
during and even before the fall. The figures of Eos, Thetis, Deidameia, Laocoon's 
wife and Trojan women help towards this. In fact, the psychological portraits of 
the females form a fundamental aspect of the poem's melancholy tone. Women 
are not decorative in Quintus; they are animated and suffering. R. Newbold (p. 
275) has shown how in the Posthomerica the grief and sorrow of the females 
reinforce the tonality produced by the vocal nonverbal sounds which mostly refer 
to groaning and wailing. Now, forty-seven similes in the Posthomerica (they 
correspond to about 15% of the similes in the poem) depict female characters; of 
these, all but three describe mortal women. Out of the forty-seven similes, 
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eighteen (38,29%) belong to the animal realm. Especially of all animal-similes, 
the similes of the female are about 15%. Given the martial character of the epic, 
this is a relatively high figure. We will see that there are animal-groups which 
Quintus associates exclusively with female characters (the leopard and the 
lioness) or groups which he particularly or very strongly associates with females 
(the deer, the swine and the birds). No doubt, animal-similes can express emotion 
as no other simile group; but among them, the ones that describe women are the 
most emotional and pathetic. 
Related to this aspect is the arrangement of the sections of this thesis in 
such a way that the second chapter, while continuing the flow of the first, contains 
animal-similes that strongly - though not always exclusively - depict women. 
Read as a group, these similes with their increased interest in psychology and 
pathos will complement the understanding of Quintus' structural technique in 
simile- sequences and impart the sad tonality of the poem. In this chapter there is 
an advancing movement to animals which describe female characters exclusively 
- the leopard and the lioness - which in this poem are strongly related. Before 
these two groups, I discuss the "insects", the "birds", the "deer" and the "swine". 
The section on the bee ends with an appendix; I thought it would be helpful to 
show the characteristics of the bee that literature has treated as typical but Quintus 
ignores. The section on the birds starts with a general introduction on some 
aspects of bird-imagery which I regard as essential for the understanding of birds 
as a theme in similes. The groups of the "deer" and the "swine" exhibit intense 
pathos and mark with immense pain the very first and the very last important 
characters whom Troy loses in Quintus' account of the war. These characters are 
both female: Penthesileia as a deer and Polyxena as a swine. 
I should make clear that the division of my work (apart from the beast, 
which deserves separate discussion) in two large groups of animals that describe 
male or female characters does not imply that the main intent of this thesis is to 
discuss the similes in relation to the sex of the characters they describe. Indeed, 
this is only an additional element that aims to help the reader see in a more 
complete way the tonality of the similes and their inter-relation. 
The third and last chapter of my work is on beast-similes. I have put this 
group at the end because I want to stress that the beast, being a generic term and 
not a specific animal, is a completely distinguishable case in the field of animal- 
similes. My introduction to that section explains my view of the beast as a dark 
power of nature, and shows, I hope, the fallacy of scholarship in maintaining that 
in the language of imagery the "beast" stands for the "lion". 
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In summary, this thesis strongly suggests that Quintus' similes are 
definitely associated and that in this way they ensure the unity of the 
Posthomerica and corroborate its sad tonality. 
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Chapter I 
1.1 The lion 
1.1.1 Introduction 
Quintus inherited lion-similes and used them in the battlefield, in a manner that 
the reader of Greek epic would expect: both to illustrate and to glorifyl the hero in 
his disposition or movement against the foes. To think of somebody in the 
battlefield as a lion means to illustrate his valour and to manifest how superior he 
is to both enemies and comrades, or how heroic he is even when defeated. More 
than that, the lion appears in crucial phases of the battle, so elucidating the heroic 
and fierce nature of characters and war alike. A relative illustration of how lions 
in a simile-context are distributed in the Posthomerica will reveal that the lions 
occur mainly in two zones of the narrative, which contain events of high 
significance for the outcome of the war. I shall endeavour to answer various other 
questions which arise from a reading of the lion-similes in Homer and Quintus. 
For example, a point to be clarified is relevant to the nature and function of the 
lion-simile: if the warrior is compared to a lion as a predator, in what sense does 
the lion-simile differ from a simile of fire or bird of prey? In other words, what is 
the pure nature of the lion-simile? What particular need of the narrative does it 
satisfy, which cannot be satisfied by fire or by a bird of prey? 
Another point of interest is the part that psychology plays in these similes 
which particularly depict a dashing movement. Scholars have already shown the 
importance of the psychological aspect in the Homeric lion-similes and we shall 
see that this aspect is apparent in the lion-similes of Quintus, too. 
Adopting post-Homeric tradition, Quintus composes images of lionesses. I 
will try to see whether the lioness-similes in the Posthomerica are just similes of 
lions which describe female characters, or express especial attributes that are 
exclusive to female predatory animals. 
As a matter of fact, the lion is such a pre-eminent element in the Homeric 
imagery that Quintus was somehow bound to reproduce it in a work that is titled 
T& gF-O' "OKylpov. However, we shall see that the epic language of Quintus uses 
well-known images in an interesting and creative way. 
Unlike other sections of this work, this chapter will close with a 
description of technical aspects of the simile, such as the way in which Quintus 
introduces and extends it, and will attempt to explain the absence of similes in 
passages where one would expect them. I hope that this discussion will contribute 
I 
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to a more complete view of the simile in the Posthomerica. I chose to place it in 
this section because the lion is the major group not only of the similes I discuss in 
this work but of any thematic group in the Posthomerica in general, and 
consequently it is representative of Quintus' technique. 
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1.1.2 The nature and function of the lion-simile. A look into other similes of 
assault. 
a) Fire-similes as compared to lion-similes 
In order to understand the nature of lion-similes it is useful to compare them to 
other images of attacking movement, such as similes of birds of prey or similes of 
fire. For the lion as the symbol of heroism par excellence is only one aspect, true 
though it is, of the epic lion-imagery. According to the way Homer distributes his 
"lions", for example, Hector is compared to a lion seven times while Diomedes 
and Achilles are thought of as lions six and five times respectively2. Can these 
figures imply that Hector and Diomedes are more heroic characters than Achilles? 
In fact, it cannot work as simply as that. There are more aspects to be taken into 
consideration - for instance, the fact that Achilles is given the most similes in the 
Iliad, and the most fire-similes in particular3. Heroism is too wide a concept to fit 
into similes of one particular theme. 
In Iliad 22, for example, there is no lion-simile in the confrontation of 
Hector and Achilles. In this confrontation there is the endless chasing until the 
gods intervene. The two heroes are depicted as race-horses (22.162-164); Achilles 
is like a hawk chasing a dove (22.139-142), or like a dog chasing a deer (22.189- 
192); Hector dashes like an eagle (22.308-310). There is no need to highlight 
heroism in this duel, but rather to highlight the moment's agony about the 
outcome. This agony is stressed in the simile of the dream, where somebody can 
never reach the person they chase (22.199-200). Though there is no lion-simile in 
Iliad 22, there is no doubt that, in general, Achilles has a lion inside him. In fact, 
there is an extended lion-simile of Achilles being ready to attack Aeneas (Il. 
20.164-173)4. Moreover, his leonine traits are apparent when he laments Patroclus 
(R. 18.318-322) or when he is with Priam (R. 24.572). He obviously has a leonine 
nature, as Apollo says to the gods: Achilles XE-'o)v 8' d); d'ypta 618F-v, he has a 
'Xil 061 and an ', y'v(op O-ug';, he has lost his humane Dxo; ical a'8 ' (R. geya ta 11 0Ett (1); 
24.41-43). It is the wild nature of a lion that makes Achilles treat the body of 
Hector with disrespect. This is the nature of Achilles: harsh, inhumane and wild. 
It is remarkable that the aforementioned comparisons of Achilles to a lion do not 
2 Hector: Il. 7.256; 12.41-48; 15.630-636; 16.756-758,823-826; 18.161-162; 22.262. Diomedes: 
5.136-142,161-162,476; 10.297,485-486; 11.383. Achilles: 18.318-322; 20.164-173; 22.262; 
24.41-43,572. 
3 On fire-imagery in Homer see Whitman, pp. 128f.; Graz, passin4 especially the "Remarques 
finales" in pp. 345f.; Scott, pp. 66L 
4 Moulton (1977,113) sees another comparison of Achilles to a lion, indirect though, in Il. 
22.262. For a discussion of the lion-similes of Achilles in the Iliad, see Moulton 1977,112f. For 
the Iliadic lion-similes see Scott, pp. 58f. 
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describe him in any proper attack against an enemy. When attacking, and not only 
then, Achilles is mainly viewed in terms of light. So when he puts his armour on5 
and when he proceeds to the battlefield: he is thought of as a supernatural light 
that surpasses spatial limits and can be viewed from a distance. In the battle, he is 
the light that bums cities and forests (20.490-492). Achilles is the embodiment of 
devastation and enchantment, yoilretict, at the same time. He is both Hyperion 
(19.398) and a daemon (20.493). As for Hector, he is given several similes of 
light or even darknesS6, but this is before Il. 18.207, namely before Achilles gets 
his first light-comparison. In all that impressive presentation of Achilles as light 
from 18.207 to 22.318, Hector is only once compared to a flame (20.423). So, 
Achilles has the psyche of a lion but when he enters the battle he is not just the 
greatest hero, he is beyond that: he is the super-hero, the super-human, the 
daemon7. Homer takes for granted the step of a hero fighting like a lion, and he 
automatically passes to the next step, where the leonine hero fights like a 
supernatural fire. 
It may be mentioned that light is not always devastating in similes and, 
even when it is, it may not correspond to a devastating action in the narrative; it 
may suggest a threat only. This is true of light-similes in both the Iliad and the 
Posthomerica. Taking into account the simile context only, and not that of the 
narrative, we note that light is destructive in approximately 20% of the light- 
similes in both the Iliad and the Posthomerica. More than half of this does not 
correspond to an actual destruction in the narrative. For example, the fire in H. 
2.455-456 and 2.780 describes the Greek army not as being devastating but as 
moving towards the battlefield; similarly, the destructive light in H. 19.375-378 
corresponds to the threatening brilliance of Achilles' aaicoq. In the Posthomerica, 
of the similes of destructive fire it is only Penthesileia as a forest-fire that reflects 
a destruction, and yet not actual but only expected (Posth. 1.209-210). 
Nevertheless, the oE-'Xa; at H. 18.214 did turn into real icctnvo; (21.522; cf. 
18.207) and the simile (18.207-213) came true; the light burnt the Trojans and the 
view of Priam (22.26-31) was confirmed8. 
In the Posthomerica, the character who is mostly thought of as light is 
Penthesileia. In her similes, as in those of Achilles in the Iliad, the reader feels the 
ambiguity of light, its wavering between life and death. So, Penthesileia is seen as 
light by both friends and enemies; both the astonishingly beautiful woman and the 
5 On these similes of Iliad 19, see Moulton 1977,108. The use of light in order to describe 
shining armour and arms is frequent: e. g. A 5.5-6; 10.154; 11.66; 13.242-244; 18.610; 19.374, 
381,398; 22.26-31,134-135,317-318. 
6 R. 11.62-63,66; 12.463; 13.53,688; 15.605-606; 17.88-89; 18.154. 
7 Cf. Knight, p. 118; Graz, p. 313; Moulton 1977,111-112. 
8 See Tsagarakis, P. 140. 
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warrior that coexist in her, are seen as light. She has the excellence of the Moon 
(1.37-40) and of Eos (1.48-51) and 'tgF_poevrF_; eyes that shine like sun-beams 
(1 . 59); she is viewed by the Trojans as the rainbow that brings joy to the peasants 
(1.63-69); while she is preparing for the battle, she has a shield like the Moon's 
circle (1.147-149), she looks like lightning (L 153-156); finally, in her dashing 
movement she is viewed by the Greeks as a forest-fire (1.209-210). Even when 
lying dead, Penthesileia wears a helmet which shines like the sun-beams or the 
light of Zeus (1.658). No doubt, Penthesileia is a figure who dazzles and light is 
more than an element of her characterisation; it is part of her unusual nature. The 
light embodies both the rage of life and the rage of death: in the first four images 
of light, Penthesileia herself is an agent of light, seen as a divinely beautiful 
woman and as a promising ally at war (1.37-40,48-51,59,63-69), while in the 
next three images she is the agent of death, seen in her threatening armour and as 
moving against the enemies (1.147-149,153-156,209-210). It should be noted, 
though, that Penthesileia's fire is never devastating, it only threatens to be so: her 
opponents view her from a distance as a fire which destroys forests, while she 
only proceeds to the battlefield (1.209-210; see pp. 217-218 below). The very last 
simile is a preliminary to the unexpected beauty Achilles is exposed to while he is 
taking her helmet off, as she lies slain by him (1.658). This very last image 
incorporates elements of death and life at the same time; it marks a shift from 
light as an agent of death to light as an agent of eroticism and life. 
This is a potential of light that Homer has not exploited. As C. H. 
Whitman remarks (p. 144): "the fact certainly cannot be denied that fire is the one 
clearly imagistic motif which continues throughout the poem, that it goes through 
more kinds of change and more varied association than any other. Yet - and this 
is most important - its symbolism is limited, in that there are things to which it 
might have been but never is applied, such as love. " In Quintus there is the 
association between light - not necessarily fire - and eroticism - not 
necessarily passion. For him, of such importance is the depiction of Penthesileia 
as an agent of light that among the twenty similes that describe her, there are 
seven similes of light. It is remarkable that the death of this GF-Xaaýopo; maiden 
has as a result an outburst of pain which has the form of devastating light: the 
descent of Ares from Olympus in the form of lightning (1.677-680). It may be 
extreme to suggest that there might be a link between the comparison of 
Penthesileia to Artemis at Posth. 1.663-665 and Artemis as the goddess of light - 
cf. Eur. IT 21: Oo)aOopq, ) OF-ý; Call. Dian. 11: Oae(yoopthlv, 204: Oacooope. 
Despite the bold nature of such a suggestion, it is remarkable that the simile of 
Artemis explains the Greeks' amazement at the sight of Penthesileia's beauty, a 
beauty revealed when Achilles took her gleaming helmet off, just a few verses 
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n 1, above (Posth. 1.657-658). It is only after the comparisons of Penthesileia to a sun- 
beam and to Artemis that Quintus confirms the apparent eroticism of the scene: 
the extraordinary beauty that dazzles Achilles and the Greeks is a work of 
Aphrodite (Posth. 1.666-668). 
As the Posthomerica is intended to continue the story of the Iliad, it is 
obvious that the image of a nao-týaeaaa Penthesileia at the very start of the poem 
appropriately follows the image of the fiery Achilles in the last Books of the Iliad. 
In my opinion, the first Book of the Posthomerica is not just a step in the 
succession of light-bearing characters, but the creation of Penthesileia's portrait as 
a suitable opponent (perhaps mate? ) of Achilles, with a nature similar to his own 
unusual nature. With the first Book of the Posthomerica, which is dedicated to 
Penthesileia and which follows the fiery last Books of the Iliad, the collation of 
Quintus' Amazon to Homer's Achilles is complete. This completeness explains 
why Achillestwo light-similes in the Posthomerica are not in Book 1. He stands 
before Memnon like Hyperion in Book 2, a Book where the light underlines 
Memnon's dark fortune. Quintus and his readers are well aware of the fact that it 
is the same Achilles- Hyperion (2.208-210; cf. IL 19-398) who stood before 
Penthesileia-Selene (1.37-40). As to Memnon, it is remarkable that though the son 
of the goddess of dawn, he is never thought of as light in the Posthomerica. 
Quintus reserved this image for the Amazon Queen, placing her opposite or even 
by Achilles and so encasing in light a mixture of heroism and eroticism. 
Such a discreet association of light-images with eroticism we see - as 
Quintus has definitely seen - in Apollonius: Jason is walking to the palace of 
Hypsipyle Oap Ct tvCO aur'pt lao;. More precisely, he is compared to a star which k 
makes a maiden yearn for her betrothed who is away (Arg. 1.774-780). This 
simile reflects the obvious erotic tone of the narrative: Jason is watched by the 
women of Lemnos, who desire to be loved. He later appears to Medea like the star 
of Sirius and induces her to passion: xdýtarov U 8'Ocsi9F-POv WOE OctavOF-' (Arg 
3.957-959). The eroticism of the two star-similes has been commented on9. 
agdpuyýta or gapgetpuyll of Further erotic connotations of light I see in the '' 
Medea's eyes, although Medea is the Sun's grand-daughter (cf. Arg. 4.727-729) 
and descriptions of this sort are to be expected; still, there is no reason why they 
cannot have a further significance. The link betweeen images of light, heavenly 
bodies in particular, and eroticism, has a long tradition in Hellas and it is very 
common in Modem Greek folk song. In the epic of Digenis Akritis, for example, 
we read (G 4.349-351): "The beauty of her face inhibited his eyes / and he could 
6 
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not see the sun-born girl clearly, / for a ray seemed to shine out from the middle 
"10 of her face 
If the lion reflects moments of courage and ferocity, fire reflects the 
duration of the devastation that fierce impetus causes. According to L. Graz (p. 
348): "dans la violence de son d6chainement ou son pouvoir destructeur, dans son 
vif eclat, le feu 6voqud illustre - ou prolonge - le combat ardent que se livrent 
les deux armees adverses. " The actual space of the image differs in the similes of 
the two categories: animal-similes describe confrontations or assaults which take 
place in a relatively narrow space, while the scenery of the fire-simile follows the 
fire in its rapid expansion. Moreover, animal-similes usually extend in two 
directions, of the assailant and the victim; for the nature of the confrontation and 
for characterisation, it is significant whether the lion attacks a boar or a deer. Fire- 
similes, on the other hand, have a narrower scope and concentrate on the assailant 
only. Now, the victim: what a "forest fire" destroys, suffers such a super-human 
rage of devastation that is impossible to show any resistance. As Pope writes 
about fire, "But in Homer, and in him only, it bums every where clearly, and 
every where irresistibly. " 11 This irresistibility entails the absence of any reproach 
or even implication that the characters who are attacked by fiery opponents lack 
courage. 
Both "fire" and "lions" manifest heroism but they highlight different 
aspects of it. To conclude, while fire expresses a supernatural passion for 
destruction, lions show an earthly power and a natural valour. 
10 Trans. by Jeffireys. Other examples in Politis 83 w. 28,98; 135 a', 6,6 , ai. 
11 Pope's words cited by Mason, p. 82. On the irresistible nature of fire, see Knight 1955,116; 
Hainsworth 1958,5 1; Graz, p. 313. 
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b) Bird-similes as compared to lion-similes 
In the section on "birds", I will discuss the fundamental difference between 
predatory animals and birds of prey as they occur in similes. I will argue there that 
similes of predatory animals concentrate on inner features of the characters 
described, while birds of prey are mainly outward representations of a clash or 
speedy movement. No doubt, both groups contain examples of the inner or outer 
description I have just mentioned. However, it seems that each of the two aspects, 
namely inner or outer, is especially accentuated in each of the two groups 
animals or birds of prey. 
We shall see that the Posthomerica differs from the Iliad in the way birds 
are thought of. in the Posthomerica we see bird-similes that describe the reaction 
of the victims rather than the assailant's attack. Precisely because Quintus' similes 
do not concentrate on individual warriors who attack as birds of prey, it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to compare lions and birds of prey in his similes. It is 
possible, though, to attempt a comparative view of birds of prey and lions in the 
Posthomerica, if we look at similes which focus on the victims of lions or birds. 
In five bird-similes, an attack against birds by a bird is described with 
concentration on the ViCtiMS12. So, the way in which the single attacking bird is 
described in these similes can be compared to the portrait of the lion as an 
assailant in similes that express the victim's viewpoint. 
As examples I will introduce the bird-similes at Posth. 3.359-361 and 
5.298-299 because they clearly describe attack, and will compare them to the 
similes of oxen and sheep attacked by lionesses or lions at Posth. 1.315-317 and 
1.524-527. In a technique similar to Homer's, Quintus' bird-similes lack the 
emotional charge which we feel in the narrative that precedes and follows them: 
the depth of expressions such as E_' 0 00, naa, dipyakkoq 0oPE_'ovTo, 0')q 
n, r(baaov, rF_; (5.296f) or geyaupogeowce;, nepvcpogeovre; (3.358f. ) is restricted 
to the narrative and is only implied in the relevant similes. However, especially in 
the simile starting at 3.359 the emotional upset is reflected in the physical motion 
that the simile describes: rolt 8' t'ka8o'v a'Xko; en' d'Wp /, rap0E_'F_; at'(Y(Yov(; tv 
&XF-060gEvot gFý_ya nfiga. As regards outward details, of the geese or cranes 
attacked by an eagle at 5.298-299 it is said: i1toev n0tpov icdra Pomcogevototv. 
On the other hand, details of place are given in both oxen- and sheep-similes, and 
are enhanced by further details about the situation: ot'Xcov anave-oft vogil(ov 
(1.525). Moreover, though in non lion-similes, Quintus describes the lion's inner 
8 
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Pt impulses vividly: aigaco; tigF-tipouact, co ot gaka 0-ogov t'at'vF-t (1.317), 
0 10 f 
,I iccF WO Egnk MO T 
Tcavcro8b -tvmtv, aXpt; g6kav aliga TctovcE; 
/ ankcryX vv at 6'1v 
icok-oXav8E-'a vil8^ov (1.526-527). 
Thus, the difference between the pictures of lions and those of birds of 
prey is apparent: the bird is depicted as lacking psychological, mental or even 
9 
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1.1.3 The lion 
Though the Posthomerica is considerably shorter than the Iliad, Quintus has a 
relatively high number of lion-similes, as of similes in general. So, throughout the 
fourteen Books of the Posthomerica we come across the quite high number of 
thirty-five lions and three lionesses. A comparative view of the position of the 
"lion" in the Posthomerica and the Iliad shows that each poet particularly favours 
different positions. In his lion-similes, Quintus prefers to place his "lion" in the 
second half of the hexameter, and particularly at the very end of it. Homer, on the 
other hand, distributes the "lion" more evenly in various positions. 
I will here illustrate Quintus' distribution of the lions in lion-similes, in 
similes of a different theme, and in the narrative, along with a comparative look at 
the Homeric epics. 
Context where lions 
appear 
Number of lions andpercentage 
............... ..... .............................. ............. ................... ....... ........ 
. ........ 
.............................. ................. .................................... ........... ........... . ............... ................. ............. -Wa. .................. .......... ....... ............................. ............. I ... I 
. ........ ....... .. ....................... ...... ............. ....... *......... ...................... ...... . ........... .............. ............. .......... ý .... ....... 
lion-similes 19 (50.0%) 32 (65.35%) 5 (41.6%) 
non lion-similes 15 (40.5%) 12 (22.4%) 2 (16.6%) 
narrative 4 (10.8%) 6 (12.2%) 5 (41.6%) 
total 1 38 (100%) 1 50 (100%) 1 12 
The lion in Quintus and Homer according to its context. 
It is apparent that both poets suggest that the most appropriate place for a lion is 
certainly an animal-simile, though not necessarily a lion-simile. The Odyssey, we 
must note, is a completely different poem from the Iliad and the Posthomerica in 
content and this is a reason why the distribution of lions is very different there. In 
the Odyssey the lion can enter the narrative as an integral part, a thing that the 
other two epics would not let happen. Lions enter the narrative, though, as part of 
Odysseus' narration; they come from the magic and supernatural realm of Circe 
(Od. 10.212,218,433) and Proteus (Od. 4.456). The lions in the war epics are 
introduced in order to illustrate the everyday practice of war and are mainly 
confined to similes. They are part of a different reality, of what does not happen in 
the battle-field. But lions can be fully incorporated in the Odyssey, which is itself 
a poem without the restrictions of the war epic, namely without a confined field 
for activity, and without the narrow focus on one particular group of men - 
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warriors. Only Hercules' strap (ceXagcov: Od. 11.610-611) forms the thematic link 
with the ecphrases of armour in the Iliad and the Posthomerica. 
Of Quintus' non lion-similes where lions occur13, all but one are animal- 
similes. The exception is the comparison of Penthesileia to the sleeping Artemis 
in Posth. 1.663-665. This is also one of the two instances in this group of similes, 
where the lion appears to be harmed: Artemis has been hunting (Pakko-00a) lions 
in 1.665. The other example is in 7.716, where the lion is killed (8agE_'vToq). In the 
rest of the examples of this category we have animal-similes in which lions are 
depicted as threatening or harming other animals or men: oxen (1.5). young deer 
(1.587), jackals (2.299), fawns (3.171), swine (3.276,9.241), dogs (5.188,7.516, 
10.242), a bull (6.410), calves (8.238,13.263), a hunter (2.576). We must note 
that the huntress Artemis of the woods is an integral part of the natural realm; so 
is the lion as it occurs in the narrative. Quintus introduces the lion in the narrative 
in Odysseus' words to Aias on the power of human mind over nature (Posth. 
5.247) - therefore the lion is described as subdued - and thrice in ecphrases of 
armour: Achilles' in 5.17-18 (XE_'ovcF_; / agep5ak6ot), Eurypylus' in 6.208 (210: 
, rF_tpogF_vo; xpaTF_pCo; ), and Philoctetes'in 10.184 (E_'ua0F_v'F,; 'CF, ) ov'CF-; ). It ha F_ ý9 s 
been shown that the Homeric ecphrases of armour generally share themes with 
similes. An apt example is the ecphrasis of Achilles' annour in Il. 18.579,585. As 
J. M. Redfield remarks (p. 187), "The Shield is intended as a systematic image of 
the wider world outside the Iliad. The patterns which emerge unreflectively in the 
similes have here been reflected upon and set into coherence. Yet this very 
difference makes of the Shield a kind of master simile. " We can see Quintus' 
ecphrases, too, in this light. Hence, they support and do not contradict the 
following fact: as in the Iliad, so in the Posthomerica, whether the lion is 
threatening or threatened, marauding or harmed, whether it constitutes a simile- 
referent or not, animal-similes are the context in which it is particularly expected, 
though one must allow for other expressions of nature, too. 
It may be that Quintus feels the lion as being too strong an image to be 
placed in the background of other natural similes, for example those of weather or 
natural phenomena, or those of flora and humans. He may regard such a 
manipulation of his favourite animal as detracting from the lion's poetic potential 
and effect: if possible, a lion must be there not to add to a picture, but to be the 
protagonist in it14, or the maker of the picture, in cases where the poet describes 
the disaster that the lion itself causes. For example, in the calf-simile of Astyanax 
13 Posth. 1.5,587,665; 2.299,576; 3.171,276; 5.188; 6.410; 7.516,716; 8.238; 9.241; 10.242; 
13.263. 
14 See ScoM p. 60. 
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at Posth. 13.258-263, the lion is not the main theme and appears in the 
background as an additional threat to the bereaved mother: 
t% %0 Posth. 13.261 71 8E oEl P F-V tE n 7oowa 0t'XovrE_'icoq " Oct ica' "vOa 
Ij e4on gaicpa' ictwupogevn, Tf 8' '' tOFv icaico'v dMo 
X" ICE E- X&VTE; ' aplt 'ýWt 'Ka' F-TE t av at a-0TqV- 
Yet in this context the lion describes the Greeks, who are the makers of the 
picture, the picture being the destruction of Troy and her people. 
Having mentioned that lions are normally protagonists in similes, I will 
consider what Quintus' lion-similes particularly emphasise - physical movement 
or seats of emotion? An aspect very revealing is the verb. I will show how the 
verbs in the lion-similes of the Posthomerica interact with the verbs which 
precede or follow the similes. This interaction follows some particular schemes: 
A: the verb of the narrative is implied in the simile, e. g: 
3.267 Tp w'oo-tv kequpcoý&ro, Xicov 65c., 
I-VVA%t, Xnv. FV IC-Oatv alypeloTno-t KaT a71CEa galCpa ICat 0 
B: the verb of the simile is varied from that of the preceding narrative, but it (or a 
synonym) recurs in the apodosis, eg: 
Ua ME F-vo; RF-ya r1ev6F_0-0X1'1j;, 1.314 01,7 ,P no)ý ,, X117F- R, 
-L)PF-a Railcpa Xýatva aXX Log Tt; TF- 06eaut icar' 0" 
9Ea evWon &i4aaa Pa0^0cKo7r'X010 8t' MIGIMI; 
o' g 'ka augov tatvF-t atRa, ro; tgetpouaa,, co Ia 
V1 M TýRo; AavacýtatvApilta; EvOope Koupli. 
C: this class may include all the examples that do not fit in A and B. Usually, the 
verb that occurs in the preceding narrative occurs or is implied in the simile, and 
is - this same verb or its synonym - repeated in the apodosis, e. g: 
0)ý 00 2.248 'AvTtXOXq) Lctdk'10, Xkj)v " 'PPt4'O1)R0; 
I"C%I%IP '8F- Oxca0at ica7rpt(i), 6; pa icat avco; F-vavctov ot 
IfI- F_X F_ t ai: yXeTo; OPRTI av8pa(yt xat "pe(; at, Ir' Et 5' 0' 
t% 
(0q 05 006y, FLIC0, go-006v 
In general, the verb of the narrative can be embedded in the simile, but not 
a0 gat vice-versa. For example, in Posth. 2.330-334, Nestor is weighed down ('X o 
by old age and compares himself to a lion: 
OoRat atV013 2.330 Vf)V 5' X&OV -bno YTIPao; ax 
So, the verb aXOFrat is implied in the simile. Correspondingly, the lion's mental 
0 F_ 0a 10VETat state seems to be applied to Nestor (v. 334): icparF-P'v 8' XP'v(O *ao' 
T, Top. In the Posthomerica, as in the Iliad, scheme A prevails: the simile ex 
silentio repeats the verb of the narrative. Most of the verbs repeated - 
in fact 
implied - signify physical movement. 
This seems perfectly natural, as lion- 
similes occur mainly in battle-scenes and usually describe the moment when a 
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warrior dashes against his foe or is ready to do sol-5. Given this military aspect of 
the "lion", it is not surprising that none of the five lion-similes in the Odyssey 
refers to attacking lions, and as a result they lack verbs highlighting such a 
physical motion. Twice the Odyssean lion is described as suffering or performing 
an attack (4.791-792,6.130-134), twice as having realised one (22.402-405, 
23.48), and once as eating (9.292). Three out of five times the simile is there to 
emphasise the dehumanised appearance of Odysseus and not any hostility, 
although, seen through the eyes of Nausicaa and her maids, Odysseus as a lion 
(6.130-134) does give the impression of a threatening man. The Cyclops who eats 
as a lion also stresses the idea of a being which is degraded to the level of beasts. 
However, lion-similes depict not only motion, but psychological and 
mental states, too. In fact, a co-existence of motion and emotion is usual. As I B. 
Hainsworth (1993) remarks on 11.12.299-306, "As often the simile clarifies the 
emotiona colour of the narrative rather than the action to which it ostensibly 
relates"16. It is noteworthy that while the majority of verbs of motion is found in 
scheme A, verbs of emotion are expected in schemes B and C. The 
correspondence of motion to scheme A, and of emotion to the other schemes, is 
also seen in the Iliad, where, however, there are also two mental-psychological 
verbs occurring in scheme A, the scheme mostly for verbs of motion. This lucidly 
shows that similes of motion usually illustrate what has already been introduced 
in the narrative, while psychology is usually introduced by the simile and is 
repeated in the apodosis, as an element new to the narrative. So, as motion passes 
from narrative to simile, namely from characters to lions, so does psychology pass 
from simile to narrative. 
Quintus' verbs of motion in lion-similes, though different from Homer's, 
are not as remarkable as his verbs of sound. Yes, Quintus lets his lions be heard, 
while Homer did not take advantage of this aspect in the lion's physical image. 
Recently, M. L. West (not the first to do so) has treated the subject, writing of 
lions acting "as equivalent symbols for the numinous force of the roar of the 
thunder" in Ancient Mesopotamian art and literature, unlike Homer's lion which is 
"characterized by significant silence" 17. We need to come to the Homeric Hymns 
in order to read 
9p 
h. Ven. 159 apicccov 86pgaf E, -PICF-tco 
pap-006077(owce ýXovccov, 
'Coloq aloro; lcarElceove E-, v O-UPF-CR 
15 Scott, p. 62; Moulton 1977,50; M. K. Brown 1974,274; Friedrich, p. 120. 
16 Cf. Lonsdale 1990,35,133-135. 
17 1997,246 and 246 n. 103; Lonsdale 1990,45; M. K. Brown 1974,273; cf. Dunbabin 
1957,46 
(as quoted by Hainsworth 1993, on 11.10.485); see the sources that 
Janko quotes (1992, on Il. 
15.586-588) about lions as existing in Hellas until 16th c. A. D. 
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These lines refer to the bed to which Aphrodite coyly follows Anchises. It is 
noteworthy that this epithet of sound occurs in a context which does not need to 
stress such an aspect of the animal. By contrast, Apollonius describes Jason as a 
lion which 
tP Arg. 4.1339 1 wpbe, rat- at 8e', papetin 
Oeoyyfilmoppo 'o-L)O-tva, v, ol")PeaTtlxootpfio(; Ctt- 
However, a careful reading will show that the epithet Pap-000oyyew in the Hymn 
is relevant to the clause which follows (, roi); au', ro'; icaTenFOve E-'v wuipeat) and 
helps to visualise the confrontation with the lion, so enhancing Anchises' victory 
over it. This example seems to indicate that epithets of a lion's sound had been 
already introduced in poetry, so that they could then be used even ornamentally, 
as expressing typical characteristics of a lion. As for the date of the hymn, R. 
Janko, relying on linguistic evidence, comes to the conclusion that "this may 
certainly be fixed between Hesiod's Theogony and Dem. ", while he places the 
Hymn to Demeter in the latter half of the seventh or the early sixth century". If 
the reconstruction of the dates is correct, then the intervening period between 
Homer and the poet of the Hymn to Aphrodite is not a remarkably long one, and 
therefore it is difficult to believe that Homer had never heard of the lion's roar, 
which would become a typical feature of the lion before the end of the seventh 
century. On the other hand it is also hard to imagine that Homer would choose not 
to exploit the lion's sound. However, he also ignores the buzz of swarming bees, 
which was - no doubt -a sound not unknown to him. 
On the other hand, Quintus' lion is kPp-oX6); (3.146,7.47 1) and his 
lioness gE_'y"t'aXF_v (12.530); the verb tidX(o occurs frequently in the Posthomerica, 
while the latter word is elsewhere used of a beast at Posth. 5.375, of falling 
warriors at 11.30,206 and of the winds at 14.484 (op-oXoRE-Mov). Remarkably 
enough, Quintus also describes the lion by the epithets E'ptipp-oXgo; (3.171) and 
gF_, yaX0Pp-uXo; (5.188); both words occur only once in the poem. Instead of 
F_ptPp10Xgoto (codd. ), in 3.171 Rhodomann proposed E9_ptPp-6Xoto. Vian, on the 
other hand, refers to the term opoXgfi, in Posth. 4.241 in order to support the 
reading of the codices (cf. LSJ Suppl. s. v. F'_p'tpp-oXgo; ). Without intending to 
judge the proposed readings, I remark that Rhodomann's reading would show 
Quintus as innovative in employing an uncommon epithet (in AP 6.159: loud- 
braying, of the trumpet) in a new context, so broadening its semantic field. 
Of the fourteen epithets of the male lion in the Posthomerica (the lioness 
is not given any epithet), only five occur in lion-similes. The two aforementioned 
epithets of sound are among Quintus' leonine epithets which do not occur 
in the 
14 
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Homeric epics. Such epithets are: o'Pptgo8'ugoq (Posth. 2.248,5.406; of bulls at 
5.249 and wolves at 10.183), Poo8Rqrqp (1.524,587; only here in the poem), 
F-Pt'Pp'uXgo; (3.171; only here in the poem), NF-gF-tdto; (6.208; only here in the 
poem), gvyaXoPp-uXo; (5.188; only here in the poem), E-OýF-vý; (10.184; of bulls 
in 3.681). Another group of epithets that Quintus uses for the lion, occurs in 
Homer but not in order to describe an animal: avat8ý; (Od. ), &"vý; (Il. /Od. ), 
PXoa-op0; (Il. ), OoO; (Il. 10d. ). In fact, only three of the fourteen epithets that 
Quintus writes for the lion occur in Homer in a similar context: 'Kparepo; (Od. ), 
gEya; (Il. ), agEp8akgo; (II.; it occurs in the Odyssey, but not in relation to an 
animal). In Posth. 2.299 the lion is g6ya; (gE-', yav [ ... ] Xýowca). In the Iliad the 
nominative of g6ya; is used of Zeus, and more often of mortals such as 
Iphidamas, Hector, Priam and especially Aias. In the Odyssey the word describes 
many animals. Of the lion, Apollonius gives not merely geya;, but nF-X(opto; 
(4.1438). 
The epithets for the lion have the following position in the verse: 
uu 2 uu 3 uu 4 uu 5 uu 6 uu 
ovreý a RTjVF-F-q 
O)v O, pptgo O-L)40(; 
Do Am Mpe X9 ovCF- 
dc vat&, Oý ovco(; 
1cpaTF- . po-L)q ovcaý 
Eppithets describing lions in lion-similes of the Posthomerica. 
3 6 
ovrt 
ovca 
ovTor, 
ovZF-c, 
(ov 
kip- lyav ovra 
oto ovcor, 
ßxoo-u ovror, 
F- 7. goto ovroc, 
NF- 
- 
0 getat 010 ovror, 
ge, yctxoßplo 1,010 ovzog 
1 
9 E 
. 
1)(y0eve-, eý TE ký ovzeý 
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9 ot 
ovTeý 
XPUTE poix, ovTctc 
h ovTaý 
ßo. oöwn Tfiol ký i ovrt 
Epithets describing the lion in a non lion-simile context in the Posthomerica. 
From these tables become apparent: (a) Quintus' tendency to place the epithet 
after the third longum in lion-similes, no matter if the epithet precedes or follows 
the "lion", (b) the enhanced pliancy and independence of the epithet in non lion- 
simile contexts; the epithet can be in a remarkable distance from the "lion", and 
(c) the more or less fixed positions of the "lion" in the second table. 
In the Iliadic lion-similes Homer's epithets for the lion are 0Ao0opow 
(15.630), 6peaurpooo; (12.299,17.61), atiwrq; (20.165), 1j-0yE. 'vF_to; (17.109, 
18.318), al'ftv (11.548,18.161)., co'go0ayo; (5.782,7.256,15.592). In other 
contexts the lion is alftv geya, %o; (10.24,10.178), ativTij; (11.481) and 
(: FgF_p8ctXCo; (18.579). In the Odyssey the lion is described as opF_(Ytrpo0o; in 
similes (6.130,9.292) and as icparepO; (4.335,17.126), i'juy6veto; (4.456) and 
Xapono; 19 (11.611) in other contexts. In Homer we note: (a) the pliancy of both 
lion's and epithet's position in the Iliadic verse and (b) his preference for the 
scheme "lion + epithet' ', while Quintus prefers the reverse. 
I shall now discuss the distribution of "lions" in particular Books and 
among characters of the Posthomerica. A list of characters compared to lions I 
give in the table below: 
Characters In lion - 
similes 
As indirectly stated in other 
similes 
Achilles 3.142,497 1.5,587; 2.576; 3.171,276; 7.716 
Aias 3.267; 5.406 5.188 
Eurypylus 6.132,396 6.410; 7.516 
Neoptolemus 7.464; 9.253 8.238; 9.241 
Memnon 2.248 2.299 
Philoctetes 10.242 
Meges 1.277 
Epeius 4.337 
Nestor 2.330 
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Penthesileia 1.315 
Cassandra 12.530 
Achilles and Aias 1.524 
Agamemnon and Menelaus 6.532 
Eurypylus and TrqJans 7.487 
Aeneas and Eurymachus 11.163 
Trojan Women 3.202 
Achaeans 1.665 
The characters compared to a lion in the Posthomerica. 
What the Scholiast (on Il. 11.72; Il. 16.352) has pointed out about lions in the 
Iliad (see p. 43 below) can be closely applied to the Posthomerica. That is, the 
characters to be thought of as lions are neither pairs nor groups of fighters, but the 
single hero. More precisely, Achilles, Aias and Eurypylus are the characters 
whom Quintus describes as lions most. 
From the figure below it becomes apparent that the thirty-three lions in 
simile-contexts - eighteen in lion-similes and fifteen in other similes - are 
accumulated mainly at the beginning and in the middle of the Posthomerica, that 
is, in the first three Books, and in Books 6 and 7: 
-, 8 
iý 2 
0 
456789 10 11 12 13 14 
Books in the Posthonwrica 
The distribution of lions in Posthomeric similes. 
The first of these two zones of lion accumulation narrates the arrival, deeds and 
death of Penthesileia (Book 1) and Memnon (Book 2), as well as the death of 
Achilles (Book 3). After the death of Hector, Penthesileia and Memnon mark a 
new era of relief and hope for the Trojans. After the death of Achilles, 
it is only in 
the second zone (Books 6-7) that the two armies are re-arranged under 
Eurypylus 
and Neoptolemus and the war is waged with confidence. 
Books 6-7, then, mark a 
revival of hopes for both parts, setting a new starting point 
in the war. Of the 
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Books that do not belong to these two zones, Books 5 and 9 attract our attention 
as having the most lions in similes. These books speak of the death of Aias and 
the arrival of Philoctetes in Troy respectively. As the Posthomerica is an epic 
divided into Books most of which are developed round a character who 
narrativally speaking is short-lived, we might assume that the concentration of 
lion-similes in the two aforementioned zones manifests the importance of the 
protagonist and reflects important stages of the war at the same time. However, in 
the zones where lions are concentrated there may be more than one character to be 
thought of as a lion; more than that, the protagonist of the Book may be given 
fewer comparisons to a lion than other characters. A fine example is Book 1, 
where of the six lions that occur in similes (Posth. 1.5,277,315,524,587,665), it 
is only one that describes the protagonist of the Book, Penthesileia (1.315). In 
Books 2,3 and 7, Memnon, Achilles and Neoptolemus respectively will be 
accorded only half of the leonine comparisons. So, of the lions in Posth. 2.248, 
299,330,576, only the first two describe Memnon. In Book 3, Achilles is 
compared to a lion in 142,171,497, while the rest of the lions describe the Trojan 
women (202) and Aias (276,497). In Book 7, Neoptolemus is compared to a lion 
in v. 464 (to a aic10gvoq in 717). 7.716 refers to Achilles, while 487 and 516 depict 
Eurypylus and the Trojans. Of the two comparisons to a lion in Book 9 the main 
character of this Book, Philoctetes, does not get any, while vv. 241 and 253 
describe Neoptolemus. It is only Eurypylus who is given the majority of the 
leonine comparisons in Book 6, where he is the protagonist (132,396,410, while 
532 refers to the Atreidae) and Aias that is given the only two in Book 5 (188, 
406). Thus, the lion-imagery illustrates the quality of heroism and is not strictly 
confined to a particular person at a given section of the narrative. 
8 
Fn 
6 
4 
2 
0 
Trojans 
Greeks 
1 11 12 13 14 
Books in the Posthonwrica 
The Greeks and the Trojans as lions in the Posthonwrica. 
The figure above shows how Quintus distributes his lion-similes among 
the major groups of characters in the poem: Greeks and Trojans. 
In general, Greek 
warriors are more often described as leonine than the 
Trojans, which means that 
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the Greeks are more predatory, if not more heroic as well. The scarcity of lions in 
the second half of the poem (Books 8-14) arises, I think, from the unheroic nature 
of the war at that stage; the stealthy invaders will not be thought of as heroic lions. 
As expected, the majority of the lion-similes describe lions as threatening 
or devastating. In those cases where lions appear to be threatened or harmed in 
their confrontation with men, they still hold themselves ready for defence and 
become fiercer than before: (o^u') %ýOecat i'lvope'%, akka arpF_OF_'T'c"(7ptov 6ýtýta 
(Yýtep8axýov pxoorupýolv yev'eao-t PF-Pp-oX ' (3.145-146), ýtativ&T'[... ] ko; (0; 
8aýta(yoil (6.397), ýtE_'y' daXako(ov E-'v't ftgCo / F'_'omorat (7.465-466), L 
EnE(You'rat OgF_p8axýov ýXomopýo-tv IMca yev'OF-oot PF_Pp-oX* (7.470-471). 
The confrontation between lion and man gives the most interesting similes of the 
sort. As in the Iliad, their richness in detail make these similes the lengthiest, too. 
On the contrary, the similes that describe threatening or marauding lions, though 
they are the most in number, are the shortest of all lion-similes. This is not 
surprising, because this is the only type of lion-simile in which one can see very 
short similes or slightly extended ones. 
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-length: 19 similes extending over 60 verses; average simile 
3.15 verses 
(a) threateniný 13 2.07 5 
(b I) threatened 2 6 7 
(b2) facing men 41 5.25 1 8 
........... ............. 
................ ................... ............. ...... ............... 
32 similes extending over 112 verses; average simile- 
length: 3.5 verses 
(a) threatening 21 2.04 7 
(b I) threatened 5 5.4 8 
(b2) facIng men 6 17 
10 
............... .......... ................ ................. N ....... ... ............ ............ ........... ........... 777777 7- 7.77777 
similes extending over 13 verses; average simile-length: 
2.6 verses 
threatening 4 2.75 5 
threatened 1 2 12 
The length of lion-similes in Homer and Quintus. 
The d vision into threatening and threatened, into marauding and 
harmed, 
shows that the lion is not always omnipotent and unconquerable. 
What deserves 
more attention and appreciation is how the lion-similes which 
describe one 
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particular character form a course or closely follow the character's course from 
triumph to doom and depict the stages of this route. In other words, the lion, as a 
hero itself, experiences a course parallel to the character's. All lions referring to a 
particular hero, whether they come from lion- or other similes, contribute to this 
illustration of the hero's course. In the general introduction to this thesis I have 
mentioned the meaningful succession of "lions" depicting Eurypylus and 
Neoptolemus. Here I will refer to the similes where Achilles is referred to as a 
lion. Their succession is shown in the table below, where the shaded areas 
indicate lion-similes: 
1.5-7 Achilles frightens the Trojans superiority I 
the lion friohtens oxen 
I 
1.586-587 Achilles faced by Penthesileia superiority Ia 
lion is faced bv a voune deer 
I 
2.575-579 Achilles having killed Memnon superiority Ia 
lion having killed a hunter 
I 
3.170-172 Achilles' last cry scares the Trojans death coming 
a lion's cry scares young deer 
3.276 dead Trojans lie round Achilles'body dead 
dead swine lie round a lion 
7.715-720 Neoptolemus is visiting his dead father's tent dead 
a lion whelp is visiting his deadfather's den 
I 
Achilles as a lion in the Posthonwrica. 
Another example is Aias. The lion-imagery delineates his course from 
triumph to ýtctvtia. This course is shown below, where shaded areas indicate lion- 
similes that refer to Aias: 
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5.188 Odysseus inferior to Aias (subjective) 
....... -a 
dog inferior to a lion superiority .............. ........ ........ ............................. ............... ................................ ......... ... ......... mp. ........... 
64 40 A 
: X: Xxý4 .......... ............... ................ 7 -7 -7 -7 77771 7-7 7-V-7.7: 7-7 7-: -ý 
Aias as a lion in the Posthonwrica. 
I shall now introduce a few points about lions in individual Books of the 
Posthomerica. In Book 1 there are two pairs of lions or lionesses, which appear in 
the following verses: (a) 1.5,315 and (b) 1.277,524. While the members of the 
first pair are the reverse image of each other, the members of the second pair are 
parallel. So, at the very beginning of the poem, Quintus describes the frightened 
Trojans as staying in the walls of Ilion like oxen that do not wish to encounter a 
lion in the thicket (1.5-7). This image is the reverse of line 315, where 
Penthesileia dashes against the enemies like a lioness against oxen in the 
mountains. Despite the fine equilibrium in the juxtaposition of the bovine images 
of Greeks and Trojans, the victory of the Trojans is undermined by the lines that 
intervene between the two similes. So, when we come to Penthesileia's triumph at 
verse 315 we already know that the Trojan triumph will be very brief. 
9p 
Posth. 1.171 X-O-Ypalt öe-' gtv OTP-Ovgalcov 
Kýpeý Ög(jýý npo)TylviF- xalt inzauliv e'ni Öfiptv 
F- Ea ýt öF-' Tp6-w-ý avoaTilrotat no8F-aat ýx6ýgev. äg 
noxxo, t e, _, novlr Eni 5AP1V avcttöF-UrxAgov1 KO upil 
tXCC80V, 11A)TE gfiXCC gF-Ta KTt'XOV 
These verses show the picture of the Trojans as helpless sheep. It is apparent that 
Penthesileia drags them to their doom. The threat of 1.207-208 - the image of 
the Trojans as beasts in a sheep-pen - will not be realised. The truth is that they 
are led to battle like sheep to the altar. Their comparison to sheep at 1.277 and 
524 simply confirms that. 
Now may be discussed the second pair of similes, which describes the 
Greek triumph. Meges dashes like a lion against sheep in 1.277-278, while in 524 
Aias and Achilles attack Trojans in the manner of oxen-killing lions which attack 
sheep. So, the equilibrium of Trojans and Greeks as oxen in the first pair is at 524 
(where the oxen clearly depict the Trojans) referred to only to be utterly removed. 
After the aforementioned pairs of similes which are illustrative of the Greek pre- 
eminence, verse 587 is the outcome that reconfirms this pre-eminence: like an 
oxen-killing lion, Achilles will bring doom to Penthesileia, whom he compares to 
a deer. It is remarkable that oxen appear in the same context with lions 
(even in 
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the same word, as in the compound Ooo8gilTýp) or lionesses four times in Book 1 
and only once elsewhere (Posth. 7.486-492). 
The depiction of Memnon in Book 2 as a lion and finally as a hunter who 
is killed by a lion, I will discuss below in the section on the swine. I will here 
point out two pairs of similes in Book 2, where lions feature. The first pair 
comprises similes 2.248-250 and 298-299, which describe Memnon as a lion 
facing swine or jackals respectively. The second pair of similes depicts Memnon 
on the other side, the side of the lion's opponents, that is, as a shepherd dog (330- 
334) and as a hunter (575-579). Events show that Nestor was right at 331 to 
question the leonine status of Memnon: he dies from a lion, and not as a lion. 
More precisely, Memnon is killed by a swine or a lion (576), and it sounds 
attractive, if not too extreme, to remember that (a) Antilochus is depicted as wild 
swine at 249 (xanpticp) and (b) what Memnon mainly pays for at the hands of 
Achilles is the death of Antilochus. Thus, I suggest that an idea of revenge might 
be traced in the disjunction that describes Memnon's killer: 11' aljo; i'lp'- XE-'ov. To; 
(576). 
While Memnon fails to die like a lion in Book 2, Achilles succeeds in 
doing so in Book 3. The similes that depict lions in Book 3 seem to be sorted in 
pairs, as in the two previous Books: 
a 142-146,170-172 Achilles 
201-203 Trojan women 
b 267-268,276 Aias 
C 
1 
369 
497 
Aias 
AchiRes 
-. i 
The lion in similes of Posthomerica 3. 
The first pair describes how Achilles, viewed by the Trojans with fear, is dying 
like a lion (a). Verses 201-203 describe the women of Troy as leopards or 
lionesses in a maternal mode, and Achilles as a hunter, a role already established 
in Books I and 2. Whether in his illusionary triumph Paris is accurate or not in 
describing the emotions of these women, the truth is that these emotions never get 
the physical expression that Paris encourages. In other words, the Trojan women 
will have no moment of glorious revenge round the body of Achilles. Paris' 
contentment at seeing Troy's major opponent defeated is ruined by Aias (217-219) 
who turns out to be a sort of second Achilles. So, the second pair of similes 
(b) 
depicts Aias as a marauding lion. In between these two similes, there is his 
comparison to a dolphin (270-272). 1 feel quite certain that Quintus 
had in mind 
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Achilles' comparison to a dolphin in the napanoT' P agto; gaXil of the Iliad (21.22- 
24). 
My suggestion that Aias stands in the position of Achilles can be 
corroborated by the final pair of Posthomeric similes (c) which runs thus: 
%f 3.369 rov'; 8' eikact; ava clavo, vogp-iu; co; aitoka gýxa 
to 
3.497 ot ac napoq OopF-orco, XbvO'cbq a't6Xa gýXa- 
The first simile depicts Aias in the epilogue of his triumphant defence of Achilles' 
body, while the second verse shows how Agamemnon thinks of Achilles, who 
now lies dead: from the fear of Achilles as is described by Agamemnon, the 
Trojans passed to the fear of Aias. It is remarkable that Quintus writes the phrase 
atOkct Rfika only in the two verses cited above. The repeated phrase links the 
characters who are described as vogvu'; and as Xkov respectively. This pair of 
similes can well be read along with the very first picture in the poem, where the 
Trojans shut themselves in the city from fear of Achilles. For the first time after 
1.3-4, a character does what Achilles had done, namely keep the Trojans in the 
walls of Ilion2O. 
In Book 5 Aias is thought of as a lion twice. The first simile is 
contemptuously spoken by Aias to Odysseus. As the comparison between a dog 
and a lion appears in a speech, it reminds one of the simile that Nestor directs at 
Memnon at 2.330-334. However, Nestor's comparison is more centred round 
himself than scornful to Memnon. The two similes of Book 5 are cited here: 
91pff 
5.186 elcet V-0 (ye -IF-tvaro 411'C'np 
8 F-t'Xatov icalt a'vaXictv, aýavpmpv nep F'Wto, 
Oooov, rtq, TF- icloo)v geyaXoýpUxoto xlý, Owcoq- 
5.406 t (0; 00 ev 8' F'-Oopev gýxotort, X&OV ", OPIR, O-Ogo; 
ktgCp im' a'pyaX6q 8e, 8gqge-'voq 'a' ptov ifirop. Ly 
There is a strong irony in the relationship of these similes. In the first place, Aias 
stresses his own heroism by his self-portrait as a lion. Ironically, he is going to 
misuse, or rather waste, his heroic valour by destroying himself It is very intense 
that real sheep feature at this very pathetic moment because they effectively 
bridge the gap between narrative and similes. As lions slaughter sheep in similes, 
so he, like a lion, imitates this activity not in a simile but in the narrative. 
Thus, 
the gavtict of Aias breaks the boundary between reality and imagination. 
He goes 
beyond the limits and commits the unreal (cf. p. 128 below). 
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A similar picture in Book 6 is that of Eurypylus pushing the 
Greeks to their ships (6.606-607). 
The lion 
In Books 7 to 9, the similes referring to Neoptolemus seem to be a nice 
example of an emotive arrangement of material. Neoptolemus reaches Troy in 
Book 7. His presence as a lion in this Book is marked by his very first simile, that 
of a lion whose young are taken away from the lair by hunters, whereas in fact he 
is the youth/whelp that will soon enter the empty tent/lair of his father. The 
antithesis between narrative and simile is haunting. The one who wages the war is 
seen as suffering an attack. His real bereavement is indirectly stated in a simile 
which stresses his attack, implying the psychological fact that his father's loss is 
decisive for his behaviour in the battle. He is a lion, 
7.465 0;, CF- Icaf O-U, PF-a gaicpa gey, aoxax0cov Evit ftgco L 
to pf 9p 
F-00-0, ral aype-L)TýGtv evarctov, OtTE Ot 11871 
IP 19 avTpq) EnegPativo)(Ttv F-P-600aaeat gegacm; 
pif-t OKI)gvol); Ot(OOF-'V'ca; F-O)v a7co" orýýx 'COICIPI(I)v 
Now, the last simile of Neoptolemus in Book 7 forms the striking reversal of his 
first leonine presence in this book. The simile marks his real visit to his father's 
tent and is true to the facts: 
tf0 
7.715 0),; 8' o''C' ava 8p-oga n-olcva Icalt a, ylcEa POMF-Vca 
t19 
agep8axýoto XE-'OVro; Im crype-I)Týat 8agE-, Vco; 
alc^t)gvo; E; avrpov ticilrat E-oalctov 
Later on, in a simile that describes Deiphobus, the bereaved lion of 7.464-471 will 
ironically turn out to be the lion that threatens a swine at that very moment when 
the latter is protecting its young from jackals. The lion that has been hurt is now 
eager to hurt: 
t19%1 
9.240 coq 81 oke a--uq E-9v O'Peacrt VEI17FVF-O)v a7co reicvo)v 
06aq alcoaaelýqat, x6w 8, CTEPO)OC ýavetilj 
9p 
F-ICICOOF-V F, -GcrogEvo; 
Among the similes which are between the aforementioned pair of reversed 
images (7.464-471,715-720), there are two pictures that seem to be associated. 
So, at 7.486-492, the Greeks are described as pushing Eurypylus and the Trojans 
from the Greek wall, as shepherds and their dogs push lions away from the pen. 
The effectiveness of the image is unquestionable, as the conquerors are now 
defending themselves in their wall/pen. My point is that the picture that Quintus 
describes here is counterbalanced by v. 516, where Eurypylus reverses the simile 
of 7.486-492 and speaks of dogs (the Greeks fighting from within) as being scared 
of a lion (Eurypylus): 
09 tP 
7.516 Vf)v 86 got, F-LICE Xiov'rt lc-OVF-q nTO)GCFOVrF-; F-V -OxI'q' 
ga, pvaoO' F'-'v8ov eovre; Oxvogevot Oovov at'M' )v ' 
Furthermore, the lion-similes which describe Neoptolemus and Eurypylus 
in their confrontation appear to be arranged in an architectural mode. Even in the 
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case that this is not deliberate but only the result of a subconscious process, it still 
reflects how Quintus conceived the development of this confrontation. Not only 
lion-similes that refer to Neoptolemus and Eurypylus, but also other similes in 
which the two heroes are described as lions (always threatening or marauding), 
fall into the following pattern: 
A The arrival of Eurypylus 
B 6.132 
1 
lv. Eurypylus: lion-simile 
6.396-398 
. 
Eurypylus: lion-simile 
6.410 lv. , Eurypylus: in a bull-simile of Machaon 
C The arrival of Neoptolemus 
D1 7.464-471 Neoptolemus: lion-simile 
7.486-492 Eurypylus: lion-simile 
7.5t6-518 Eurypylus: in a simile of the Greeks as shepherds and 
dogs 
7.715-720 Neoptolemus: whelp-simile 
E The death of Eurypylus 
F 8.238 lv. Neoptolemus: in a calf-simile of the Trojans 
19.240-244 Neoptolemus: in a swine-simile of Deiphobus 
19.253 _ lv. 1 Neoptolemus: lion-simile 
Eurypylus and Neoptolemus as lions in the Posthomerica. 
In phase B, before Neoptolemus arrives, Eurypylus appears in three similes of 
power and pre-eminence. Phase B itself has a certain symmetrical structure: the 
first and the last of the three similes consist of a single verse. It seems that the 
hero's supremacy is initially stated in a single line and then developed in a slightly 
lengthened simile, only to be summed up in another single-line simile. Phase D is 
marked by the presence of Neoptolemus. Symmetry and ring composition are 
obvious again: two references to Eurypylus as a lion are encircled 
by the two 
similes of Neoptolemus as a bereaved lion. Eurypylus' death 
is followed by phase 
F, which comprises three similes where Neoptolemus is compared to a 
lion. Here, 
an absolutely identical scheme to phase B exists. To sum up, through 
this well- 
proportioned arrangement, the course of events is unmistakable: we move 
from 
Eurypylus'aristeia to his duel with Neoptolemus. Though the structure of this 
duel is symmetrical, it contains signs of Neoptolemus' excellence 
(see p. x above). 
Finally, we see the corroboration of this excellence in the third phase, after 
Eurypylus' death. The arrangement of this material is hard, if not impossible, to 
regard as unconscious. I do not 
imply that there is a stage when Quintus' simile- 
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patterns are physically independent from the body of the narrative before they 
become integral to it. It seems very likely, however, that there is a stage when 
Quintus looked back and gave to the similes a finishing touch which stresses their 
role as integral elements of a well-structured and coherent narrative. 
To sum up the lion's presence and significance throughout the 
Posthomerica: in Book 1, after a brief shift of victory to the Trojan side, the 
"lion" pictures the doom falling upon the Trojans. In Book 2 Memnon the "lion" 
ironically dies from a "lion". In Book 3 the "lion" stands clearly for the Greeks. 
From the leonine images of the promising Trojan allies (Penthesileia and 
Memnon) who were condemned to fall, in Book 3 only the Trojan women are 
leonine. They appear so in a speech; it is a role imposed on them -a role that 
they will never realise. By contrast, after the death of Achilles we see in the Greek 
side a renewal of the lion's presence through Aias. Ironically enough, after this 
promising position of Aias, Book 5 shows his sad fall through lion-similes, among 
others. The uncertainty of fate is impressive. Aias was brought to the top only to 
fall in a spectacular way. At the end of Book 5, then, the Greeks have taken pride 
in but also lost their two great heroes. Now, the "lion" describes the pre-eminence 
of Eurypylus in Book 6, while in Books 7 to 9 there is the dramatic picture of 
Neoptolemus in his two roles: the bereaved child-whelp and the hero-lion who 
makes others bereaved. The cruelty of war and the consequent loss of humanity is 
what we see in this representative of people in pain who are turned into merciless 
slaughterers, entrapped as they are in the vicious circle of blood. In Quintus' 
psychological interest in Aias and now in Neoptolemus we see the questioning of 
the victorious lion's welfare: Aias falls and Neoptolemus is in pain. In this war 
they are victimizers but victims as well. 
Thus, Quintus presents the most eminent, most heroic and impressive 
animal as being vulnerable and suffering. On the one hand, the Trojans are 
condemned. On the other hand, the Greek power is questioned: renewed only in 
order to vanish Was); renewed for a second time only to co-exist with pain 
(Neoptolemus). 
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1.1.4 The introduction and extension of the lion-simile 
In order to gain an insight into the technique of the lion-simile extension in the 
Posthomerica, it is necessary to see the progress from the et'icaGia of the form 
"like a lion" to the lengthier napetpoXA. I quote Demetrius as a reminder of the 
two terms: brav gevrot eticaotav 7rot6)gF_v Ti1v geraýopav, 6); 7cpoXF_Xe1CTa1, 
N- OC CEI ETCE O, roxaa, reov Coý) avvTogov, icatro-O R118E-, v IEMOV Tof) "O)OWEP', 7tpo'Tt V t, 
, cot dvT eticacka; Tcctpapoký F', orat 7cotTjctKTj (On Style §89)21. The lion-similes in 
the Posthomerica present the following main steps of development (the simile in 
11.163 is missing because it is followed by a lacuna and consequently it is hard to 
classify): 
a) 4.337 MO)v 6 
b) 1.277 X60)v 0"); TCO)F-(Yt Rl, j%O)v 
9.253 MO)v 0"); a'vr' E-, Xaooto 
3.497 Move' (1, ); a, toka gfixa 
c) 6.132 -O'CF- rt; O(OEG(Ft x6cov ev 0, PF-Gat gelexecov 
3.267 klýO)V 0'); / C'V IC'L)O- I tV aypElMnOtKaT I ay1cp-a Ralcpa lcalt -oxnv 
5.406 Rnxoto-t, X60)v (J"-I; 0, pptgoo-ogo; / xtg(ý [... ] 86Rng6vo; 
d) 2.248 XýO)v (2); O, pptgoo-ogo; / icanpt, q), 0,; 
3.202 llF%- X60ttVat / aV8p't 7COXA)'KPA'CQ) gO'YF-Pfi; E-'TCtt'U'rOpt "PTI; 
e) 3.142 Ir F- wce XýOwco; /[... I, O'v 
7.464 
T 
e U're xgovco;, / 0,; 
12.530 IT F- U're Xýatva / 11V 
f) 1.524 f co; 8' o', cp- x9orce 
7.486 (0; 8' o"C' k6ovra; 
6.532 e Ure i'IF'- k6orce; gan rCo ok' 
2.330 co;, Et,;, rF- X&OV 
6.396 co; Ct,; 'Cc khov 
1.315 tp p 
-(Oqrt;, 
CF- Xýatvct 
The introduction and exlension of the lion-simile in the Posthomerica. 
It is obvious that a forms the shortest simile form and is the basis 
for any 
further extension. Class b contains the "like a lion against an animal" scheme, 
which is the shortest developed simile. The lion lacks any epithet 
in this step of 
extension. There is an epithet in the short simile 
&, w gýka Xý, ovw; anijvE-'E; 
(Posth. 11.163), which could be classified in this step, but there is a 
lacuna 
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following the verse, and consequently we cannot be certain about the length of the 
simile. The analogous step in the Iliad - the third step of extension, which is the 
equivalent of the Posthomeric class b- lacks epithets, too: XEovO' 6)q gqica8F_; 
ctuye; (Il. 11.383), XE-'ovO' 6 Poualtv E"Xt4tv (Il. 12.293), 05; rti; rF- X66)v icara 
, rai)pov E-'8,98(0; (Il. 17.542). Yet there is an intervening step in the Iliad, in which 
an epithet or participle is applied to the lion: Xetpovatv E-'otxorF-q 64goodyotort(v) 
(Il. 7.256,15.592), Xeo)v (oq aXict' nenotO(o; (Il. 5.299). This step has no 
equivalent in Quintus, who does not appear to think of epithets when writing his 
short or slightly extended lion-similes, though he creates this sort of development 
in his beast-similes: Ehipeao-tv Eovicoce; digopopotat(v) (Posth. 1.222,11.300). 
Class c, as b, contains the animal which is the lion's victim and perhaps the 
element of place. I allow the simile of Aias at 5.406-407 in this class but, as I 
have already mentioned, it is an unusual example of simile interacting with the 
narrative: the victims, the sheep, belong to the narrative rather than to the simile. 
Step d lingers on the attacked, while the similes which belong to e have a relative 
clause which closely follows the lion and serves purposes of extension. All three 
similes in this step depict lions which courageously confront men. Now, it seems 
that particular types can attract a certain way of extension. For example, the 
similes of categoryf are introduced by phrases which create the expectation of an 
extension. In the case of co; 8' 6, rF_ (as when)22, or gart rC5 6, c' (on a day when), 
things are quite clear, but when applying the pronoun utq to a lion, Quintus 
appears to describe it in particular circumstances. Therefore, the reader expects 
details on these circumstances. The pictures in f are the most complete: they 
always refer to the opponent of the lion, a threatened animal or man, and also 
contain spatial details. In all but two cases (1.315-317,2.330-334), there is a 
0) rP VOOE 'X v ai av presence (d'vaicrF_;, ogiXouq vogýEO or even specified absence (Ot 
vogllo)v) of human beings. 
In the table above as means of extension we saw: epithets or participles, 
topographical details, and finally, relative - main or subordinate - clauses. The 
arrangement of sentences one after the other may be with mere subordination 
(, oico, raýt; ) or parataxis/co6rdination (napdra4t; ). The main coOrdinating 
conjunction that Quintus uses is 8E-'. It is useful to remember what J. D. Denniston 
remarks on as to its usage in the additional method of connection: "86' is often 
hardly tinged with adversative colour"23. When he removes the concentration 
from the lion to his opponent, Quintus prefers co6rdination to subordination. For 
E0 ot 60 ap' (7.464f; also Posth. 2.330- example, F_VrF_ X'OvTO;, "; TE 
334,3.142-146,6.532-536). 
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It is noteworthy that H. van Thiel's editorial practice in the Iliad is 
different from that of F. Vian in the Posthomerica, as to this particular aspect. The 
main clauses introduced by a relative24 in the Iliad are normally put after a colon 
by van Thiel, while the equivalent clauses in Quintus appear to follow a comma. 
For example: 
tp%t A 12.41 O)q 8' o'ut a'v F'-pvrF- movEcFat icat av a sp p at NPF-A)Týwt 
llcdnptoq IIE' XE-'o)v mpe'OF-, rat aftw-i PXcgF-cttpv(i)v* 
O't M 're 
0)ý Tt Il. 17.133 a 'Icel ' 'ý, re X&ov nep't 
P, a re ", ni, a, -tovrt UovavT1I0(1)vTat ýv 
ÜV8peý e'naleTýPF-ý- 0' 8e-, Te 
11.20.164 TI-qX68TI; Fkgpcoftv ývavTiov 6pro, X-9cov * 
oivTij;, 6vrF- Kai dv8pe; 67roxrdtgevat gegdaotv 
t cryp6gF-vot, na; 5ýgo; - 6M 
By contrast, in West's edition R. 12.42 ends with a comma. In Quintus: 
Posth. 2.330 V-3v 8' Xü0V imo, -fIlpaoý c"t)(00gat Ct'tvo-o, 
ov TF- icloo)v aTotogito nox, 1)Ppllvoto ötillTat 
eapaaxýwý, ö 8' C'tp' 
Posth. 6.532 Grpo)ecovu, ' F--0'CF- geapp F, -Pxp-i ljk- xýOrreý 
llgctTt Tco o', r' civalvwý ctokkiaam' avop 
apyaxý0)ý 8' F-ixcocrt icaico, v Tvo)correý oD£6P0V 
"pGitv 1MO' icpacep6It;, Ot 5' 
Whatever this is - Quintus' choice or the editor's misreading and consequent 
wrong punctuation - it certainly reduces, I feel, the smooth flow of verse. I 
would agree with S. Usher, who, writing about the relative which occurs in 
rhetoric after a strong stop, comments on its "effect of lengthening a period and 
promoting its smooth flow" (1973,45). 
Quintus also uses adversative connection, employing the eliminative 
adversative aXXa in the aXýga icac' dpatv icait OE-'o-tv: o^U' [ ... 1, aXXa25 
(3.144- 
145). The figure of antithesis is also present in olO' [ ... ] 010, [ ... I olU'SE-' 
(2.332-334; cf. 
H. 12.45-46). Usher (p. 44) includes the structure in those containing "an 
anticipatory or signposting element, and therefore contribute to the suspense 
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inherent in the periodic architecture of sentences. They are also to be linked to 
some extent with amplification, especially when they occur between words. " 
According to Denniston (1934, p. xliv) there is greater force in eliminating each 
item individually (not A, nor B, nor Q instead of eliminating the entire series en bloc (not A, B, C). 
Besides antithesis we should take into consideration disjunction, which 
was widely used before and in Quintus' times, especially by orators, in order to 
impress the audience and amplify the speech. Quintus uses it as much as Homer in 
order to connect parts of a compound sentence in an emphatic way. In fact, 
connecting is part of the procedure of expanding. We have disjunction, then, 
between: (a) threatened animals (7.490: nOprta; ý8e' Poct; ), (b) the lion and 
another threatening animal (3.202,6.532; cf. H. 12.42), or (c) verbs (12.532: 
Vrd" t-a o6'' Disjunction between threatened animals occurs in H. 3.24 
F-Xaoov icF-paov il ayptov ctlya), while in A 5.162 (noputo;, nt No; ) and 10.486 
(aTyF-atv fi o't'E(Ycrt) the disjunction elucidates the previous general term which 
refers to the animals - Pouat' and gilkoto-tv respectively26. Quintus does not use 
the most striking disjunction that Homer used27: 
Il. 12.305 6XV o' y' a"pq" ilpna4e gF-, caXgF-voq, i'IF'- icall a-oTo; 
F-ýXllf E'v Tcponoto-t 60fi; a7co XF-tpo,; a'icovlrt* 
go 0 11.20.172 TIv ctva neovin 
av5pCov il' auko'; 06iF-, rat 
This disjunction is ostensibly between two equally possible outcomes, namely 
triumph or defeat, but in fact creates a climax in the lion's death. 
A look at Quintus' lion-similes shows that he and Homer developed the 
structure of their images in very similar ways: generally, the parts that compose a 
simile are interwoven in such a loose way that they can be excised without 
violence to the simile structure. It seems, then, that one detail is added to another 
without any obvious dependence. In the examples that follow, I have used 
brackets to indicate detachable parts of the similes: 
Posth. 1.314 0-0 yap no); a, 7rEX7l'YF- 9EVO; gP-'Ya fIF-VOEO-0Xt'lj;, 
,, P &); Ut; 'CF- POEO(Yt []Car'O'U'PEOt gaKpa] XgatVa 
EVOOPI, j ai4aMt [PaOI)CFK0RE-PXOlL) 51a N(YCFn; ] 
[a'tga'rO; tigF-I'pOI)Ga, ] [TO Oti gaXa OlL)g6V'tat'VEt-] 
26 This transition from general to specific is commented on by the ancient scholiasts: Sch. A 
5.161-2; cf. Sch. 11.10.486. For an interesting approach see Kirk 1990, on 11.5.161-2: "V. 162 by 
contrast [sc. with v. 1611 is almost gentle in a sinister way, with its leisurely vagueness over 
whether the victim is calf or cow and the image of them grazing peacefully. " 
27 Usher (1973,44) counts the disjunctive particles elv- ... F-Itce, 
A in correspondence, along 
with, among others, oit' )*TF, ... OInF-. 
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90p Posth. 1.523 no%ko^U'q 8' F-YxEit7, jatv agatgcncF-qjo-t Sctga(yactv- 
f (oq 89 O, rE ict'ova gýka 1'3008911TýPE X&VTE 
[F-IJPOV, r9 ýV 4, OXOXotat ýJX(OV &d EUOE VogýO)V] t anav 
[navoru&j p KrEtvo)atv, l [a"Xptq gE', %av dtgct ntovrEq 
Ic"cXaMcOvEAnkýo(orrat E-'T'lv noXuXav8F-a vq8, ov-] 
t% TP 9p 90 9p 
O)q ot y agoco 6ýxaaav cmetpEatov arparo'v av8pCov. 
t% ö% 
)CCO(y 
00 Posth. 2.247 09 agevoý icrctgevolo 
'Av, rtXOXqý 9-'7rtäXTo, Xüt)v übý [oßptg00»ogoý] 
l' tp t oý pa icai aInäý e-, VavTiov 01 
ctvÖpäat KM OAPF, 00t, ] [ir ýxl, 8' 0, 't Et aoxeroý opgil-] 
e% 
on ö 00coý e, no, PO-0GF-v 
Posth. 3.267 TpW'aatvF-RF-arp(oo6vro, Xhov 65 co; 
[ýv ic-oa'tv aype-uTýort] [icar' a'yicF-a gaicpa icalt -o'Xnv. ] 
Posth. 7.486 6)ý 5'o, r'a'7ro' (YraOgcýto ic-ovF-q goyF-potce vogilF-q 
icap, rFA xdt ocový icpacF-po^U'q aF-^Oo-oo-t Xgovraq 
[narcoftv E-'oou'gF-vot, l [, To't 8' o'gga(yty/%aoicto(ovcF-q 
p a, cpcoCovfF'-'vOa, Ka't F'-vOa XtXatogevot gF-ya OugCp 
p, ctaq il F- 1) iro j& Maq gF-, c&a yagoijXýort Xao ý4atj 
[aXXc%t icaltd-)q F-'t'ICO'L)O'tK'OVO)V IMO KaprEpo0bgcov 
avoogF-vot, gdaXaydatp o0tv Fý-naltaaouat vogfiF-q-1 
In theory, Quintus could have stopped the development of his image at 
various stages before he actually did, and the picture would still make sense, both 
notionally and artistically. If the question were of a gradual creation of short 
comparisons out of lengthy ones, then detachment would be not only possible, but 
reasonable as well - but the question is not this. It is how the extension responds 
to particular needs of the narrative, simultaneously increasing the quality and 
potential of the simile. It is not my intention here to examine the effect of the 
extended epic simile. Yet in this discussion of extension I cannot help mentioning 
what is not new: the extension is useful both to the narrative and to the image 
within the simile. The topographical details of the confrontation, for instance, 
added in many similes, may seem to be an ornamental touch- There is more to it 
than that, though. It is noteworthy that only twice in the Posthomerica, in the two 
similes of a threatened lion, is the confrontation set in human realms: oraOgcýto 
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4-0X'XotCFt(V)28 (1.525,3.143,12.531),, Kac' " "Xnv (3.268), ' 0 dy'KF-a gaKpa icat -6 ev 90 
9V opF-aat (6.132), o'OF-o-t (6.396), icar' ou'pF-a gaxpa (1.315,7.465), av I oupea 
RCt1CPCdt (12.533), divrp(p I Pýacn'j FMt 01(tF-Pfi -469), 00100WORED, 010 8ta (7.467 
Pýaaij; (1.316). Is this a mere ic0ago; in the simile? On the contrary, I believe 
that the realm of these beasts reflects the place where wildness is appropriate. 
Quintus, like Homer, generally indicates that human presence in those realms is 
dissonant with decorum. 
On most occasions similes contain matter that is less irrelevant to the 
narrative than it seems. Especially when the simile is a picture that corresponds to 
what takes place in the battlefield, epithets or long and detailed accounts on the 
attacked animal and its valour are not superfluous, but form excellent portraits of 
characters and complete the picture of the confrontation. The same applies to 
Homer, of course. On 11.15.630-6, Janko (1992) remarks that "Aooop(ov lets us 
see the lion's mental fury". I believe that even the so-called formulaic epithet in 
the phrase XF-t'o-L)(Ytv eotKouF_; (b'go0ayoto-t(v) (Il. 5.782,7.256,15.592) is not 
ornamental; it rather highlights the element of eagerness for fighting and 
destruction. As I have mentioned, details on the lion's behaviour and reaction can 
be a fine source of psychological touches, which are often a new aspect in the 
narrative. Such important elements would have been missed had the simile been 
deprived of various deepening details. About Homer, M. Coffey (p. 117) has 
rightly pointed out that "Sometimes details which are logically unessential 
enhance the total picture. " By contrast, Eustathius remarks (on Il. 2.87-90: 
1.272.8-11) that 86 yap et'&-vat 6, Tt oi') (TuXva't nap' ab', rcp ei)pF-6110ov'rat 
napaPOXalt O'Xat &OX010 O-UgptpaýOgF-Vat Witq 1)nO'K6tgF-VOt; Rpayga(TtV, 0); Ent 
noxi) 5F'- ro' g6 nxctov gE-'po;, rfi; napaooxticý; 8tacnce-ofi; a'xp1iaTovT(q 
notirn 
Let us see some examples: 
CP 11.3.23 6); re Xýxov F-'Xapil gF-ydk(ot E'n't mgan ic-opoa;, 
** "i [F--OPO')V T"I E'XCCOOV ICEPaOV Tl a7PtOV atYal 
[ICF-tVaO)V'l [gaXa Yap 'CEKaTEGOt'F-t, l [F-'t' MP &V al')TOV 
PfP (YF--ocovTat, raXF, F-;, rF- ic-ovF-; OaXEpot', raU; ijot'-1 
6); F-Xapil MFvE-'Xao; 'AXý4av8pov OF-oF-t8F-', a 
oOOaXg6itatvt'8c6v* 
If the indicated parts were absent, the simile would still serve its function to stress 
Menelaus'joy. But the depth of the lion's, and consequently the hero's, emotional 
state would be missing. With the present psychological probing, the (t); 
in the 
apodosis gets the meaning of "that much". 
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Furthermore, without the development of the image in R. 15.630-636, the 
emphasis would be placed merely on Hector. Now as the image unfolds there is a 
shift to the Achaeans and their fear, which forms a new element in the narrative. 
The same effect is apparent in Il. 17.61-67, where there is a shift from Menelaus 
to the Trojans'fear. 
Quintus' simile for Neoptolemus in 7.464-471 is another example: 
9P Posth. 7.464 oaar- 86 oi gapgatpev a'vat8E-'oq F-^ocp- X&vro;, 
To 9 90 N0lP9% 0q, ce KaT Oupea gaicpa gey aoxaxocov EVI O-L)R61 
it 9P to Pc 90 F-(Tcro, rat a7pvuorýatv evavctov, Ot TF- Ot'n8ij 
av, cpq) F-IceRpativex7tv E-pA')G(ya(yOat gegaomq 
Pit-9 CFK-L)gVOA)q OtWOEVTCt; EOW aICO' TýXE TOICýO)V 
jA 89 lop, 10 0ý00-q E-'v't Gictepfi 0a 1) 0 -V EIC TtvOq CUT% 
a0pilact; 0' xocýtatv F-IrEGO-Inat CCYPF--L)TI30-t 
GREp8aX6OV PXOOVPýGtV I)ICa't'YF-Vl')F-(Y(: Yt k'op-OXO); ' 
flk a); apa oat'8tgo;, LAo'; aTapNo; At'aict'8ao 
E)i)go'v F-7c't Tp(oF-(Yotv eimAggotatv o'ptvp-v. 
The outline of the image seems to be complete in the poet's mind when he writes 
10 O(YoF- 8E-' oit getpgatpEv. He knows what he wants to describe until his account 
reaches the fonn aOpiloaq, applied to the lion. It is undeniable that Quintus could 
have given a0piloa; quite soon, avoiding longwindedness. Had he done so, 
however, the probing into Neoptolemus' psychology would have been missed, and 
we would have only the outer and superficial picture of the gaze. We would also 
miss the interaction between this simile and the simile in Posth. 7.715-720, where 
P Neoptolemus is a aicugvoq himself. In none of the extended lion-similes is 
Quintus satisfied with a mere parallelism between the situation of the warrior and 
that of a lion. He rather seeks to probe into the situation which the lion 
experiences, and even more into its own view, into the way it feels and reacts. The 
image is then really complete, and the simile can add something novel to the 
narrative. Extension gives a wealth of images, circumstances, psychological tones 
and allusions to other similes and to the narrative29; their absence would reduce 
the poetical value of the work. 
I will now consider the short or slightly extended lion-similes in the 
Posthomerica and suggest plausible reasons for their length. I will start with the 
shortest lion-simile (step a) which describes Epeius during the funeral games for 
Achilles: 
Posth. 4.337 19apa'OVF-oxov'EnF-tOv- 0` 8'gv ggaaotat X&ov j) 0)ý 
fp% 
9p 
POO; 
'tot 8agEvro; Et(; TlllcF-t 7rept x6po-tv EXO)V 
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ptvo-o; aýakht;. 
First of all, the significance of the verb Eti(rrilicet, which attracts the simile, does 
not justify any sort of extension. The simile does not describe an attack in the 
battle, it refers only to Epeius and no other person is included. There is neither 
need nor much latitude for Quintus to expand the image. Nevertheless, he 
broadens the image by adding that Epeius has round his hands leather of an ox 
that was violently slaughtered. The function of the short simile here is to help the 
reader gain the impression of Epeius' appearance, and feel the atmosphere that he 
creates around him. It is very much like Homer's short leonine comparison of 
Achilles during his meeting with Priam: 
11.24.572 flilket'&Yl; 8' oixoto XE-'(ov 6. ); akro Obpaýe 
Eustathius' comment is very apt: il 8e roý) Xýovcoq nctpapoký e(YTevmat, olut Ril 
90 P F-Xet 'eve' pyetav Xkovro; F-, ope1tv cotoikq) npdygcrct npeno-O(; av, akka, go vllv Tn'v 
, uo-3 'AXtXXE-o); OPR1JV Et"KdýEt alrX6; ICtVll(; F-t X60Vco; anpaicco-ovco;, ois lcaO' 
66 'AXtkke 6; ical ýv Oýt; otixct'ýF-, uat, Opticro'; Oatverat (on Il. 24.584-6: ogoto, rt1, Ta 6 IL) t 
IV. 956.17-20). Many centuries after Homer and Quintus, the use of the short 
comparison in order to express vividly the impression that a hero's appearance 
creates, is well appreciated and preserved in the 17th century Cretan romance of 
Erotocriios by Vincenzo Cornaro. In the second part of this work which has often 
been regarded as epic we see short similes just before the duels, a case similar to 
Epeius', when the fighters are introduced: 
2.215 ge mroý)8a Xcet RE, Ota noxxý elupopaxE (0; xtovrapt 
9' "XOYO'KaPaX' 2.367 FlnpopaxEv 060av a' vro'; G'T a apli; 
2.454 amcllgov et; To 7CPoGWno ict ayptov 606 xtovrapt 
We shall now look into the similes of step b, the first of which describes 
Meges: 
[COPtVN*l 19a)-a 8 CO'Kall XýCOV CO; nCOF-(Yt RIIXCOV, / [F'-VOOPF-'] Posth. 1.277 
The fact that the verse easily breaks into segments (marked above) supports, I 
"' a (very fast). It think, the significance of the already strengthened form gaka 8'(01C 
seems that the short form of the simile is in accord with the rapidity expressed 
by 
the diction and structure of verse. Emphasis is placed on motion, not on the 
picture of attack. The attack will be recorded in verses 279-290, where stress 
is 
laid on the victims. Eustathius' reaction is similar when 
he comments on H. 
10.297f. (111.72.1-4), where Diomedes and Odysseus are compared to lions: 
Kat 
opa 010VTogtav '[ýq 'CF- napapoxý; Kai Tof) Xot7cof) koyo-o' '[CXvCKF0Ct(YaV 7CP0" 
ORMT71'ra A; V5V IIPO)O)V 6'IC6t'4EC0; Ka't F-V'CPF-XEt'Ct;. 
"Opa 86' Kalt'co' Kaxxo; A; 
ýpd(YF-wq' brtmctpr6)vro; OV T0f) 7COVI'l0f) Kalt Tý T6V lCaTCEGICOICON 
F-' 4f1UXt'qE ot 
(3, L)vF-4opg@v, ro; icalt gtgot)gFvovro' ticeiMov F-i')Oap(YF'-; 
icalt F--u'id'vTjrov- 
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Another simile from this step is the one at 3.497, uttered by Agamemnon 
while lamenting Achilles. A reason for the shortness of the simile is its special 
context: in laments we do not expect developed similes. Short similes and mainly 
metaphors (usually of celestial bodies that stress the element of light) are often 
employed in order to express the importance of the deceased to the lamenting 
person. 
The last simile of step b depicts Neoptolemus darting against Deiphobus: 
9.253 t% I (oq F-tn(OV otgq(yp-, X6)v ON a'vr' e'Xaooto, 
t% tp %t- F-gpF-oad)q m7cotat icat apgam7rarpo; F-oto. 
The simile is preceded by Deiphobus' comparison to a swine, which confronts 
jackals and a lion (Neoptolemus) at 9.240-244, and is followed by the comparison 
of Neoptolemus to a wave in 9.270-272. The two expanded similes that encircle 
the short one (9.253) focus on the fear of both Deiphobus and the Trojans of 
Neoptolemus. Obviously, it is not mainly through similes that the poet wishes to 
highlight the excellence of his hero in this scene, and this is why the simile is not 
lengthy. What is important is the interaction between similes and speech, as 
shown below (italics indicate elements directly successive): 
P-0-Sth-9 
240-244 swine-simile of Deiphobus 
248-252 Neoptolemus'speech to Deiphobus 
253 lion-simile of Neoptolemus 
261-263 Neoptolemus' speech to Deiphobus 
270-272 wave-simile of Neoptolemus 
275-283 Neoptolemus I speech to the Achaeans 
Interchange of similes and speeches in Posth. 9.240-283. 
It is noteworthy that none of the three instances of direct speech of Neoptolemus 
is reciprocated. His pre-eminence is established by his speeches and enhanced by 
similes, as well as by his isolation as a speaker. 
We can compare the above simile (Posth. 9.253) with the following 
simile, which depicts Aias. It comes from step c and is one of the least extended 
similes: 
3.267 (oq ebrobv Tpok-autv F-iwoup*Erro, kkov w; 
9%ý- -1 XI" XIIV. EV ICA)O'tV CC'YPCA)TjjO't 1CaT CrYICF-CE gCtKPCt M 1L) 
Again, this simile follows a speech: the reply of Aias to Glaucus (253-266). 
Besides, the bee-simile that precedes it at 221-226, as well as the similes to follow 
(271-272,276-277,280), describe Aias' opponents in a passive way. Apparently, 
as in the case of Neoptolemus, instead of writing long similes of 
lions or other 
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attacking animals, Quintus is looking for ways of speech alternative to similes and for an indirect focus through passive similes, in order to stress the importance of 
the hero. The simile belongs to the highly important scene of Aias fighting for the 
body of Achilles. The scene is important not only because the fight is for a body 
of merit, but also because it includes the knowledge of true events which will be 
necessary later on, when Aias and Odysseus lay claim to Achilles' armour and 
Aias commits suicide as a result of gctvtct, in Book 5.1 regard, then, the 
alternative ways of emphasis as an answer (probably not the only one) to the 
question why similes do not appear where they are expected. Quintus describes 
the defence of Achilles' body in vv. 3.217-381; the structure of the scene is shown 
below. 
Verses Narrative Contents 
focus 
a) 217-295 Aias Trojans' bee-simile 
catalogue of Aias'victims 
Glaucus'speech to Aias 
Aias'reply 
Aias' short lion-simile 
Trojans' fish-simile 
Trojans' swine-simile 
fallen Glaucus'flora-simile 
Aias'lightning-simile 
b) 296-321 0 no similes; catalogue of Odysseus' victims 
c) 322-327 Achaeans Trojans'simile as falling leaves 
d) 329-378 Aias Aias' short Fate-simile 
Paris is taken away by friends 
Aias'speech to Paris 
Trojans' bird-similes 
Aias' short shepherd-simile 
Trojans' flora- simile 
The structure of the scene of the defence ofAchilles'body in Posth. 3.217-380. 
It is obvious that the whole scene is based mainly on Aias. However, Aias 
is not given any long simile, nor is Odysseus when he becomes the focus of the 
narrative. The similes that Aias attracts are all very short, and in the field of his 
own action it is his opponents and not he that attract extended similes. We have, 
though, the catalogues of his and Odysseus' victims, as well as Aias' speech. All 
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three elements, namely (1) short or no similes for the hero but long ones for the 
defeated opponents, (2) catalogues of victims, and (3) speeches, are means of 
laying emphasis on the main character and of providing the desirable viewpoint to 
the events: that is, the viewpoint that Quintus suggests. He does not wish to speak 
of the hero's impetus at the moment of the attack, so he presents not so much the 
hero destroying but the destruction itself, as is reflected on the falling or fallen 
opponents. It is this destruction that both catalogues and similes underline. 
Furthermore, it is not a destruction that has merely happened; the agent of this 
destruction stands there speaking, full of life, and his deeds are so sufficiently 
depicted that they vividly mirror all that any long simile would seek to express. 
This approach is just another way to express the excellence of the triumphant 
hero. It is more pathetic, but not less powerful nor less effective. Similes are 
omitted not because emphasis is not needed, but because Quintus has selected 
other ways to lay his emphasis on characters and events. Eustathius, it seems, 
comes to a similar conclusion when he comments on the two-verse comparison of 
Hector to a star (on Il. 11.62-6: 111.152.6-9): "EvOa 6pa (oqr6`v ýteiv'Ekknvtico'v 
paatkýa eti; nX6, ro; 8te4o8t1cCo; F_'ýqpaoev o notilTfl;, o5n(o; (=XiýECo, 6'761 8F'- 
"E, K, ropoq n'pKeaN napapoXt av aocpa"v &nMooat cO' PpaX-ou'Ti, 1 Tfi xara Tfl 
Xagnpo'v Tfiq o7cXt'aF_(oq, dga 'Kat' &86oiccov gý Xpfivat aet' ypaOtKC5q 
F_gicXa, c1OVF_aE)at, aXXa icat' E_'7ctcpoXa8i1v okE 86ot XaXCtv. 
In the beginning of this section I have cited some introductory phrases of 
lion-similes in the Posthomerica, phrases that I will call "units" here. So, by 
46 unit" I mean the lion accompanied by the comparative word, and by "identical 
units" I mean those units in the Iliad and the Posthomerica which not only 
comprise the same components, but also occur in the same metrical position and 
may sometimes be extended in the same way. The two poems have only three 
units in common, which I will discuss below. 
We will see to what extent Homer and Quintus - who stand so many 
centuries apart - are similar or differ in the way they 
introduce and extend their 
lion-similes. However, it is rather risky to trace influences judging merely by the 
way similes are introduced. The introductory units belong to the long poetical 
tradition that Quintus inherited and they are, to an extent, part of his subconscious 
knowledge. 
Yet the first unit I am going to refer to is of particular importance, as it is 
not attested in any other source in the TLG but the Iliad 
(11.383,12.293, 
O)q 16.75630) and the Posthomerica (3.497). Quintus uses this unit, Xý(4-)ovO'd , 
in 
the same manner as it occurs in the Iliad, and also presents 
it in a quite similar 
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context. I think that this affinity between the only two occurrences of the unit in 
Greek poetry cannot be accidental. According to Homer, then, Paris is boasting of 
having injured Diomedes and in his address to him he refers to the Trojans'relief 
as a result of Diomedes' long desired death: 
0 Iliad 11.382 'occo icev icaýt TpCoF-; avF-7CVE^ooav icaKovjro;, 
ot ce oe 7ceopt'icaut XýovO' 6; gjjjca8F-q a"tyE;. 
In Quintus the unit mirrors the speaker's own opinion, but this time it is not 
uttered by an enemy whose hatred reveals appreciation of the wounded opponent, 
but by Agamemnon as part of his lament for Achilles (Posth. 3.491-492: 
Aoo'Upe, co 8COcp-oa XF-^Oo)v- o)ýEv). The simile depicts a Greek warrior again, 
who is not merely temporarily defeated, as Diomedes is in the Iliad, but dead: 
Posth. 3.496 5-uagev'atv- ' 8' X'pga nea' g' a Tpo) I ""icaq, E O'U Ea COV F-'Y O*tv E 
0tt OF- MPO; OOPE-'OV'10, XýOVO'06; at'OXa gfiXa' 
The passages are closely associated as regards form, too. The syntax of H. 11.383 
and Posth. 3.497 is identical. The verses can be divided in parts, which I indicate 
below: 
0 2 3 4 
Il. 11.383 (Tp6F-(; ) ot 'TF- (YE Iceopt'icaut ),. iovo, (I)(; vtjlca8F-(; avye; 
Posth. 3.497 1 jpcoaýtvfl ol (YF- ndpoý; . OoVý&ovro X. &ovO'coq ai6ka gfika 
Ihe parallel segments of Il. 11.383 and Posth. 3.497. 
The juxtaposition of the pronouns in part 1 (o't' - oF-) well expresses the 
hostility between the individual fighter, Diomedes or Achilles, and his foes. Note 
the assonance of /e/ (aF- - ne-) and /o/ (po; - Oo-), between parts I and 2. In 
part 2 there are verbs significant of fright. Quintus uses a variant of the Homeric 
verb, but putting napoq just before ýopEovuo, his combination of letters n, p and 
0, still produces a sound similar to that of the verb neopt'icaut. Part 3 contains the 
lion unit repeated verbatim. However, West's and Vian's reading in Il. 11.383 
(unlike van Thiel who reads Xý, ovO' coiq) and Posth. 3.497 is XFOVO' (0; 31.1 agree 
with M. Campbell, who in discussion has expressed the opinion that, in order to 
make sense, the accusative XiovO' needs the rest of the verse, namely the subject 
gfika. Therefore units 3 and 4 cannot be detached and as a consequence the 
aspiration of the (oq should be enough; the accent would imply that 3 is a self- 
contained unit. Part 4 comprises an epithet applied to herding animals, which 
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represent the Trojans; assonance is achieved with the endings of these epithets 
and nouns: -F-; in gnlcak; atye;, and -ka in ctt'Oka gýka. 
Another unit which is identical in the Iliad and the Posthomerica is shown 
below: 
4 t -)O)v (0; 
Iliad 
24.572 like a lion 
5.299 like a lion + participle 
Posth. 
1.277,9.253 like a lion + ag ainst animal 
2.248-249 like a lion + ep ithet / against animal, which 
5.406-407 like a lion + ep ithet / participial sentence 
The unit Xý(4-)cov 6; in the Iliad and the Posthonwrica. 
In Iliad 24.572, X6(4---)(ov 0)'; is used of Achilles in a very short simile. Even 
when Homer extends the Xý(4-)(ov 6; unit, it is only in order to form a slightly 
extended short simile by adding a participial phrase: Xý'cov d); akidt nenotft; (11. 
5.299). The Iliadic conception of this unit, then, is that it builds up a very short 
comparison. Quintus, on the other hand, appears to take the function of the unit 
further, by extending it in three different ways. 
Now the third identical unit: 
(6-)(OV CO; 
Iliad 
20.164-165 like a lion epithet + which 
Posth. 
4.337 like a lion 
13.267-268 1 like a lion against animal + place 
ne unit X, (6-)(ov - in the Iliad and the Posthomerica. F- (oq 
Quintus may restrict himself to this unit for the very brief comparison 
(only once 
in Posth. 4.337), but the unit has more functions. As for the extended form, the 
unequal length of the similes in Posth. 3.267-268 and Iliad 
20.164-173 makes any 
comparison very difficult, but still it is clear that 
Quintus has no intention of 
copying Homer. Any echo of the Iliadic gegaaatv 
/ aypogevot (20.165-166) 
discerned in the aype-uTno-t and gp-gaMaq (Posth. 268 and 269 respectively), the 
latter of which belongs to the narrative following the Posthomeric simile, may not 
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be accidental but does not entail that Quintus rewrites Homer unimaginatively. In 
general, identical units do not necessarily entail close similarities between Homer 
and Quintus. 
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1.2 
The wolf 
The Posthomeric wolf-similes are at 7.504-509, describing the Achaeans, and at 
13.44-48, depicting Odysseus. There are also wolves in similes with a theme other 
than the wolf (2.475,3.355,8.268,13.133,13.258), while there are two wolves in 
the narrative (10.183,12.518), the former in a graphic description (see also p. 178 
below). As a whole, the Posthomerica mentions the wolf nearly as many times as 
the Iliad and the Odyssey do together. Only once does the Posthomerica (12.518) 
coincide with the Iliad in both the position and the grammatical case of the word. 
In addition, Quintus puts almost half of his "wolves" in the position 
which is very slightly favoured in his model texts; it occurs only in Iliad 13-103 
and h. Hom. 5.70. Quintus does not follow prior poets in selecting epithets for the 
wolf. His epithets 60ptgoO-ogot (10.183) and o'koot' (2.475) occur frequently in 
the poem, sometimes to describe other wild animalsl. In particular the latter 
epithet is memorable thanks to its significant part in a melodious alliteration: 
t0 Posth. 2.475 XF-tRappo^o; o'gt'XAijvcF- O'Xilv Aocitat Xkotatv 
In this verse it is worth noting: (a) the internal rhyme of -otat in the fifth and sixth 
feet, (b) the internal rhyme of -A,, nv in the third and fourth feet, (c) the repetition of 
/I/ throughout the verse, and (d) the recurrence of /o/ in the second and fourth feet. 
Apparently, the internal rhyme and the repetition of /I/ make the unit O'Xooiat 
X-6icotatv aurally effective and memorable. 
A careful look at the sequence of the wolf-instances (not necessarily wolf- 
similes) will reveal an interesting arrangement of material. I will indicate the four 
"wolves" which represent groups of characters as a-b-c-d according to the order in 
which they appear in the text (Posth. 3.353-355,7.504-509,13.133-140,13.258- 
263). They form an inner shell b-c and an outer shell a-d. The a-d pair (3.353f. 
and 13.258f. ) describes harmful wolves which act alone, while the b-c pair 
(7.504f. and 13.133L) describes jackals in disjunction from wolves. The table 
below demonstrates the symmetrical position of these two pairs of similes around 
the axis of the two occurrences of the wolf in the narrative: 
a 3.355 
b 7.504-509 
8.268-270 simile 
10.183 narrative 
12.518 1 narrative 
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13.44-48 simile 
c 13.133 
Ld 13.258 1 
The symmetry between the wolf in the narrative and as representing groups of characters in the Posthomerica. 
But in what way does Quintus think of the wolf and how different is his 
thought from that of prior poets? Homer regards wolf-similes as appropriate for 
the description of eager and brave warriors. The simile of the Myrmidons is very 
eloquent (11.16.156-163)2. As C. Mainoldi (p. 100) remarks, "aussi bien dans les 
comparaisons que dans Fepisode de Dolon [ ... ] le loup chez Homere incarne les 
valeurs de la fureur guerriere, de la combativit6, plus g6neralement de la 
sauvagerie, telle qu' elle est proposee comme modele A des heros guerriers. 11 
Similarly, R. Buxton (1987,64) notes that "in Homeric epic the emphasis (with 
the exception of the Dolon episode) is on wolves as a collectivity, fierce in the 
fight and so suitable for comparison to warriors. " A different and very interesting 
view of the Myrmidons' simile is that of S. A. Nimis, who sees it as (p. 32) "a 
conversion of the descriptive system of the meals of heroes. " He clearly 
summarises (p. 41) "The text tells us, "They did not eat a preparatory meal, for 
Achilles' actions run counter to the social cohesion implied by a meal. [] 
The preparatory meal becomes transformed into a negative meal and is articulated 
in the text as a savage meal. " 
Homer also deals with the treacherous nature of the wolf in 11.16.352-355 
and this is one of the unfavourable characteristics mostly exploited in the post- 
Homeric literature3. Various writers represent the wolf as the fixed symbol of a 
%t 
deceitful and unjust plunderer: oi kbicot O^o(; Ft a8uco-3vrF-q icat apndýovw-q ýCOO-t,, 
'8tictiq "pte)8'a Vt- or in other words, il gev yap E-v at bicou; anorEkjýt4. In literature 
there is no trace of heroism in the schemes and deeds of a wolf It usually lurks 
about treacherously waiting for the right moment to act. Such is the representation 
of the wolf, for example, in Xenophon Eq. Mag. 4.18-19 and Apollonius Rhodius 
2.125-5. A good example can also be found in the Aesopic fables. So, in Aesopica 
451: rO'v notgEva ýF-vaictioa;, TCp gqXavI'gact; 97: ge gaxF-XXdptov o'vca; 153: L 
Vncot E-'Ictoo-L)k6ov're; not'gVI'l npopa'r(ov E'yvwav 56v Sta 8oXo-o cof), ro 
npCt4at; 154: ot' ýljaet novTlpot; 156: napaTdit; novnpcýt;; 157: o't icaicof)pyot [ ... I 
2 See Detienne and Svenbro, p. 217. 
3 Mainoldi, pp. 99,127-141 ("L'image du loup A 1'epoque arch9que et classique"); Buxton 1987, 
60-67. 
4 Citations from Anonymi in Arist. Rh. 12 (Rabe ed. 1896, p. 7, lines 5-6) and Proclus in Pl. Ti. 
329f2-3 (Diehl ed. 1906). 
5 See Mainoldi, pp. 137-138. 
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nov, npeIL)o)v, rctt; 160: 8t' -o7roicpt(; F-(oq ývF-8pF-^oovra; 267: Ovat; novnpd; 366: 
apndýetv icat nýxovF-icrCtv gct0ovcF,;. Mainoldi (pp. 206-208) sums up: "la ruse 
et la tromperie [ ... 
] Trahison et infiddlit6 [ ... ] avidit6, agressivitel et sottise [ ... I Dans la fable le loup est F objet d' un s6v&e jugement moral. [ ... j son trait de 
caract6re le plus 6vident est justement sa m6chancetC. The fact that the fable 
contains such characteristics implies that in the folk tradition of Homer's era these 
features of the wolf were already widely exploited. Homer simply chose to 
include but not to place emphasis on these particular shades of the wolf-image in 
his work. 
In Quintus the dominant image of the wolf is that of a predator against 
domesticated animalS6, while five out of six animals threatened or harmed by 
wolves in the Posthomerica are sheep (83.33%). The pjXoO0voq X'Oicoq is 
proverbial7. It is well depicted in Apollonius, [Oppian] and, of course, Homer8, 
whose Achilles speaks to Hector of the impossible friendship between the wolf 
and the sheep at Il. 22.263-264. The sheep-killing wolf also features in the 
Aesopic fables9. In addition, Plato (Rep. 3.416a) speaks of shepherd dogs that 
turned out to be as harmful to sheep as wolves (cf. Aesopica 209). This idea is 
very close to the Modern Greek proverb "Pakave rO'v X'Oico va Oukaet r& 
npOpa, ra" (they set the wolf to guarding the sheep). 
As to the voracity of the wolf (Posth. 13.44; cf. 13.72f. ), it exists in the 
Modem Greek idiomatic expression "netvaco a&v Xkoý' (I am as hungry as a 
wolf). 
Having seen the type of characters the wolf can well describe, we will now 
see how many characters this animal is expected to represent. Traditionally the 
lion and not the wolf is the solitary aggressor (Sch. II. 11.72d): npO';, rO npOftgov 
icat icaTaco icXýOoq Spaarticov- 6' yap XE-'cov g0voq &ycovtýF-, cat; Sch. II. 16.352a: 
U. 
oTav 'POO80V 811MOGat OE-'Xn ig "V F-iK'Va ICapaXagPaVF-t, ]v V ,, 
)&OV'[a Et Tq 0 evog E- -3 
8F, 
- 'rIjv 'rof) nxý00'0; F'-' 
0080V E, g0fivat 00-OX906t; 'Ta a"YeX1180" v F-'Oopýtcovra ýCoa L 
napFg-kape, roli)q klý)ico-oq. Accordingly, modern scholars have also noted this 
difference between the two animals". Yet in the Homeric Scholia we can see the 
N untypical picture of the lone wolf, too (Sch. Il. 16.156b): E-'nF-'t netvcovre; Rev 
8taox6avv-ov, rat a'Xko; dkkoae e; voga;, e; norov 8F'- a6poot antia(nv. 
6 Posth. 3.355; 7.504-505; 8.268-270; 13.44-48,133-140,258-263. 
7 See Koukoules, pp. 331,393,429,489; Dimitracos, and also Babiniotis 1998, s. v. Vwo;. 
8 A. R. 2.123; [Opp. ] C 1.432: KnXoovotat X-kotq, C 3.263; C. 3.287; also in Triph. 615-617. 
For wolves against sheep in Homer, see Mainoldi, p. 100; p. 137, on the verb kuicoogat. 
9 Aesopica 153,155,159,160,209,210,261,267,365,366,451,453. See Mainoldi, p. 206. 
10 Mainoldi, pp. 100f.; Detienne and Svenbro, p. 216; Schnapp-Gourbeillon 1981,50f.; for 
wolves as co-operative, see Buxton 1987,62. 
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Quintus adopts the picture of wolves as a pack in the majority of his wolf 
examples. So, the Achaeans form half of the narrative referents, while if there is 
any close correspondence to be seen between the simile starting at 3.353 and 
narrative, then Quintus also thinks of the Trojans as threatening wolves having 
brought death upon Achilles, whose body is seen as a slaughtered sheep. 
In the Posthomerica, though, there is an exceptional wolf-simile 
describing Odysseus. In imagining Odysseus as a wolf (and, in an indirect way, 
Neoptolemus in 8.268), Quintus deviates considerably from the epic norm, ) 
because there is no other example of a wolf-simile depicting a human individual 
in epic poetry. Quintus here consciously distinguishes himself from the preceding 
writers. This contrast in his poem between the traditional use of the wolf to 
indicate a number of characters and the exception of the single wolf, makes clear 
the poet's intent to accentuate his exceptional simile. Quintus uses it for a very 
important character at a crucial moment in the sack of Troy. Odysseus is the first 
to emerge from the Horse, and the simile describes that exact moment: 
Posth. 13.42 8F_ navm, 
TpCoaq nanraivemcev, EYPMOPOT EI M-0180tTO. 
0; 8 oTav a XtRCO OF-Pokilge'voq 11TOP PyaxýT L 
P ow 60E at X, 6icoq XarF-(ov gakF_U)8ý; 
vE L)PI)V, axe-ooRF-vo; 8' apa 06na; Roi tRv1J; 7CP60q GTa0go 
-Kai ic'L)Va;, Ot OaTE RýXa 01UXaGGE'gF_Vat gEgaa0t, 
Pat'VF-t no0CFtV FifiCn%0; IME'P 7C0t9VTJt0V EPKO;. i 
0);, 08-0066; 1nnoto icaTiltEv. 
Quintus, then, is becoming un-Homeric in applying a wolf-simile to an 
individual, that is, in preferring a wolf to a lion for his image. He attributes to his 
wolf not the heroic thirst for war as seen in the Homeric picture of the 
Myrmidons, but the unfavourable characteristics as seen in IL 16.352-355 and 
mostly in later writers. 
But where does he take the idea of the lone-wolf from? In fact, the Iliad 
contains a solitary "wolf": Dolon dressed in the skin of a wolf 
for his night 
expedition to the camp of the Achaeans. There is another source 
from which 
Quintus definitely knew the lone wolf as a figure of isolation, or rather as a savage 
outsider: it is the predominant (as research has shown) figure of werewolves or 
wolves in rites of initiation and "in tales of banishment and transgression", 
I 
Furthermore, in a quite interesting comparison, Solon (24 Diehl) presents 
his 
isolation among enemies as that of a solitary Wolf12. 
11 The citation from Buxton 1994,201; 1987,63; Detienne and Svenbro, pp. 
227f.; Keller vol. H, 
index, under "wolf'; Mainoldi, pp. 1 M; on wolves and werewolves, see 
Burkert, pp. 83f. 
12 See Mainoldi, p. 128. 
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Finally, the lone wolf as a predator is a common figure in fable13, although 
the special characteristics of animals are in general described in a more emphatic 
way if the fable treats individuals and not groups as typical examples of the 
species. In my opinion, by comparing Odysseus to a wolf at this special moment 
in the sack of Troy, Quintus may well be evoking the reader's sense of justice. 
Thus, as often happens in fables, there might be a moral tone in Odysseus' image, 
a disapproval for the wolfs deed. For example in the Aesopica 452 (XOlCoq Xctit 
ovoq 8ticaýOgevot) we read: npoonotoWevo; SýOev SticatoolOvTiv roit; rcov 
av0pdkcov 68ticonacot;, ot Ta rcov nkqcrtiov 6pnaýovTF-; e7rtaF-gvo. %oyof)cYt TY'1v 
irpd4tv, ica't Xoyot; d8ticcocEpot; 8tKctto(yl)'vllv Tl'lv a8tict'av 8oicp-iv 
I- a7ro8F-ticvi)F-tv E'7ctXF-tpo-oo-tv. 
A similar disapproval might have also coloured Quintus' picture of wolves 
against a calf in the mountain, when he refers to the Achaeans who took Astyanax 
away from Andromache to kill him: 
vP0V Posth. 13.258 Ilu're noprtv opeuýt xiýxot XaTE-'ovrp-; 6,8(08ý; 
XPI19vo e 11Xnev'raicalcoopa8til V; '10-t 
PdxO)vrat 
g, q, CPoq alrorgil 6E ano & ýýavce; ýWxaygo)v &6 Raý& 
The picture is close to the following passage by Aeschylus14: 
Supp. 350 't'8F- gF- cav iice', utv O-oya8a icept'Spogov, 
t X-o1co8t'<(o>K, rov co; 8agaXtv a'g ne', cpat; 
ijXtoa, rot; 
It is tempting to remember that in the Mupersis, Odysseus is responsible for the 
death of Astyanax (EGF, Procli Mupersidos Enarratio)1-5: 
fr. 30 ica't05-oooF-oy, 'Aac-oc'tvaicca a'vp-kovco;, 
p NF-on, coýxgo; 'Av8pogaXilv, yF, pa; kagoava. 
Consequently, Quintus' account of the wolves taking the calf away to kill it cannot 
but recall the association of Odysseus with the event and so create an interaction 
between the two similes of Book 13, namely of Odysseus at vv. 44-48 and of the 
Greeks at 258-263. 
Quintus' Odysseus seems to have strong affinities not only with the fable 
but also with the figure of Dolon in both Book 10 of the Iliad and the tragedy 
RhesusM. In Book 10 of the Iliad, that is the Doloneia, Dolon is wearing a wolf- 
skin in his night expedition to the camp of the Achaeans (Il. 10.334). There are 
13 See Aesopica pp. 729-730, index, under kuico;. 
14 For a discussion of the passage, see Mainoldi, pp. 130f. 
15 On the various versions of the death of Astyanax, see Vian, notice on Posth. 14 (vol. III, pp. 
125-126); Fenik 1964,13 n. 2. 
16 Gernet, pp. 125-139; Mainoldi, pp. 18-22. For a bibliography on Mad-Rhesus parallels, see 
Fenik 1964,27 n. 1. On the iconography of Dolon the wolf, see D. Williams 1986,660-661; 
Lissarrague, pp. 3-5. 
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more examples of animal-attire in this Book; so, in verses 23-24 and 177-178, 
Agamemnon and Diomedes respectively put on a lion-skin, while in verse 29 
Menelaus puts on a leopard-skin. It is precisely for this reason that B. Fenik 
believes that "it is over-ingenious to seek any symbolism in the garbs themselves, 
or implied comparison between the persons wearing them. "17 It is true, though, 
that after putting the lion-skin on, Diomedes is compared to a lion (297) and this 
lion-simile is central in the structure of the scene. Odysseus' jC_0Vgjj18, stolen by 
Autolycus, is also conspicuously significant in the scene, which runs thus: 
iad 10 
177-178 Diomedes is putting on the Hon-skin 
183-186 dog-simile of the Greeks 
220 of Diomedes: Nkycop, e"g'o', rp-ovet icpa8t', q icalt ftgo'; ayilvcop 
244 of Odysseus: o^U nEpt gF_Vnp0po)v xpa8tij icat o ayqvcop i'I ftg6; &1 
261-271 Odysseus is putting on the vovE_'ij stolen by Autolycus 
297 lion-simile of Odysseus and Diomedes 
319 of Dolon: "EKcop, E'g' o'Tpi')vet Kpa8thl Kalt ftgo'; a' pIvcop 
334 Dolon is putting on the wolf-skin 
360-362 dog-simile of Odysseus and Diomedes 
The structure of A 10.177-362. 
The lupine form of Dolon is intimated already in the dog-simile starting at v. 183, 
where he is compared to a beast threatening sheep at night. The threat is nullified 
in the succession of similes: after the alertness of shepherds and dogs in the dog- 
simile (183-186), the lion-simile at 297 leaves hardly any latitude for the beast to 
succeed. Before the confrontation he claims to have icpa8t'Tj icalt 0-ogo* q dyi1wop 
(319), exactly as his opponents have (220,244)19. In vain; the lot of Dolon has 
been predetermined even before he puts on the wolf-skin at line 334. The second 
dog-simile is more than clear: Dolon is now seen in the form of a helpless deer or 
hare. By inference, if the wolf-skin is supposed to play any role, then its particular 
position in the scene reinforces the vain nature of Dolon's attempt to harm the 
enemy. 
17 1964,60 n. 3; see also p. 60; cf. Hainsworth 1993, on 11.10.21-24,29,334-335. For Diomedes'* 
attire, see Boardman and Vafopoulou-Richardson, p. 408: "No artist shows the lionskin given him 
[sc. Diomedes] by Homer (11.10.177-8) before the Dolon expedition". 
18 See Schnapp-Gourbeillon 1981, pp. 108-109. For a ritual aspect in the helmets given to 
Diomedes (10.257-259) and Odysseus see Gernet, p. 129,129 n. 48. Cf. Wathelet, pp. 219 n. 23, 
220; Bernacchia, p. 43,43 n. 4. 
19 On the frequency of the phrase in Homer, see Danek 1988, appendix, nn. on vv. 220,244,319. 
On the b'Ppt;, "la perversa euforia e arroganza" of Dolon (as well as of Hector and Rhesus) in the 
drama, see Albini 1993,83. 
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There is a subtle irony in the Homeric presentation of both Dolon and 
Odysseus as wily wolves. It seems erroneous to argue that 8oxo; is manifest only 
in the etymology of the name of Dolon, and that there is no indication that the 
concept of wolf is here associated with 80koq. According to Mainoldi (p. 20), for 
example, the characteristics of the wolf that became prominent later (le rus6, le 
trompeur) can be traced in the figure of Dolon as he is described not in the Iliad 
but in the Rhesus. On the other hand, A. Burlando (p. 266) rightly notes that "Il 
travestimento in lupo, il rapporto simbiotico tra uomo e animale potrebbero 
tradire (e giustificare) F origine di un nome, difficile altrimenti da portare. " 
As to Odysseus, on a unique occasion in the Iliad his grandfather 
Autolycus is mentioned; he stole the leather cap that Odysseus is now putting on. 
This information alludes to Autolycus' notorious excellence in stealing and 
deceiving, qualities that the Odyssey as well as the post-Homeric literature deals 
08a (07r 6e with. For example we read: A^U', r0X^ox'vrF_ [ ... I/[... I "'q 'VOP ' 010; "K, Kaoco / 
xXF_n, roa'UV-q 0' 0' pic(ore- (Od. 19.394-396), or oiko; o Au', cokuxo; ickEncomovij 
naV'Eaq l60nF-P66PaXe, (Tz. in Lyc. 344). 0. Touchefeu (p. 56) gives a concise 
description of Autolycus: "A. apparait comme une sorte de brigand du Parnasse, 
qui surpasse tout le monde en piraterie, et en parjure [ ... ] il possede la faculte de 
rendre invisibles les objets derobes [ ... I et de changer F apparence des animaux 
vole's, 120. In the Odyssey it is Autolycus who chooses the name "Odysseus" for his 
grandson. It is a name that reveals much about Autolycus' life and links the baby 
who will be called '08-ooel'N, that is "the Hater" or "the Hated" (see LSJ s. v. 
*6810acogat), to his grandfather. "Autolycus is thus the prototype of Odysseus' 
personality seen in its most negative aspect. [... ] The inauspicious quality of 
anyone whose name is "Wolf' is too evident to need elaboration ". 21 
Od. 19.407 noXX6tatv yap o'S-ooaaRFvo;, roS't'icavo), 
9 
av8PacKv Ji8e YlUvatýtv ava X00va Omtdvetpav- 
T6) 8''081)061'); O'VOR' F'-(Y'[O) E_'MOVA)ROV. 
L 
Thus, a model descendant of not just a wolf-type person but of "the very Wolf 122, 
Odysseus is ready for the confrontation with Dolon the wolf in the Iliad. W. B. 
Stanford (1963,15) points out Homer's play upon the names: "Dolon. ) son of 
Eumedes [ ... 
] There is irony, too, in Dolon's name - "Wily-man, son of Good- 
planner"; for this Wilyman was doomed to meet a wilier man in the grandson of 
20 See Smith s. v.; Roscher s. v.; Mar6t, passim. 
21 J. Russo et al. 1992, on Od. 19.394 (see also n. on Od. 19.407); Burkert, p. 
131. For "the fact 
that Homer gives no hint of any relationship between Odysseus and 
Autolycus", see Stanford 
1963,11 (cf. 8f., 37f. ). 
22 J. Russo et al. 1992, on Od. 19.394. 
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that Autolycus whose name Homer has mentioned (perhaps with studied 
casualness) shortly before. 1123 
While in the Iliad Dolon wears a wolf-skin, in the Rhesus he appears "in a 
full Wolf-SUit"24. When the Chorus are asking Dolon about his outfit, the 
ne8omtPýq ooayF-'Oq (Rh. 254) speaks of an attire 
Rh. 205 7cp6roboav eipycol ICXmtlccýtqrF- mga(ytv. 
The function of the wolf-image is clearer than in the Iliad and reflects the wily 
concept of the animal. Dolon goes on to give details (208f. ): 
Rh. 211 ano-ov gtploogat 
k6lcov KF-xe-ooov noxEgtiot; 8-oue-ope'roV9 
Rh. 215 Týtk m'y'KF-trat 80xoq. 
In addition, the Rhesus contains one more significant image, not in a simile but in 
the dream of Rhesus' charioteer. It is narrated instead of the expected account of 
the death of Rhesus (780f. ). Odysseus and Diomedes are likened to wolves in a 
dream that mirrors real factS25: 
Rh. 780 'Kai got icaO'i)'7rvov 86ýauq 7capticnacau 
MCOU; 'Yap a; EOPF-Wa ICa8tOpljXa'rOlOV 
t- 91 'N(YO)t napp-arc, t)q F-18ov , ex, ovap 80lc6v, 
X-61co-oq F, -8pat, av ptaxtv. 
It was Dolon the wolf who asked for the horses of Achilles (Rh. 181-182, cf. H. 
10.321-323), and now it is Odysseus the wolf who rides the horses of Rhesus. In 
this deeply ironic shift of expectations, Odysseus forms the antithesis of Dolon. 
Odysseus' role in this drama and in particular "the roles of Dolon and Odysseus" 
as "gradually and ironically become reversed", have been adequately discussed26. 
In the Posthomerica, there is an allusion to the expedition which is 
described in the Doloneia. Odysseus refers to it during the debate over the artnour 
of AchilIeS27. Quintus' Odysseus does not have to confront Dolon the wolf, as he 
did in the aforementioned works; here the grandson of Autolycus is becoming the 
wolf himself Mý, rtq presupposes 80XO; 28, but not necessarily the other way 
round. This is the reason why the 80ko; of Dolon in the Rhesus and his 
23 CC Elderkin, p. 349,349 n. 3: "Although Homer does not play upon the name, there is perhaps 
an intimation that Dolon's craftiness was a family tradition. " 
24 Burnett, p. 22; see also 22 n. 27. Fenik 1964,60 n. 3. CC Sch. Eur. Rh. 210 Dindorf, Murray, 
on Rh. 150f; W. H. Porter, p. XI; also on Rhesus 210f. 
25 See Albini, p. 86. For a discussion of the dream, see Paduano, p. 27; Rosivach, p. 68; Burnett, 
pp. 34-35,34 n. 66; Wathelet, p. 225; Bernacchia, pp. 48-49; Burlando, pp. 272-273. 
26 Citation from Parry, p. 286. See Stanford 1963,263 n. 21; Paduano, pp. 22-23; Bernacchia, p. 
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27 Posth. 5.253-255; see Vian ad loc. 
28 See Detienne and VemanL pp. 21,23 n. 3,125. 
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thoughtlessness in the Iliad (10.350: a0pa8t', nto-tv) prove to be ineffectual29. The 
thoughtlessness of Homer's Dolon is in contrast with the thoughtfulness of 
Quintus' Odysseus, too. Calchas applies the term E-'-o0pov6ovrt (12.53) to 
Odysseus and regards it as a requirement for the success of the treacherous plan. It 
is in the figure of the resourceful Odysseus that 80ko; proves to be fruitful. As 
Campbell points out, "Calchas is now prepared with Odysseus' backing to press 
unequivocally for 80ko;, which is now intimately fused with gfirt; "30. Quintus' 
Odysseus, whether he was consciously designed or not to be presented like that, 
constitutes a foil to Dolon. While the Trojan spy failed to accomplish his plans 
against Odysseus and Diomedes in both the Iliad and the Rhesus, Odysseus, 
Dolon's epic and dramatic opponent, succeeds in accomplishing his own plans in 
the Posthomerica. Most importantly, he succeeds by being granted his opponent's 
own device: the form of the lone wolf. 
Quintus has good reasons to go against tradition: a lion-simile here would 
be improper, because the choice of his theme is not a matter of the antithetical 
relationship betweenelt; and nkfi0o;. The lion has always been the symbol of 
power and valour, while Odysseus is the only person to give form and matter to 
Calchas' advice to abandon the brave way in the attempt to conquer Troy (Posth. 
12.23L)31. Aoko; is adopted instead, which cannot be in accordance with the lion- 
similes that have described the brave way of acting throughout the poem. By 
suggesting the construction of the Horse, Odysseus maintains that the heroic, 
namely the lion's way, is fruitless. He supports this openly in a speech to 
Neoptolemus (12.77-81), who strongly opposes the use of cunning. Traits of a 
healthy reaction to the andtTq of Odysseus, as this reaction is expressed in Posth. 
12.67-72 and described in Posth. 12.84-92, are also found in the words of Rhesus 
to Hector in the RheSUS32: 
Rh. 510 0-0 -, tiý avil -0 o)coý aýIii 
Äaopat ' 8F ' 'PE'Nf» 
9XX'9 % KaT% CUP K, ZC-Lval"ro, v F, -xopov, a l(OV a oga. 
Tof), rov 8' 0' v iýF-Iv eillý crk, ) l'Amticaý F'-" öpaý 
, Kat gilXavä(yOat, ý(ývTot croXXaß(i)v ýy(t) 
CYTIIG(t) ICETE1volý poýh eotvilTljptov. 
29 See Lissarrague, p. 5. For Odysseus' gfirt; see Detienne and Vernant, p. 18 and in the index, 
under "Odysseus". 
30 1981, Commentary, on Posth. 12.51; see n. on Posth. 12.53. 
31 See Campbell 1981, Commentary, on Posth. 12.21-65; EGF, Ilias Parva Ffr. 10 and 
'HOMERUS'Ffr. 25. 
32 On the objections of Neoptolemus see Bezantakos 1992,155; Campbell 1981, 
Commentary, on 
Posth. 12.66-103. Cf. Murray, on Rhesus 518 (typed as 528): "Rhesus shows the simple courage of 
a barbarian in his contempt for the ruses of 
Odysseus". 
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There is no doubt that Aias, who as it seems would have shared Neoptolemus' 
contempt for cunning, did not exaggerate in his emotional outburst against 
Odysseus in Book 5: op&aq aitvE (181), aoý &gOtgeptiXE 8oXo; icai acda0aXa 
10 epya (190), 8okoopoO"U'Vi 'T(O , lot 
(210), 8okogý, cct ical apyakeffrace nav v (292). 
We might see traces of this contempt for Odysseus' cunning in the silent sympathy 
of the Greeks for Aias (and perhaps their disapproval of Odysseus' victory? ) in 
5.329-331: agolt 8' F', Td-tpot / dXvugevoti giv dyF-o-Kov e', unpqýpo'u; e'ni vfia; 
lCokka, 7capnyopEoVTE; 33. Aias' charges remind one of the fact that Odysseus is the 
cunning character par excellence not only in the Posthomerica but in Greek 
literature in genera134. 
To sum up, Quintus' "wolf' represents the lone predator, a quite common 
figure in the fable. The wolf-image serves effectively the concept of Odysseus as 
the reminiscence and foil of the ineffectual Dolon, the other lone wolf of epic. 
Given that Odysseus' deeds rely on 80koq, no lion-simile or other could suit the 
context better than the wolf-simile. The poet is aware that his theme is un- 
Homeric and against the fixed idea that the Scholiasts have built. He is making the 
most of this for the benefit of his poetry in tenns of emphasis. We may suppose, 
then, that Quintus is innovating in his wolf-image for the sake of communicating 
his material more effectively. 
But is Quintus an innovator? We cannot really be sure to what extent he is 
one. It has been shown above that Odysseus has been thought of as a person with 
inherited lupine characteristics as early as the Iliad. In the Rhesus we saw that 
Odysseus and Diomedes are dreamt of as wolves. After the Posthomerica, 
Odysseus appears along with Menelaus in a wolf-simile composed by 
Triphiodorus. In lines 615-617 of his poem, the two heroes dash upon Deiphobus 
like wolves against sheep that are not guarded35: 
p Triph. 615 icapXaXE-Potat Vmcotatv E'oticorF-q, ol Wuno' v-6icra 
PPIP9%P XF-tgeptlIv ýOVOOWTE; CCCMgaV'Tot; 67ct glIxot; 
otxovTat, Icaga'[0v 8E Icarcrup-Oxo-Oat vog7lcov. 
The extant Greek tradition lacks further examples, but it is very likely that 
we may be moving in the right direction if we endeavour a reconstruction by 
looking into Latin. There, Statius compares Odysseus and Diomedes during their 
33 See Combellack, p. 13, who does not refer to the argument for the armour, but thinks that Aias 
is the favourite character of Quintus. 
34 Grant, p. 38: "Among men, the "professionar' tricksters are few - Autolycus, the cattle-lifter, 
Sisyphus [ ... 
I and the "wily Odysseus" - all three connected by curious mythological ties. 
" Cf. 
Od. 9.19: Elg'08vaev; AaFprta8ij;, 0"; 7rdat 80kotatv / &Op6notut ggk(o; Hector's 
description 
of Odysseus in Rh. 498f. See Fenik 1964,22; Stanford 
1963,66f. (Ch. V: "The Untypical Hero"); 
90f. (Ch. VIII: "Growing Hostility"); 102L (Ch. VIII: "The Stage Villain"). 
35 Gerlaud ed. 1982, on Triph. 615-617,615,616 (for all these notes see p. 162). 
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mission to find the disguised Achilles on the island of Skyros to wolves on a 
winter night36: 
Ach. 1.704 procedunt gemini ceu foedere iuncto 
hiberna sub nocte lupi: licet et sua pulset 
natorumque fames, penitus rabiemque minasque 
dissimulant humilesque meant, ne nuntiet hostes 
cura canum et trepidos moneat uigilare magistros. 
sic segnes heroes eunt 
(Meheust ed. 197 1) 
It is remarkable that both the wolf-simile for Odysseus in the Posthomerica (see 
also the narrative in 13.36f. ) and the one for Odysseus and Diomedes in the 
Achilleid emphasise the cautious and consequently silent movements of the wolf. 
Ovid uses another very short but eloquent simile of silent wolves in order to 
describe the unheroic way the Roman citadel is entered in the night, when one of 
the doors is opened by a traitor to the eneMy37: 
Met. 14.778 inde sati Curibus tacitorum more luporum 
ore premunt voces et corpora victa sopore 
invadunt portasque petunt 
(Anderson ed. 199 1) 
Hence, both Quintus and the Latin poets must have known Greek texts of 
the Epic Cycle which are now unknown to us. In those, there must have been 
comparisons of the treacherous conquerors of cities (perhaps of Troy specificafly) 
to silent and cautious wolves. It also seems very likely that there were Greek 
wolf-similes applied to Odysseus and Diomedes in some of the various missions 
they commonly undertook38. In addition, though no individual is compared to a 
wolf in the extant Greek epic save Odysseus in the Posthomerica, there may have 
been some examples in texts we no longer have. This may be indicated in the fact 
that there are several examples of individuals compared to wolves in Latin 
similes, though in most of these examples the wolf is not the theme of the 
simile39. For example, Diomedes is thought of as a wolf in Horace: 
Carm. 1.15.27 ecce furit te reperire atrox 
Tydides, melior patre, 
36 Dilke, on Stat. Ach. 1.704f. Compare Ach. 1.705 to A. R. 2.124: "gaxt Xetgepi(p; Triph. 615- 
616: im6 vljKra / Xetgepitqv. 
37 Bijmer 1986, on Ov. Met. 14.778-780. Note the similarity between "corpora victa sopore" (Ov. 
Met. 14.779) and vuke yap imvo; Fpoicp-v ava xr6ktv a'UoOFv dkkov (Posth. 13.21), used in the 
same context. 
38 on their common activity, see Camporeale, pp. 978-979. 
39 See TLL VII. 2 s. v- lupus (no. 3: comparationes et parabolae). 
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quem tu, cervus uti vallis in altera 
visum parte lupum graminis immemor 
(Bailey ed. 1995) 
It has been written that "Horace characteristically thinks of the wolves of his 
native land rather than of lions or panthers"40. Is this all that lies behind the choice 
of the "wolf', though? It is true that the simile describes Diomedes as brave and 
not as treacherous. Nevertheless, the aforementioned comparison may owe its 
existence to the wily wolf-similes in which Diomedes has a part along with 
Odysseus. I have stressed above that Odysseus, the notorious trickster, is the ideal 
person to be compared to a wolf. It is also true that he plays the most significant 
role in these (usually nocturnal) missions, no matter if Diomedes chose him, and 
not vice-versa, as a comrade in the Doloneia4l. It seems plausible that the wolf- 
similes applied to Odysseus and Diomedes have contaminated the straightforward 
Diomedes to such an extent that he can be thought of as a wolf even from a 
different view: not as the treacherous character but as the brave warrior. 
The question is whether Odysseus himself had been compared to a wolf 
before Quintus. Did Greek literature really wait so long for such a successful and 
natural simile, given that: (a) wolf-similes of Odysseus and Diomedes existed, and 
(b) there are traits of this comparison of Odysseus as early as his association with 
Autolycus in the Iliad? A third point can be added to this data: Odysseus is an 
ideal candidate for the wolf-image not only because he fulfils the notorious lupine 
characteristics, but also because his adventures have parallels to the well-known 
lupine rituals. W. Burkert examines this last aspect in the chapter on werewolves 
in his book Homo Necans. He says (p. 133): "Whatever these specific parallels 
prove or make probable, more important yet is the fact that the structure of 
Odysseus' "sufferings" quite obviously corresponds to the werewolf pattern that 
turns up again and again from Delphi to Mount Lykaion. " Closer to our discussion 
is the fact that scholars have traced elements of lupine ritual and of sacrificial 
ceremonies both in the Doloneia and the RheSUS42. By inference, it is very likely 
that a simile of this nature for Odysseus has been written before, considerably 
early, maybe before the Classical period. And it seems unlikely that Quintus 
decided to place the wolf-simile in a new context: the walled city at night is very 
much like a sheepfold, and Quintus has exploited this similarity several times. For 
% Vk example, robq 8' e"Xoctq ava d'om, voge-u; co; aitoka gýka (Posth. 3.369), or 
&Fco 
moxkov aotilcovro' / luop'cte; 61YEE [ ... ] il' cro'e; 
(8.237-238). In the simile at Posth. 
40 See Nisbet and Hubbard, on Hor. Od. 1.15.29. 
41 See Wathelet, p. 216 n. 10. 
42 See, for example, Burlando, pp. 269f.; Elderkin, p. 350 (cf. Burnett, p. 24,24 n. 
31); 
Bernacchia, p. 41 (cf. 43f. ); Wathelet, p. 229 (for Dolon and Apollo see p. 220 and 220 n. 
25). On 
the other hand, Schnapp-Gourbeillon (1982,64) expresses a more cautious view. 
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7.486-492, where dogs and shepherds chase lions away from the sheepfold, it is 
noticeable how the adverbial phrase dmo' araOgcýto (486) corresponds to the 
phrase ano' reiXeoq (485). Similar is the significance of the phrase araOgcýt; F'_vt 
at Posth. 13.157, in a simile that describes events in the city. Thus, this starting 
moment of the capture of Troy in Book 13 may be the most appropriate instance 
for such a simile for Odysseus, who is o nroXinop0o; aF_' Xpy'VEVo; 43. I have t0 
noted that Quintus must have known a wolf-simile in this context (cf. Ovid). 
However, despite the high possibility for a wolf-simile for Odysseus in 
tradition, it seems that Quintus' model must have described Odysseus, but not 
only Odysseus (cf. Statius, Ovid). I hope that the text can corroborate my strong 
impression. A few lines before the single wolf-simile in the Posthomerica we read 
of Odysseus: 
Posth. 13.35 o 8F_ aOF-a; oTpoveaKev 
&EPER , 0); "KftWVat* "' 8' ' '00VTO ijica'KM E FE ot F-Irt 
The reader anticipates a simile for the Greeks emerging from the Horse 111, ica Kat 
a, rpegEcoq, quietly and fearlessly. Instead, one sees that the requirement of silence 
is met by Odysseus himself in a simile applied to him personally (44-48), while 
the sentence 61 8t Ent'Oovro weakly corresponds to the simile that directly follows 
the wolf-simile: it is the wasp-simile that refers to the Greeks collectively, but 
emphasises the psychology, not the silent movement (far from that) of the 
obedient warriors (55-57). The case may well be that Quintus is creating not the 
first but one more wolf-simile for Odysseus. But he may well be original in 
modifying the simile which he inherits, which is a collective simile describing 
Odysseus and others. By focusing on this single character at this crucial moment, 
the poet dramatises this fleeting moment; he visualises and enhances the pathos of 
the destruction which is to follow. 
As a conclusion to this section I would like to discuss the role of the wolf 
in the Posthomerica as a whole. In the previous section we talked about role 
reversals and especially in the case of Neoptolemus we saw the bereaved lion- 
whelp and the lion which causes bereavement both in one person. There, the 
bereaved whelp expresses strong feelings which help make the reversal of roles 
particularly intense. Here, we also see the wolf as a parent whose young are in 
danger at 7.504-509 and on the other hand as a predator at 13.44-48. However, in 
their most difficult position the wolves are described (not by the hunters, as it 
seems, but by the narrator) as avatMiq kiltaralt ýnjkcov. This description explains 
the attitude of the hunters and why they behave as they do, but its main function is 
to undermine the wolfs parental care. No emotion expresses this care, after all. 
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The Greeks as wolves are not even psychologically bent. Quintus invites no 
sympathy for the wolves who are still shown as avatMtq even in their most 
unfortunate moment. I have already suggested that through his wolf-images the 
poet appeals to the reader's sense of justice; I here corroborate that suggestion by 
saying that through 7.505 Quintus voices his criticism and indignation. The lupine 
80ko; is the key to the fall of Troy and the wolf is Quintus' toughest and most 
disagreeable animal. 
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1.3 
The jackal 
Quintus has two jackal-similes. The first one describes the jackal alone and refers 
to Thrasymedes and Phereus (2.298-300); the second simile is about jackals or 
wolves and depicts the Achaeans (7.504-509). In addition, three similes of other 
themes mention the jackal in order to represent the Trojans (6.132) or the 
Achaeans (9.241,13.133). Finally, there are three examples in the narrative (5.18, 
10.181 and 12.518). The word "jackal" occupies various positions in the verse, 
the fourth and fifth feet excepted. Half the instances are divided into pairs: (3- 
)ME; (5.18,12.518) and Oco Th i ý(3-)E(y(yt(V) (6.132,7.504). e first of these pa rs is 
followed by the epithet Uvat8E-' F_; 1, while the jackals on the ýo)arýp of Philoctetes 
are called agep8aXE-'ot (10.182). In the Iliad they are 8aýotvot' (11.474) and 
6good, yot (11.479), while the scholiast notes that oit Moe; ýCoa d'Xictga icalt 
ebidvil, ra (Sch. A 13.103c); in particular this comment may be of Homeric 
influence, since in the apodosis of the Iliadic jackal-simile, Homer describes the 
Trojans as a'Xictgot (11.483). 
It is noteworthy that in an effort to show how the simile corresponds to the 
narrative, the Homeric Scholia see the unique jackal-simile in the Iliad as, among 
other functions, reinforcing the phrase icoUot re icalt &Xictgot: gp_ptKý A 
napapo?, ý npOq [ ... 
] icalt npO'qcO' nXý0o;, rOiN pappapcov (Sch. Il. 11.475b). As in 
the Iliad, all jackals in Quintus' similes refer to groups of characters. 
The Achaeans form 60% of the characters described as jackals in similes, 
or more precisely 80%, taking the individuals Thrasymedes and Phereus into 
account. There is a nexus of relationships among the four similes. Let us designate 
them as a-b-c-d according to the order they occur in the text (Posth. 2.298-300, 
7.504-509,9.240-244,13.133-140). Then the four components are related 
according to this scheme: a-c, b-d and b-c. In the similes of the first pair the plans 
of the jackal are thwarted due to the sudden appearance of a lion. Nevertheless, 
despite the similarity of these scenes, the jackal within this pair of similes 
progresses to a more active and threatening role: the object of its attack changes 
from the dead deer of simile a to the resisting swine of simile c. Posth. 6.132 is 
another simile which deals with the idea of the jackal's inferiority to the lion, but 
includes no hostility or threat2. It is the only simile where the jackal does not refer 
1 Cf. Opp. H. 2.625: Me; [... ] divatSee; (H. 2.615: Ma; imepýtaXou; ); [Opp. ] C. 4.213: Ma; 
dvat5E-, a;. 
2 Eust. on Il. 11.481 (111.234.17-19): icalt 'Apturor9Xq; gýv Ma; noXcgitou; elvat XgovTt 
UCFTEPOV tcrTopil(IE, npo 56 6ce 1) otSev albrO. Cf. Aesopica 
347 (Babrius 105); Arist. tvo Oglipo; " 
HA61003-14: nWgtot 8F%- icalt 6 XE-'cov icalt 6 00); WLXýXot; - 65ýtoýýot yap O'V'rF-; 670'16)v ai)'TCOV 
ýCwtv; 630alO-11: no)xgobat 86' [SC. Oi 06)6ý%I; KU(Yt KatT6't; ), E', OWtV. 
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to the Achaean side but to the Trojans and to Eurypylus. There the contrast 
between jackals and lions serves only the poet's intent to praise the excellence of 
Eurypylus. In the similes of the second pair the jackals, as we have already seen, 
appear in disjunction from wolves. Their metrical position in 7.504 and 13.133 is 
similar: 0(o Ile S(3-)Eo((; )t(V) [... ] (5-)ýý k6icotot. Another link is traceable between 
the similes of the inner shell -b and c- in which there i. c. a remaricAle. 
inversion of roles. From a state of defending their young against human attack 
(7.504-509), the jackals progress to a state of causing similar distress to swine: 
t01%0 Posth. 9.240 (I)q 8' 0'Ce Ori); F, -V O'pe(: Fo-t VE11YEVEO)v ano 'CEKVO)V 
06a; a7coooevilort, X6o)v 8' e', c6peAc Oavet'il 
eicnoftv E'-oo-ogevo;, cof) 8"i'mcrcat d'oneco; opgil 
090 0-9, , ýXe` gev 0 o, rF- irpoaw gp-gamo; F-, c 6 im ap ontooo), 
"yet 8'C'tOptO(ovraqono' yva0gd-tatv 68ovraq- 
The lexical similarity between the two similes and their apodoses consists of the 
P9P0 following: E-'v o'pF-(; otv, oic-opotot, F-(; a-ogev(o;, gtgvov (7.504-511) = E-'v 6'pecyo-t 
veMF-vEcov anO uElcv(ov, FIoo^OgF-voq, gtgve (9.240-245). 
The four similes under discussion also form a progression from threatened 
or attacked to attacking jackals: 
a) the first simile shows the jackals not daring to come close to a deer 
because they feel fear for an approaching lion: 
Posth. 2.298 Ot 8 alre OCOF- 
ago' F'-'Xaoov Oepa&na g' av oopýovco Xýovca Ey 
o^u, ct npoae) gega&ne; e", r' e'X6E_'gFv. 
The image of jackals busy about a stag refers to H. 11.474-4813 and 13.102-103 
(cf. Posth. 4.220-223,8.175-180). The simile particularly summarises the Iliadic 
jackal-simile (11.474-481), where jackals are seen ago' F-', %aoov icepao'v 
PEOX71gEvoV, [ ... ] F-nt' cc 
X'tv ilya-fe 8at'g(ov / ativTilv- Moe; g6v ce 8tE_', cpeoav, 
,'"" 8' cet. It is worth noting the phrase 'go' "kaoov at the beginning of the au, rap o an ae 
second verse in both similes. The image is also reminiscent of Opp. H. 2.614f.: 
T 0)8e Icalt E, v ý-Uxoxotatv F, -, XFt oaut; a7pe-OT11pow 
/ 06a; ikEepotako-L); F, -, Xaoov 
, Kept notirwoe(yeat / a7pogevo-0;. 
b) We move to 7.504-509, where the jackals or wolves face human 
hostility when men remove them from their lair in order to kill their young: 
t Posth. 7.504 6XV E'-'REVoV OW00tv Eoticoreq I'le, 
X-61coto-t, 
Výnxcov knt(YTýPortv avat&-O-tv, 0^0;, c Ev OPP-OCFtV 
9p t-Nt- av-Tp(ov '4exa' (yo)atv ogo)ý ico(nv aypotenat E 
t0pppp 
tege-vot owupotort oovov acovoevca paXtooat 
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FIp% 1) 0 -t -acrugewa);, cot 
8' o" rt Ptaý'gevot PeX&aa 
)Ca, ýOvf, axxa PE, vovCF-; a' g, 6, vo^oat<v > cEicF-F-acTtv 
The simile describes the Greeks fighting from their wall against Eurypylus and 
the Trojans. The verbs emphasise the animals' resistance: F-gF-vov, o-u' xaýovc,, 
aXXa g6ovce,; ag-ovo-o(Yt<v>. We note the succession of the words AevovTe; 
dg-6vo-u(Yt<v>, ag-ovogF-vot and gt'gvov (7.509-511). The contrast between the 
resistance of the Achaeans and the attack from Eurypylus is clearly seen and 
strongly felt in the beginning of verses 511 and 512: gt'gvov E-'v Uagtivn, i'limtiket 
9E, ya. 
The aspect of resistance in the simile is designed to be read and 
understood as part of the succession of three similes starting at v. 7.486. The first 
simile in this succession is the following: 
Posth. 7.486 O)q 8' ok, ano, O'Caegcýto lc-U, VF-q AOYF-Pot TE voglleq 
lcap, rd Icat ýCový xPa'repol')q (YF-IP)O-L)O-t Xgovraq 
nav'roop-v E-, 00-1*F-Vot, 'rot 8' O'ggaort Y%aL)xtOO)VTeq 
(Y, rP046V, r, F'-'voa 1Cdt E, voa ktkatogEvot geya ftgCC, ) 
P'Ttaq ý86 0a O-t kao, n 0' ,P, aq gF-, r , yagoilxý -Oýat, 
axxa lcai (;; ei, Kouat ICA)V(J)V -L)7ro Icap'CEPOOI)AM 
OF-- gF-Vot, g` ka YdP a0tv II- L)o a Enataao-oort Vog1JE; - 
The simile of jackals or wolves (7.504-509) that follows it, forms its reversed 
reflection (see p. 24 above): from the role of the dogs and the men (486), the 
Greeks pass to the role of animals attacked by dogs and men (506). The first 
simile seeks to illustrate the active verb (boav (485), while at 7.504 the verb that 
the simile illustrates is one of passive resistance: F'-'gevov. The third simile is 
uttered by Eurypylus, who - in his ignorance, as often happens with Quintus' 
characters - delineates the ring composition of lions and dogs as seen in the first 
simile of this group of three (7.486f). Eurypylus voices the obvious reversal of 
the narrator's image: 
P 0. Posth. 7.516 V-3V 8EEP got, F-16're X, 60VTt ICA')Vp-; 71, CWCYovTF-; Ev -OX11, 
gapva(; O, F, -v8ov E-, OVCF-; 
In a brief but eloquent way he emphasises the shift of state of the Greeks: from 
dogs chasing lions (487: ae-6o-oat) they are now dogs afraid of a lion (516: 
n, rCO(YcYov, rP-q). This short simile forms the epilogue of the first simile and shows its 
progress as this is reflected in the narrative. This chain of reversals in the same 
scene does not only reflect the variation intended by the poet. It also underlines 
the fragility of the battle by shedding light on each stage of the confrontation from 
a different angle. The varied and reversed images evoke the sense of motion in the 
narration of events, while this dramatic description invites the reader's emotional 
participation. 
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c) The next step is 9.240-244, where the jackals attack resisting swine and 
its young. The jackals are less important than the new threat against the swine: 
the lion. After all, the focus is on the swine, not on the aggressors. As a result, no 
verb in the simile describes the active role of the jackals. 
d) Finally, there is a climax at 13.133-140, where jackals slaughter sheep. 
It is only here that the jackal is a successful aggressor. This is an image of utmost 
destruction. The verb that introduces the simile is eloquent: 0%ý'Xovco SF'-Tp&q 
(13.132). Some of the verbs used in the simile are (vil&)a) nknaagevot, E'7EtovTe;, 
(at tvo-ootv and 6'k6co-oat. " Ra) 7r, 
Next, some general comments on the succession of the similes above. 
First, it is remarkable that the jackal is either scared or attacked when in the 
foreground as the theme of the simile (2.298L, 7.504L), or takes up the role of the 
aggressor when in the background occurring in the non jackal-similes (9.240L, 
13.133f). Second, the jackal-image reflects the progression of the Achaeans from 
the state of fearing Memnon (Book 2) to that of slaughtering the helpless and 
defenceless Trojans (Book 13). 
In her search for a wild animal in Homer to which the wolf could be 
related, Mainoldi (p. 100) acknowledges that "Les betes qui sont expressement 
nommees avec le loup sont la panthere et le chacal, qui apparaissent dans R. XIII, 
103 en tant que predateurs des cerfs. " Then, she goes on to despise the jackal as 
an inappropriate term of comparison for the wolf: "Mais la panthere et le chacal 
ne jouent pas dans V Made un role assez significatif pour que nous puissions les 
adopter comme terms de comparaison. Cest au lion qu'il faudrait se r6f6rer". 
Quintus, on the other hand, builds up an unquestionable connection 
between the wolf and the jackal4. In 37.5% of its occurrences, the jackal occurs in 
the same context as wolves (12.518) or is referred to as a predator of sheep 
alongside them (7.504,13.133). At 12.518 in particular, the howl of jackals and 
wolves which are joined with the conjunctive icati, is expressed with the verb 
(op-ouav, ro. This is the only instance of the verb (bpvogat in the poem; so in 
10 0) 10 Theocritus: Tfivov gav E)CoF-;, rfivov X "cot 'p'(Yavro (1.71)5. Despite this 
similarity in the deeds of the two animals, it is obvious that the two species 
differ 
in ferocity and harmfulness. So, the active role of the jackal is restricted and, as 
we have seen, its harmfulness culminates only in the 
last simile in which it occurs 
(13.133-140). Unlike the jackal, the wolf in the poem has an apparently active 
role. Associated with this activity is the Fbrt'Po-uXo; 
6 nature of the wolf as seen in 
4 Cf. Hesych. S-v. ()o);: J80; 0*01), 6gotov (see s. v. O(Wv). Their physical similarity 
is 
the reason why they are often referred to in the same context by 
Aristotle, e. g. GA 742a9,77016, 
HA 507bl7. Cf. A 13.103; Hld. 2.19.5. 
5 See Hunter 1999, on Theoc. 1.71-72. Cf. Arat. 1124. 
6 See Arist. HA 488b18; cf. Ael. NA 1.36. 
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the simile of Odysseus. This E'Intipo-okoq nature distinguishes the wolf from the 
jackal most. These details remind the reader of what the wolf is and what the 
jackal is not. 
To sum up, the jackal-similes which describe the Achaeans form a 
sequence that gradually leads to a climax of harmfulness. Besides, there is a 
definite affinity of jackals and wolves. It deserves especial emphasis that through 
this affinity a novel role is provided for the jackal. In addition to its traditional 
image against deer as seen as early as Homer, Quintus presents the jackal as being 
involved in attacks against sheep. In other words, the jackal in the Posthomerica 
acts as a predator of domesticated animals, though there is not such a fixed idea of 
the animal in the literary tradition. On the contrary, we read in Aristotle (HA 
630a9) that otkdvOpomot 8'etd't ica't oit Moe; icait oi)',, Ca8ticof)0'tCo1'); avop(bno-u; 
o^U, rF- oopoi3vrat (Y068pa. Likewise in Aelian (NA 1.7), who adds that the jackal 
helps a man who is attacked by another animal. In Modem Greek proverbial 
thought, the jackal is not regarded as a threat to cattle or men; the danger for a 
human "of being eaten by jackals" is used to emphasise in how solitary a place 
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The hare 
t Posth. 5.435 wý 8' okav aiF-, co, v 0')'KlO'V unorr W'Go)al xaymt' 
OaRvot; FIV xa(Ttiotatv, ok, E-, -fyl, )Oev 641') ICF-ICXny(K 
noyrdf E, VOa Ica't E, vOaCaVI)(Y(; a4EvO; IrTEPU7E(Y(YtV- 
The eagle is a notorious ketywoovo;, as Aristotle calls him (HA 618b28)1; 
Hesychius explains that kayo"pct; is an ap-, rof) E't8o;, while the ancient scholiast 
on Aeschylus' Ag. 124 notes: Xayo8d-tra; - aerob';. This particular pair of 
aggressor and victim occurs often in literature2 since Homer first described Hector 
dashing towards Achilles as an eagle dashing against a sheep or hare: 
f 11.22.308 olgnaev 8e a'Xe'tq 6' )qr' atim'q vxVuceTnF-t;, 
to ,I o; r elou ire, 8t'ov8F- 8ta veoe'cov F-'pepF-vv6v 
apnd4o)v il' dpv'agaXýv il xr&ca Xayo)ov* 
In contrast with Homer, it is apparent that in the unique "hare" in the 
Posthomerica Quintus places emphasis on the traditional concept of the timid 
h3P are . Of course, the phrase ibnoxrmcycoort kayo)ot' refers to the xrcoica kay(OOv at 
11.22.3104, where the phrase is also positioned at the end of the verse. In the Iliad 
the hare appears in disjunction from other animals (10.361: il' x6ga8'i'16' kaycoov; 
22.3 10: -T"I a'pv' [ ... ]"[... I kaywov). Quintus, on the other hand, does not adopt the 
uncertainty of the Homeric expression; by having the eagle (= Aias) seen through 
the eyes of witnesses which are specified with certainty, he helps the reader view 
the scene without the anxiety and tension that the doublet of animal-witnesses 
could create. Although the simile refers to the shepherds who watch Aias, he is 
the most important figure in this scene of his madness. Thus, in the interest of 
poetic effect Quintus consciously chooses to keep the hare as a foil to the eagle 
and does not provide any epithet for it. Not being in need of adopting another's 
epithet or of inventing his own, he ignores the interesting variety of uncommon 
.) pOgoto; and aurally effective epithets for the hare in Nicander (Alex. 325: e, O-K 
Ther. 453: i'jvegoF-vra, 577: vFapoito, 711: ragtiaoto) and [Oppian]5 (C 1.413: 
-tkoit; Xactoicv'gotat, 
3.153: dF-XXOR6,51,1 (of a deer at C. 1.19 1), 2.186: 5F TI 
O'kiyo8pave, m). 
1 See D' Arcy Thompson 1966 (1936), under Xayo"pa; and MEAANAET01 (Thompson's 
capitals). 
2A well-known example is Aesch. Ag. 134-138 (see Sch. ad loc. ); Ant. Lib. 12.6; Ar. Byz. Epit. 
2.414; Dio Chrys. Or. 9.16; Posidon. fr. 309a58 Theiler; Sch. Nic. Ther. 438; Xen. Cyr. 2.4.19; 
Orph. L 147-149; Ael. NA 2.39,4.26,9.10; Epicr. 3.3-6 PCG (n. ad loc. ); Aesopica 3,256. For a 
pictorial representation, see Richter, plate LIX, fig. 187 and 188. 
3 Suda s. v. wrCoxa; Arist. Phgn. 805b26f., 806b; Sch. II. 10.361a; Aesopica 138; Apollon. Lex. 
s. v.; Dio Chrys. Or. 9.16. 
4 For other Homeric echoes in the simile, see Vian, on Posth. 5.435-437. 
5 See A. W. Mair ed. 1928 (Loeb), commentary on [Opp. ] C 3.504. 
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To return to Quintus' and Homer's similes quoted above, each of the two 
similes creates a different image because it aims to express different things. 
Hector dashes like an eagle (Il. 22.311: 6)q " EKT(op o1plae 'Etvaaacov Oacryavov 
6ý, u), while Quintus' hares feel the eagle that represents Aias to be in threatening 
I proximity: non&r' EvOct icdt' e"vOa'Tavo(Y(Ydgevo; nrepuyeaatv. Quintus' simile is 
psychological; there is not a real switch of concentration from the hares to the 
eagle. Rather, we hear and feel the eagle's presence only through the hares. 
To sum up, Quintus alters the viewpoint of the Homeric simile and thus 
his hare-simile shows his customary interest in the victim rather than in the 
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The fish 
f% Posth. 3.267 coq eindw TpcoF-aatv E-'nF-aupcoo&, ro, karov doS 
3.270 [ ... I neptupogE-'ovco 8F'- xaot,, 
IMt%p9p9 
p 
tX%F-g M ava icovrov F-icp-pXogF-vo'u akoyetvoij 
ic'n'rF-Og li'l ScLAFtVOC, 6tXt'CPF-OE-PO; UF-ja' Xoto 
f% cor, We; ýoDýovro Pt'ilv Tp-kago)vta5ao 
atev bwamogevoto icara lcXovov. aXX' a'pa ica't' d); 
ga, pvavc', a'golt 86' vF-lcpO'v 'AXtkkýo; a'XXoOF-v a"XXot 
p to p R-Optiot E'V llcovtll(ytv, o7rco; aloc; C, tgýt ). ý, Ovrct, 
lc, CF-Ivov, T 
This is the only fish-simile in the poem, yet not the only fish in a simile: at 7.569- 
575, fish move from the black depth of the sea towards the attractive gleam of the 
fatal light coming from a fishing-boat. There Quintus expresses in a most 
beautiful and touching way the contrast between the dark sea and the light, this 
entrapping and very last light that the fish will have ever seen: 
Posth. 7.572 gapgatipFt nF-p't výa mopk ol 8F'- xF-katvý; 
F-ý &Xo; atooo-om gF-gaocF-; -oocarov a-uyXilv 
F-UR&F-tv 
The two similes have different visual angles: unlike 3.271-272, the focus in 7.569- 
575 is not on the fish being killed but on the fisherman. The simile does not 
introduce a new theme to the narrative but rather visualises the effective fighting 
of Neoptolemus at the Greek walll: 
Posth. 7.568 U6 Icalt aiupearo; E-'O')V noxga; ICu, CtVF-v Moot 7copy())V- 
CO; 8' C, txtF-^U,; Ica'[6 7COVrov avi'lp xExtljgE, -Vo; aypil; 
1% 91. 
Posth. 7.576 o)q apa icl)8tgo; -ot'O'; EmroX, 6go-o 'AXtXýo; 
XaTvF-ov 7rF-p'trCtXo; E-'8agvauo fta ýUa 
avTt enp-am[w-wov. 
There is a remarkable contrast between the efficiency of Neoptolemus at "fishing" 
which brings death to the enemies, and the similar efficiency of Cleon and 
Eurymachus which is futile and of no avail to them at the moment of their death at 
the arms of Polydamas (Posth. 11.60-66). From predators in the time of peacel 
they now become a prey themselves in war-time (66): 6XV oi')' a0tv roTF- nfiga 
OaXaa(yta fipicFoav 6"pya (cf. R. 6.16). In the broader context of the two similes 
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of fishing cited above we can see affinities in diction (the word order shown in the 
second simile is not the one in the text): 
Posth. 3.269f. Posth. 7.569f. 
'(4 E -)8agVCtro 
gE(4-)gao, UCtq gE(4-)gaoCE; 
&V 'a (3 CtC ' (3 -), g I -)7covTov ic a OVTOV 
E, X(2-)E(; Mg 17C Evoto E7[(2-)F(; Ol)gEVO. O;, E (2-)E(yol)gEV(OV 
Lexical affinities between Posth. 3.269f and 7.569f 
In the vocabulary of the fish-simile in particular we can see some 
interesting points: for instance the proximity of the verbs nF_ptcpoR'ovUo (3.270) E 
which directly precedes and oopEovro (3.273) which directly follows the simile. 
Of the fourteen examples of the verb nF_ptrpogE_'(o in Quintus, seven appear in the 
same context with oopof)gat or synonymous wordS2. This proximity is not 
surprising, as the verbs rp6go) (to tremble) and oopof)gat (to fear) have been 
synonymous since at least classical times until nowadayS3. Especially in the 
particular image of sea-life at Posth. 3.271-272 this proximity of "tremble" and 
"fear" is appropriate; the timidity of the fish is well-known4. The expression 
, rp6gco oavco Nfapt (to tremble like fish) is very commonly used in Modem Greek 
in order to express great fear. Of the ancient sources, it is in Alexis and the 
Oppians that the verbs rpE_'g(o/, rpogE_'co refer to frightened fish, while the modem 
proverb is particularly close to Alexis fr. 115.5-6 PCG: t'XO-L)St'o)v / gtxp6v, 
0P5 , rpegovuov rCO 8F-F-t 
L 
Another interesting word in the simile is the epithet aXvrpeoýq, which is 
very likely to be Quintus' coinage. It seems to be a variant for the epithets &Xto; 
and aXt7copo-opo;, which he rarely uses, or F-t'vCiXto;, which modifies sea- 
monsters: icý, recrtv eitvaXiotatv (Posth. 5.88; cf. Od. 4.443: F-tivaxtiq) [ ... ] 
Quintus' diXtupeoll; obviously comes from the hapax legomenon (Ocoicacov) 
aXto, rpeoEcov (Od. 4.442), and indicates that Quintus meticulously reads Homer 
and is productively inspired by him without sacrificing his creativity. The form 
2 In a simile- context: 2.378f., 3.180f.; in the narrative: 3.364E, 14.23f., 2.497f., and 1.476f. 
/ [... ] nF-ptrpog6ovTo 8' 'AXato'), as in v. 3.270. where in addition the word kaot' occurs (Xaol'); t 
Cf Il. 11.676: kaolt 8F11 nF-p'tTpeaav; Nic. fr. 562.7-8 SH: icfiro; icaraXvvemce SF'- kaoi);. 
3 See LSJ s. vv., cp6g(o,, rpogý" Dimitracos, s. v., rpýp(o. 
4 See, for example, Ael. NA 1.41,13.28. 
5 For the Modem Greek expression, see e. g. Dimitracos s. v. Babiniotis 1998, s. vv. rpego), 
Wdpt. The term "to tremble" referring to fish in Opp. H. 1.753,3.59,4.472 (ýRorpogeo-uat), 
5.432. Cf. [Opp. ] C. 4.142-143 (in a simile): cpetiowtv [... ] 6'XXone;. 
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will recur in Nonnus: akvrpeoecov [ ... 
I lt'nn(ov (D. 20.390,24.114)6, who, 
nevertheless, describes his dolphins as etivakto; (D. 6.266), OaXaaato; (D. 
43.19 1) and novcon0po; (D. 45.167). Of the forms that are close to &Xvcpeoý; the 
best parallel is found in Oppian: akticpooa oijka, referring to "sea-bred tribes" (H. 
1.76)7. 
Quintus accords one more epithet to the dolphin: 
Posth. 3.272 ICIITEO; Til 8F-XOt'VO; a'kt'CPFOF-0; gF-YaXOtO' 
The epithet geyakoto in the same line with the noun icilrF-o; and placed in these 
particular positions at the very end and very beginning of the verse, give the 
impression that they form the same phrase as g6ya icqro; that occurs at Posth. 
6.2908. They also remind the reader of the form geyaicjjrF-o;. The epithet 
geyaicý, nq; occurs only once in the Posthomerica in order to describe the 
enormous Horse (Posth. 12.151; cf A. R. 4.318). In addition, a nice balance is 
achieved between the components Kilcp-oq and gF-yakoto at the very beginning 
and very end of Quintus' verse and Homer's and Apollonius' RF-yaicijreo; in the 
middle of the verse: 
11.21.22 (Oq 8' I'Mo, 8ExOtVoq gEyaK1jrF-o;, txO-OE; axot 
Evo; E-oopgol), 
8F-t8tO'CF-; ' ga%a yap TEKaTEGOtiEt, O'V'KF- kakO-tV' 
Tp 
A. R. 4.317 otarF- fff1pa; 
'4avt' 0000gevot nov'ro-O geyalajreo; e ovua;. 
In Aratus: 
Phaen. 354 'Av8pogE-'8, rlv gEya Kfiroq P-'icEpXogEvov KarE7cEtyEt. 
Perhaps the point of D. Kidd on Arat. 354 that the phrase gE-'ya idymq in Posth. 
6.290 recalls Aratus, can be taken further if we note the use ofE-'7repXogE-vo^o 
P (Posth. 3.27 1) and F-nF-pXogF-vov (Phaen. 354). The fact that the participle occurs 
often in both poets does not weaken the feeling that not only Posth. 6.290, but 
3.271-272, too, recall Aratus. 
The simile at Posth. 3.271-272 is unique not only in that it concentrates on 
fish, but also in that there is no other sea-mammal in a simile elsewhere in the 
Posthomerica. All the other examples of icfiroq and the two examples of a dolphin 
come from the narrative, where the animals usually share the fear of, sympathise 
6 Also D. 40.267: 6. Sovar-ilow, 43.268: & &t v(O'U(ov; Paraphr. 21A dt. Zepp-Saiou. CL D. 
5.182,41.33: exXt', rpoýa nw-a Xt'gvq;; 25.80: rcý, ro; &Xirpoýov; 21.200: dxtcpoýa Scinva 
'ý11; - , rpaiw- 7 Trans. by Mair 1928 (Loeb edn). For a discussion on &Xt"Tpoýo; see James 1970,40-1, on 
Quintus coining 60, vrpF-ýý;, p. 40; on the forms used by Nonnus, p. 41. 
8 Cf. AP 7.506.7 = HE 2365 (n. ad loc. ): 6' geya icý, co;. 
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P with or accompany deities or humans9. Of the two icqrFa taking part in a 
confrontation, only the one at Posth. 3.272 is victorious; the second sea-monster, 
depicted on the shield of Eurypylus (6.290), is defeated. The victorious sea- 
monster is described as a? xyF_tv0V. Quintus writes this epithet in only three cases, 
one of which refers to the bears on Achilles' shield (5.18). Homer does not often 
use the word Wxyetvo; of animals: only the horses of Achilles are aXF_, yF_tvoi (Il. 
10.402,17.76). Thus, in using the epithet in order to describe an animal, Quintus 
follows Homer's exceptional use and he also adopts its Homeric metrical position. 
When referring to animals, Quintus places aXF_yFtv0; at its most favoured 
Homeric position - at the end of the verse10. 
In fact, the &XF, -1F_tv0'v icfiro; of Quintus seems to owe more to Oppian than 
to Homer. Of the four examples of the epithet in the Halieutica, only one 
describes an animal and that is a icfiro;: 
H. 5.112 ixftpoxot Mre, 0801)(Ftv 6,7CF_UýdgEvot Rfflcapeaat 
K'n'T000VOt; aXE7CtV0'V E'XCIV TE-'Pa; aR0tTPt'Tn; - 
The two verses refer to whale-fishing and are followed by a simile of war (H. 
5.114-120). In the apodosis the fishermen are referred to as aXtei'); aTpaTo; 
(5.12 1). All the other examples of the word (YTparo; in the Halieutica refer to fish 
or dolphins1l; there is also an example in [Oppian] C. 2.254 referring to a reptile. 
it is interesting how the particular subject of the Halieutica makes Oppian exploit 
the association between war and fishing, which is a sort of hunting, and use 
military similes in order to elucidate his images of fishing, while Homer and 
Quintus do exactly the opposite12. 
The fish-simile may be the only simile to feature a sea-mammal in the 
Posthomerica, yet the idea of little fish being chased or devoured by bigger ones 
t or KilTq is far from new; it is proverbial. According to the ancient Greeks, 'XK; 
F_1YC(;, T(0 oxiyco a7cd)Xeta, while Greeks nowadays very often say thatro geyaXo L 
S' (the big fish eats the small one)13. Obviously, Quintus Vapt rpcoet ro gticpo 
modifies one of the two fish-similes in the Iliad, the one that describes Achilles as 
a dolphin chasing young Trojans in the notpano'ragto; gaXTI of Book 2114: 
9 Showing sympathy or sharing the human fear: 3.592. See also 12.458 SF', 1C11'EEa; cf. 
Opp. H. 1.48: Kllcea neýpt'Kaat). As companions: icfiro; at 2.427,5.88,5.337; at 5.94, 
9.442. 
10 Five out of nine examples in the Odyssey are placed at a verse-end. There are only three 
exceptions out of twenty-one examples in the Iliad. Cf. Mawet, pp. 235-236; p. 235 (her italics): 
"'AOzyF-tv0; figure [... ] le plus souvent [... ] dans la deuxietne partie de Phexametre"; pp. 229-234, 
on the use of this epithet in Homer and post-Homeric literature. 
11 See James 1970, Index, s. v. arpaT6;. 
12 See James 1969,78: "As the narrative is concerned with aquatic animal-life, it was easy and 
natural for the majority of similes to be drawn from human life, and this feature of them 
is in fact 
an important difference between the practice of Oppian and that of any of his extant predecessors. 
" 
13 See K6hler, p. 49 n. 9; Koukoules, pp. 338,348; Babiniotis 1998, s. vv. RF_7dXo;,, rp0)C0, Nfapt. 
14 The other Iliadic fish-simile is at 23.692-693. On the fish in Homer see Korner, pp. 77-79. 
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fp 81 ,I 11.21.22 ON) Imo 8exavoý up-jaicnceoc iyO-6Fc dxxot 
DYOV'TF-; nignMat g-L)Xol)q Xtgevo; F-I, )Opgo-o, 
8F-t8to, rgg gakayapcF- icctTF-(YOt'F-t, o'v icF, kaho-tv- 
(og TpCccc noTagcýto icam Setvcýto pE-'F-Opa 
xr(OaGov IMO ICp7jgvo-Oq. 
A. Schnapp-Gourbeillon (1981,55) sees a contradiction between the roles 
of the dolphin in mythology and in the Iliadic simile: "son role dans la mythologie 
grecque nous montre par ailleurs la valorisation 6vidente dont il est V objet". She 
thinks that one can interpret this image only by referring it to its subject, i. e. 
Achilles' complex personality. I can understand her reaction but I do not think that 
the Homeric picture was inappropriate or unacceptable: the Iliadic dolphin was 
not shown as unfriendly to men, after all. There is no reason why a dolphin 
attacking fish for survival should contradict the idea of the "ludicrus, 
concupiscens, innocuus delphinus"15. To see a contradiction here means not to 
accept the truths of nature but create arbitrary principles. We cannot ignore that 
poetic tradition hands down pictures of a predatory dolphin, "der GefrdBigkeit 
dieses Raubtieres" 16. 
So, the simile in Posth. 3.271-272 has notional and lexical affinities with 
other texts. For example, with a funerary epigram, o^u'icF-, rt [ ... ] 
8exot'; ' n'roulaet; 
F, 'Xct; (AP 7.214. If. ), in which the verb of fear brings the image close -Waktcov aye 
to the Iliadic and Posthomeric similes. Another powerful expression full of 
indignation we read in AP 9.83.2: 5F-Xo-tvF-;, TcF-Xayov; t'XO-oýa7ot cnclOXaicF-;. In a 
similar but not so vehement manner Oppian writeS17: 
90 9 H. 5.432 Eve, ot, RF, -V CpogE-, Ovrgq anoupolca811V akgovTat 
9 txeveg2 Ot, 8' E', Icco(YOF-vc7caTGGovccq Ogaprý 
8F-x6t, vF-(z OU, 0-00-t 
I have underlined the words of affinity with Quintus' simile and I wish to refer the 
reader's attention to the same metrical position in both similes of t'XO-6F-q (Posth. 
3.271; H. 5.433) and of Oopgovro(-ovat) (Posth. 3.273, in the apodosis; H. 
5.434). There is also an aural repetition of the sounds /e/, /l/ and /a/ in the phrase 
86 kaot' (Posth. 3.270) and in the word akbvrat (H. 5.432). In fact Quintus alone 
repeats /la/, /al/ and /le/, /el/ several times in Posth. 3.270-273. Now, compared to 
Posth. 3.272 the disjunction in Dionysius' Reuticon (11.6) is interesting: Eoi')q 
tXOi)'aq 8twico-outv (j)q 8F-Xýtiveq fi moveq. The Homeric conjunction may also be 
15 Polem., in Foerster 1.182.22. For the dolphin as 'T aimable cdtacd" cf. e. g. Bodson, pp. 54f.; 
Keller vol. 1, p. 408; D' Arcy Thompson 1947,53 (for a general account see pp. 52f.; further 
bibliography on p. 56); Aesopica 73. 
16 Rfick 1926,215. D' Arcy Thompson (1947,52) refers to the Iliad, Opp. H., Aelian and Pliny 
for the dolphin as "a grievous enemy to lesser fishes". 
17 Cf. H. 2.539-552. 
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mentioned: 8ekotiva;, re ic-ova;, ce icat et 7roet gCtýov Fi-Xinat /, Ký, roq (Od. 12.96- 
97)18. But it is not only poets who think of dolphins as predators; there is a ftvvo; 
8t(ox6gevo; 1A0% 86%4ýtvoq in the Aesopic corpus, too (Aesopica 113). 
Having discussed the vocabulary and theme of the simile, I shall now talk 
about the positioning and function of the fish-simile in its context. As to how well 
Quintus' simile is inserted in the narrative, a noticeable difference exists between 
his and Homer's fish-similes. Homer describes the battle by the river and so 
introduces the fish-simile in its natural context - water. The sentence that evokes 
the Homeric simile is F_'puOativeco 8' algart 68(op (Il. 21.21). Quintus, on the 
other hand, provides his simile with neither an equally smooth context nor a 
preceding expression to evoke it". The context of Quintus' work is such that he 
creates a seascape mostly in similes; therefore the adverbial phrase ava novTov 
(or av' [... ] novrov) occurs only in similes (Posth. 1.633,3.271,7.455) before it 
refers to the misfortunes of the departing Greeks in the real sea (Posth. 14.611 - 
612). It will be apparent below that though the narrative does not contain any sort 
of sea- or river-scape which would welcome the simile as natural, the position of 
the simile is well considered and quite effective. 
It must be of some importance that the only dolphin in the poem (3.272) is 
placed between two lions (3.267,276; see bold type in verses 3.267ff, in the 
beginning of this section). This ring composition of the passage has already been 
seen by D. S. Robertson (p. 7): "it is obvious that Quintus returns, in this closing 
passage, to the simile with which he started-the lion at bay. He returns to it, after 
his unfortunate Homeric reminiscence of the fishes, because it is so much more 
appropriate a picture to leave in the mind's eye. Ajax, like the lion, but unlike the 
sea-beast, is stationary, for in Quintus he does not carry off the body, with 
Odysseus fighting a rearguard action, as in the Cycle, but fights where he stands 
till the Trojans break (at iii. 349), when he chases them to the gates of Troy: and 
the Trojans, unlike the fishes, still fight back. " 
in my opinion, the sophisticated ring composition of the passage expresses 
" 8F-Xo'tvt (Ael. NA 15.17), tt ev Tt at the ý, uatK'9 'rtq KOWCOV, a Ica, auyy , '-: ýta 160V K 
that is, the ancient parallelism between the kings of the animals on land and in sea 
respectivelY20. Quintus achieves symmetry not only with the number of lines 
between the dolphin and each lion (four and three respectively), but also with the 
position of both lions at the end of the verses 267 and 276. Thus, the lord of the 
18 on jc-6cov Oakdoato; see Ael. NA 1.55: icaý icnx& I ... 3 
&Ptogd-tvro a'V; Opp. H. 1.373-375, 
375: i0l'TF-at k6WO(U-0t; 6aPt'O9t0v- See Janko 1992, On 11- 13.27-31. 
19 A lack of appropriateness is also noted by Robertson, p. 6. 
20 For references, see D'Arcy Thompson 1947,52; cf. Aesopica 145. 
For dolphins as the lords of 
fish, cf. Sch. Opp. H. 1.642,2.542; Bodson, p. 54. 
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sea is emphatically surrounded by images of the lord of the animal realm, and the 
reader cannot miss the lion-dolphin parallelism. 
But this symmetrical structure is not the only one to be traced. The fact 
that the the dolphin represents Aias makes us detect a broader symmetry. Aias is 
compared to a lion four times in the poem. It is very interesting, then, that the 
dolphin-simile (3.271-272) is placed precisely after the first couple (1.524-527, 
3.267-268) and before the latter couple of Aias' comparisons to a lion (5.187-188, 
406-407). Thus, this extended symmetrical pattern may imply that Quintus 
deliberately adopts the association of the dolphin with the lion. He does so not 
simply in order to achieve an effective variation in a small context - variation in 
animals of prey, or variation in sea and land scenes - but also in order to increase 
the status of his single dolphin towards that of his many lions, in particular those 
four which describe Aias. 
By way of conclusion, I will call attention to the following fact: at a 
moment when he defends the body of Achilles, Aias is compared not simply to a 
dolphin but particularly to the dolphin that represents Achilles in the Iliad. Once 
again Quintus clearly shows Aias as another Achilles. 
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The snake (= SpCticcov, 0") 
Verses 71f. contain the only snake-simile in the poem and are preceded by a 
lacuna. The last verses before the lacuna describe the fall of Hellus: 
t% 89 9v 
xovp 
e M-- Posth. 11.69 0 F- tý 
PI 7cpijvijq* ro, 3 8' a'7rdrF-pOF-v 6g* 86po Kamw-ae gaicpov- 
Vian (on Posth. 11.70) rightly supposes that vv. 71-78 are part of a new episode. 
The treatment of Hellus' death seems complete in these lines, especially as the 
expression echoes the Homeric formulae which finish the account of a death: 
, qptnF- 8F- npnvij;, apapnae 8e' rF-, oXp-' E-'7c' av', ucot, and its variant 8ounlJoEv 8E 
neacov, dpapnae, etc. 1 The death recorded after the lacuna is one in a long 
av8pwra(yta with victims from the Greek side. This point about the identity of 
the victims prompts me to refer to Eustathius, who notes that the dragons in the 
omens of Il. 2.308 and 11.12.202 represent the Greeks2. 
Now the dragon-simile: 
lp Posth. 11.71 CORO-0 a7co, Pptapcito ICF-ICORRE-, VTI a, opt XI)YPCO t % 9P P%t- 
XF-tp F-, rt gatg(j)ma icoTt icxo'vov F-yXoq aF-tpat 
gaNft8to); ' ou yap gtv avilp F-t; F-pyov F-vcoga, 
6tXX'a-u', ro)q i1cmatpev, auF- OXom)pcýto 8paicovro; 
oupil airoTgijOCto'ava7caXXF-, cat oi')8E-' olt aXKil 
EcmF-, rat e; novov atmov, tva Xpa-ooavca 8dMn- 
G)ý apa 8EýVCEP' 71 ICparF-PoOpOvo; av8po; E; aixglIv 
aTap g ENO; 0' IC "r, O)PRatvF-v ROVEE(Yeav it) F- 6 n- t. 
Elsewhere in the Posthomerica the 5paiccov occurs in ecphrases of 
armour3, with two exceptions very strongly connected to each other: the real 
dragons which kill the sons of Laocoon (Posth. 12.454) and the fine description of 
Laocoon's wife as a nightingale mouming for her children which 8agvaO' ^OnO' 
yvaOgoltm gE-'voq Pkomopoio 8paicovroq (Posth. 12.492). A second look at 
Quintus' snake-images shows the sharp contrast between the dragon in Book 12 
which is a merciless victimizer and the one in the simile of Book 11 which is a 
victim. 
Of course Quintus was aware of the fact that his image of a suffering 
snake was far from original in literature, as it is far from unusual in nature. So, in 
Aesopica 198 an 60t; is stepped on by men, while in fable 196 snakes are killed 
1 See the Homeric expressions at 11.4.504; 5.42,58,540; 8.260; 13.187; 15.578; 17.311. 
2 On A 12.200-9 (111.374.1-3). 
3 All shields: 5.39,6.201,6.258 (only here is SpdKCOVgiven a position other than the end of 
verse), 8.348,14.456. Cf. Il. 11.26,39; [Hes. ] Sc. 166-167. 
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by crabs (so in Aelian NA 16.38). Black humour features in another account of a 
snake's death by Demodocus: 
3 Kanm8oici1v noCE'-'Xt8va icaxij 861cev- akXct icalt a-M'' 
ica, rOme yF--o(; agE-'vn aTgcvro; t'oP6Xo-L)- 
(Page ed. 1975) 
Quintus depicts a passive snake whose tail ijoxatpev (Posth. 11.74). In [Oppian] 
YlAla [... ] NPCOV [sc. On'90TITCOV] ... I aanatipo-o(; tv (C. 2.279-280), while the 
serpent in H. 12.203 is also doxctipow are not 0 4. In general, the Iliadic serpentS5 
victims but threatening, those appearing in similes included (3.33-35,22.93-95). It 
is worth noticing in this light the contrast between the arm of Quintus' warrior, in 
which ýte'vo; w6i&r' 6(6-), C j8Et (Posth. 11.78), and Homer's Hector who, 6 11 
, 
10(5 EE 10 Im -)X 'pF-t (Il. 22.96). Even described as a snake cc PF-ouov "Xcov g'voq o'X ' F-(6 (0 
the snake in II. 12.201f. is aunatpcov only temporarily; it manages to bite the 
eagle and set itself free. This strength of mind of the snake at critical moments we 
also see in Aesopica 128 where a crow catches an 6ýt; but the snake bites the bird 
to death, while in fable 216 an 4tq is tormented by a wasp but brings death upon 
himself and upon the wasp6. 
No other snake in the Posthomerica is described in a manner similar to the 
one at 11.71f. Nevertheless, only some hundred verses after the snake-simile, 
when rt; 'Apyeticov (11.184) is killed by Agenor, a similar image is introduced in a 
highly vivid way: 
Posth. 11.194 icamrEaF-v agýtVE_"K10G<0't>' Alne<v> 5' d'pa X6tpa icparati1v 
meppov ec F-gireoubtav FWvagirroto Xaktvo-3, 
T "i otov oTF- ýcoowcoq Fhjv- ge'ya 8' F'-'nýxro Oai-)ga, 
o, ovF-ica M 010TýPoq a'7rF-icpF-gaO'altgacoF-(Y(; a, 11 p 
,q 
oopov 8ijiotat OE-'po-ocFa- "Apeo; E-'vvF-at'i ot t 
oatpil; lcF-v XacF-ooaav E'-'O'buraortij; 7rovp-F, (; Oat 
The repetition of the theme has been interpreted by Phanis Kakridis (p. 201) as 
Quintus' weakness in repeating some successful expression of his until it fades in 
his mind. Despite the same theme of the mutilated hand, however, in each of his 
two similes Quintus places emphasis on a different aspect: the second example 
stresses how lifelike the mutilated hand is - note the power of verses 196 and 
198, as well as the use of 0abIq in verse 199 - while the dragon-simile stresses 
mainly the movement of the hand but also the vanity of its continued vital and 
4 The verb Wcmatipw of (mutilated) parts: Hom. 11.3.293 (stomachs of lambs); 
Arist. fr. 327 
Rose (fish); Opp. H. 2.287 (tentacles of an octopus). Of human parts in Hld. 1.1.34; App. Pun. 
618.3; Sept. Mach. IV, 15.15. A later example in Amphilochius Iambi ad Seleucum 144. 
5 On the Spamov in the Iliad, see K6rner, pp. 75-77. Generally on the snake, Keller vol. 11, pp. 
284f.; Bodson, pp. 68f. 
6 See Greek Insects, p. 4 n. 14. 
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hostile impetus. Unappealing though the picture of a mutilated part is, it is 
poetically effective. So, it strongly expresses the fragility of humans and invites 
our sympathy, as the ancient scholiast notes in his reaction to the similar picture in 
Homer, a'tgcrcoF-a(Yct 8F-' XFAp nF-&(ot n6oe (R. 5.82): oticcov e"XF-t T'l XF-'tp 5t'Xa 
Pt1 9# - 10 , e0q. nav, uoq, co-3 (Ycogaro; xF-tgevil- un oNftv yo-ov i1yeryero nd 
Again, Quintus uses this concentration on a mutilated part in the 
decapitation of Priam (Posth. 13.241-245), where, however, the image of wheat 
being cut seems quite lyrical, especially when compared to a quite disagreeable 
snake tail. In the beheading of Priam the softness of the simile stresses the 
harshness of the narrative through contrast. 
In Posth. 11.71L, though, Quintus needs a simile not for the action of 
mutilating the arm, but for the quivering arm itself, and the image effectively 
exhibits the vain continuation of life in the severed part of the body. In order to 
depict this image clearly, he successfully chooses not contrast - as in the case of 
Priam's death - but absolute similarity in motion, in the intention of the suffering 
to attack, and finally in the vainness of this intention. 
if Quintus is inspired by R. 5.80-82, which seems almost certain, then 
from a powerful but fleeting moment in Homer's narrative he manages to produce 
a unique and memorable extended image; this is an image which would later 
inspire Nonnus. In fact, Nonnus seems to have in mind both Quintus (Posth. 
11.74-76,11.194-199) and Homer (R. 5.82), since he combines diction of both 
ýnl X00v'; 'k), og'vil XF-'p (D. sources: il 8F-' neaoi)aa / at'90(1011; 110-gatpev F- t0aE 
22.197-198)7. 
However, the image closest to Quintus' mutilated and quivering tail of the 
snake is found in similes and metaphors in ecclesiastical texts of the fourth 
century. For example in Gregory of Nazianzus: ro gF-oov e4eicoirij icat 
avve, rpt OTI, icav F-, rt oiratpij gticpa re icat aoOF-vfi, icaOanep co' o^u'pd-tov 
8taicone'v, roq ro-3 60ecoq (MPG 36.244B). Though she does not include this 
passage among her examples, R. R. Ruether (p. 87) notes that "Gregory reflects 
the sophistic tendency to run to the grotesque in the search for striking and 
evocative images. " I wonder whether Gregory of Nazianzus (b. 329/30 - d. 
389/90) is likely to have been influenced by Quintus towards the composition of 
this comparison. But if he really was, then what about the picture of a snake in his 
contemporary Gregory of Nyssa (b. 330 - d. 395), which is very close to the 
image of the mutilated tail? In his Oratio Catechetica Magna Nyssen describes: 
(007rF-p yap ElEt T013 O'OF-(Oq Eti 'Kara icEOaXfiq Av icatptiav Xapot, 11 gF-V 
'r PýýI" 10 ýe '8' Ct) E)- F-E)VIIXF-, L)RCO, Ica' Týq 
ý&nticfiq 8-OvagEON TO 86 01) EOV Eýrt EVUXO)'Cat T6 ttt pt 
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olOic Eamp-qrav (MPG 45.76C; similarly in 46.1133A). Now in his epistle to 
Gregory of Nyssa, St Peter of Sebastea writes- Yva Irn' Tn'v rqthrYIn"v 
crovTEOXa(YgE_'vo; o 60t; imam'jv oi')pav impto-xatpewrou; aicEpalom'pou; Oon 
(MPG 45.241C). I think it is likely that imperial epic has an effect of this sort on 
the Church Fathers, especially on one who is a poet himself, as Nazianzen is. In 
fact, more than being a poet, Nazianzen had a structure of mind strongly 
influenced by Greek rhetoric and literature. It has been shown that his work 
includes many references and allusions to Greek Literature8. Besides, Nyssen was 
a disciple of Nazianzen and in terms of theological thought - not necessarily of 
imagery, though - "much of what is systematized in Nyssen is found in an 
inchoate form in Nazianzen. "9 I think that Nyssen may well have slightly altered 
and adopted the picture that Nazianzen describes, a picture that is possibly 
inspired by Quintus. 
Towards a better understanding of the theme of the snake-simile I will 
discuss two special combinations of words in it. Quintus never repeats the phrase 
7rovov ctimov, which draws on no other preceding work than the IliadlO. He also 
uses only once the words Xpa1OaavTa (Posth. 11.76) and avairaXýxrat (11.75)11. 
The combination of the participle Xpav'(Yavra with avana?, Xerat (11.75) and 
diýi, j (11.76) refers to the only example of the word Xpal)(O in Iliad 5.138, which 
in a lion-simile of Diomedes describes the shepherd hitting but not killing the 
lion: Xpa^o"t ge'vCau'Xýq imepaXgevov, o^u'8F'- 8agdoollt. 
As more significant for the function of the simile in the Posthomerica I 
regard the proximity of the verbs avanakkogat (= to spring up, to move to and 
fro) and &anatipe) (= to gasp, to pant) as they appear in verses 11.74-75. In general 
the verb avanaXXogat is used of the dying or of fish taken out of water. It occurs 
in a Homeric simile of a fish tormented by the north wind (Il. 23.692) and in 
Oppian of a dolphin tormented by the amia fish (H. 2.589)12. As the word 
avalcdkkogat, so the verb (a)anatipco refers to fish many times in the extant 
literary sources, and this association of the verb with fish is also underlined by the 
Homeric commentators, from antiquity to Eustathius13. The Modem Greek form 
of the verb (a)anatipe) is anapcapdco-Co and it is remarkable that one of the 
8 Ruether, pp. 156-175 ("Conscious Attitudes Towards Rhetoric and Philosophy in the Writings 
of Gregory of Nazianzus"); pp. 176-177 ("Appendix 1: References and Allusions to Classical 
Literature in Gregory of Nazianzus' Letters and Orations"). 
9 Ruether, P. 129. 
10 Il. 11.601,16.651,17.365 (v. Q. The phrase alvbq ReOpo; occurs in proximity with novo; in 
II. 12.345f, 12.356f., 17.155f., Opp. H. 2.571-572. Cf. Posth. 7.556-557,12.105-106. 
11 Also in Posth. 1.140, but with a different meaning; see Vian and Battegay, s. v. 
12 Also in Dion. heuticon 11.3.8-9 of a fish eaten by a bird: TO'V ! XCK)V 61VCKMý Kdt i7ETC(gEVO; Eht 
j(aXX, 0VTa KaTEO'Otiet; Ael. NA 14.19. See L6pez, s. v. ndXX(0; 
Leumann, pp. 60f. 
13 Sch. Il. 13.57 la, 18.572; Eust. on 0 d. 10.124 (1.372.8-9); on Od. 12.254 (11.23.28-30); 
Hesych., s. v. dvynapiýetv- 
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commonest similes in Modem Greek is anaprapaco oav ro' Vapt, and refers to 
quivering before death and also to quivering from fear, weeping or strong pain14. 
In a manner very close to the Modem Greek proverb, Eustathius already notes on 
aanatpF-tv that 8ilkoit icalt ictivilatv E_'nt0avdrtov, onoto; icat o G0a8a0R0;. His 
comment brings the meaning of "gasp" close to that of "spring up" if we note that 
according to Hesychius, aoa8aýco means gera anaago-3 m186, and also that 
several ancient Scholia on Oppian's Halieutica use 7rn86 as a synonym of 
CCCMCC1p(015. Similarly, Hesychius writes cmatpF-t: nn8ý. The affinity of the 
verbs nn8aco or dMogat (LSJ s. vv.: to spring, to bound) to the verb nakkogat 
(LSJ s. v.: to leap, to bound, to quiver in death) is apparent. It seems probable that 
the use of both verbs in a context of death has made them sound very close in 
meaning. 
Before Quintus, the two verbs appear together several times and all 
examples refer to fish, with the exception of Plutarch, who writes that 606aa r o%v 
1, K P), XEro, , ý), i7ýtatVE I-lFpSP Cat; 16 'A), i4av8pov I'l 81wap; 710-natpev, 6aF, t. The two 
terms occur together also in Apollonius 4.873-874, but this example cannot help 
our case because the two verbs have different subjects and avandcxxogat there has 
the meaning of "spring to one's feet" (cf. Posth. 1.140). On the contrary, in the 
case of fish taken out of water the two notions merge into one, as the leaping 
movement to and fro is indissolubly linked to that of gasping to the point of death. 
Thus, it is true that the verbs avandUogat and donatip(o can denote 
death, but if their proximity tended to be, in a way, characteristic of dying fish, 
then it is very probable that Quintus intentionally used them together. By doing 
this he achieves a powerful effect in his image: the learned reader sees in the 
movement and suffering of the mutilated hand not only a snake's cut tail, but also 
a fish taken out of water. 
One may object that the two words are not linked directly because 
90 9 'Ueuat is the main verb of the ilmratpev belongs to the narrative while avana 
simile. What could be a counter- argument, though, shows the careful way in 
which the two verbs are linked in the text. If the fish-image had prevailed we 
would have the simile of a fish; but it did not. Deliberately it is kept at a 
secondary level. The reason why the fish-image did not prevail is that the image 
of the weak and helpless fish would have evoked pathos, but the idea of the 
cticcov would have mighty and fearful warrior encapsulated in the PXomop 0%; 8P ' 
'ýw, anapraptawq, Vapt; Dimitracos and also 14 See Stamatacos, s. vv. donatip(o, anaprapt 
Andriotis, s. v. anaprapC'[w-C5; Babiniotis 1998, s. vv. mrapTapcb, Vapt. 
15 On Il. 18.572 (IV. 261.10-11); cf. his comment on Il. 13.571 (III. 513.23f. ). Suda s. vv. 
daýaMCF, r(p, a+a84etv, (Yýaiw-Xitýovrp-;. See Sch. Opp. H. 2.400,2.518,4.322. 
16 Hdt. Hist. 9.120.4 (also quoted in Ath. 3.119d); Ael. NA 13.28; Sch. Opp. H. 1.72; Plut. 
Moralia 336f9-337a (Frazier and Froidefond edd. 1990). 
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been completely missed. The epithet Pko(:; -opOq describes twice in similes the 
serpent (Posth. 11.74,12.492), and also the lion (1.5) and the bear (10.18 1). In the 
Posthomeric ecphrases of armour (5.39,6.258,8.348) a dragon can be 
agep8akEoq as in H. 2.309, though in general Homer prefers colour epithets for 
the serpent, like 8aýotvO; (H. 2.308), Ootvlet; (H. 12.202,220), modveo; on 
Agamemnon's breastplate (H. 11.26,39)17. So, while Homer applied OkoaupO; to 
a facial expression but never to an animal, Quintus follows the example of other 
poets and uses the epithet in an un-Homeric way18. The dragon-simile, then, 
exploits the idea of the dragon as the lord of serpents and as a dangerous and 
valiant animal. Modem Greek similes in Comaros' poem Erotocritos express this 
same notion: 
2.1499 810VCCgI_v CAW 06 eepto, 8paKO-0 Icap8tav C'OOPF-t 
2.1828 Oa XIOV'rct; ijKagE Kat 8paKo; 
Thus, I believe that Quintus consciously implies the fish-image and successfully 
makes the most of it, while he does not let the fish prevail in his simile as being 
"stolidus fugax mali expers tacitus"19. 
In other words, we discern a simile within the simile. If it were extended., 
this suppressed image would have the form of the locust-simile which we will 
discuss in the section of the locust below. Therefore we notice that some of the 
smallest categories of animal-similes - the fish, the snake, the locust which we 
will see below - function on a double level of reading. We have seen that the 
fish conspicuously alludes to an Iliadic simile. Now the snake is also seen from a 
second point of view, according to which the limb of the OkocF-OpO; 8paiccov is as 
helpless as a fish. In the Posthomerica, however, we saw that the fish represent 
the Trojans as victims of Aias and Neoptolemus. The double reading of the snake- 
simile brings the dragon-like Greek warrior close to the Trojan victims of this 
war. The same doom befalls both Greeks and Trojans. 
17 A dragon is agep5ake'o; also in A. R. 3.1215. The Iliadic dragon can also be 
6pe'ýarepo; 
(22.93). Cf. Anacreont. fr. 17.11 W: xuav(or9pq Spaicovrwv; Alcm. fr. 3.66 Calame = 1.66 P: 
JEotjCj?, o; Sp6 ic(j)v / 7ca-fXp 5 to;. On mod F-o; see Irwin, pp. 
79-110. t C( AXY av 
18 For pXoaup0q see Leumann, pp. 141f.; Tebben 1998, s. v. (cf. pXoa-upC=t; 
). Of lions in [Hes. ] 
Sc. 175; AP 9.19.5,603.5 = HE 594; App. Anth. 6.264.23 Cougny; [Opp. 
] C. 2.165. A. P. 6.222.3 = 
HE 3522 (n. ad loc. ): P. oF-XaXF, u;, Phoc. Sent. 2.3: al)k P.; 
Opp. H. 1.367: P. ýý)yatva, 2.247- 
248: P. d'picEot;; 5.38: ýWicijv P.; Examples in later works: 
Nonn. D. 31.10: P., cE'1pa;; of lions in D. 
9.182,36.329. Of lions also in Church Fathers; cf. Eust. on Il. 8.337 (11.591.9-11); 
Eust. on Od. 
6.130 (1.243.11-12). 
19 Polem., in Foerster 1.182.17. Cf. Bodson, p. 45. 
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Chapter 11 
11.1 Insects 
U. 1.1 The bee 
Quintus composes more bee-similes than any other writer of epic. In total, he has 
four bee-similes which are all embedded in the context of war and describe 
mainly warriors. A question arises: is the bee as a warrior a known image and one 
that occurs frequently? What does Quintus inherit and what is his attitude to it? 
Hainsworth (1993) notes in his comment on the simile of wasps or bees at 
R. 12.167-170: "The rarity of these aggressive and/or useful insects in similes is 
unexpected, but insects are rare altogether". However, this scarcity of bees and 
bee-similes does not apply to all literary genres. True, bees (and therefore bee- 
similes) in lyric poetry and tragedy are almost absent, while Theocritus and 
Nonnus mention a high number of bees but compose not a single bee-simile. And 
also, the several bee-similes of the Anthologia Palatina are in fact very few in 
proportion to the occurrence of the bee in this collection. Nevertheless, as one 
would expect, the significant role of the bee in Greek life and mythologyl entails 
a considerable number of similes in literature. 
Behind Quintus, then, there is a rich - though not so much epic 
literary tradition that creates similes mainly about the honey-producing and the 
sting-bearing bee, the swarming bee, and finally the hard-working and wise bee2. 
Now, epic similes present bees as being hard-working, dangerous, or moving in 
large numbers, and the new aspect that they actually introduce in the field of bee- 
similes is the emphasis on sound. So, the Iliadic bee-simile depicts the crowd of 
the Greeks in their outward movement from the ships and in their direction to the 
assembly place (R. 2.87-90)3. Homer also has a simile that depicts bees or wasps 
which prove to be threatening when they protect their young (Il. 12.167-170). 
Hesiod has one bee-simile and introduces drones (not occurring in Homer) in it 
(Th. 594-599; cf. Op. 304-306). He reverses the actual genders of the bees by 
portraying the lazy drones - women - as profiting by the hard work of the bees 
- men4. The hard-working bee will later represent not men as in Hesiod but 
I See Cook, passim; Keller vol. H, pp. 421f.; Greek Insects, pp. 47f.; Platas, pp. 444-445; 
pomeroy, pp. 278f.; Bodson, pp. 20f.; Terian 1981, on Ph. Alex. 20-21. 
2 See Appendix, pp. 87-88. 
3 See, however, Nimis (p. 74) who refers to Hesiod's bees and drones: "The comparison of the 
Greeks to bees perhaps suggests the fruitlessness of their labors when they have a drone for a 
king. it 
4 See Sussman, passim. 
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housewives, as for example in Semonides On Women (fr. 7 W, 83-93), Phocylides 
(fr. 2 Diehl) and Xenophon (Oec. 7.17,7.32L)5. Apollonius writes the first known 
epic bee-simile for females, the women of Lemnos (Arg. 1.879-882). He does not 
describe only the number and movement (880: 6qUgevat, 883: agot' 
irpoXEov, co), as Homer mainly does, but also the noise produced. In the bee-simile 
in Arg. 2.130-134 Apollonius deals again with movement, as the apodosis 
confirms (135: o)q oI y' ovKeprt &Iv ge'vov Epc6ov, dikka K68a(: F0F_V) and also 
with sound (133: PogpilMv ickov6ovrat), though this is an aspect not emphasised 
in the narrative6. Triphiodorus compares the Greeks coming out of the Horse 
(533: a7rO' yaaTE_Ppo; F'-PppF-ov Tivrov) to bees leaving their hive (534-538); to 
movement, he adds the aspect of danger (538: vuygaat 7cilgaivo-out 
7capaa, rF_tXov, ca; 08tra; ). To sum up, epic poets think of bees as hard-working, 
dangerous, or moving in large numberS7. 
The metrical position of the "bee" in Quintus is gE_'(6-)Xtaaat, with the 
exception of ge(4-)Xtaaacov (Posth. 6.324, cf. 11.2.87). The vast majority of 
examples in poetry after Homer, and also after Quintus, in Triphiodorus and 
Nonnus, prefer the position of the word at the end of verse and so it appears to be 
a standard metrical position for the "bee". 
Quintus' first bee-simile depicts the reaction of the Trojan women to the 
speech by Hippodameia, Tisiphonos' wife. Inspired by the Amazons, she exhorts 
them to take an active part in the war. In particular R. Schmiel has shown the 
significance of the whole episode for the structure of Book I and to the way 
Penthesileia and the Amazons are perceived in the PosthomericA The suggested 
readings "Hippodameia, wife of geveirrOýxgo; Tisiphonos", and "Tisiphone, wife 
of Meneptolemus" have been discussed by Vian and SchmiellO. Without 
intending to opt for one of the readings, I think that if 'Inno5agetav is Quintus' 
original reading at v. 1.404, then it may be far from coincidental that the woman 
who suggests an Amazonic behaviour has a name very appropriate to an Amazon. 
In the scene of this assembly the bee-simile is the only simile of the women. A 
breeze making the leaves whisper, waves breaking on the shore or birds 
twittering, would seem images appropriate enough for the sound of female voices. 
However, it is important in Quintus' choice of the bee, that the simile should 
satisfy the complex needs of this particular scene. The bee-simile aims at and 
5 Pomeroy, on Xen. Oec. 32; Holden, ad loc., comments on the slightly irregular form of the 
comparison. See Lloyd-Jones, on Semon. On Wonien 83,90- 1. CC Walcot, pp. 45-46. 
6 See the interesting discussion of the simile by Nimis, p. 110. 
7 See Earp (1948,96) cited by Sideras, p. 247 n. 17. 
8 See L6pez, s. v.; a large number of examples also in AP. 
9 Schmiel, pp. 188-190; cf. Calero Secall 1992 (La Mujer), 166-167. 
10 Vian on Posth. 1.406-407; see app. crit. on Posth. 1.404 and 1.406; Schmiel, p. 191 n. 8. 
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succeeds in expressing effectively not only the number of the characters, their 
new promising prospect, as well as their exhortation by Hippodameia and the 
subsequent noise produced, but also their emotional state and how they evaluate 
the challenge of fighting. The effectiveness of the simile is due to the artful way 
in which Quintus satisfies this complex function. 
Posth. 1.440 O)q 8' oi E, (YO) (Ttigpxoto gey, 't-ga)(n gýxlaoat 
xeitga, ro; 01i)IC&C, 6vCo;, OT'E'-; vogo'v evTvvorcat 
EXOF-gev, 0-68 apa Týat otixov nExEt E'V800t gtigvEtv, 
d"Un S' a, U0, E"CE, P11V RPO]Cakt'ýECal E_'ICTO'; ýiYEO-Oat- 
t% 10 A 6); apa Tpo)td8e; noft ovkontv eyxoveob(Yat 
akkýka; onp-ovow 
Let us think of winter in terms of what it lacks, namely let us think of it as 
the negative form of fair weather or of spring. Then we can see two negations in 
v. 441: XF-igaro; and o-6ice', c' E'-ovTo;. This double negation of the text is missed, 
for example, in the translation of A. S. Way: "winter is gone"11. The truth is that 
in a code as subtle as language, double negation does not express exactly the same 
thing as an affirmative statement and therefore the expression XF-tigaTo; o1')1CE_', r' 
F-ov, ro; does not necessarily mean "in springtime". In v. 441, then, Quintus wisely 
chose a negative form which is not equivalent, for instance, to the F-lapo; -U 
,0 51 fl. F_ o vTo; (cf. Posth. 6.326: &c' F_It'apo; 11gap ticijTat). Neither the reference to the 
season nor the negation is gratuitous; they harbour a particular significance. The 
bees are thinking: "now is the time to go out; the time to go out has come, at last-, 
the weather has changed and we should not keep on doing things we used to 
do"12. If we are right to consider that ob'ict`r' might not mean "not yet" but "not 
any more", then the double negation indicates that bad weather lasted long. The 
word XEitga here does not necessarily mean winter13, but if it does, then the 
double negation might also give the impression that the bees have been waiting 
for fair weather all winter long. Of course, this impression may be effective but it 
is false, because the life-span of a bee is only four to six weeks in the summer14. 
Whatever the case, the activity in which the bees are now engaged is something 
different from their activities up to now; in a way, it is new as is the women's 
intention to enter the battlefield. With the negative forms in vv. 441 and 442 
p- uvovrat and npojcaXiýerat, as well as to the importance is given to the verbs 'vr' 
antithesis in-out that runs throughout the simile, especially vv. 442 and 443, 
11 1913, Loeb edn. 
ElEa 6a -0 11 12 See Sch. vet. Ar. Eq. 755a, ed. Mervyn Jones 1969: ý &v [sc. a! gt%t(Y(Yat1 8td( KP60; 
Xp-tg6)Va ý4tt`Vat KUTOICV6)OtV 6C 'ECOV Gtigpkcov; Arat. 1028-1030. For a different opinion, see, 
e. g., Ael. NA 5.12.6-8. 
13 Cf. Sch. Arat. 1028, where XFtgd)v means just bad weather. 
14 Cf., however, Ath. 8.352f. 
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where we note the position of F'-'v8oOt gligvetv and E-'icTo'q dtyeaeat at the end of the 
verse. A similar antithesis exists in the bee-similes of Hesiod (Th. 594-599) and of 
Triphiodorus (534-538), whose verses 535 and 537 express vividly the antithesis 
U 
F_v8oOt-E%e) and the reader feels the psychological urge of both bees and the 
Greeks hiding in the Horse, to go out. The antithesis in-out is the basis for the 
similarity in diction among all three similes: Th. 594,598 = Posth. 1.440; Th. 598 
= Posth. 1.442; Triph. 535 = Posth. 1.440,442. 
In fact, the sequence of verbs in Posth. 1.441f. shows the indecisiveness or 
hesitation of the bee-women to proceed from words to deeds: 
Posth. 1.441 [ ... ] o'r, F'-; vogO'v E-, VTUvovlrat 
99 ýXegev, [] E'vöoot gigvEtv, 
npolcaxiýelal Elao,; a, yF-ooat- 
EYKOVEOA)(Tat 
I... ] M"PL)Vov. 
We also note the position of the two opposites - E-'XE)ýgev, gtigvF-tv at the 
beginning and end of v. 442, as well as the metrical and notional wavering 
between the contrasting pair E"v8o6t O-)gt'gvF-tv - eicTo'q d'(6-), yF-aOat, which I 
have mentioned above. As Schmiel notes (p. 190), "in the context of the 
contrasting speeches of Tisiphone and Theano, MoOt gtgvetv and Evro; 
P ayEaOctt neatly sum up the contrast between women's proper place and the 
opposite. From a formal point of view, then, the pivot on which the reversal in 
this episode turns can be located precisely at lines 442 and 443. " 
The fact that the description of the going out of the bees in the 
Posthomerica is based on ambiguous schemes like negations (not winter) or 
unbalanced contrasts (in-out), reduces, I feel, the bees' frenzied activity. In a 
proleptic way, the simile refers to the real outcome of the women's frenzied 
swarming, namely the deflation of their enthusiasm and cancellation of their 
plans. The women will not join the battle and will never inspire a bee-simile like 
the ones that male warriors inspire (as we shall see below). The women of Troy 
stand half way between the image of the bee as a warrior and the bee as an ideal 
worker and carer of the interior, that is, a house-keeper in the way Semonides and 
Xenophon have described. Yet in the difficult moments of the sack of Troy, some 
women will behave in the admired Amazonic way (Posth. 13.118-122)15. 
Nevertheless we must note that their instinctive participation in the events differs 
from the organised and collective participation that Hippodameia suggests. There 
we clearly see the futility of ambitions and the condemnation of the women to 
their traditional roles. 
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I have already noted the affinity between Quintus' bee-simile and those of 
Hesiod and Triphiodorus. I can here add that the adverbial phrase vo Ov E; g' 
(1.441) refers to Aratus (v. 1029)16. However, the link between Quintus and older 
epic poets does not reduce the originality of his image: by presenting the bees 
precisely in the process of thinking and planning to go out, the Posthomeric image 
differs immensely from those of the past. 
Moreover, Quintus is capable of using vocabulary in novel and effective 
ways. The first and last verbs in the simile, for example, are noteworthy; for the 
t buzzing bees, Quintus uses the uncommon verb boýo)at (1.440). This is more than 
a word of noise, it is a verb of shouting or yelling. Hesychius (s. v. ) interprets it as 
j'CPaj-)'Y ýE a 'I, 
poý', Xot6q O(OVCtV. Again Quintus uses 11Uý(o in a simile at 6.126a of 
geese, and avtvýo) in a simile at 11.177 of hogs. The verb is rare in epic poetry, 
but it is apparently less surprising in the description of geese or hogs than of bees. 
In the Iliad it occurs once in a simile and describes dogs and men trying to scare a 
lion by shouting at it (H. 17.66). According to the ancient scholiast (Sch. II. 
17.66), itAý4o-uotv: oi vogfie,;. oi U x6ve; i)XaxTof)otv. Given that in this t6 A) A) 
particular context the verb refers to the Trojan women, it is worth mentioning an 
ancient comment that relates the verb i'Oýco to women: ti'Ketv 86' rO'Xtyuý(Ovetv- 
IC-Opte)q 5p E7Ct y-OVajjC6V18. It is to the benefit of his poetry, I believe, that 
Quintus adapts the term to his needs. So, the unexpected word at the beginning of 
the simile attracts attention and constitutes a very effective introduction to the 
theme of the simile". Also, by introducing the word into a completely new 
context, Quintus broadens its meaning. 
Quintus broadens the notion of another verb in this simile, the very last 
verb npoicakt'ýF-, cctt (1.443). Homer and the Oppians thought of the verb 
npoicakiýogat as meaning "provoking to a fight"20. Now, Quintus introduces the 
verb in his bee context and gives to it the novel meaning of "inciting", or 
6( exhorting". However, in the artful link that Quintus creates between simile and 
narrative, the novel meaning of npoicakiýogat wittily looks back to the traditional 
usage of the word. What I suggest is that it may be deliberate that npoicaxt'ýF-'Uat 
has the same metrical position with the phrase noft OvXontv in the following 
verse (1.444). Quintus invites the reader to think of or read the two elements as if 
16 CC Gal. De theriaca ad Pisonem 14.15; Plut. Moralia 30cl 1; Aesopica 72. On the phrase, see 
Kidd, on Arat. 1029. 
17 Cf. LSJ and Suda, s. v.; The noun, as the verb, is uncommon in epic: WyRoq (11.18.572); buyýn 
(Opp. H. 1.565); see LSJ, s. vv.; b4ovre; (Od. 15.162); buý(ov (Call. fr. 690; Pfeiffer's n. ad loc. ). 
18 Sch. Theoc. 8.30; cf. Aesch. Supp. 808,872,874. 
19 See the difference between prominent word-positioning and emphasis in Silk, pp. 67-71. 
20 Homer 11.3.19,4.389,5.807,7.150; Od. 8.228,18.20; Opp. H. 2.325,329; [Opp. ] C 2.57, 
4.348. The last example from the Cynegetica differs, but the drinking competition described is still 
a contest. 
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they were successive, and in this way to revive the traditional meaning of the verb 
as (provoke to a fight". The revival of this meaning is in accordance with the 
apodosis (Posth. 1.444-445) which transfers the reader to the narrative, where the 
bee-women's discussion and restlessness are all about taking part in the war. 
In all, the reader has the feeling that the image in Book 1 is so apt and so 
skillfully treated that all the subtle ideas of verses 441-443 would have been 
missed if Quintus had chosen a different image. Now the bee-simile of Book I 
pictures the number, the movement and the psychology of the Trojan women and 
in addition prepares the ironic contrast between warriors and house-keepers 
depicted as bees. 
The second bee-simile (Posth. 3.221-226) describes the battle round the 
body of Achilles. The Trojans pushed away from the body by Aias (3.219: Met 
ý 1ý 0 ano vF-lc-ooq) are compared to bees resisting the attack of smoke by a man who, 
heedless of them, takes their sweet wax away. Aias is the protagonist in this scene 
and, no surprise, Quintus devotes nearly half the simile to him. Hence, the simile 
engages the bee-image to fighting, emphasising number and sound. 
10 Posth. 3.220 aUa oit agoEgaXovTo neptaca86v at'(Y(YovTeq 
t%50f Or f 
atev 67ca(yo-l), rF-Pot,, Eav-oxF-txtF-; F--O'CF- gextooat, 
tp t, at <pa> O'F-o'v nepi otiýtpkov anetpe'atat noctowcat 
90 pp av8p, a' naguvogEvat, a 8' a'p' O-U'lc a' X97(ov F, -7cto-ooa; 
licTIP01i); FbCrdagvlj(yt gexixpoa;, at 8, aKaXovTat 
icairvoij -tmo" pttnfl; 7'18' c'tvepo;, &XV d'pa Kdt' ol-); 
tp90 f% 
av, ctat atooo-oo-tv, o o-u'ic o'OF-, c'oi')8' a'pa Patov. 
Apollonius Rhodius also writes a simile about the use of smoke against 
fP bees (2.130-134) when the Argonauts XF--L)yaXe(t)q BE-Popuxa; bimpotaxo'u; 
5 eOoP, qaccv (v. 129)21. However, the two images differ considerably. Apollonius 
studies instinctive reactions and is interested in the flight of the bees: the verb that 
evokes the simile is e'060ijoav (2.129), and the apodosis stresses that ol')ICE'rt 5ýv 
gF-vov egire8ov, a'XXaKE-P8acYOF-v (2.135). Quintus, though, takes the image further 
and outlines behaviours, and psychology in the confrontation of the bees with the 
man. In this respect the simile looks back to the Homeric simile of bees or wasps, 
where the insects22 
Il. 12.169 ol')8' alcoxF-t7rol)otv lccýtxov 80gov, axxa gF-VOVCFq 
ýf 
I 
av8pot; "pll, 61pa ovrat icF-p,, r ; agov EICVO)V 
- 
52a. 1-2; Hesych. s. vv. pXjuat and Fva-oovuF-;; 21 Vian on A. R. 2.131; Sch. on Ar. V. 457; Antig 
Ip 
Lyc. Alex. 293 (Mascialino ed. 1964): 6); g9Xt(y(yat (YuRlEcýupRgvot rcanvCp, (Sch. ad loc. ); also in 
Greg. Naz. De vita sua w. 1064-1065. See K6mer 1930,83; Koukoules, p. 388. 
22 See Hainsworth 1993, on Il. 12.171; Janko 1992, on Il. 16.259-265. 
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f We can note the parallelism between a'v8p' anag-ovogevat (Posth. 3.223) and 
av8paq [... ] &g1UVovrat (Il. 12.170). Long after Homer, in his treatise On Exile, 
Plutarch writes a very interesting bee-simile that depicts psychology and 
behaviour: it is the effective and unusual image of dismayed bees which were 
driven out of their hive. The very expressive verbs that Plutarch uses are 
6t8ijgovof)gP_v and ýevonaOoi3gev (Moralia 601c). As to the Hesiodic simile (Th. 
594-599), it highlights not exactly behaviour but characters. 
The vocabulary in Quintus' simile is remarkably unusual. It contains three 
words which occur only once in the Posthomerica. Two of them form the phrase 
F_x, ragvi an , lot gEkiXpoaq, which refers to icilpovq (Posth. 3.224), d the third is the 
verb 60F_, r' (Posth. 3.226). There are many examples of geXtXpO; in poetry, but it 
will again be associated with wax in Epiphanius (De xii gemmis 12: icilpCo rco 
geXtXp0q)), while Triphiodorus describes nectar as geXt'Xpco; (v. 113)2ý3. In 
addition to the rare words discussed above, the simile contains the very rare word 
, rav-oXetXE_'e;. It occurs only once again in order to describe the birds on Achilles' 
aCtXo; (Posth. 5.12). It is very likely that the term is a coinage of Quintus. Homer 
(Il. 8.297) and Oppian (H. 3.88,5.255). instead, use the term ravvykcoxt; of 
arrows and of a trident respectively. Other related terms are Tavi')yXco00o; (Od. 
5.66), and uav1000oyyo; (Posth. 11.110; Triph. 111; Nonn. D. 22.6 1; see p. 120 
beloW)24. Quintus' rav-oXF_tX6F_; is the second epithet in epic that describes bees 
after Homer's 68tvd(ov (Il. 2.87). Neither Hesiod nor Apollonius use epithets for 
bees, nor does Triphiodorus later. If the epithet d8tvacov mainly visualises the 
bees "set thickly next to one another"25, then each of the epithets in Homer and 
Quintus reflects the prevailing idea with which each poet associates bees, namely 
number and sound respectively. It is interesting how Quintus' deep interest in 
sound made him create his own alternative to the traditional epithets for the noisy 
bee like Xty'000oyyo; (Bacchyl. 10.10)26, Pogplleaua (AP 6.74.2) or Pogoefi(m 
(Theocr. 3.13) and F-ptipogoo; (Proclus in Pl. Cra. 186-10). Quintus also ignores 
the epithet ýov", which many poets used before him. However, opinions of 
modem scholars on its meaning vary from the notion of colour to that of sound27. 
23 See Gerlaud, on Triph. 113 (ed. 1982, see p. 118). Cf. geXiXpoo; in [Opp. ] C. 1.65; RF-XtXp6; 
in A. R. 4.359, [Opp. ] C. 2.38. A similar form that Quintus uses is geX4po)v in the phrase 
geXiýpova divrov (Posth. 10.33); also in [Hes. ] Sc. 428, and in A. R. 3.458; see Campbell 1983, 
Index, s. v.; Gillies, on A. R. 3.458. 
24 Of the speed of wings, seecavvatinrepo; (Od. 22.468; Hes. Th. 525, Op. 212; h. Her. 213, 
h. Hom. xxxii I [of the Moon]), TavvncE-'p'u4 (H. 12.237,19.350), andravURTF-po; (h. Cer. 89); see 
Richardson 1974, on h-Cer. 89. 
25 Vivante, pp. 116-117, who thinks that in this word more than one notion merge. CC B uttmann, 
pp. 32-37; Leaf, on A 2.87. 
26 Kenyon (ad loc. ) unconvincingly regards the epithet as inappropriate. 
27 See Gow-Page, on HE 2776; PCG, on Antiph. 55.7; Kidd's meticulous comm. on Arat. 1028; 
Fraenkel, on Aesch. Ag. 1142; Gow, Monteil and Cholmeley, on Theoc. 7.142; Dunbar, on Ar. Av. 
213-4. Cf. Douglas, pp. I 10f.; Sch. Arat. 1028, on kt4ouOati. 
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Quintus, then, prefers to invent a word (rav-uXetXE-'e,; ) in order to treat a common 
feature. 
In the third bee-simile of Quintus the Trojans follow Eurypylus and other 
Trojan leaders "Just as if they were fine swarms of bees pouring noisily with their 
leaders from a covered hive when spring days come" (Posth. 6.324-326)28. The 
Greek text talks about gektaaacov ickvra of)Xa29 which are Ehqu'gevat 
icavaX, 980v out of their ftqpeoý; place. The adverb icavaXn8Ov is not particularly 
common in the extant tradition (Orph. A. 1054, Sch. Aesch. Ch. 152, the Suda; cf 
LSJ s. v. icavaXE'co) and occurs four times in Quintus. It is likely that Nonnus has 
adopted it from Quintus and uses it several timeS30. Now, the epithet 8111peoý; is 
more than uncommon; it is a hapax legomenon which must be inspired from the 
00 agilveacyt icaTqpeOF-coat and F-iMpF-OEctq crig0ko-o; of Hesiod3l t 
In the last bee-simile, the most important aspect is the indistinguishable 
sound which a number of words seek to express: 
Posth. 11.382 7CF-Pt, aXF- 8' a'lCPtCo; au, ft 
11 q%p OtOV WCO (YgIIVF-(YCR 7CEptppOgE-'0A)0-t 4ýXt(; (Yat- 
It 0 (I a(; Oga 8' ' "te nouV) X-68, qv, nept'Xeue 5'a'-orgTj<v> 
A peculiar word is agi I lvp-(; (; t, which is used to mean not "swarms" but the less 
common "bee-hives"32. In particular the epithet dicpvroq in the phrase a'1CPtTO; 
a '8ij is uncommon in QuintUS33 -6 . There are many examples of the epithet in 
literature and we can see a certain association between the word as Phoenix uses it 
to refer to Achilles in Posth. 3.474 (noUaict nanndýemcF-; e", r' d'icpvra XF-Dxot 
Paýcov) and the word &jCptTog-U()oe4. More importantly, the literary tradition 
'35 offers Quintus the phrases d'icpvco; 4IXTI, d'icpvvo; Poq and dicpvco; icpauyij . 
All 
the examples belong to a context of war or revolution and may have easily 
suggested the formulation of the war-like a'lcptroq a-6871 by Quintus. The d'ICptroq 
a-68i'l is metrically similar to Apollonius' d"xptcov [... ] (6-)a-0'87'IV, which refers to 
the song of Orpheus as heard by the sirens (Arg. 4.911)36. Now, the function of 
the phrase in Quintus' epic is noteworthy; the phrase dhcpvroq [ ... 
I (6-)a-oTq' 
28 Trans. by Combellack. 
29 CL Hes. fr. 33al6 M-W: gFXtoagcov dykad ý-&Xa; H. 2.87: F'-'OvF-a geXtuad(ov (see Kirk 
1985, on 87-93); Alcm. fr. 159.4 Calame = 89 P: y9vo; gektacrav (Calame 1983, ad loc. ); H. 
14.361, h. Ap. 273: dwOpCORcov ickura ýf)Xa, 355: icXi), ra ýOk' d(v0p(on(ov; Hes. Th. 591: ý, Ra 
y-ovatjc6)v (West 1966, on Hes. Th. 590-1); AP 9.404.1: OF-ýOga gF-Xt(YG6V. 
30 See Vian and Battegay, s. v.; Nonn. D. 21.93,30.302,35.10,43.321,48.97. See Wifstrand, p. 5. 
31 Th. 594 and 598 respectively. See LSJ s. vv. icaTqpetý;, kilpe4%. 
32 See LSJ s. v. ogfivo; I; West 1966, on Hes. Th. 594. 
33 See Vian and Battegay, s. v.; LSJ s. v. (see under 1). 
34 See LSJ s. vv. dicpvco; (see under 1), dicptTOg-oOo;. 
35 Plut. Tim. 27.2; Plut. Pyrrh. 32.7; Polyb. Hist. 15.31.1-2; cf. a'Kptco; 0611ýo;, in H. Alex. Magni 
Rec. a 2.20.9.9. 
36 See Livrea, ad loc. 
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(Posth. 13.3) describes the voices of the feasting Trojans (Posth. 13.4) and refers 
to the phrase dicpvco; (6-)al')811 (Posth. 11.382) which has appeared earlier in a 
completely different context. In my opinion, the example in Book 13 looks back 
to the war context of Book 11, and simultaneously anticipates the replacement of 
the carefree feasting cries by the cries of agony and helplessness. 
In general, Quintus adopts typical features of the bee that the epic tradition 
offers, and he uses them extensively. However, without being innovative he is 
becoming un-Homeric, in that he opts for the element of sound as the main point 
in his bee-similes. But to what extent is the bee effective as a theme and why does 
Quintus prefer it to other themes that epic poets have more widely used in the past 
in order to visualise number and noise? The close look at the text has helped to 
provide an answer, at least as regards the delicate aspects of psychology and 
behaviour in the simile of Book 1. There the bee-image is more effective than any 
other theme could be. 
Nevertheless, if in Posth. 1.440-443 and 3.221-226 we regard bee-similes 
as best serving his need for complex descriptions of noise and psychology, one 
could argue that in the bee-similes of 6.324-326 and 11.383 Quintus could have 
used a different theme, especially in order to visualise the noisy crowd of the 
Trojans following Eurypylus (6.324f. ). The extremely disciplined bees, however, 
are the appropriate theme: so Plutarch writes (Flaceliere et al. edd. 1957) ct'mep 
ati ge'Xtaaat ýave'vroq n'yegovo; movTpe)Covce; icat icaraicoogo-ugevot (Lyc. 
30.2). It is true that compared to Homer, Hesiod, Apollonius and even to 
Triphiodorus, Quintus enhances the utility and importance of bee-similes by 
composing the most similes of bees and of waspS37, four for each insect. What we 
must keep in mind is that tradition - other than epic - has possibly prompted 
Quintus to think of bees as an especially serviceable theme in his descriptions of 
groups of men, and men in battle in particular. After the Homeric descriptions, a 
vivid picture of a crowd as bees can be found in Aelius Aristides (1,412): nepl'ra' 
Pf% iX Xn ro-3 Opearo; icF_ptF_(YTi1, K6, ra; (oanep eagov geXtvrCov r'l gutia; nF-p't et 
, yaXa. But indeed, the comparison not of a crowd but of a fighting army to a 
ogfivo; of bees is as old as Aeschylus' Persae (128-129 WeSt)38. There is also the 
only instance of a bee in Lycophron (Alex. 293), "where Cassandra imagines the 
scene which will ensue when the Trojans have set fire to the Greek ships"39. More 
sources which Quintus might have known are Philo and also Artemidorus. Philo 
(Alex. 21) describes the bee as 0-oXaxdpX% and rF_tXogaXo;, while according to 
37 Homer has composed only one wasp-simile (11.16.259-265), while there are no wasp-similes 
in the other three poets. 
38 See Broadhead, on Pers. 128; Belloni, on Pers. 125-32; Sideras, p. 247. 
39 Jebb, on Soph. Aj. 1276f. (see p. 237). 
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9%VP Artemidorus (11,22) bees F-obcaut gev yap oXX(9 CP 8ta 6ý ,9 aupar ,a ro ilyFgovt ^ono, rF-, raX Oat4O. Also interesting is the comment of the Homeric scholiast who 
approves the unique bee-simile in the Iliad (Sch. Il. 2.87a). Among other points, 
he notes that il gp-v oA' )v ýakayyn8 6%v ytvogE_', vn npoo8o; 6' ) eiXet - (L`MXt(; gE_'vat TE 
t 10 tPI%919 lk 9t 91 
xtv, cpot; Etatv, Amilicoot ce icat a-oTat F-tat icat F_n F-pyov 6'4tiaortv. This is a 
tradition which Homer, for example, could not have in his own times. Quintus, on 
the other hand, did have it and could not ignore it. It seems, then, that principally 
the use of bees in a martial context and possibly the abundance of "bees" in the 
wider literary tradition are factors that encouraged Quintus to compose the most 
bee-similes in epic. 
Yet not only the description of male warriors as bees, but also the 
association of bee-women with war can be traced long before Quintus. The 
affinities between the women's assembly under the wife of Tisiphonos in the 
Posthomerica and the women's assembly under Lysistrata in Aristophanes' 
Lysistrata are obvious. The striking difference between the two assemblies is 
apparent, too. The women in the Lysistrata gather in order to hinder the war and 
bring an end to it, whereas the women in the Posthomerica are eager to join the 
war. It is very interesting that the chorus of the old men in the Lysistrata will 
describe the assembly as an &ago%; yuvaticCov, "a swarm of women" (Lys. 353)41. 
The metaphor E'ogo;, y-ovatic@v (353) is the very first comparison of the women 
in the Lysistrata. On Lys. 352-3, J. Henderson notes that the word is used of a 
large gathering of anything. According to the LSJ, the word means "that which 
0 F-ago; may naturally - not settles, esp. a swarm of bees". Thus, the word ' 
necessarily, though - evoke the image of bees in one's mind. It is hard to believe 
that Quintus did not have the Lysistrata in mind while composing his own scene 
of assembly. On the other hand it is hard to know whether his bee-simile was 
inspired by the Aristophanic phrase &ag6; y-ovaucCov or not. E0 
Though I do not intend to take the Aristophanic swarm-metaphor too far, it 
is tempting to think of the sexual abstinence of the women in the Lysistrata in 
relation to the supposed indifference of bees to sex. As M. Detienne (1981,98) 
notes, "[The melissa] had the reputation of extreme abstinence in sexual mattersit. 
p. Walcot applies this to literature: "The Greeks Chose to equate the good wife and 
the bee, and it is misleading for us to believe that this equation applied merely to 
the work to be completed by the good wife and the bee, as is implied by 
Ischomachus in Xenophon's Oeconomicus. [ ... ] The seventh poem of 
Semonides 
40 See Terian 1981, on Ph. Alex. 21; Terian 1988, on Ph. Alex. 21 (see p. 107 n. 4); on 
Artemidorus, see White, 149 n. 87. 
41 See Suda and LSJ s. vv- ýag6;, agfivog Sch. on Ar. Nu. 297; individual notes by 
Blaydes, 
Starkie and Dover, on Nu. 297; Cratin. fr. 2 PCG, n. ad loc. 
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[ ... I shows that the good wife was also like the bee in her indifference to sex. " It is 
interesting that when Walcot quotes Detienne's words about the chastity and 
purity of the bee, he inserts his own reaction to Detienne's text in brackets. 
Walcot, then, cites: "The melissa was distinguished by a way of life which was 
pure and chaste and also by a strictly vegetarian diet (compare the Amazons? )"42. 
We can bring this thought of Walcot's into the discussion of the bee-simile in the 
Posthomerica, since here the Amazons inspire the Trojan women and it is 
precisely this inspiration that evokes the bee-simile. 
Now, a search for links between Quintus' bee-similes shows that we can 
discern some sequences. First, excluding the longest bee-simile where a human 
appears (3.221-226), there is a gradual reduction in both length and points of 
emphasis in the remaining three similes. The length is reduced from four verses 
(1.440-443) to nearly three (6.324-326) and finally to one verse (11.383). This is 
in accordance with the number of points each simile stresses: noise and instigation 
(1.440-443); noise and number (6.324-326); noise (11.383). However, we must 
note that the decreasing points of emphasis do not necessarily entail reduced 
emphasis. So, the very last bee-simile is the shortest one, but it is also the one 
which expresses noise more vividly than the others. This is due to the context in 
which the simile is placed. Round the verb neptopogE-'o-oat of the simile there is 
an accumulation of words of sound, underlined below, which belong to the 
narrative: 
Posth. 11.382 ICF-Pt, axF- 8' a'icptrog ap'ft 
11 cN ol f otov ulco (; gTIVF-(Yo-t 7r6ptbpoJtE-f0-00-t RF-Xtaoat- 
daQua 8' &*e no-oXib xlknv, ireRinue 8' &-oruh<v> 
The interaction between simile and narrative is apparent; they seem to reinforce 
each other and so multiply the sound. 
Second, there is another link among the bee-similes in the Posthomerica 
related to the engagement of both bees and characters in action. We saw that the 
women of Book I are not going to take part in the war. As a consequence, the fact 
that the women's enthusiasm is inflated and their plans thwarted creates the 
impression that the foraging of the bees is put in stagnation, too. Since the great 
projects in both narrative and simile are cancelled, we guess that in Book 1 the 
outcome of the antithesis in-out that we saw in the simile, is "in". It is interesting 
indeed that the succession of all four bee-similes shows the progress of the initial 
wavering between "in" and "out". Hence, a progression from the inside of the 
hive to the area outside it is obvious: F'-'(Yct) (Ytigpkoto (1.440) i: y'gPXov - nept' t 
(3.222) - crt'goXoto / E-'icXi)'gp-vat (6.325-326) - imo' agijvwat (11.383). Thus, 
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the third bee-simile (6.324f. ) seems to fulfil what the first simile (1.440f. ) 
promises but fails to give: the image of bees on the way to their spring foraging. 
So, what the Trojan women did not make true, is realised by the Trojan men: 
t% 90 Posth. 1.444 coq apa Tp(ota8eq 7coc't ý^Aontv E'ylcovE-'o-ooat 
axxýxa; Onp-L)VOV- 
t% 90 
Posth. 6.327 wý aparitaiv F'-'novco ßporo't noIrt öfip-tv l&üGt. 
The similarity in structure is apparent, and so are the differences: an enjambement 
leaves the first line unfinished, and the placement of such a long and heavy word 
as eyicoveoo(yat at the end of the verse seems to refute its own meaning of "be 
quick and active, make haste" (according to the LSJ), and impede the women's 
movements. Correspondingly, verse 6.327 consists of shorter and more flexible 
words, in accordance with the unhindered movement of the troops. In the metrical 
position of the active verb F-(3-)ROVCo (6.327), which is at the very first verse of 
the simile, occurs the verb not of action but speech (o(3-), rpOVOV (1.445), which 
is placed at the second verse of the simile. Both the different significance and the 
immediate or delayed occurrence of the verbs in the simile, stress the gap between 
the actions that the similes describe. 
True, the bee-image in Book 6 takes that of Book 1 forward (the bees are 
coming out at last), but there is a general lack of effectiveness reflected in the 
images of the bee. So, the bees in Book 1 are seen at a very active and promising 
(undermined though it is) moment, while in Book 3 the bees are pushed away 
with smoke. The promising tone is revived in the picture of bees going out on a 
spring day in Book 6. This revival is followed by another disappointment, which 
we see in the indistinguishable sound and suffering that surround the last bee- 
simile. The Trojans as bees, then, appear to be incapable of altering the flow of 
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H. 1.1 The bee 
APPENDIX 
The bee-similes in Greek literary tradition 
Themes that Quintus does not treat 
Proverbial use: the proverbial metaphor or simile about the bee leaving her 
sting behind - still used in modem Greek- is recorded as early as the Phaedo of 
Plato (9 1 c, Duke et A edd. 1995): bg&; 84anarýaa;, 65'cmep ge'ktvra 'C 6 1CE-'v'Tpov 
t eyica, rakind)v ot'Xiloogat. See Burnet, and Williamson ad loc., who speaks of a 
proverbial phrase. 
Associated with spring and flowers: Theoc. 9.34-35: oi'), r' E"ap E'-ýantiva; 
yk'oice pone pov, ouke gF-Xiaaatq / a'vOF-a; Isoc. Dem. 52.1f. (cf. Plut. Moralia 
30c I Of.; Lucretius 3.11). 
Associated with honey or wax: Ar. V 107-108; AP 10.4 1. 
Associated with poets: also traditional is the comparison of poets to bees, 
which is not exclusive to similes. For example the only bee in B acch. 10.10 (See 
Jebb 1905, ad loc. ); Hermesian. fr. 7.57 CA; Pl. Ion 5302; Ar. Av. 748; App. 
Anth. 3.74.7 (Cougny n. ad loc. ). See Cook, pp. 7f. In a context other than a 
simile, the comparison occurs in AP 9.187; Ael. VH 10.21,12.45; Sch. Ar. V. 462 
(Koster gives parallels ad loc. ). 
Associated with Love: the bee as a honey-producer and as a sting-bearer at 
the same time is particularly associated with the winged Eros and the bitter-sweet 
nature of love. There are fine instances of this association in the novels of Longus 
(1.18; see Lowe, and Hunter 1983, ad loc. ) and Achilles Tatius (2.7.6; see 
Garnaud ed. 1991, ad loc. ). Further examples are found in the Anthologia 
Palatina, in the Anacreontea and in Bucolic poetry: AP 5.163 = HE 4248, AP 
126.4 = HE 4467, AP 12.154.4 = HE 4561, HE 4459 (n. ad loc. ), AP 12.132b8 = 
HE 4117, AP 9.548.6; Anacreont. 35 (West ed. 1993, ad loc. ); Mosch. Id. 1; 
Theoc. 19 (on authorship, see Gow, ad loc. ). The following modem Greek folk 
song is eloquent of this long tradition (Politis 1866,135.23): 
9,9 
Ict , g'ktaaa ncdo; F-. 'tv9 icak6o no-Adatict, 
F-YCO 
g' a^oA F'-XF-t gaaco' yX-oic6 ict anoýcouo' oapgaict. 
(I thought that the bee was a good little bird43, 
but she has the sweet inside and the poison in the outside) 
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The wise bee: wisdom is another characteristic of the bee that literary 
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similes portray. In AP 16.274.3 we read of Oreibasius that F-IXF- yap o1a g0uaaa 
0006V voov. 
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H. 1.2 
The wasp 
Quintus has four wasp-similes, an exceptionally high number compared to the one 
wasp-simile in Homer and to their complete absence in Hesiod, Apollonius and 
Triphiodorus. As regards Triphiodorus, though, I should point out that the overall 
number of similes in his work is low and scarcity is not exclusive to wasp-similes. 
Homer produces a single and memorable wasp-simile for the Myrmidons who re- 
enter the war alongside Patroclus (Il. 16.259-265). The Iliad also has a wasp-or- 
bee simile for the Achaeans, who, inspired by Neoptolemus follow him (H. 
12.167-170). The fact that the bee produces such a highly appreciated product as 
honey while the activities of the disagreeable and tenacious wasp are not to men's 
profit, has played a determining role in the way bees and wasps are treatedl. 
Homer introduces wasps in order to depict the psychological state of warriors, 
their tenacity and war-like disposition, as well as their number2. Literature after 
Homer exploits more the aspects of disposition and tenacity than number3. The 
ease with which wasps are roused to anger is proverbial. Aristophanes' words in 
tP 
the Lysistrata (v. 475) , 
MRF-P GOTI]Cta'v ýxprv tjat , ge ic pe0iýij, appear 
in the Suda 
as a proverb4. Even today, the well-known metaphor of the wasps' nest, 
aoTlicoocokid, is used in Modem Greek to denote a number of harmful people or 
the place frequented by them. So in J. Stamatakos, s. v. uOilicoocoXE-'a-ta: 6ga; 
t15. In 10RORUOV 1U7COKF-tgF-V(OV (KaKonotCov) Kalt ro' icewpov F'-'vE)a moXvdýoov 
fact the Modem Greek proverb is Particularly close to Plutarch's metaphor: oivrco; 
oi Otikew ý, qrofwreq Eag& F_"XaOovE_'XOpCov aoilictd-iq neptnF_00v'rF_; (Moralia 
96b, Klaerr et al. edd. 1989). Wasp-similes of an unfailingly negative tone occur 
in quite late prose: Plut. Moralia 46 1 a; Epict. Disc. 2.4.6; Luc. Cont. 15. 
Being the main characteristic of the wasp, bad temper allows the wasp to 
represent anything from whole armies to as few as only two characters. So, while 
the association of a swarm of insects with an army is more or less natural, in 
Quintus, as in Homer (Iliad 12.167f. )6, wasps do not depict necessarily troops. 
Two out of four wasp-similes in the Posthomerica depict only pairs of warriors 
I Epict. Gnom. 5 and 6; Some ancient doctors, as Paul. Aeg. 9.2 CMG and Philum. 10.1,1 CMG, 
support that the wasp's sting is more painful than the bee's; cf. Sch. Hes. Th. 594. 
2 On their tenacity, see Marcovich, pp. 289-290; Janko 1992, on Il. 16.259-65. On the notion of 
number, see Hainsworth 1993, on Il. 12.171; Schnapp-Gourbeillon 1981, p. 28. 
3 Call. fr. 191.25f.; Ael. citing Ctes.: NA 16.31.7f. = FGrH 3C. 688 fr. 46a (punctuation in the two 
sources differs). 
4 See Suda s. v. (Fýijictd, aýqmo&t;, dypta gE-'XvrTa; Eust. on A 12.170 (111.369.24-25); 
Taillardat, pp. 210f.; KOhler, p. 187; Beavis, p. 193; Greek Insects, pp. 75-76. Cf. Ar. V. 223-224, 
404,430-432,1104-1105. 
5 See also Babiniotis 1998, sx. (YO11KOO(Atd. 
6 See Hainsworth 1993, on A 12.171. 
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Deileon and Amphion in 10.114-116, Aeneas and Eurymachus in 11.146-149. 
This parallelism of a pair to a swarm stops being a paradox if we realise that, in 
fact, what matters in these comparisons is not numbers but psychology. The 
characteristics of Quintus' wasps are especially their easily aroused anger and 
pertinacious attack. His wasp-similes stress both the movement and the 
psychology of warriors: 
Similes Verbs and aspects stressed in the Aspects stressed in the similes 
narrative 
8.41-4 8.39-40: dyepftv RF-Racneq no sound 
movement no number 
8.45-6: F-ýF-Xtowo gatgo)(owEq movement and psychology 
- movement and psychology 
10.114-6 10.113: gatgokowa; 6'tý-op* no sound 
- psychology no number 
movement and intention 
11.146-9 11.145: F'-'vE)opov no sound 
- movement no number 
11.15 1: F', vOo pov F-amogeva-); movement and psychology 
- movement 
13.55-7 13.54: icaTy'Itov a'XXoOp-v &Uot no sound 
- movement and number movement, number and 
13.58: gegaorF-; F-4FXeovro psychology 
- movement and psychology 
The wasp-similes in the Posthomerica. 
What is odd is the noticeable absence of sound from the wasp-similes. 
This absence can be mystifying because it contradicts Quintus' general interest in 
sound which he frequently expresses in his similes and so vividly pictures in his 
bee-similes. There is no reason why the sound of the wasp should be excluded 
from a picture that emphasises its pertinacity and anger; on the contrary, the 
wasps' sound could increase their unpleasantness as their victims perceive it and 
would stress their determination to defend themselveS7. So, Theocritus writes 
(5.29) (Yýa4 OogpCow rE-', rrtyo; E-'vavct'ov. Despite this potential of the sound, 
Homer does not mention either the wasp's or the bee's sound. Whatever the reason 
for Quintus' silence about the wasp's buzzing, it must be consciously that he 
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ignores the late tradition, which has broadened the image of the wasp by referring 
to sound. So in Lucian (Bis Acc. 13.2f., Macleod ed. 1974): npoatfacu 
Oopvýof)v, req, d6oicep ot aoý-Ke; nF_ptPogPo-3vrF_;, and also (Musc. Enc. 2, 
Macleod ed. 1972): w; oit aOfiicF_; gera p'otýi1garo;. Nicander writes of the sound 
of both bees and wasps (Alex. 182f. ): otm, p'otý'n8a gE_'Xta(Yat, /[... ] Oýfilc6q TF_. 
The scholiasts are also eloquent. For example, oi a0fixEq: emo' ro-3 ýxp_tv roiu'; 
aIijAn, r&q od)q oit a0fixe;; or, aodatý- iti8o; ge?, itao% ýýXov danoreXof)v8. 
I suggest that Quintus' reference to the wasps' sound is very likely to have 
occurred in the lacuna we now have in one of the wasp-similes: 
Posth. 8.40 &pýt NF_onTokýgoto Oth1v d'goTov gFgaME;, 
)XWa),, ýOt; GOýICEGCRV E_'OtICOTF_q, 01' ); TF, ICXOVIIOII 
.................................................................................. 
Xijpagoiý EicnorEovrat C'FA80gevot XpOa 66vat 
V av8pogF-ov, navTEq 7rEp't t(YOFvoqt opgativovTEq 
, cc-6Xouat<v> gtya 761ga napF_acrogF_voto-t Pporcýtatv- 
Vk 0V 6N otty, eic vn& icatrF_t'XF_o; F_4F_XE_'ovco 
gatRd6XOv, cF_; "Apnt. noki); 8'E_'arF_t'vF_, ro XCopo; - 
True, the simile glosses the g6vo; and not the sound. However, Quintus positions 
his word rav-oXF_tX9F_; in a simile that does not illustrate sound: 
Posth. 3.220 aXXa ot agoegaXowco nF_ptcFra8o'v d'i'a(yovre; 
atp-v e7raao--6, rF_pot,, rav-oXetX&_; F_, 'vre geXtaaat, 
In the apodosis: 
Posth. 3.227 (o; Ma;, TCov o^u' rt gaV E_'(YcrogE_'v(ov aX&ytýF_v, 
a, %X' dipa np(inov evT'jpaO' Mt C%p gaýoito voXijaa; 
In the narrative following the wasp-simile, after all, we read that 7roX'U'; Sv 
F_a, rF_tvF_, ro XCopo;. I understand, of course, that the groaning ground is not the 
result of cries or buzzing but of the impetus of bodies moving particularly heavily 
and rapidly. Nevertheless it is a sentence more concerned with sound than any of 
these following theTav-oXF_tX&_; bees. Exactly because the wasp-simile starting at 
8.41 features a human, I think it is very probable that Quintus did mention how 
the man perceived, how any man in his position would perceive, the wasps: 
primarily as an unpleasant and threatening sound. This natural predominance of 
the sound in the impression that the presence of insects like bees and wasps make, 
leads, I suppose, A. L. Keith (p. 23) to see in the insects in the Iliad what Homer 
has not said: "Not only the more obvious relations of number and buzzing are 
employed but persistence and boldness are found as the basis of some images. 
" 
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I have noted above that Quintus has written the most wasp-similes in epic 
poetry. If bees are an image apt for armies thanks to their discipline, well ordered 
life and movement, and their being subject to a leader, wasps on the other hand 
are appropriate as a symbol for armies thanks to their anger, perseverance and 
pertinacity in attacking. It is helpful to know that Quintus had a tradition behind 
him which depicted hosts as wasps. This tradition must have influenced him to 
work on the wasp-image extensively and see its usefulness. So, Plato thinks of the 
Syracusans as wasps (Erx. 392b-c, Souilh6 ed. 1930): oitovnep ot aofixeq. icalt 
% 9P 0 yap rourouq eav ct; icara agticpov F_pe0t'ýcov 6'pyticM, agaXot ytyvorrat. In 
Xenophon's Hellenica methods of the wasps' extinction stand for war-making 
strategies (4.2.12)9. Philo, vice-versa, compares wasps to an invincible army 
(Quaest. Ex. 11.24). 1 should here add that Aristophanes made the most of the 
wasp's suitability for depicting warriors. When he thinks of warriors in defence as 
wasps, he presents the element of the hostile ferocity as a valorising and positive 
point in terms of defending one's friends and homeland (cf. PI. 561, V. 1075f. ): 
V 1089 mrF- napa', ccitq Pappa'potat 7ravraXo 5 icat vijv F-, ct 
Kq8Ev'A, c, cticof) icaWtaOat aoilico'; aMpucmEpov. 
(MacDowell ed. 197 1) 
As Whitman points out (p. 147), "The old men of the Wasps are entirely within 
the scheme of nature [... ] the anger and ferocity of the wasps is part of their virtue 
[... ] The Attic wasp would be nothing without the sting with which he speared the 
Persians. " And elsewhere (p. 148). "They were the men who fought at Marathon, 
and whether it be sword or stylus, their sting is the badge of their heroic spirit. "10 
Aristophanes not only uses wasp-imagery in his Lysistrata., Plutus and Vespae, 
but principally names his Vespae after the insect. It is interesting that this 
important step of Aristophanes in introducing wasps (only slightly less 
uncommon than frogs) did not have any apparent influence on other poets, even 
in comedy. 
Having shown how Quintus' wasp-similes are an unsurprising link in 
tradition, I will show below how they contribute to the sophisticated way of 
composing the poem. I suggest that the four wasp-similes may be divided in two 
pairs. According to their order of appearance in the poem (8.41-44,10.114-116, 
11.146-149,13.55-57) let us represent the four similes with a-b-c-d. Then, the two 
9 They will reappear in various versions of H. Alex. Magni, for example (Rec. a 2.16.2): 
F- -OVE ThV CF'Cpa'CFtaV V ON' "a"OpEq G1)0'cpa'rt6)'Eat Icalt ýtixot' 
kturagat 'T6 RXý00; 'C6 ' OdpcF F-7 
ýgkepov Wyov 6v. d(XX& Kai ghFAjcobw 8tCFTdCF(Og6V- [... ] Kalt yap noXXat guptd8eq gutCov 
%YPV% datv, al (YICE-'7(01)(Ft Tov acpa* eicav Se aiýTdt; ktaTCout 0ýfiKF-;, G0[WJOtVa-6, ra;, ccCt; xctp-o4t 
ickayov, re; - o'buoro' nkfi0o; 0165tv tu'rt". 
10 See Bowie, p. 125; Schnapp-Gourbeillon 1981, p. 31. 
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pairs will have the form a-d and b-c; that is, they form two shells, an outer (a-d) 
and an inner one (b-c) which is contained in the first. The symmetry of the 
composition is further defined and increased by the two Books (9 and 12) which lie between the similes of the first and the second shell. The scheme of the wasp- 
simile distribution is as follows: 
a in Book 8 
Book 9 (no wasp-simile) 
b in Book 10 
c in Book II 
Book 12 (no wasp-simile) 
d in Book 13 
The position of the wasp-similes in the Posthomerica. 
I will start with the inner shell of wasp-similes. Wasps in the pair b-c 
appear in relation to raisins in a vineyard in autumn, E-'v 67rcop'n, 11. Similarities in 
diction between the two similes are indicated below: 
Posth. 10.112 <, ro'U'q> 5' ai'), re, Opa(ylu' aftn'vo; At'vF-t'ao 
p9 8agva, ro gatg(ocovra; otý-opCo; nFp't wicpCq 
(o; 8' o', r'<f'; v> otivont8q), rt; bralooorca; oircopil 
aýýica; Tcpaopf; vlqcrt napa crta". Xtat 8aga(yoryl, 
0, t8, ap , anonvetouat 7capo; yF, -o(ya(yOat o'7ro')p7l; - 
9 
Posth. 11.146 apyakbt; aoýicF-acrtv F-'oticocF-; o1fdtýxyF-tvov 
9 
F-ic Oligof) icorEovrF-; EirtOptiawrt gEXt'aaat;, 
T% F- U'CF- Irept crca"). tq CEA)Qtvojtix"q kv oircopli 
ýpXoge'va; E-'at'8oxytv il' bc aitgoXoto Oopo-o(ya; - 
The first wasp-simile contains a word which occurs only once in the 
Posthomerica, the noun ot'vonF-8ov (10.114)12. Also noteworthy is the participle 
(11.148) as an alternative to the form rF a, oatvogF-v, q _paogevij(Yt (10.115). 
Tradition gives a number of participles of the verb av'ativogat or its compounds 
P ý_' -- rov-) and there is only one other extant example 
(air-, 60-, 8t-I F_ 7rap , irpoo ,o 
of the participle in poetry, the form npo(Ya-oatvOgFvov which Aeschylus[? ] writes 
of Prometheus in the Prometheus Bound (v. 147)13. 
11 On wasps in vineyards see Greek Insects, p. 76; Nic. Alex. 182f. Cf. wasps asking to guard a 
vineyard in Aesopica 215. For the large number of wasps in autumn, see Arat. 1064; Sch. and 
Kidd on Arat. 1064. 
12 See LSJ s. v. oivo-7rapaXqgiETq';. 
13 Griffith, on Aesch. [? ] Pr. 146: "lit. 'being dried up' [... ] this physical sense, quite common in 
medical writers"; Conacher, p. 37: "Prometheus' hideous punishment ('withering away on this 
rocky crag' 147). 
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In the two similes above, the same scene is repeated and this repetition 
usefully underlines the reversal of the characters' roles. The wasps change role 
and from victims they become aggressors. The characters described in the similes 
alsochange: the wasps in b (10.114-116) stand for the Achaeans, while the wasps 
in c (11.146-149) depict the Trojans. Behind this general change described, one 
point remains subtly unaltered: it is the Achaeans who rush to the "raisins" both 
times, though under radically different conditions. 
Another point: in the narrative context of simile b, Aeneas is protecting the 
body of Eurymenes. Thus, he is fighting against Deileon and Amphion, the two 
(4 wasps" who endeavour to strip off the arms from the dead Eurymenes. After 
taking up the role of fighting against wasps in b, Aeneas is now given the role of a 
wasp in simile c, when he and Eurymachus dash onto the battlefield after the 
exhortation of Apollo. We can see the role of Aeneas in these wasp-similes in 
relation to the role he has in another insect-simile in the Posthomerica, a fly- 
simile: 
Posth. 3.263 i'l dkkotat nelcotOaq a'va' ick6vov, ol gp-, ca' aCto 
gutatq oVrt8avýutv e'oticoreq at'(Y(Youcnv 
agolt ve'loov 'AXtkfioq agugovoq; 
This is Aias protecting the body of Achilles and addressing Glaucos. The role of 
Aeneas in this scene is described at considerable length (3.282-292). He is among 
the Trojans who are likened to flies; he is one of the "insects". In the insect-simile 
of Book 10 his role has been reversed: in a similar context of a fight for a body, he 
chases insects away. 
The outer shell comprises the similes below: 
f 
to A- 
Posth. 8.41 )xvyuký. ot; crýAxxxrcrtv coticocc-;, ov;, vE xkovil" 
XlqpCEPOA) EKICOTEOVTCEt EEMOREVOI XPOCE OCtVat 
M8POREOV, nCEV'TF,; SF', RFP't tUOE', VO; t OPPCEiVOV'CF,; 
'rF-I)xo-uGt<v> gEya Nýga napeoowgývoto-t ppowýtotv- 
tP 
Posth. 13.55 Oupcrakiot<q> crýhimamv ý, otiico, cE; oi);, TE Kkovhn 
5P-0'rogo; ' ot 8, apa lrav=; 0Ptv0PF'V0t ICEP't 
0A)P60 
, icirpoXi6ov, rat, ke ivrimov eitoato v 6 'ýou i)irr Uat 
Quintus stresses the repetition of his theme with similarities in syntax, in diction 
and in the metrical position of the parallel phrases (indicated with bold type 
above). This artful scheme of the wasp distribution prevents us from assuming 
that the extensive similarity between Posth. 8.41-44 and 13.55-57 results from 
awkwardness and lack of inspiration. On the contrary, we come to appreciate 
it as 
a conscious cross-reference within the poem. It also invites us to search 
for some 
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particular link between the repeated image and the narrative where the image 
occurs. Thus, we note that both similes refer to the Achaeans and they occur at the 
beginning of Books of decisive events for the fate of Troy. Simile a (8.41-44) is 
the second extended simile in Book 8 and is placed very soon after the 
comparison of Neoptolemus to the Sun (8.28-31). In an analogous manner, simile 
d (13.55-57) is the second extended simile in Book 13, placed very soon after the 
comparison of Odysseus to a wolf (13.44-48). Both Books 8 and 13 are extremely 
important and also extremely sad in the account of the Fall of Troy. So, in Book 8 
Neoptolemus kills Eurypylus and along with him the last hope for the salvation of 
Troy. Book 13 will describe what in Book 8 seems inevitable: the end of Troy. 
We cannot ignore the fact that Homer's wasp-simile of the Myrmidons returning 
to the war after a long time of inertia, occurs likewise at a crucial point for the 
outcome of the war (H. 16.259-265). 1 think, then, that in inserting his wasp- 
similes in phases of the war that are highly important Quintus may have been 
influenced by Homer. It is also likely that he has been influenced by the important 
role that wasps have in the Bible14, and mainly by the reflection of the biblical 
description on Philo's work. So, God promises Moses to send wasps against his 
enemies, and Philo sees the wasp as a symbol of an unexpected god-sent power: 
01)gPOX0V ANCOX117CTEOV EtVCtt T01'); 0ýý'Ka; avF_Xnt'(Yroo 5uvage(o; t' oi OE g7rl 
i: Y, raX'q(YogE_'vT1; - firt; do' -u'4rnXorEpcov icaca icparo; Fbrtoepouaa ra; 7rxllya;, 
F_'Ua, roXT1(YF_t ndo-t rdit; PXýgaut (Quaest. Ex. 11,24, Petit ed. 1978). The biblical 
image seems to have influenced many Church Fathers, too. 
Let us now come to the diction of the two similes. We note that the 
variation of the epithet in verses 8.41 and 13.55 prevents the two verses from 
being identical. It is worth looking into the especial tone of the epithets 
ýxuyaXE_'ot; and 6ap(YaXE_'ot;. There are many examples of both epithets in the 
Posthomerica, and Quintus' favourable metrical position for them is the very 
beginning of the verse. However, they are here for the first time applied to an 
animal. The nouns that each of these two epithets accompanies elsewhere in the 
poem are noticeably different. For example, Quintus only rarely uses ýXuyak6o; 
of human beings. He mostly uses it of abstract nouns like avi'll, gevo;, 68gil, 
o8i)v, q, ogoický, 7cevOo;, noXzgo;, 7rovo;, oovo;, (yTovaXII, etc. In these cases the 
epithet means "atroce, cruel, funeste"15. In fact, this meaning agrees with the tone 
of the wasp-simile in Posth. 8.41-44, since Quintus emphasises the harm that the 
grievous wasps cause to human beings, and since the simile foretells the 
oncoming distress for the Trojans which Book 8 will later describe. 
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On the other hand, Quintus uses OapaaXýo; mostly to describe heroes. 
The notion of 0apao; as seen in the epithet 6apaaXE_'o;, followed by the noun 
0-ogo; at the very end of the following verse, gives an especial psychological tone 
to the simile. After all, ftgo; is one of the abstract nouns that are accompanied by 
the epithet OapaaXýo; in the Posthomerica. The majority of these abstract nouns 
0 16 are psychological, too: Kn_p, gevo;, OpE-'vF-; . This use of the epithet Oapaaxe'o; 
in the poem strengthens the relationship between 0apoaXE-'o; and E)-ogO; in this 
particular simile, which harbours something of the psychology that exists in the 
context of the wasp-simile of the Myrmidons in the Iliad. There, the description 
of the Myrmidons as wasps is preceded and followed by words of inner impetus, 
like geya 0povE_'ovcF,; O'po-oaav (16.25 8), ccov [i. e. ccov aonic&] rocp_ M'upgt8ove; 
icpa8i, r1v icalt 0-og6v e'XovrF-; (16.266). The OapaaXgot wasps of Quintus also 
remind us of another Homeric insect-simile, when Athena gives courage to 
Menelaus: 
Il. 17.570 Icat, O't Rut% eapoo; F, -V, t OTTIOP-Gatv F_v1-j'KF_v 
Hence, presented like fully-fledged heroes, the wasps in Book 13 will doubtless 
complete the destructive work of the wasps in Book 8. If those brought pain and 
distress, these ones will bring the ultimate destruction to the city. It is apparent 
that the choice of a different epithet in each of the similar verses 8.41 and 13.55 is 
not merely a variation. The epithets Xeuyakgo; and Oapoax9o; introduce two 
different perceptions of the Achaeans, the second perception bringing them a firm 
step closer to the inevitable sack of Troy. 
Wasps emerging from their nest in the similes above (Posth. 8.42,13.57) 
may refer to the similar image in the Iliad (16.259-265), but there are certain 
differences in the way the two poets present the insect. Already in Il. 12.167-170 
Homer blunts the impression the wasps make by introducing bees in his simile 
and by giving them a very prominent position, at the end of verse 167. Most 
importantly, Homer makes clear that the wasps are protecting their young (Il. 
12.170): &5pa; ()TjpjjTfipa; a'gj)vovucct icept ceicvwv. This is an important 
element which he repeats in his wasp-simile (Il. 16.265): npoaaco nd; iceTelcat 
icat aguvet otat rexF-ao't. I wonder whether it is Homer who inspired Gregory of 
Nazianzus to present, among exemplary animal parents, wasps appearing 
overeager to protect their young in MPG 37.1507A: 
90 (; Ofi1CF_; 8' a1T) ICETP1,10tv F'_v1'jgF_Vot' TIV 'rtv"t' 80)V'rat 
Ot 1) 6 EPOVTa ICa'KOV TEXCE(YOt VF-OYVOt;, nk'n ov, 0' 8' 0' 
ne, rp6()F_V F_1CX1)gF_VOt, (YTPaT6(Z &OPOO;, &* nPo'(Toma 
P0gO6f)O-tV, IC E'NTPOt; 8F'- MICPOit; PaXXO-00-tV O&VIV. 
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Unlike Homer, who presents wasps along with bees, Quintus presents wasps 
attacking bees (Posth. 11.146-149)17. Moreover, he makes no sympathetic 
reference to the parental protection that the wasps show against aggressive men. 
Instead, he emphasises more than Homer the human suffering that the wasps 
cause (Posth. 8.41f. ). Not surprisingly, the epithets of the wasp differ noticeably 
in the two poems. Therefore, wasps in the Iliad are merely gE-'oov atiokot18 
(12.167) or F-t'vO8tot (16.260), while Quintus gives a forceful image when he 
describes them as (I-)XF--oyaXE-'ot (8.41), (I-)dpya), 8ot (11.146) or 
(I-)OapaaXF-ot (13.55), all epithets that are not often associated with animals". 
In addition, harsh movement and disposition of wasps can be seen in the long and 
particulary heavy verb m'F-icnpoX6'ovrat (13.57), which is a hapax legomenon and 
may well have been coined by Quintus (cf. the hapax legomenon -67ceicnpooeu'y(o 
in Posth. 1.634)20. 
By way of conclusion to the section of the wasp I will sum up the 
discussion of the two pairs of similes. The pair b-c describes the Trojans as 
advancing and the Greek impetus as being checked. This pair, however, is 
surrounded by the pair a-d which clearly delineates the Greek supremacy and the 
consequent Trojan pain. In the artful way in which they are interwoven into the 
narrative, the wasp-similes reveal the result of the harsh competition. 
17 CL Arist. HA 626a7-8,627b4-5. For parallels, see Greek Insects, p. 76. 
18 For aioko; see Irwin, pp. 214-5; Butunann, pp. 63L (for the wasps in Il. 12.167, especially p. 
64); Detienne and Vemant, p. 19; Hainsworth 1993, on 11.12.167-70. For aitoko; applied to Iris in 
Posth. 12.193, see Calero, Secall 1993,141 and 1994,96. 
19 See Mawet, index, under Xeuya?, go; and 6pyaXbg for dtpyaX6o;, especially pp. 211-229. 
20 Other imicnpo- verbs: -09(j), -0p(okme), Aiko, -p9a), -Tdgvo); see LSJ s. v. 
imp-icnpo-ftw. 
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'Aicpt'8e; I in Greek poetry appear quite often in sepulchral epigrams or feature in 
other literature as a pest for agriculture2. There are even Modem Greek proverbial 
expressions about the destructive locust: oav va nEpaactvF- a1cpi8F-; (as if locusts 
had passed by3) or, (Yav va aicpt'8a4 (as if locusts had swooped). Outside a 
proverbial context, however, the insect normally referred to by the name axpt'; 
seems to be more a harmless grasshopper than the destructive swarming insect as 
we see it in the Bible, in Homer and Quintus. 
The locust occurs in the Posthomerica once, in a simile that describes 
Trojans and Memnon's Aethiopians rushing onto the battlefield: 
Posth. 2.190 icalt cocF, TpCoe,; E'-'aavTo nEpt Xpolt 8iltarF--t)XTI, 
, rcýtot 8'dtg'At'Ot'o7rE-';, rE Ka%t o7rico(ya oUa 7rF-Xovco 
I" 0' v rlpt' pp agot til agoto (YL)vctypogF-v(j)v F-7utKo^opo)v, 
%p9p navcw8t"n- go'tXa 8'o)iica irpoTEtXF-o; F-(Y(YE-oovco 
'KiiavF, ot; vp-OE-'F-(Yotv F-9, oticoTE;, ota Kpovtp(ov 
XF-tga, ro; opvi-)gF-voto icaT 7IF-pa no-oXi)v ayF-t'pp-t. 
T 
atNfa 5' dp'F-7rkýO" ICF-8t'OV lEdV' TO't 8' E'nEXUVTO 
aicptot7r<i)>popopotcvtv akt', yictov, at TF- ýepowat 
t, 
ooq " lCox, ;" Rppo; ,, P XOOV' ; 6' p1m, 80to 0-); VE 11 1) 0 IME 0 1) E 
V anXil(not geponemytv ck-tlce'a Xtgo'v a', yo-o(yat- 
" 90 
0); ot t(yav noxxot, 'CF- Ica't O'optgot, a' golt 8E, -, 7cata 
19*0 (YTF-tveT elceomugmov 
This image has been seen as a simile that illustrates number: "The same point 
about numbers is combined with a specific mention of the great harm to crops in a 
simile used by Quintus of Smyrna"5. A first look at the text justifies this 
undeniably correct but inadequate point: navo-o5t'Iq (193), nokv; (198), 6' ); o"t 't'(; av 
irokXoti (200). However, Quintus' locust-simile is more than that. The simile 
stresses not so much the idea of the host itself, as the emotionally charged and 
rapid movement of a dark mass: gaka 5' coica [... ] ý(Yaev'owo (193), atwa 
brkýao, q n0tiov [... ] colt 8' E-'neXuwo (196), eneamogt'vow (201). E-'a(Y-OgE-'vo-Oq 
(203). The insistence on the rapid motion is apparent in the repetition of the verb 
I See Suits' interesting philosophical treatment of the grasshopper. 
2 For the locust in sepulchral epigrams: HE vol. Il, pp. 90-91, and notes on HE 742,704f., 2648, 
2651,4058,4059,4063,2932,2087; n. on Garland, v. 1407; Geoghegan, pp. 97 n. 1, Illf.; 171L 
For the locust as a pest: Beavis, pp. 73f.; Greek Insects, pp. 139f; Bodson, pp. 13-15. 
3 Trans. by Douglas, p. 187. Cf. Dimitracos, s. vv. &icpit5a, dxpt';. 
4 See Babiniotis 1998, s. v. aKpit5a. 
5 Greek Insects, p. 141. Cf Rhodomann's reading dnXqcot in Posth. 2.199. See Vian, app. crit. ad 
loc. 
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which occurs also in v. 211: F'-'(; ovro rfqkiý, o; Vto;. As to darkness, it is expressed 
in verses 194 and 198. By comparing swarming locusts to a cloud Quintus revives 
the known metaphor &jCpj8O)V Vgoo; 6. In the broader context where the simile 
occurs, the antithesis between darkness and light dominates, an antithesis that 
runs through the second Book and culminates in the lament of Eos, the deity of 
light, for her son. 
Quintus uses a fine model of repetition in this passage. He puts his simile 
of darkness right after the description of the Trojans, while he inserts a simile of 
light after the description of the Achaeans. The scheme emphasises the contrast of 
darkness and light: 
(a) Description of the Trojans being armed (2.190) 
(b) Simile of Cloudiness (2.194-195) 
The locust-simile (2.197-199) 
(a') Description of the Achaeans (2.203) 
(W) Simile of Light (2.208-210) 
The context of the locust-simile in the Posthomerica. 
Thus, Quintus introduces the Trojan army with the expression -Ka*t rOrp- TpCoF-; 
to % A. PP F-Oav'ro nept XPot 8ilta rE-L)Xll (2.190) and goes on to compare them to an 
ominous darkness. In verses 2.194f. the image of darkness and cloudiness is 
double. First, there is a picture of dark clouds as the host moves on very rapidly 
(2.194-195). To depict the Trojans and the Aethiopians, Quintus exploits the 
theme of swarming locusts devastating crops (2.197-199). Now the darkness is 
carried over into the cloud-simile (2.198) which is inserted in the locust-simile. It 
is noticeable that the simile of cloudiness naturally evokes the locust-simile, while 
vice-versa the image of locusts brings into Quintus' mind the image of a cloud. 
Thus, if in the above scheme of repetition the locust is in the very middle of 
Trojans and Greeks (a, a'), or of darkness and light (b, b'), then in the smaller scale 
of verses 2.194-199 the locust is in the middle of another shell - precisely 
between two images of cloudiness (2.194-195 and 2.198). 
A few verses later, the expression icF-plt Xpot XaXico'v F'-'oavco (2.203) - 
very similar to the one that described the Trojans above - introduces the 
Achaeans. Now, to the Trojan image of an overcast sky is opposed the image of 
Achilles as a figure of light. As the image of cloudiness before, so the image of 
light here is double. The poet likens the armour of Achilles to lightning, and he 
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becomes more emphatically expressive when he goes on to compare Achilles 
himself to the Sun: 
Posth. 2.206 ro-3 8' a, paEF-^OXTI 
7[CtVTT 
,I 
gctpgatpF-(YKOV axi7ictov a(31CEP07rq(ytv. 
oto; 8' E-'Ic 7CF-PaTcov Yatiloxo-u Qlccavcýto 
9. - F-pXF-, rat 'He'! Xto; ýmatigpporo; o^u'pavo'v e't'aco 
nctgýav&)v, rpctOF_pi'j 8F- yF_Xý neplt yd-ta icalt at'"p - 
This double image seems to be a developed form of 11.19.397-398: Pfi'AXtXXe-O;, 
/, Cp--OXECR nctgoctivow (16; 'r, IjXE_, icccop 'TnF-pticov. Similarly, Posth. 2.210 is very 
close to H. 19.362-363: yE_'XaaaF_ 8 Fkn&aa neplt XO(OV / XaXico-3 ^OnO' aceponfi;, 
which is followed by successive light-similes of Achilles. As for the powerful 
image of the Sun in Quintus, there is only another simile of the sort, which not 
fortuitously refers to Achilles' son, Neoptolemus (Posth. 8.28-31). The 
positiveness and innocence of the natural sunny image in Posth. 2.206-210 cannot 
be promising, because it is followed by a harsh military narrative. The reader 
knows that light - especially the Sun - cannot be innocent in a simile of a 
warrior ready for a fight. In fact, no matter how necessary this knowledge of the 
ambiguity of light is, the military harshness is really anticipated in the simile of 
the lightning (Posth. 2.206-207) which constitutes an ominous sign of bad 
weather. This is because Quintus often uses the lightning in order to describe 
warriors or their armour just before their slaughtering activity on the battlefield7. 
In addition, elsewhere the lightning is a component of bad weather or a sign of 
threat8. 
I suggest an additional indication that the image of the Sun is far from 
innocent and promising. This indication is related to the negative connotations of 
the epithet Oap-aigopouo; in Homer. So, the Oaeatigppouo; 11(o; (Il. 24.785) 
designates the sad day when the body of Hector will be put on the pyre. In the 
Odyssey, the two examples come from the narration of Odysseus and refer to the 
first days on the island of Kirke, a place and time of obscurity and uncertainty for 
Odysseus and his comrades. The first example refers to the parentage of Kirke 
0aF_atgPp0, ro-o 'Hektioto (Od. 10.138) - and the phrase is in proximity to the 
word 'QicF-ctvOq (Od. 10.139) as in Posth. 2.208-209. The next example is placed 
in the context of the opposition light-darkness, as in the context of Quintus: 
olt 0 Od. 10.190 ou ypc 5ýtev9 'n ý, eoý 0' 8' ""ý ,, 
7 Lightning-similes that describe mainly warriors: Penthesileia (1.153-156), Aias (3.293), 
Eurypylus'armour (6-197), Trojans and Achaeans (8.69-73), Apollo's ic9ke-00ot (9.295), Aeneas' 
armour (11.411). Cf. Il. 10.154; 11.66,83; 13.242-244; 14.3 86. 
8 In relation to bad weather: Posth. 2.349; 4.351; 8.223,381,449; 14.458,510 (cf. H. 10.5-8). 
Zeus, crgF_p8aXEb1 lightning as a sign of threat: 1.691; 12.57,198; 14.449,537 (used by Athene 
against Aias); Athene's armour (8.347). 
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oi)ö' Onil ý, Äloý octe(YigßpoToý Eia, üTco, yaiav 
o'0'8' O"R'q avveitlral* 
The antithetical relationship between light and darkness is also seen a few verses 
before this passage (Od. 10.185): Agoq 8' iIE-'Xtoq icacý8-u icalt en't icvE-'Oa; AX00. 
The Sun who brings light upon the mortal is mentioned again in the Orphic 
Argonautica, in a context similar to that of Od. 10.138. In a context of the same 
negative tonality, it refers to the parentage not of Kirke, but of her brother 
Aietes'O: 
%%% 10 Orph. A. 53 Rov'ronoppo crov vTlt npo; aýeva O-WaMpdmov, 
" Ovo; E'l; , OvEtO'V K(I%t a"caoOaxov 1, "- 6 ct Q) Evt 1cpatvev 
t% 
A'tilTilq, vtoq oacutgoporo-o'HeXtioto. 
(Vian ed. 1987) 
No matter what restrictions I have indicated above as to how promising 
and deceptive for the reader the image of the Sun can be in a narrative of war, it is 
true that it designates the superiority of the Greek side. The powerful light of the 
Sun (Posth. 2.208-210) beats the cloudiness of Posth. 2.194-198. Especially 
verses 209-210 show the power against darkness and rain: I think that the epithet 
of the Sun, OaF-(4-)at'gPpoco;, which occurs only here in the poem, might be an 
aural allusion to the noun (3-)Ogppo; which belongs to the preceding cloudy 
image of verses 2.194-199. A factor that may strengthen the relation between the 
two words is their close metrical position. This antithesis looks ahead into the 
narrative. Ironically enough, the light in the simile of the Sun does not represent 
the son of Eos but his opponent. By contrast, Memnon's Aithiopians are seen as 
cloud and rain. 
Having discussed the simile almost exclusively in its context, I shall now 
look into its affinities with locust-similes in two other texts. Quintus seems to 
draw a witty link between his locusts and the locusts which appear in the Iliad and 
in the Bible. 
In the only locust-simile in Homer, Achilles chases the Trojans to the 
river, as a sudden fire chases locusts away: 
f 11.21.12 0--#; 8' o'O' imo, P'Mý; 7rl)po,; alcpt'86; 7'jF-PEOov'CCtt 
" 8e O"YeRevat 7COTagOV86, To OX&YEt a' lCaRctCov 7cf)P 
ý0[' OV71;, TOt, t 8E, TEOXYMIUM Icao, 1580)p opgevov Et 
Not surprisingly, Achilles is seen as fire here, and in fact the image of fire in the 
Iliad is almost exclusive to him. Precisely a few lines before the simile, towards 
9 For a discussion on the recurrent dark and light contrasts in Greek poetry, see Irwin, pp. 111 - 
200. 
10 Vian (ed. 1987) gives Od. 10.138 as a locus similis for Orph. A. 55. 
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the end of Iliad 20, Achilles is vividly likened to a forest fire (20.490-492)11 , Quintus projects this relation of locusts to fire onto his own work, and thus his 
(-)n, upoPOpot locusts (Posth. 2.197) aurally allude to Homer's locusts, which are 
chased away -67ro' pt"-; (u)mopo; (Il. 21.12). As the fire in the Homeric context 
of the locust-simile, so the Sun that appears after the locust-simile in the 
Posthomerica stands for Achilles. In my opinion, the epithet 700popOpotin 
Quintus is not a mere allusion but also an ironic point that this time locusts hope 
to become (u)mopopOpot (fire-eaters, fire-consumers) and so beat or escape fire 
(= Achilles). Quintus' locusts wish to be the sort of cloud, vE-'Oo;, that Cyril of 
Alexandria will later describe as hiding the Sun (MPG 75.1425B): v6oeatv 
aicpt8o; Tov ilktov icpunr(ov. Thus, the two locust-similes in Homer and Quintus 
have more in common than their theme. They both have links to light, by which 
the locusts are to be beaten: light in the form of fire in the Iliadic simile, light in 
the form of the Sun following the Posthomeric simile. The dark and threatening 
swarm of locusts in the Posthomerica could be the same swarm that is defeated by 
fire in the Iliad. It is, then, as if Quintus gives the background for the simile of 
Homer. In other words, the Iliadic simile expresses the inescapable outcome of the 
Posthomeric simile before this outcome has happened. By associating his simile 
with its Iliadic parallel, Quintus foreshadows the oncoming events and reveals the 
lot of the Trojans and the Aethiopians. 
In the Bible there are numerous examples of locusts and they mainly occur 
as a sign of divine judgement. Joel in particular makes a comparison which has 
intensely influenced the Church Fathers. This comparison is the reverse of 
Homer's and Quintus' locust-similes: instead of comparing an army to locusts, 
Joel compares locusts to an army. We may note here that 1. C. Beavis (p. 73) 
overlooks this difference and refers to Quintus as an example of locusts compared 
to an invading army12. Joel writes of locusts: icai co; kao'; 7roXb; Kalt t'(yXi)po'; 
7rapa, ra(: FaOgF-vo; F-t; n0xgov (11.5). Moreover, Joel's locusts are compared to 
fire (11.3,11.5). And he continues, co; gaXijrat 8pagoi3vrat Kait (o; &8pe; 
iroXegto, ralt avapýaovrat enti ra rF-t'Xij (11.7). He also relates the destructive 
swarm of locusts to darkness: ijg6pa cFicoTO1O; 'Ka't yvo"Oov, ijge'pa vF-OF-Xil; Kalt 
d); o'pOpo; XuftyeTat E-'7r%t ra O"pil Xcto%; noV); Kalt 't(YX-opo'; (11.2). He 
adds that (YuyXuNaF,, ratqyfi'Ka%t (Yetoftyecat o oi')pavo;, o ilXto; icai 11 OF-Xývlj 
t- 0 Eyyo; aUCO)V (11.10)13. cy, oaKo, Ta(yoixytv, 'Kat, ra darpa 8i')cyov(YtvT' 0' 
11 See Moulton 1977,109; Scott, p. 116,116 n. 18; Edwards, on Il. 20.490-503. On the "flame, 
like" condition of warriors, see Tsagarakis, pp. 138-139. See pp. 3f. above. 
12 To Beavis'references we may add, for example, Theodoret on Joel 11, MPG 81.1644D-1645A: 
f WTt Yap iSICtV Kal Tq'V &Kpt'Sa, T6)V 7E0X6g'tWV &KIIV, j Thv 
4060V 7Eot0, UR&1jv. 
13 Cf. Greg. Nyss. De Vita Mosis 1.28,6. See Crenshaw, pp. 115f. and also his excursus on pp. 
91-94 ("References to Locusts in Ancient Near Eastern Texts"). 
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It seems very likely that in Quintus' mind Homer's image of passive 
locusts is complemented by the clearly martial and active picture of Joel's locusts. 
It is mainly the view of the swarm-army as a dark cloud that must have influenced 
Quintus. 
I have shown above that the "locust" in the Posthomerica foreshadows the 
Trojan doom. This works on both textual and intertextual levels. On the one hand 
there is the dramatic contrast between the cloud and the Sun and on the other hand 
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U. 1.4 
The fly 
The only times Quintus mentions a fly is in his two fly-similes. In the same way 
that Quintus converts Homer's protective wasp-parents into mere troublesome 
insects which represent mainly the Greeks, so he turns Homer's pertinacious flies 
into insignificant and easy to kill insects which represent the victims of this war, 
the Trojans. The first simile is part of the speech delivered by Aias to Glaucus 
during the fight for the body of Achilles: 
Posth. 3.263 i'l aikXotat ne'notOaq ava ickovov, ot Ap-, Ca acto 
g-utat; ovrt8avýo-tv Eoticorf-; atic; awoutv 
t ctgolt vE-'icuv 'AXtkýo; c'tg-ugovo;; 
The second simile refers to Neoptolemus who is as content with killing Trojans, 
as a young boy is content with killing the flies attracted by his milk: 
t 
Posth. 8.331 coq 8' oke Etq g-ot"nort nF-P, t YX , 0; , Pxoýt cry E F-V7 ,I at 
xelpa 7reptpptxvll ico-opo; vp-o;, at 8' -LMO nkqyý 
TvrOý 8agvagevat (YXF, 80, v a, TYF-O; a' XXOOF-V a, xxat 
6-ogo'v a7ron-vetooort, 7ratq 8'E-'7ctrE-'p7cF,, rat F-pyq)- 
f% 90 6); apa ýati&go; utio'; ageWicro-o 'AXtXfio; 
'YlioEF-v 6goit vbaooot. 
The epithet is wisely placed in the shorter simile and so helps to expand the image 
(3.264: gutiatq oU', ut8avýatv). The lengthy simile which follows lacks epithets but 
expresses the same idea, that of the insignificance of flies. The epithet ou"rtsavo; 
is a word that is emotionally charged and therefore occurs usually - seven out of 
ten times - in a speechl. Thus, uttered by Aias, this epithet seems to express his 
subjective opinion (3.264). However, less than one hundred lines later (3.353), 
while the poet as a narrator describes the same scene (the battle for the body of 
Achilles) he uses the same epithet for the same characters, the Trojans; as in 
3.264, he uses it in a simile which describes them. The bold type below shows the 
affinity between the two passages: 
Posth. 3.350 ol P'' E"'Ct 61]Pto(OV'CO VEIKt)V ac"Pt Illi-xvicovo;. 
o, t 8c ot co; d0pquav ibno' aftvapýut XE-'pF-oot 
7rox10i)ý e'iclrvF-t, ovCaý, -0,7reupe(yav ou, 81 E, T, E, gtgvov, 
ouTt8avotý, yl)Ice(Ycrtv F-011coTeý, 01)ý TE eoßAcr9, 
T99 90 ateToý olomýV 7CPOOF-PE-crTaToý, F--OT ev opp-cral 
1r(t)ga 50tpÖctltTol. )Gt xýAColý 1)Iro8T1ý)aevTa* i' 
e% 
wý rouý äxx-Oötý älkov a' ICF-(5-Ke' 8aGF- apa(n, )ý maý 
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1 Posth. 3.264 (a simile, cL 3.353), 5.240,6.415,11.217,12.69; proverbial use in 2.276,12.61. 
Referring to'Ibersites (1.747,823). 
The fly 
Both Posthomeric fly-similes describe the TrojanS2, while in the intervening 
verses there is a long succession of similes of triumph for Aias. By being 
repeated, the epithet appears to underline the fact that apparently things are 
difficult and sad for the wretched Trojans. The figure of Achilles might function 
as the linking point between the two similes. The Trojans gather round Achilles' 
corpse like flies (3.264), while it is the son of Achilles (Posth. 8.285,335) who 
will kill Trojans like flies (8.331-334); the verb te', riworot (8.337)3 might echo 
the revenge of the son not only for his compatriots but mainly for his father. 
The fly-similes in the Posthomerica are a small but typical link in the long 
(especially Hellenistic) tradition of fly-similes in Greek poetry and prose, where 
the predominant characteristics that are attributed to flies are their physical 
weakness and insignificance, their stubborness in attacking, and their inability to 
stay in one place for long4. They are also known to be attracted by honey, whence 
the punishment of covering a naked person with honey and exposing him to flies5. 
In addition to honey, milk is known to attract flies, especially in areas where cows 
or sheep are milked. 
An aspect that is not directly stated but is implied in both similes of 
Quintus is the number of the flies. Though flies do not really appear in strictly 
organised swarms as bees or locusts do, this association of flies with crowds is 
recorded in tradition. Homer is the first to write about the number of flies (H. 
2.469): gvtd(ov a8tvaow F'_'Ovea nokXa. In general the most examples follow in 
the post-classical era: a host of fish (rainbow-wrasses) attack divers in Oppian (H. 
2.446-448): gutiat; E'vaXty1ciat, [ ... I iravcoa' avunpalt [... ] ort'XF-; agotnt', rovrat; 
flies in places of sacrifice in Callimachus fr. 191.26-286; flies in sheep-cotes 
during spring in Libanius Ep. 408 (referring to R. 2.469-47 1), Or. 18.130. In an 
epic of war the notion of number can easily and naturally enough relate flies or 
other insects to troopS7. So in Flavius Josephus Ant. Jud. 18.176 (Naber ed. 1893): 
ot F-vrponq) gut& EicnoXEg6itF_v aukov;. 
Quintus describes the ease of killing a large number of flies. This theme is 
traditional and poets seem to regard it as an obvious consequence of the insect's 
2 In the Iliad, on the contrary, fly-similes refer to the Achaeans (2.469-471,16.641-643,17.570- 
572). 
3 Vian app. crit. ad loc., ktivvro corruptum: noTt86Xv1), ro West. 
4 On the fly's swift change of position: Simon. ft. 16 P; Molyneux, p. 124; Bowra 1961,325; Sch. 
Il. 4.130-1. 
5 Beavis, p. 222; Stith Thompson's Motif-Index, Q 464; Celoria, p. 141 n. 139, who gives a wrong 
reference to Stith Thompson, namely 0 164; Suda s. v. icbýe)ve;. See the Modern Greek proverb 
Ko), )h (FavM g' a (yro gE'Xt, in Babiniotis 1998, s. v. giýya. UY 
6 On the references to Oppian and Callimachus respectively see James 1969,81 and Pfeiffer's 
notes and Sch. ad loc. 
7 See Schnapp-Gourbeillon 1981, p. 29. For the variety of fly known as crrpart6nt';, see Beavis, 
p. 220. The dog-fly related to a different but still military or hunting image (an arrow) in Ph. Mos. 
1,131. 
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insignificance and physical weakness, which are themes more than traditional, in 
fact proverbial. So, Herodas writes of the reduced stamina of flies (1.15-16, 
Cunningham ed. 1987): F-y(j') 8E' 8pcttivo) pAt' 6(yov, while Callimachus notes their 
unimportance (fr. 784): ou'& o'(; oov guti, % amyep(ov F-ýtnciýero guOcov. A similar 
proverbial expression exists in Modem Greek: ad g-oya ae PX67rco, which means 
"I do not take account of you, I Spurn yoU118. Thus, Quintus thinks of flies as 
unimportant and as victims, and unlike Homer and other preceding writers he 
excludes from his similes negative characteristics: the fly's annoying boldness and 
persistence in biting, or its intrusiveness and impudence9. However, though 
Quintus does not state openly that the fly is a nuisance, his second image itself is 
powerful enough to show the fly's disposition as such (8.331-334) and so is the 
verb at'oaowytv at v. 3.26410. 
As a consequence of the different features which they emphasise, Homer 
and Quintus employ very different verbs for their flies. Owing to the emphasis on 
insignificance and weakness, flies in the Posthomerica do not cause suffering but 
0 suffer themselves: they are 8agvCW-vat (8.333) and 0-ogo'v anonvF-to-o(: R (8.334). 
By contrast, in the Iliad the annoyed humans react to the obtrusive flies but they 
do not kill them: instead of 8agvagE-'vij, the Iliadic fly is merely E-'pyogE-'v1j 
(17.571). It is interesting that Athene who brushed flies away from her boy- 
Menelaus (6'E-'pyijt: Il. 4.13 1) now makes Menelaus a "fly" which is brushed away 
(F-pyogE-'vq: H. 17.57 1). 
Quintus does not exclude the recorded liking of flies for decaying flesh 
and entering the wounds of corpses. So, in the Iliad Thetis comforts Achilles who 
is worried that flies will infest the body of Patroclus and F-^U'kat' (larvae) will be 
produced (19.23-27). Yet her soothing language expresses the cruelty and 
nuisance of the fly in infesting and feeding on corpses1l: 
Il. 19.30 rCo gev eydo netpijuco akakicCtv a7pta ýUa, L 
R'L)ta;, at PaVE OCOTa; apIlt MUD; lCaCE-'80-0(YtV' 0' 
This liking of flies and the fact that they actually sit and feed on everything, 
combined with the impression that they originate from corpses or dung, is the 
reason why flies have often been held in abomination. 
8 See Greek Insects, p. 155. On the reference to Herodas, see Headlam and Knox (who cite more 
proverbs), and Cunningham 1971, ad loc.; on Callimachus, see pfeiffer ad loc. 
Callimachus' 
expression is repeated in Plut. Moralia 90cl. 4 (see Klaeff ed. 1989,206 n. 2). For the ease of 
killing flies, see Sch. H. 4.130-1: ý gTta npo'gT6 e-bXepCo; gev dnooope'tcrOat; Kirk 1985, on Il. 
4.130-1. For the Modem Greek proverb see Zeugoles, s. v. gbya. 
9 Keller vol. H, pp. 447,452; Beavis, pp. 222-223, Bodson, pp. 10-13; Greek Insects, pp. 
155-157; 
Kidd, on Arat. 975; James 1969,80-8 1. 
10 Cf. A 2.469-471,16.641-643. See Sch. and Eust. ad loc. 
11 Korner, p. 87. On the phrase d"rypta ýUa see Sch. A 19.30b; Edwards, on A 19.29-32. 
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P I have already mentioned that in the Posthomerica flies are 8agvagevat 
(8.333) and ftgo`v emonvetouat (8.334). 1 now add that exactly this wording 
describes the wasps which represent the warriors falling during a fight for the 
arms of dead Eurymenes, Aeneas' comrade, in Posth. 10.114-116: ctq, (; ýfiicaq, 
8agac; (Y11, anonvet'o-o(; t. The similar metrical position of the verb 
dt(2---)nonveio-oat (8.334,10.116) is remarkable. The fact that the fly-simile 
contains words which occur only once in the Posthomerica - nF_ptppt'7CTCD, 
U K013POq, CtYYO; 12 - is a helpful indication that the repetition of particular words as 
8agaý(o and anonvetico means something. There is an undeniable association 
between these similes of flies and wasps and it can offer considerable help 
towards the understanding and appreciation of the similes. That is, one of the fly- 
similes lends its vocabulary to a wasp-simile; but if there is a word-loan between 
these two similes, almost inevitably there is an interaction in their themes and 
their narrative contexts, too. Thus, the flies which fall for milk are also flies which 
are attracted by decaying flesh and also cause decay: they can depict men 
contending for the body of a fallen warrior. We can apply to Quintus what Janko 
notes about Homer: "milk is an innocent liquid and the flies seem harmless, but 
Homer knew that they cause decay" 13. 
This interaction between the fly- and the wasp-simile has further effects: 
first, it reveals the refined allusion of the fly-simile to the Homeric picture of flies 
attracted to milk and men fighting for and round a body: 
%t"t 11.16.641 ot 8 ate, 7rept vElcpov ogUxov, 6s; oTe g-otat 
(Y, raOgCp evt ppoghoo-t nF_ptyXayea;, Kara nE-'XXa; 
,I 
ev etapt" (opi ayo; ayyea 8F_15'et- , wre yX 
f% 11 1 0' ' g'XEOV 0); apaTOt ItEpt VE'KP V0t 
Vian sees the wasp-simile as a variation of the theme of the fly-simile and, in his 
note on Posth. 10.114-116, among other passages he refers to Iliad 16.641-643; 
yet he does not indicate the connection of all three similes. The second effect of 
the interaction between the fly- and the wasp-simile is that the fly-simile (8.331- 
334) can now use its expanded content - its association with warriors gathering 
round corpses and fighting for them - as a link to the other fly-simile at Posth. 
3.264, which already depicts men fighting for the body of Achilles. This simile 
does not state directly the taste of flies for corpses but definitely implies it, helped 
by the Homeric images of flies in similar narrative contexts; we can now see this 
element as a conspicuous and direct hint. At this point I must make clear that the 
combination of the themes and the narrative contexts of the two fly-similes can 
12 The word icof)po; also occurs in Posth. 13.520, to mean "son", and not "young boy". See Vian 
and Battegay, sx.; LSJ s. v. c(yyo;. 
13 1992, on Il. 16.641-4. 
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alone refer Quintus' fly-image to that of Homer at A 16.641-643: the link to the 
wasp-simile corroborates the relationship between the two fly-similes and is a 
further and unmistakable guide to the allusion of Quintus' flies to those in the 
Iliad. 
Now I come to the other fundamental element in the image of the fly in the 
Posthomerica: milk in sheep-folds as attracting flies is first stated in the Iliad 
(2.469-471,16.641-643) and later in post-classical sources14. In Modem Greek 
there is the proverb oav Til guya gt'a'aro yaW5 (like the fly in milk), which is 
used of someone or something that is not adaptable to the surroundings in a 
harmonious way. The proverb can also stress the fact that owing to this lack of 
harmony, the object can be easily discerned - "it sticks out a mile". Nevertheless 
the traditional image of flies attracted by the abundance of milk in a aca0go'; 
notgvTlto; in spring time is very different from Quintus' description of flies 
wishing to touch milk but being heedlessly killed by a boy. 
On the other hand, the boy's action of killing flies is quite close to 
brushing flies away as described in Il. 4.130-131, though Quintus does not 
introduce a second person (a mother) who would give a strong notion of 
affectionate protection from flies as Homer does, or as Nonnus would later do, 
presenting the tender motherly care of Aphrodite for Dionysus (D. 29.84-85, Vian 
PI%PC fp ed. 1990): xa't Peko; &rpane co(yoov a7co Xpoo;, 6)ý oTF- gilv1p / nat8o,; E"Tt 
P, ICvMOOV'ro; axýgova glýtav E 
In the Posthomerica the boy's activity is destructive and yet playful: 
rather, he finds playfulness and delight precisely in destruction (Posth. 8.331- 
334). Quintus introduces his simile with gapvaro Oapaake'coq, E-'n't 8' FhcCavEv 
a 'Xkov en' a'XX(p (8.330). After the elevated tone of this line, the image of a boy 
involved in such an activity as killing flies is unexpected. The verb of 
contentment (8.336: y'90F-F-v) causes the apodosis to be in accordance with the 
light atmosphere of the simile (8.334: E_'ntcF_p7cF_, cat E"pyq)). Only the words 
ageWic, cou 'AXtXfio; (8.335) remind one of the elevated tone of verse 330. Even 
the word VtO; (335) of the apodosis seems to echo the words of the simile lcoupo; 
vEo; (332) and nat; (334), and along with them echo their light tone. It is 
noteworthy that all three words are placed between the third and fourth longum. I 
believe that rather than referring to images of flies in sheep-folds, this boy who 
finds pleasure in destruction seems to have stronger affinities with the Iliadic 
14 Longus 1.23.3.3; Ael. Aristid. 254.31-32; see p. 105 above for Call. and Lib. Cf. Plut. Moralia 
750c8; Luc. Musc. Enc. 3.13-14; Suda s. v. id4coveq. For a similar use in the Byzantine period see 
Koukoules, p. 425. 
15 See Babiniotis 1998, s. v. g-6ya. 
16 See Vian ed., ad loc.; cf. Phylarch. ft. 36.12f. FGrH 2A. 81: A &Xgýa; [... ] KaO6155ovEogrof) 
ppoo, u;, raq gutla; &REOOPEL 
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Apollo destroying the walls of the Achaeans in Troy and being compared to a boy 
playing with sand. In particular the word 7rat; in Posth. 8.334 refers to the rt; 
Tcal; in H. 15.362: 
TP 15.361 F-pF-tnF- 8F'- cCtXo; 'AXatCov 
f-pt ep pf 9p 0 p6a gaX9, co; ouF- Tt; Vaga6ov nat; ayXt Oakao";, 
to 0 0; 'C' ýnEit 4)v notilaq a0upgaca vilmEllo-tv, 
a4i aint; owvEXEue 7coo-tv icat XEp(; tv a6up(ov. 
tp tp 9' o); pa oru, iltE OcýtpE, nokiw icagacov icai 6'tý, ov 
p9pt% owyXeaq Apyetwv, avrcýtort 8F- -6 ewopoaq. ý, ýCtv ,- 
In this Homeric simile D. Porter (p. 21) sees Homer's suggestion "that 
there is something unhealthy and unnatural in a world where [ ... Ia god's wanton 
destruction of human effort recalls an innocent child playing in the sand". Quintus 
suggests the same, I think, in his fly-simile. The unexpected light tone of his fly- 
simile must be viewed in connection with its grievous role to depict the victims of 
this war, the Trojans. His picture of an innocent child is more psychological than 
Homer's: 
Posth. 8.334 ftgo'v anonvEtiovo-t, natq 8'F_'ntrE_'pnF_, cat E'_'pyqy 
e% ep 0t%9 
wý apa ýalötgoý -otoý agF-txticco-o 9 AXi - oý 
l> 09 ' gol výKloGal. 't 1 F-V ct t 
In the boy's and Neoptolemus' contentment that derives from killing other beings, 
there seems to lurk a serious danger for the healthy and natural order of things. I 
find it difficult not to discern an adversative tone in the conjunction 86 here17. The 
juxtaposition of death and contentment seen in verses 334 and 336 (where there is 
also a direct proximity between the terms) is Quintus' own picture of cruelty in 
war. 
As a whole, all four groups of insect-similes stress the position of the 
Trojans as victims. As bees they are rather ineffectual; as wasps they enjoy only a 
fragile and undermined success; as locusts they are condemned to defeat; as flies 
they are doomed. 
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11.2 
Birds 
(a) Introduction 
In both Quintus and Homer, the nature of the similes that depict birds of prey 
differs considerably from the nature of those that describe predatory beasts. The 
particular notions of the narrative that seem to evoke the bird-simile are not taken 
further by the simile. Hence, bird-similes seem less tightly linked to the narrative 
than animal-similes. This lack of tight link occurs less in Quintus than in Homer. 
Quintus' bird-similes sometimes repeat key-words of the narrative and may even 
introduce new elements of psychology to it. In general, though, the images of 
predatory animals in both poets are full of motives and emotions which 
correspond to those of the characters, whereas the images of birds of prey are 
rather schematic pictures of confrontations between the powerful and the weak, 
forming reports of movement and sound. As a result, bird-similes presuppose a 
distance between human and avian realms and this explains the scarce presence of 
humans in bird-similes. The two elements, (a) the distance between man and bird 
of prey, and (b) the limited presence of humans in bird-similes, indicate that 
humans do not tend to attach to themselves the realm of birds of prey to the extent 
they do with the realm of predatory beasts. Birds may seem to be not unknown 
and threatening (as the beast is), but certainly as keeping a place of their own 
where human affairs cannot be easily or totally reflected. 
This distance between humans and birds is also seen in the image of birds 
in portents and divine metamorphoses. By means of flying, birds enter realms 
from which humans are excluded and are only allowed to imagine as sacred and 
special. This ability of birds, in opposition to the human confinement to earth, 
must have been the primary reason for their association with the divine or with 
human souls leaving the body. I Pollard, for example, writes (p. 141) of the eagle 
"as enjoying some special relationship with the sky-god whose broad domain it 
was privileged to share. "I As regards the Old Testament, it has been suggested 
that "it was doubtless their flying power that made birds so attractive and 
fascinating to the Hebrews and gave them distinction as the first clearly-defined 
class of beings in the Bible", while according to ancient beliefs, "birds acquired 
wisdom from soaring in the air and they were able to foresee future events. "2 
Awe, then, is a decisive element in the way humans think of birds and in all 
probability it characterises the sacred nature of augury and divine metamorphoses. 
I believe that along with the element of speed it is also awe that concentrates the 
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emphasis of bird-similes on external features and circumstances rather than on 
psychology. It is not the personal awe of the poet I am talking about, but that of 
his people and, further in the distant past, of primitive men. Consequently, it is 
from routes that stretch side by side that we reach the area of literary similes on 
the one hand, and the area that birds occupy in association with the divine, on the 
other. We shall see below that Quintus, like Homer earlier, has bird-similes as 
well as instances of bird-divination not without interactive association between 
the two. 
At this stage there is a point to be clarified: the depiction of the predatory 
bird as lacking inner details is not incompatible with inner portraits of birds which 
carry high emotional charge, like birds in the maternal role. The distance between 
the high-flying eagle or crow and the mother-bird who returns home only to find 
her young killed, is immense. Whether a man who is in emotional upset and pain 
can identify himself more easily with the former or the latter bird, needs no 
comment. It is apparent that the latter picture draws more definite parallels with 
III 
human ways of living and feeling. 
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(b) Birds 
In Homeric imagery, predatory birds and animals may seem interchangeable, as 
hawks and lions actually are in Apollonius Arg. 4.485-486: KO%Xov 8' Oxelcov 
0'160kov, 1'J1L)TF_ Kt'PKOt / Of)ka REXEI&OV 7ý1ýe geya n&o kýovre;. However, this 
interchangeability is only partially true in Homer. In the Iliad, I believe, there is at 
least one main difference between similes of lions or other predatory animals and 
similes of birds of prey. Similes of predatory animals are in essence pictures of an 
inner dimension and so they depict characters, their psychology and nature. On 
the other hand, similes of birds of prey depict external features and circumstances. 
They stress the actual attack as a whole or aspects of it such as the powers that are 
confronted or the speed of action. As a result, the similes of birds of prey lack 
vocabulary that denotes emotional states. 
An example of how predatory animals are depicted is the lion-simile that 
describes Patroclus and Hector fighting at Il. 16.756-758. Here, Homer goes 
beyond a mere delineation of the situation: he states what prompts the fight (nept 
ýXdooto) and shows the difficulty of the confrontation by referring to 'K'rC(RF-V'Tlq 6a 
the hunger and the courageous spirit of the animals (d'gýco nF_tvaovrF_, gF-ya 
ýpovEov, rp_ gaXeaOov). By contrast, an illustrative example of bird-imagery is the 
comparison of Patroclus to a falcon when he dashes against Lycians and Trojans 
in Il. 16.582-583. There, Patroclus wishes to avenge the death of his comrade, but 
the emotional charge of the narrative immediately before and after the simile is 
totally absent in the simile itself. So, though for Patroclus a'Xo; 'YF-vF-'Eo Ofte'volu 
t0 Kfip E, rapoto (Il. 16.581) and Homer addresses him by saying icF-X'X(o(yo 
C F_, rdtpoto (Il. 16.585), the simile appears to depict only speed; what is behind this 
speed remains outside the simile-context. 
In a similar manner, when A-u', cogE_'5cov gaXer' aXviigevo; nep F_, ratpou 
17.459), the emotional charge of the participle aXv'ugF_vo; is not developed or 
even implied in the comparison of Automedon to a vulture attacking geese in the 
following line (Il. 17.460). Perhaps the superiority of the vulture to geese does not 
only foretell the outcome of the confrontation, but also indirectly reflects the 
emotional tension of Automedon. After all, the simile is not interested in 
characterisation or psychology, but in the confrontation of powers. The same 
confrontation of powers we see when Patroclus and Sarpedon dash against each 
other like vultures at Il. 16.428-429. The simile highlights the cries of the 
heroes 
and the equality of power, as is implied in the threatening terms yagiV(0woXe; 
dyic-okoX6kat at the second half of the first verse. 
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Confrontation is also shown in the description of the goddess Artemis as a 
dove hiding from a hawk. I assume this is what Odysseus Tsagarakis means (p. 
137) when he writes that "the weaker party yields and takes refuge to a safer 
place. " In fact, this bird-simile is uncommon in the Iliad - though not unique (cf. 
17.755-757) - because it focuses on the victim: 
to 11.21.493 8axp-OOF-00a 8' 'U'Ratea OF-a 0-07F-v COqCF- RE-, Xetct, 
Vt0t 90 il pa -L)n tpilicoq Kolknv FHOEIEra'ro lckpnv, 
Ot CO at IIEV. XnPagov' OL')8' a9' Pa YF- 'X' RF-Vat I Ortgov 
O)q I') 8a'cP'OoE(Y(Ya ev, Xiiw- 8' avroOt r'4a. 0 
The phrase 8axp-OOF-aaa O-oyFv is the axis of the comparison, and the prominent 
position of the participle implies that the simile will comment at least on both 
emotional upset and flight, if not primarily on the former. Despite this 
expectation, the emotional depth of the narrative is not stated verbally but only 
implied in the simile. What the verb etiaEbrraTo alone would not suffice to express 
is reconstructed by the situation in which the dove is found (-on"t'p, ýnxo; ). 
In addition to the aforementioned simile of Artemis, some trace of 
emotion can be seen when the picture of a hawk attacking a dove describes 
Achilles and Hector respectively at A 22.139-142. 
11.22.141 il' 86 O'i)'nat0a ooýCvrat, o8 F-yyuOF-v o io co; 4' )xklilc , 
Tapee-', ex, ýav re E, 0-0g0 ý Cm M'Et. 
f% 9% 1 t'- ,I%I%P (oq cip oy eggegaeS ift; RETETO, 
Emotion, both of the victim and the assailant, is clearly expressed here. 
Nevertheless, we might have expected that the simile would supply a stronger 
corroboration of the participle eggp-gae-)q, which appears in the apodosis. Again, it 
is not the diction used in the simile but the situation described, namely the 
repeated fruitless attempts of the hawk to catch the dove, that allows the participle 
t eggega' to be deduced from the simile. O)q 
In general, then, bird-similes are not portraits of the bird's thinking and 
psyche; they are like low-relief sculpture without vivid details. There is nothing 
here like the psychological and mental details we see in lion-similes, especially 
similes of hunting3. 
Now, in Quintus, as in Homer, there are instances when emotion is 
apparent only in the narrative that precedes and follows the simile but is not 
expressed in the wording of the simile itself. So, the joyful cry of the Greeks on 
returning home having accomplished the task of capturing Troy is compared to 
the cry of jackdaws in fair weather (Posth. 14.89-91). As in the aforementioned 
examples from the Iliad, not the wording of Quintus' simile but the situation 
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creates the impression of emotion, joy in particular. However, it is noteworthy 
that the joy of the jackdaws is a joy absolutely confined to the avian realm; it is 
more a natural observation than an arbitrary projection of human states and 
emotions to the birds. Similarly, in an attempt to visualise the joy of the Trojans in 
the promising presence of Eurypylus, Quintus creates the picture of the tamed 
geese which seem and sound pleased to be fed. Again, he gives a picture of 
natural observation, whence we infer the joy of the geese, a thing we are not told 
of (6.125-127). We do not forget, though, that the phrase which evoked the simile 
is iceXdpovro gE-'ya ýpE(Fti (6.124) and the apodosis reads 6 [... ] '' OF-ov (6.128). (0; EYTI 
Unlike bird-similes, comparisons to predatory beasts in the Posthomerica 
show an interest in psychological and instinctive motives and states which are 
introduced in the narrative by the simile. For example, when in Book I Achilles 
and Aias doom the Greeks, the narrative that precedes the lion-simile at 524-527 
P9 ag too gives the following information: nokkoiu'; 8'eyxeblo-tv agatgalct-'Tnot 8C av 
Par ar, 8 CO (523); and in the apodosis: co'; dt y'c'itg0o) 6keooav 67uetffo-tov V Ov av Pv 
(528). The characters' insatiable thirst for killing is conveyed in the simile only: 
PUTP Posth. 1.526 navcru&j Oav atRa ntovTe; ,I ICTEIVO)O-tv, axpt; ge 
(; 7cxayxvo)v 6, g7cXý(Yow'Tat F_'ýv 7CoX-OXaV8E_, a V115^ov* 
Likewise, the lioness-simile of Cassandra takes the preceding key-phrase 
ai g0y taXev (12.530) further, and creates the dramatic impact of physical pn and 
tI EA F_ t violence on her psychology: Tfiq 8' E-'v Opeol gaivETM 11TOP I ... I It' X-1 
8' 0' 
10 'X il (12.532 00)Oa (12.534) of the apodosis a4: yxe, Toq a Ic -533). The participle gatgd 
echoes and justifies this psychological pain and upset. 
In a similar mode, the comparison of the Trojan women to leopards or 
lionesses at 3.201-203 gives depth to the neutral and by itself unclear verb 
agotnF-ptoTýoov, rat (3.201), which precedes the simile. 
To give a last example, when the leonine Memnon dashes against 
Antilochus, the narrative seems to have evoked the simile in order to broaden the 
verb E_'nt&Xro (2.248); correspondingly, the apodosis re-states the dashing 
"" E)oCo; elcopouoev (2.251). The simile, however, that lies between movement: co; o 
these two narrative segments, introduces not only Memnon as a lion but also 
Antilochus as an impetuous boar: 
(0; opptgoftgo; Posth. 2.248 'AvrtXoX(p F'_7rt&XTo, kiý-(J)v 
lca7rpio), 0"; ,a Icalt al, Yco,; F-, Vavutov ot8e OXF-o0al P 
I F_ t aoxEroq opgli av8paort Kai Npeoot, 7rekEt 8' 01 " 
To sum up: as in the Iliad, so in the Posthomerica, the similes of rapacious 
birds 
lack the psychological details we see in the similes of beasts of prey. 
Quintus, though, exhibits an additional side which is considerably 
different from the Homeric way of composition. As we shall see in examples 
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below, the inner states are not necessarily conveyed from the situation described 
but can be stated directly. So, the similes can echo the narrative, especially as 
regards words significant of motion that is emotionally tinted, as ýOpo; is. By way 
of illustration I shall quote the words of Neoptolemus to the Greeks: 
Posth. 11.217 a 8p-tXot, Tt' 06peaft, E'oticoTc; ovvt8avcýto-t 
'06011(; F- goxc, ov KacFvavTta ictpicog '4f'IPF-(; Iv OINT e0 
But the most important issue is that Quintus' bird-similes often introduce 
emotion, namely they shed light on an inner aspect that the preceding narrative 
does not mention or imply. In the case of Euryalus, for example, the simile 
introduces his anger and refers more than once to it: 
Posth. 11.108 Ei)poakoq 8' a'pa noXko'v aico' oupapfiq Odke Xetpo; 
Ma gF-7av, TpO'XOV 8F'- Ooa; E-'Akkt4e ýakayya;. 
Rp W; 8' O,, rE ct; YF-Pavotot rav-0000-1, yotot y xweeig 
0 opo; avilp n0tiolo gel agXa%o(ov en apoupil 
8tvnoa; 7rEp't lcpac, t 00co; Ica/%a VF-ijpa POF-ta 
x6ta odkil ica, [E-, Vavlca 
Now, in the comparison of the Trojan women to cranes in fear, the verb 
9 
ava, rplýo-out (which occurs only once in the poem, and is not attested in literature 
9 elsewhere) emphatically (cf. gaicp0v) materialises the arovoeaaa otRwil of the 
narrative. In addition, the characteristic insight into the seat of emotion (o-u'8' cipet 
[ ... ] gE-'voq), seems to 
develop the significance of the epithet (YrovoE(YGa, 
introducing fear and so preparing the way for the participle Oope,, ogevat of the 
apodosis (see underlinings): 
Posth. 13.103 Ot, gml, l 8F- ROX MOVOF-(Yaa 7-ovatmov 
i to et8wvOW YE-pavoto-tv, ou a'tF-, co'v a6pilocoo-tv 
fi , o4foOF-v atioaorra 8t'atOF-po;, oo8'a'pa lhcrt 
9 OaRoakby grýpvotat n0xt aývN, akk'a'<pa> go-3vov 
gaicpO'v a' Varptiýo-oat ýOg6agvat t'F-po'v o"pvtv- 
In a similar manner, when in Book 8 the Greeks have pushed the Trojans 
9APP 
into their wall, we read of scared Trojans, who ev ceqe(yo-t gEvov upogtovreq 
ogoickliv / 8-ougev6cov (8.385-386), and Greeks who OoCo; E'nE_X'Uvro nO nt 
(8.386). However, the bird-simile that describes the Greeks makes their impetus 
and perseverance as demanding as a bird's instinct to satisfy one's hunger (see 
underlining): 
Posth. 8.387 (0; 8' 6no'ce WýpF-;, cav-O<cFt, >7vrE pot 
ýE, Icoxotot, 
Icap7c6 E, xocivE-, O, ) 6agE-, E; nF-Pt 7cayx-O nE-'(YO)(Yt 
boemm ithtevot ffioan8gog, ob8 apa TO-0; ye 
atiý, nolt Poo, O)V'[F-; a' norpmoxyt OF"Pe(yeat 
7rptv OaYE-Etv, XtttO'g yag Vat8Ea O-L)I! O'V a' CýF-v 
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But it is not only in terms of composition and relation to the narrative that 
bird-similes in the Posthomerica differ from those in the Iliad. The view from 
which the attack is described is considerably different in the two poems: Homer 
focuses on the person who attacks, while Quintus focuses on the victims and 
stresses their fear. In the Iliad, only two out of ten similes which describe a 
confrontation between birds mention a threatened or attacked bird; the majority of 
these similes describes the assailant4. In the Posthomerica, on the other hand, the 
attacking warrior is not likely to be thought of as a bird: eight out of nine bird- 
similes that describe a confrontation focus on the victim5. In this respect, Quintus' 
similes are closer to the comparison of Artemis to a dove at Iliad 21.493f, the 
bird-simile that we have regarded as untypical. 
The verbs each poet uses express the different focus of their bird-similes. 
As shown in the verses of the Iliad below, Homer prefers verbs that signify an 
attack. For convenience, the verses given below refer to the simile and not to the 
narrative preceding it. Verbs in a parenthesis are to be distinguished from other 
verbs in the same cell, as having a different subject, this being a bird that is either 
the victim or the predator of the bird described in the simile: 
Iliad 
Verses Narrative Simile Apodosis/Narrative 
13.62-64 6PTO nETEOOat, apOEtp;, 9p 
fp opg, nan owety 8t 
13.531 EnaxgEvoý 
15.237-238 
15.690-692 Oi)SE F-, Oopg6crat (Poalcogevacov) to'O(: YF- 
gtgvp-v 
16.428-429 gF-, Yaxa Kx4ov'rE gdtxco- ICF-lKxý^jovrF,;, 
VICCtt opouactv 
16.582-583 a'Xoq yevero, F-Oopnm eaoruo, icF-X6Xwo 
9. - tOUOF-V 
4 Describing the victim: 11.17.755-757,21.493-495 (though it depicts not a human but a deity, it 
is incorporated in this list owing to its extended length and the interesting rapacious scene it 
describes); focusing on the assailant: A 13.62-64; 15.690-692; 16.428-429,582-583; 17.460,674- 
678; 22.139-142,308-310. Cf. Apollo at 15.237-238, who may not conduct an attack, but is 
described as ýa(yaoovo; (see n. 8 below). 
5 Describing the assailant: Posth. 8.387-391 (attacking olives, though); focusing on the victim: 
Posth. 1.572,3.353-355,3.359-361,5.298-299,8.405-406 and 11.110-116 (harmed by humans), 
11.217-218,13.104-107. 
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17.460 gctxeor, axvlo- 
gevoý, 
9. f 
17.674-678 nanrcttv(»v öE-*PKF-00ctt, E'aaUTO, (i), lcot 90 0(Y(Yp- 
Xaß(J)v F-, ýFiýxTo 01)gov 
17.755-757 010,10v iceicxAYOVTEý, 0'U'ÄOV ICF-lcxA-tovreý 
npo»t80)Gtv t(YCCV 
(tovTct, 
_e0V0V 
eýPF-1) 
18.616 axro 
19.350 
21.252-253 ct7U0P0-0GF-V, 
90 9 9p otucc, 1 EXÜ)v 
21.493-495 öaicp-Oop-Gaa, eiaF-nTato 8alcpuoeaaa ýUYEV, 
XME 
22.139-142 E, 7ropo-Oag oiKn(iF-, (e0ßc-uTat), oýU np-TF-'10 
e 0. 
22.308-310 eiatv, ap7rcte(I)v Verbs that refer to birds in the bird-similes of the Iliad. 
In the table above, the only verbal forms that stand out as not significant of 
attacking motion are the verb of flight 0-6, yF-v at 21.493, and the participle of sound 
iceickýyov, req at 17.756. It is natural as well as accurate to infer that these two 
similes depict birds as suffering and not as Performing an attack. 
By contrast, Quintus has bird-similes surrounded by or containing verbs 
which may well be regarded as the antithesis of those in the Iliad: 
Posthomerica 
Verses Narrative Simile Apodosi 
1.572 pllt, 8toq 7rovoq 
ýp 
3.353-355 -o, 7rE,, rpF-oav 0-6,8, (000ý0n anro-out ,) 
8ap5' a7rF-aKE-'8a(: Ye 
F, -gtgvov 
3.359-361 (8altýcov, E-, Ict(YOF-IOF-t) OF-fyyov, F-, TctF-tgF-Vot 
, rpog, ov, rF,; 9 
11 atcy(yoocftv 014av, RFptrpogF-OVrF-; 
VICO a' ýXuo' gEvot [... ] rýga 
3.590-591 e, epovro tp 00004F-vný 
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. 
4.196 9p otLtnoav 
5.298-299 ýopýovco F- 10 nopo, o-q ICTOXYGOVICE Ixtov 
pocncogE-, VotcFtv I icacp-8, uoav aXe-oagevot 
8.387-391 E'nE, -, X-uvco XEGO)ot, 
pp(ogil; aýtOEXEOVTO 
10 tEREVOt, XtRO'; 
O-OLto, v CE&U-t 
8.405-406 icc't7mEaE KaTnot7cEv 
11.110- 116 EMXtýe nF-mcageova;, agocooonftv 
OE-'Pov, cat, atioamout, 
7capo; icara Koagov 
tojogat 
11.217-218 OE-'Deooe 
13.104-107 oitgcoyij nox a6pýocoatv, P-'KCDK'UOV 
(at'(Foov, ca), o^u'8' 
Týat OapoaAbv 
ýXet Rg n F- F-vo; l 
ava, rplý0-00-t 
14.89-91 goxný [... ] ti(F- 
I 
evcov lalp yn()Og, 
I 
Verbs that refer to birds in the bird-similes of the Posthomerica. 
In this table the bird-simile that is exceptional in that it describes an attack is 
P easily discerned in 8.387-391. The chasm between the verbs E'_neX-ovro or ntacwt 
and all the verbs of fright and flight in the other bird-similes is unmistakable. By 
changing the viewpoint so, Quintus gives emotional depth to the bird-similes he 
inherited from Homer. Thus, in the Posthomerica we see bird-similes that 
describe the reaction of the victims rather than the assailant's attack. Unlike the 
animal of prey that brings death, Quintus' bird of prey primarily causes upheaval 
and flight. In general, Quintus has images of birds that invite the reader's 
sympathy for the wretched rather than his admiration for the triumphant. Thus, he 
lays emphasis on the vulnerability of birds, the fragility of their calmness, and the 
violation of their tenderness. He stresses their consequent inarticulate cries and 
their swift flight away. 
I have just pointed out that Quintus lays emphasis on the victim rather than 
on the assailant. Therefore, it is natural to expect that in the Posthomerica most 
bird-similes must refer to the Trojans, who suffer the Greek attack and are 
painfully defeated. This expectation is fulfilled, as the majority of the bird-similes 
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do describe Trojan characters or allieS6. It is true, though, that this majority 
includes similes that do not describe attack in actual war-making; for example the 
similes that depict Deidameia and Laocoon's wife, and also a simile that expresses 
the joy and not the sufferings of Trojans at 6.125f. However, if Quintus thinks of 
birds mostly as victims, and if birds are closely associated with the Trojans, it 
seems very natural that a bird-image will be appropriate for the expression of the 
Trojans'joy, too. As regards the similes of Deidameia and Laocoon's wife, they 
are descriptions of pain and bereavement that fit the description of the Trojan side 
as victims and sufferers. In an analogous way, I have incorporated the comparison 
of the mourning Nereids to cranes into the bird-similes that refer to the Greek 
side7, though the Nereids neither conduct or undergo an attack; they mourn the 
greatest Greek hero and so they participate emotionally in the context of this war. 
All this taken into consideration, the figures show that ten out of fifteen bird- 
similes in the Posthomerica depict the Trojans, while only five depict the Greeks. 
The epithets that accompany birds of prey in Homer and Quintus, as 
indeed elsewhere, describe external features such as the birds' physical 
appearance, their capacity for high speed, their superiority to other birds, and their 
role as agents of death. The following list of epithets is eloquent. At'F-, cO;: H. 
15.690 a't'Ocov, 21.252 gekaq, 21.253 icaprtaro; ce icat' co'ictmo; 7ceTF-Ijv(t)v, 
22.308 oxvt7rF-, rTIF-t;; Od. 24.538 p i')Nft7rF-, cnF-t;; Posth. 3.354 ot'o)v6)v 
npooF-pF-a, ra, ro;, 13.107 tIF-po'; o'pvt; - aty-ontot': Il. 16.428 yagxvcov-oXF-; 
ayloukoXC-tkat; Od. 16.217 yagWCOV^UXF-;, 22.302 yagWO)V-OXF-; aYic-L)XoXCtXat - 
10 ý'VO; 8, " tpTI4: Il. 13.62 a')icimrEpo;, 15.238 dolciu'; oaaao o wictoro; 7cF-, cF-tvCov, 16.583 
(OK-6; - ict'pico;: Il. 22.139 E'Xaoporaco; necF-Tlvcov - icuicvot: A 2.460,15.692 
8o'uktXo8F-tpot - a'pnq: Il. 19.350 cav-oncE-'pu4, Xty^oo(ovo; - icil4: Od. 15.479 
F, tvaXtTj -, KtXkat: Od. 22.468 wvuoirrpot - aij8(ov: Od. 19.518 XXct)pilt'; - 
'Yepavoit Posth. 3.590 icpat7cvait, 11.110 uavooOoyyot - Wýpe;: Posth. 8.387 
, cav-o(Ytn, rF-pot, 11.217 oort8avot' - Xýw-;: Posth. 6.126 ilgF-pot. 
On the other hand, when the vulnerability of birds is emphasised, then 
there is a strong possibility that the epithets will differ considerably from those 
given above. Epithets of inner features are saved for the victims. Therefore, if the 
timorous nature of particular birds requires it, then shyness or inferiority may be 
6 Posth. 1.572: Penthesileia; 3.353-355,3.359-361,5.298-299,6.125-127,11.110-116: Trojans; 
7.330-335: Deidameia; 8.405-406: Phylodamas; 12.489-494: Laocoon's wife; 13.104-107: Trojan 
women. 
7 Posth. 3.590-591: the Nereids; 4.196: Teucrus and Aias; 8.387-391,11.217-218,14.89-91: 
Greeks. 
8 For the hawk as an agent of death, cf. Tsagarakis 136: "The hawk may be fast but it also kills 
and scares, which is precisely what is happening 
in the battle-field. " 
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expressed. So, we have 6pvtOeq: A 2.764 noMiCetq, 17.757 ogticpcti - nE_'Xetct: Il. 5.778,22.140, upi'lpow - yimeq: Posth. 3.353 oi), rt8avot'. 
In the above list, the predominance of epithets that signify speed is 
unmistakable. The lack of psychological details and especially the brevity of the 
similes of birds of prey are in assonance with the theme of speed. When picturing 
events of a short duration, such as a swift attacking movement and the equally 
swift reaction to it, or a momentary cry of fear, bird-similes flow swiftly and do 
not hinder the narrative with unnecessary length. Bird-metamorphosis as 
representing speed in the context of war-making exist in other sources, such as the 
Bible or folk tales. So, in the Old Testament David laments for Saul, king of 
Israel, and his son Jonathan (111 Samuel 1.23) and compares them to swift eagles 
and to strong lions. ""Swifter than eagles, " sang David, remembering many a 
battlefield where Saul faced the dreaded Philistines and struck them with lightning 
speed. "9 Likewise, in a tale that Sir J. G. Frazer (1911,127) records in The 
Golden Bough, speed is the purpose of human metamorphosis into birds: "He [the 
Ruler of the Spirit World] could turn himself and his followers into any shape. 
When they went forth against an enemy they took the form of birds for the sake of 
speed, and flew over the tall trees, the broad rivers, and even the sea. But in his 
own house and among his own people Singalang Burong appeared as a man. " 
It is noteworthy that none of the Iliadic epithets for predatory birds is 
repeated in the Posthomerica. On the contrary, Quintus seems to have created an 
epithet for his cranes at 11.110, ravA4E)oyyot. This is a term that Nonnus adopted 
later at Dionysiaca 22.61: opticw'v F-"X(ov g-oicilga rav-o00oyycov dur0' Xatgcov. 
Epithets that occur only once in the poem are also the ilgepot that refers to the 
geese at 6.126, and the ravvoincepot, which denotes the swiftness of starlings at 
8.387; neither of these two epithets is uncommon in literature. 
Having discussed the connection of the Posthomeric similes to the 
narrative and having looked into the verbs and epithets in these similes, I shall 
now, starting from Book 1 and advancing to Book 14, concentrate on the link of 
each bird-simile to the character it depicts and to other bird-similes it may allude 
to. 
The first character in the poem to be thought of as a bird is Penthesileia. In 
addition to reflecting Aias I personal estimation and his confidence in the power of 
Achilles over Penthesileia, the simile foreshadows the outcome of the 
confrontation: 
Posth. 1.568 Ma; 8' olU'ic &Xý, ytýF-v 'AgaýOvo;, 
[... ] XbrF-v 8' d'pa HilkEticovt 
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ot(p FIevOcaiketav, enF-t' p'a oit E'-v Oped't ftgo; 
I F-F-v 6); Xtkýt icalt tte IM11 'OO'g-q nep 'of)aa 
t 
9ý 
pili8to; novoq FE000,0,7C(O; tPilict naeta. 
Penthesileia is the only person in the poem to be compared to a dove, and this 
simile is among those that the reader easily recalls. Most remarkably, she is 
thought of as a dove not only in this simile, but in the narrative, as well. At 
1.186f. Priam prays to Zeus for Penthesileia's victory and Troy's relief. The 
response of Zeus appears to be immediate and unambiguous: 
Posth. 1.198 11 Pa g6y, F--U, XOgF-VO;. 'CCO 8' at, F-, CO,; 0' 4-6 XFIcxma)ý 
1,1,8'n a, nonvF-tio-oaav F, -, X(OV O'V-O'XF-(YOt n6xEtav 
F'OO-UgEWO; Otgnaev apto'CF-po; - 
Priam has the fearful belief that the omen foreshadows the doom of Penthesileia 
in the battlefield. Thus, Aias appears to confirm Priam's interpretation of the 
portent. But the image of the dove recurs, not in a simile context but in the 
narrative of Book 12, when Calchas summons the chiefs of the Greeks to 
announce the portent according to which Troy is to fall by ruse: 
Posth. 12.12 tpný aef)e nexetav- E, 7rEtYOgEVTj 8' apa KF-tvll 
xnpag6v E-,; ne"Up'n; Ica'EF-HOEro- 
The encounter of falcon and dove in this portent is reminiscent of that in Book 1 
(v. 572), and in the succession of these two omens the symbolism develops: the 
dove does not represent a single character of the narrative but the city of Troy as a 
whole, in the same way that the bird of prey in Book 1 represents a single warrior, 
while in Book 12 it represents the Greeks as a whole. Penthesileia was the first to 
inspire hope for Troy, and her body is seen as the body of the suffering Troy is: 
like the tender vulnerable body of a dove in the claws of a bird of prey. It is not 
fortuitous that 1.572 and 12.12 are the only instances when a falcon features in the 
poem, both times as threatening a dove. The animated body of Troy is first 
reflected in the body of Penthesileia as a dove and later in the body of Cassandra 
as a lioness. From the beginning to the end of the poem, then, the fall of Troy is 
artfully and finely outlined. No doubt, this delineation of the fall by Quintus is 
enhanced by its relation to vivid pictures of relevant events in Homer or in 
tragedy: for example, the eagle against a fawn at Il. 8.247-248 (cf. the snake 
against the sparrows at 11.2.308f) or the eagles against a hare in Aesch. Ag. 104f., 
which both stand for the fall of Troy. 
The simile of a hawk pursuing a dove appears in Homer, Aeschylus and 
Apollonius Rhodius, as well as in Nonnus (D. 42.535-536). In Aeschylus doves 
represent the daughters of Danaus pursued by the sons of Aegyptus (Supp. 223- 
224, Aesch. [? ] Pr. 857; cf Ael. NA 3.45), while there are also two scenes in the 
Iliad, namely of Apollo threatening Aphrodite at 21.493-495, and of Achilles 
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pursuing Hector at 22-139-143. Especially the latter passage has verbal affinities 
t 8%, P11 t t8io)q) with the Posthomeric depiction of Achilles and Penthesileia 
(MIXEticovt 
, Pnt, 
810; novo; ): 
11.22.138 mixeti8ij; 8, inopo-oaE noot icpatnvoto-t nenoteo');. 
,PI IP - IIA)'CE Iciplicoq OPF-Oýtv, ExaýPoTaTo; ICE'rEIjVO)VI 
t%P 
p, nj8i(O; otplae, gF-, ca rpnpcovct ngketav 
The affinity between Posth. 1.572 and the above Iliadic simile supports the 
possibility that Penthesileia is the female equivalent of Hector. Seen from this 
viewpoint, the simile of Achilles and Penthesileia not only reflects the thought of 
Aias but also refers to the silent soliloquy of Andromache, when at Posth. 1.100f. 
she bitterly refuses to trust the Amazon's confidence in achieving what Hector 
failed to achieve. In this way, Penthesileia at the hands of Achilles forms an 
allusion to Hector at the hands of Achilles, at both a textual and intertextual level. 
Another example of Achilles as a hawk that threatens doves is seen by scholars in 
Euripides' Andromache 1140-1141: ot' 8' kwq nF-Xeta8eq /tie'paic' i8o-30at npo'; 
Ovyijv F'-v m'toav. It seems more likely to me, though, that the passage refers to 
NeoptolemuslO. 
Apollonius has two similes (1.1049-1050,4.485-486) and one portent 
(3.541-543), namely the same number of images that Quintus creates as a whole. 
However, the image of the hawk and the dove is given in the Argonautica its most 
prominent position, because Apollonius lingers on the portent and attributes to it 
an unmistakably erotic overtonell. Trying to avoid the violence of the hawk, then, 
the dove ^oWoOF-v At'oovt'5F-co nF-Oop7jgevTj e'giwae xoknot; (Arg. 3.542). In his 
immediate interpretation of the omen, Mopsus sees that the answer to the 
Argonauts' difficulties is Love, namely Medea falling into the lap of Jason (3.545 - 
554). Idas is the only one among the heroes to criticise this way of action as 
unheroic and becoming to women, and he resists the shift of their deeds from the 
realm of Ares to that of Aphrodite (3.558-563). Idas'fervour makes him question 
and despise not only the interpreters and supporters of the portent, but also the 
portent itself- E-'q 8e n0xtia; / ica't ictipicov; )x1Oa(FovrF-; EpilrUP-aft- M'Okwv (Arg. 
3.560). The Scholia on Arg. 3.550 mention the erotic connotation of the dove: 11 
nept(y, uF-pa iF-pa 'AOpo8tTij; 8ta ro' kayvov. Information of this sort about the 
dove is wisely withheld in the Sch. Arg. 1.1049-1050; it would not add to the 
understanding of the text and it would be misleading. 
I do not suggest that this text of Apollonius is of crucial importance in 
order to understand Quintus I images of the hawk and the dove, but one thing is 
certain: even out of the sphere of this particular image, Quintus eroticises 
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Penthesileia and shows the desirable woman in her, as he shows the warrior, too. 
So, if Apollonius has a justified liberty to exploit the erotic connotations of the 
vulnerable dove in the third Book of his Argonautica, Quintus' context is also 
proven to be appropriate for connotations of this colour. I do not imply that 
Quintus copies Apollonius, but given that the latter has produced an erotic version 
of the "hawk and dove", Quintus' description gains even clearer erotic dimensions 
than he would accomplish without Apollonius' parallel. Moreover, the two 
couples of Medea-Jason and Penthesileia- Achilles exhibit a dramatic contrast, 
namely an abruptly descending scale of love and protection: Medea will find 
refuge with Jason, while Penthesileia will find death from Achilles. Quintus 
portrays a distorted love-affair; his couple is the antithesis of that in Apollonius. 
However, both erotic attractions will be regarded as unheroic, and from this point 
of view Achilles is closer to Jason than he is supposed to be. Thersites - his 
behaviour being not an invention of Quintus12 - is to a certain extent the parallel 
to Was. They are both characters who reproach and condemn the heroes for 
confusing heroic expeditions with erotic relationships. Heracles voices a similar 
rebuke on Lemnos; unlike him, however, Was does not point out a mere and 
temporary deviation from the Argonauts' main aim, but the overturning of the 
heroic code as reflected in the base means of structuring their whole action and 
achieving their targets. 
After Penthesileia I come to another important character in the poem, 
Aias. We have just seen that the comparison of Penthesileia to a dove is presented 
as Aias' thought. Aias, then, is the first character in the poem to think of images of 
raptorial birds. And it is precisely Aias who is thought of as a bird of prey more 
fv,: - tiequently than any other character in the Posthomerica. The similes where Aias 
is depicted as a bird of prey are the following: 
Posth. 
3.353-355 Aias, eagle - Trojans = vultures 
3.359-361 Aias hawk - Trojans = starlings 
4.196 Aias and Teucrus = falcons 
5.298-299 Aias = eagle -Trojans = geese or cranes 
5.435-437 Aias = eagle - shepherds of the Achaeans = hares 
Aias as a bird ofprey in the Posthonwrica. 
It is noteworthy that these images are successive and there is only one exception 
of a simile disrupting this succession; this is at 3.590-591, where the Nereids 
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mourn for Achilles in the mode of cranes. The evolution of Aias' image as an 
eagle is remarkable. The relationship between the last two similes that describe 
Aias is unquestionably ironic. So, from the image of the powerful Aias who scares 
his enemies as the king of the predatory birds scares other birds, in other words, 
from the confident self-statement of this impressive man (5.298-299), we pass to 
the comparison of Aias to an eagle when he is no longer in a status of superiority 
but in that of insanity: like an eagle he scares the shepherds of the Greeks, the 
shepherds that ironically he, a sharp-sighted eagle though he is, cannot see (5.435- 
437). It is remarkable that no other individual is depicted as an eagle in a simile. 
True, the Trojan women will later cry like cranes when they see an eagle (Posth. 
13.104-107), but the eagle in that simile stands for the Greek army, not for an 
individual warrior in particular. When this powerful bird ironically represents the 
very pathetic narrative context of Aias' madness, the simile strongly invites 
sympathy. The same sudden decrease in Aias' superiority and the enhancement of 
funereal atmosphere we have seen in the similes that depict Aias as a lion (see pp. 
20-21 above). I have already suggested that in the Posthomerica Aias as a lion 
appears to stand in the place of Achilles. I now reinforce that position by pointing 
out that Aias replaces Achilles not only as a lion, but also as a bird of prey. 
Achilles is the character to be thought of as a bird of prey in Book 1, first in the 
omen of the eagle holding a dove that Priam interprets (1.199), and then in Aias' 
estimation of the confrontation between Achilles and Penthesileia (1.572). In 
order to encounter again characters compared to birds of prey, we need to come to 
Book 3, after the death of Achilles and in the similes of Aias that are listed above, 
in particular. Once again, Aias stands for what Achilles incarnated: the archetypal 
hero in the Greek camp. 
Another bird that represents Aias and Teucrus in the funeral games of 
Achilles, is the falcon: 
Posth. 4.196 Kap7caXigo_); o't'K9(TavE_'0tK0'UE; t'PTJKF_00't* 
It is apparent that the point of the simile is swiftness. But the reader does not 
forget that the war has been suspended only for a while, and that these athletes are 
men who cannot easily doff the identity of a warrior, nor that of a bird of prey. 
But apart from the eagle and the swift falcon, the hawk also represents Aias in 
Posth. 3.359-361 (we shall discuss that simile later, in association with the other 
picture of a hawk pursuing starlings, in 11.217-218). Thus, the status of Aias as a 
powerful bird of prey is conspicuously established in the poem. 
Based on one of the aforementioned bird-similes of Aias, as well as on the 
simile that directly follows those, I shall next look into the image of geese in the 
Posthomerica. Geese of a wild species occur in one of the similes in which Aias is 
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likened to, or more precisely he likens himself to, an eagle pursuing geese or 
cranes: 
Posth. 5.296 rCov ge'Vyo-6var' F'-'X-oaa icam gOOov, ol'); 8' 40haa 
t% tf atev E7cF-(Y(n)gF-voq* roit 8'apyaký, o); ýopeovco 
X'VF-O-tV " YEP '10 11 1tP 11 avoto-tv Eoticorq, ot; <, r > e7copoum, 
ate, ro; iltoF-v ne8tiov icaua pomcoge'vot(nv, 
f% t 65; TpCce; mr(oo(yorm; Ego'v 8op-L) icalt Ooo'v dop 
"lXtov F-'; jcacE-'8-u(yctv Ox-oagp-vot geya n-qga. 
Now in Posth. 6.125-127 the Trojans rejoice in the entrance of Eurypylus into the 
battlefield as geese at the happy moment of their feeding: 
Posth. 6.124 agý't 8e ot' icEXapovTo geya Opealt Tpcotot uteq- 
ttp 
wý 8' 07roe, Eipiccoý EVT0, ý F-, F-Pygcvot aepiloo)Cnv 
ligF-Pot ctvepa Xfiveý ö, Tuý Gýlow ei, öaTct ßctxxot, 
9p 1E gtv aTogaTF-Gat nF-Ptara80v til')ýorreý 
(yatvol)(ytv, TA 8' il'rop iaiveTat etaopo(I)VTOý- 
t% 90 Ir ,9 ö)ý apa Tp(&ot ulteý e-'yilüeov, e-or F-cr'töovro 
O"Pptgov Eibp'L'M-L)Xov,, rof) 8'Ev ýpp-(Ylt Oapaakýov icýp 
'&-PnEf a' yF-tpogF&otcnv* 
The Trojans are compared to sheep when they are led by Penthesileia not to a 
peaceful pasture but to slaughter (1.173-176). Now, compared to geese, they are 
similarly led to doom by Eurypylus. The duration of happiness for the characters 
that the domesticated geese represent seems very fragile. By ostensible contrast, it 
could be argued that the sequence of the two similes has the opposite function, 
namely that from the role of the frightened wild geese the Trojans have now 
passed to the state of the well-protected and looked-after domesticated birds. In 
fact, behind this superficial contrast one question arises: has the fear of the wild 
geese been a temporary state for the Trojans, or is it their welfare and feeling of 
security that is temporary and subject to a sad change? The course of the events in 
the poem helps to answer this question easily: though the joyful picture is 
naturally included in the atmosphere of promise that Eurypylus has created, this 
joy is hard to maintain in the future. Moreover, this ambivalent role of geese in 
the Posthomerica becomes clearer with the assistance of other texts which are 
perhaps automatically alluded to. For, the goose as threatened or snatched by the 
eagle appears in literature from Homer to the post-classical era. 
So, Aelian gives examples both of wild and domesticated geese in the role 
of an eagle's actual or possible victims, and also mentions the anxiety of geese not 
to attract an eagle with their noise, an element that recurs in Plutarch; furthermore, 
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in Longus, one of the twenty geese of Lycaenion is snatched by an eagle13. Of 
course, the eagle appears bearing a goose as early as the Odyssey. While 
Telemachus speaks to Menelaus, an eagle snatches a goose in his talons: 
t% 90 t9090 Od. 15.160 wý apa ot Eutorrl F-7renraco öeýtäý o'pvtý9 
al 0a ljv F, F-, t ý py xfiva e' po)v ov-Oxeam ICF-XEOPOV, 
tp 
, ngF, Pov « aOXAý- ot' 8,1-býOvieý EinovIro 
avepeý 118F, - y-ovdtxp-ý- 
01, F- 1 ovTeý 1 ... 1 U, 'ö' 
7T10, noctv, icai 7cäcnv E, V't epF-(yi 0-0gäý iavEhl. 
Helen will interpret it as foretelling the return of Odysseus and the death of the 
suitors. But in the Odyssey the goose is not always to be a victim. Penelope, like 
Longus'Lycaenion14, keeps a flock of twenty geese which are well looked after. 
Nevertheless, though only in a dream, the welfare of even these privileged geese 
seems fragile: 
% -e e. 
Od. 19.536 Xfive% got icara oticov gEtlcocn ir-Opo, v F-50-Oatv 
E 10 1E eiv, a, ogatF-'00poma* öaroý, ica' 'r, a1 iv t 
Ele(t)V 5,9ö -oý ý pe ey 10 ay iAllý 
nä(n KaT' üt-0')CE-'Vaý ljýFE Xal F'-'lCTaVF-V 
Apparently, the dream is associated with the previous portent and signifies the 
doom not of Penelope's flock but of the suitors, as a certain voice in her dream 
will inform her (Od. 19.546f. ). The wording in the geese-simile of Quintus echoes 
that of the two Homeric passages, namely the portent and the dream, and the 
following parallelisms appear: 
Od. 15.16 1f Posth. 6.125f. 
t- 
Xýva [... ] ilgepov 
tl4ovreq 
Ot 8F- t'5OV'CF-; / YTIOTJ(YaV 
9 
F-v't' ýPeo"t O-ugO'q tiav" 
Od. 19.537 
$p9p 
tatvogat F-toopoma 
llgF-pot I... XTIVF-q 
Ip t 'L)ýOvrc; 
F OF-ov -toopoo)V, To;. 
EYTI 
ev Opp-(Y, t xfip /, [EplrF-, r, 
T Tat E, Tof) 8' lyrop talve t(Y0pocovToý 
Parallelism between Od. 15.161f., 19.537 and Posth. 6.125f. 
The affinity is remarkable, and as regards the reference to the tameness of the 
geese, it is noteworthy that there is not any other example of the epithetngepo; 
in 
13 Ael. NA 2.39,5.29,9.10,15.1; Plut. Moralia 967b; Longus 3.16. 
14 For the Homeric echo in Longus as creating a humorous and ironic atmosphere, see 
Hunter 
1983,61: "In the matter of marital fidelity Lycaenion and Penelope are at opposite ends of the 
spectrum. 11 
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the Posthomerica. Notwithstanding the similarity, it is true that the vocabulary of 
psychological states has a different function in each poem. So, despite the joy of 
the spectators involved, the pain of the victim goose at Od. 15.160f. is 
unmistakable. Thus, in the Odyssey the goose suffers and the vocabulary describes 
the joyful reaction of the people watching the portent, whereas in the 
Posthomerica it depicts the joy of the geese and of the man feeding and watching 
them, namely of the Trojans and Eurypylus. By inference, when Quintus depicts 
domesticated geese, he automatically raises the doubt about their safety, despite 
their being E', 'piceoq F-vcoq. After all, it is precisely within the walls of the city, in 
the secluded area often compared to a pen, that the Trojans will be ruthlessly 
slaughtered, exactly F'-'picF-oq F-'vro;. 
As the poem proceeds we come to the swallow-simile of Deidameia in 
Book 7. Therefore, it is natural that the characters to be approached next are the 
female characters who are compared to birds, mother-birds in particular15' in the 
Posthomerica as a whole. It is noteworthy that in the Posthomerica female birds 
represent female characters only, in the same way as leopards and lionesses stand 
exclusively for female characters. Another point is that the maternal roles of birds 
in Quintus' similes correspond to actual maternal roles in the narrative. By 
contrast, there are Homeric pictures of mother-birds that do not depict maternal 
roles, whereas others do not even refer to female characters. For example, at II. 
9.323-324 the female bird that cares for its young and sacrifices its own welfare 
stands not for a woman but for Achilles caring for the Greeks. Similarly, in the 
scene of their avayv6ptat; Odysseus and Telemachus weep more loudly and 
vehemently than lammergeyers or vultures, a8tv6kepov ý r' oicovoti, / 0ývat fi 
aity-untoit (Od. 16.216-217)16. As for the comparison of Penelope to Procne, the 
nightingale, lamenting for Itylus at Od. 19.518-523, in this picture I see Penelope 
mainly presented not as a mother, but rather as a wife in charge of her child and 
the household. We see nothing of this sort in the Posthomerica, where maternal 
pictures correspond to actual maternal roles: 
1.572 Penthesileia = dove 
3.590-591 Nereids = cranes 
7.330-335 Deidameia = swallow 
12.489-494 Laocoon's wife = nightingale 
13.104-107 Trojan women = cranes 
Bird-similes describing female characters in the Posthomerica. 
15 For examples of the "long poetic history" of "the touching picture of a mother 
bird's devoted 
care for her young nestlings", see Gruzelier, on 
Claudian De raptu Proser. 3.141f. 
16 See Pollard, pp. 186-187. 
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Three of the female characters above mourn for beloved male persons: at 
the beginning of the poem the Nereids mourn for the dead Achilles; in the middle 
of the poem Deidameia weeps for her son Neoptolemus while he is alive and will 
not encounter a fatal threat; at the end of the poem Laocoon's wife mourns for her 
dead children. We note that the lament for Neoptolemus, who is going to triumph, 
seems to be encircled by two laments for dead persons: for the greatest hero of the 
Greeks, son of a goddess, and for two children, the anonymous young sons of the 
wretched mortal Laocoon. Of the female figures who appear in these three similes 
of mourning, and in all the bird-similes in general, only two are described as 
mother-birds: Deidameia and Laocoon's wife. Each of these two similes has a 
particular relationship to the narrative. The simile of Deidameia does not 
correspond to the narrative, for Neoptolemus is alive, nor is it confirmed in the 
near future, for he will be glorified. On the other hand, the simile of Laocoon's 
wife not only corresponds to the narrative, for her sons are entombed already, but 
also mingles with it in a particularly effective way. I mean that the boundary 
between narrative and simile is crossed and the balance between the two is 
disturbed: snakes feature in both narrative and context of the relevant simile. We 
have already seen (p. 23 above) that this is exactly what sheep do in the scene of 
Aias'madness: 
Posth. 12.489 (0q 01r F-P t qv 8,11ga, 'IV neptgopecat ago IcaXt, 
P 9P RoXXa g6, %'aXV-UgF_", Ka1C& 8a(FKt0V ayKOq alj5d)V, 
E" Tj "' Rta TE' KVa, TCa'PO; KF-Xa8F-tVO'V Mti&tV, 
8agvao, I'M, aK0V'T0; q 0 yvaOgoltat gE-'vo; Pxoaup6ito 
8P 
g1j, CEpt 8' a9XyF-a "ICE, Kat a(37CEITOV a(yxaxo(wa 
gl, )PF-, Cat a' t OROV KEVF-O'V gaXa KF_1CXTjYVita' 
I have not found any other image of the nightingale's young being doomed by a 
snake in Greek literature. This singularity of the image in combination with the 
fact that Quintus has shown a sample of such dramatic similes in the scene of 
Aias' madness, makes me believe that in all probability the image is Quintus' 
inspiration in order to correspond to this particular narrative. It effectively suits 
the needs of the narrative and dramatises what is already horrid: the death of 
Laocoon's sons by the serpents. As with the sheep in the simile of Aias, Quintus 
creates a picture analogous to a pathetic event in the narrative. 
Thus, these 
pictures are more than common similes; by having strong analogies with the 
events depicted, they enhance the pathos of these events more powerfully than 
any other simile could do. 
Very close to the above simile in tonality is the comparison of Deidameia 
to a swallow, the image as well as the diction of which remind one of 
Aesop Is 
myth about the swallow, the young of which were 
devoured by a snake (Aesopica 
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227; cf. 192): Xekt8d)v [... ] vF-orconotj(YagE-PvTj e'ýenTq- 0'ýt; 58 7EPO(YEWC-0(ya; 
ica, rFý-ýayev a'60, rý; coiu'; veoTco-6 il eet T11 8ý ý7cavF-xOof)(M ICC(i Týv ICCtxtaV KEVIIV 
eupoi3aa ^6nepna6C5; F-"arevew. Apart from Aesop and Quintus, the swallow's 
young are depicted as victims of a snake also in the Anthologia Palatina and 
twice in Oppian's HalieuticaV. Quintus depicts Deidameia and at the same time 
his own image of the swallow, as follows: 
to Posth. 7.330 otil 8'6'goit ggXaOpa gE-'y'aaXaXoo)aa XF-Wow 
i, gi)pF-Tat atoXacbcvaca 7co^o gaXa TF-, rpty&ra 
atvoq oE '' "otq icar'8aVe, icalt i'licaXF- ggrepa ice, 8vT'j v, 
11 6rF- ýtEV Xllpll REPUCEMCaTat dtgýi KaXtýV, 
a"XXO'tF- 8'F-'O"C'U'ICCot(Ft Wit 7rpoOopotot 7COTacat 
atVa KtVI)POgF-V71 'CEICF-(I)V UICEP- 
Deidameia is one of the most imposing female characters in the Posthomerica and 
Quintus devotes substantial space to her emotions. The passage that refers to 
Deidameia has an unusual intensity that reminds one of psychological portraits of 
women in the Greek novel and in Hellenistic poetry. The effectiveness of Quintus' 
description is due not only to Quintus' poetical skill, but also to his admirable 
understanding of maternal psychology. This mother, whose psychological portrait 
is of impressive excellence, is the only identified mother in the poem (as opposed 
to the anonymous Trojan mother, for example) among Eos, Thetis, and Laocoon's 
wife, not to lose her son. Eos is the other woman in the poem to attract the 
sensitive attention of Quintus and the sympathy of the reader. In fact, no matter if 
Memnon and Neoptolemus are in very different stages in life, it is their own 
importance that sheds light on the two bereaved mothers. Johannes Kakridis wrote 
(1971,71) about women in the Iliad: "This reactionary attitude of women is not, I 
believe, presented by the poet mainly because he is interested in giving a 
psychological analysis of their nature and in stressing the contrast between the 
two sexes. When he pictures a woman reacting forcibly with tears and entreaties, 
barring a man's way, he does it because he wants to hold men up as the 
protagonists of his epic" 18. 
Of the two women in the Posthomerica, Eos, on the one hand, is a cosmic 
power, the light-bearing goddess who now stands helpless and unable to alter the 
harsh truth of her son's death. On the other hand, Deidameia is a mortal woman 
who suffers bereavement of a completely different sort: her own son has not 
entered the world of the deceased, but now enters life as a grown-up. Her sorrow 
does not result from Neoptolemus' cruelty against her (nor does the poet imply 
17 AP 7.210; Opp. H. 1.729-731,5.579-586. CC DArcy Thompson 1936,317. 
18 See also J. Th. Kakridis 1956,24-25 (an article that appears revised as Chapter III in Homer 
Revisited). 
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this), but is a necessity; it is part of the price for his own growing-up and 
consequent independence of parental guidance. 
Hence, it is true that in this respect Neoptolemus is close to Apollonius' 
Jason. The similarities and differences between the scene of Deidameia and 
Neoptolemus and that of Alcimede and Jason have been already discussed by 
scholars". What I cannot share is the reaction of S. A. Natzel (1992,167) to the 
scene in which Jason does not notice lphias reaching and kissing him in Arg. 
1.31 If. According to Natzel the reader feels sorry for lphias and the abandoned 
Alcimede and criticises Jason's heartless behaviour. I think that the sacrifice of 
maternal equanimity is a necessity for Jason as it is for Neoptolemus. 
The role of Neoptolemus is unique in the poem, and as a result his 
mother's role is unique, too, in representing the side of a woman's life not shown 
elsewhere in the poem. When Johannes Kakridis (1971,73) speaks of Hector and 
the force that his family exerts on him, he notes that "No one in the Achaean camp 
has to undergo such a trial, for the simple reason that they are all far away from 
their families. 1120 Quintus makes such a trial possible for a Greek, by transferring 
the focus from Troy to the island of Scyros. Deidameia takes up the inhibiting role 
that Hecabe or Andromache have towards Hector in the Iliad2l. 
Given this parallelism, it is not accidental, I believe, that Neoptolemus is 
compared to a stallion (Posth. 7.317-324), as Hector and Paris individually are in 
the Iliad: 
11.6.506 = 15.263 (it); 
8' OkE TI; CFTMO; tMEO;, 0MOUTTIG EM CtT"t, a; 
8F(YRO, v cknoppilýa; OF-tilt n0tioto 1CPoatV0)V11 
60)00); xo-OF(Yeat E'vppeto; noragcýto, 
K108too)v 
The significance of the Homeric stallion-simile has been well interpreted by 
Tsagarakis (p. 142), who sees that the key phrase is aicoorilaa; en't 06'ruv'n. "This 
applies to Paris inasmuch as he has been indulging in love which he has been 
virtually "fed" to [sic] by Aphrodite (F 390L and 441f. ). She, as already indicated 
above, led him to his wife. Now the man is free again! " And he continues: "Now 
while this key phrase is more appropriate in Z 506, it is not entirely inappropriate 
here [sc. in 0 2631: Hector's inaction, forced upon him, is not less leisurable and 
invigorating than that of Paris in different circumstances. " In the Posthomerica it 
is exactly the entrance of Neoptolemus to action, which I have noted above, or 
in 
19 Calero Secall 1995,43f.; Duckworth, p. 82 n. 87; Kehmptzow, p. 32. 
20 See also J. Kakridis 1956,26. 
21 For the restraining power of women upon men in the Iliad, see J. Th. Kakridis 
1971,68-75; 
1949,51-52 on Hector. CC Calero Secall 1995,40f. 
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other words, his exit from an inaction similar to that of the Homeric heroes, that 
the stallion-simile emphasises: 
t9P Posth. 7.317 (J)q 8' Oke rt; OOOV1717rov E, 76t 8pogov taxavocovTa 
E PYEt E00E ov t ýoe, ý6gp_vo;, 8 8'ýpuicavo(ovra XaXtv6 
8alrret E_'ntXpF_gF_O(ov, acE-'pvov 89 ot aoptocovroq 
8F_^OP_, cat, o^08"t'acavcat E_'F_X8ogF_vot no5eq o't'gTlq, 
no-ok-bq 8' ago' F'-'va Xo)pov rt_'Xaopocarotq bno' noacrt 
, capoga ictwoggvoto neXet icT-6no;, ago1t 8F_ Xavrat 
pmv, r eomogtvoto, icapn 8' F-'t; i' )Wo; a'F-tpF-t 
9 90 ouato'e)v gaXa noXXa, voo; S'F_'ntcF_pnF,, r avaicro; - 
e% 9P 6)ý apa X10'8tgov ulta gevenroXggov 'A)CtXfio; 
gTlTqp g F-v icam_puice, no' 8e; 8E oit E_,, f1CoVEF_O*KoV, 
il 8F_ icat aXwogtvil nEP EQ) F-naydXXE'CO nat8ti. 
The simile comes between the images of Deidameia as a mother-ox 
(7.257-259) and as a mother-swallow (7.330-335), both creatures pictured in 
bereavement. This succession of similes underlines, I think, the result of the 
contrast between the wills of mother and son. It is the destiny of parents, and so is 
hers, to refuse to regard their children as mature enough, and to experience sorrow 
in their vain effort to prevent children from being independent of parental love 
and protecting affection. This perpetual, in his mother's eyes, childhood of 
Neoptolemus is reflected in his mother's words at 7.266-267, as well as in her 
touching relationship with his toys, at 7.338-340. In other words, Deidameia is 
bound to prevent Neoptolemus from living as dangerously as a hero, and he is 
bound to let her down. Quintus cannot have said this more clearly: gnTilp gF'-v 
0; 8' o' 'yicov'emcov. The situation of Neoptolemus is not ica, cEp1_), KE, 7c'8E EtE6 
identical to Hector's, though. Hector has to overcome his duty to his mother and 
wife in order to perform his duty as a responsible citizen and defender of his 
wronged city. Neoptolemus is a number of steps behind Hector, because there is 
no experienced mode of life for him to seal with glorious death or victory. Unlike 
Hector, who is a mature man and an established warrior and hero, it is now that 
Neoptolemus is setting off in life, it is now that he has to sacrifice his parents in 
order to justify himself and his manhood. 
Related to my above approach to the Scyros-scene is my disagreement 
with G. E. Duckworth, who, in accordance with his general view of emotions of 
characters as adding uncertainty to the reader's anticipation, believes that (p. 83; 
cf. p. 67) "in VI and the first part of VII Quintus combines the reader's ignorance 
with the despair of the characters in such a way as to create a very effective type 
of uncertainty", and so sees the fears of Deidameia for the life of Neoptolemus as 
(pp. 82-83) "extremely effective in maintaining the suspense" and her comparison 
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to a swallow as adding (p. 83) "a final touch of suspense". I think that in a strictly 
textual context, the sojourn of Neoptolemus at Troy is determined by so 
favourable an oracle that it would be hard for the reader to expect his death 
(Posth. 6.59-67). True, the oracle is unfavourable for Troy and not necessarily for 
Neoptolemus, but the statement of Calchas is not, I think, to be underestimated22: 
g6ya 8' &ggt 0do; navTE(yat neXaaaet (Posth. 6.67). Nor is Hera's 
foreshadowing as early as Book 3 to be underestimated when she criticises Apollo 
for the death of Achilles and designates his deed as vain. Though Achilles is dead, 
the Trojans will not enjoy any relief because, she says 
Posth. 3.120 1LAO, ; a7co, XKbpoto 006; F-,; anllvftc 8ýptv 
'Apyeiot; E-'napWo'; e'XE, 0aF-, rat F-Iiceko; akicilv 
na, cpýt FMO 
Duckworth's view is surely a misreading. In my opinion, if we are to see any 
prediction of Neoptolemus' death in Deidameia's maternal agony, then this will 
only be an "emotional prediction"23, namely a prediction without validity for the 
coming events. As the hopeful joy of the Trojans in the arrival of each ally does 
not mislead the reader into expecting the Trojan victory in this war, so the sorrow 
of Deidameia does not mislead into expecting the imminent death of 
Neoptolemus. Of course, the lament of Deidameia would have also been effective 
in a context where Neoptolemus was to fall in the battlefield. Still, his mother's 
agony would not have had the character of a foreshadowing, just as Andromache's 
lament in Iliad 6 is not a foreshadowing of Hector's death in a strict sense. It is 
something deeply humane we see in these examples, not a mere vehicle of the 
narrative purposes of the poet. It is the powerlessness of humans, of women in 
particular, and the threat they feel from war. This emotion is equally intense, 
whether the women's fears come true or not, whether the beloved person survives 
or not. Thus, the woman's sadness is not a technique of suspense in the hands of 
the poet, but is a study of human psychology and at the same time an emphasis on 
the male heroes. I maintain that Deidameia serves the poem in a way other than 
creating suspense: her reaction sheds light on the transition of her son from 
adolescence to manhood, his transformation from a child to a young man of 
marriageable age, as the promise of Menelaus to offer him Hermione presupposes 
(Posth. 6.85-92,7.213-216). Seen in this light, the frequent parallelism of 
Neoptolemus to Achilles in the Posthomerica has a double function: Deidameia 
compares him to his father, because she sees her son as another candidate for 
death and wishes to deter his plans (Posth. 7.272-274). So, she says to 
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Neoptolemus that his father, though son of a goddess, did not escape death24. 
Everybody else, though, will compare him to Achilles very often because they see 
another man of impressive appearance and a great hero, actually another Achilles, 
in hiM25. The parallelism that Deidameia makes between Achilles and 
Neoptolemus is neither an unfavourable estimation nor a false foreshadowing, but 
simply the naturally pessimistic maternal view. 
Having discussed the simile of Deidameia in Book 7 and along with it all 
the bird-similes that describe the female in the Posthomerica, I shall return to 
Book 8 and thus continue with the succession of bird-similes from the point where 
the digression on the female commenced. 
In Book 8, then, we see two out of three bird-similes that give prominence 
to human presence: 
a)8.387-391 the Greeks: starlings orjackdaws swooping on olives 
b) 8.405-406 the Trojan Phylodamas: vulture hit by a human 
c) 11.110- 116 the Trojans: cranes scattered by a human's stone 
Posthomeric bird-similes in which prominence is given to humans. 
So, like starlings or jackdaws persevering in eating olives heedless of the 
deterring cries of men, the Greeks surround the city of Troy in (a). From this 
picture of human ineffectiveness we come to simile (b), where the human being is 
fatally effective: like a vulture which is hit by the keen-pointed arrow of a man, 
Phylodamas falls from the walls of Troy by the arrow of Meriones. Further on in 
the poem, (c) is the third example of human presence in bird-similes: the Trojans 
are like noisy cranes that a wrathful man scatters with stones. The human 
ineffectiveness at (a) underlines the success of the birds, and consequently the 
success of the Greeks. Now, the characters to be described as birds change at (b) 
and (c): at (a) the birds represent the Greeks, while now it is not a Greek but a 
Trojan to fall from the wall, and it is not the Greek but the Trojan army that 
quivers and flees. By inference, in the context of the simile succession the human 
being is seen as increasingly powerful: the success of the Greeks is emphasised by 
means of the human effectiveness. To sum up, through the successive reversing of 
roles there is one thing that is stressed but not altered: the victorious movement of 
the Greeks. 
There is one bird in particular that is linked to the Greeks' way to victory, 
the jackdaw. The presence of the jackdaw at Posth. 8.387-391 is easy to overlook 
24 See Calero Secall 1995,47. 
25 Posth. 7.177,445-446,631,653,695; 8.37; 9.7f. (the Trojans' view), 60 (uttered by 
Neoptolemus himself), 268. 
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because it appears not on its own but in disjunction from the starlings. Yet its role 
is not insignificant; the Greeks are the only characters to be compared to jackdaws 
(8.387-391 and 14.89-91). Both times the bird is mentioned at the very end of the 
verse and is described in a successful or happy state while the Greeks experience 
moments of triumph. The simile in Book 14 in particular depicts the triumphant 
cries of the conquerors at the moment of their embarkation. 
The bird-simile that comes after Book 8 is the picture of cranes and a man 
who scares them away (11.110- 116). This picture will recur below in my 
discussion of cranes in the Posthomerica. But there is another bird-simile in Book 
11: at verses 217-218 starlings are scared by a hawk, visualising Neoptolemus' 
rebuke of the Greeks fleeing before Aeneas: 
Posth. 11.217 a 8F-tkot, Tt' Oepe(ft-, F'_ot1<oTF_q obrt8avoý(; t 
Vi1pF_atv oo;, r F-060, noF_ gok(iw icaTevavrta idpico;; 
We shall better understand the potential of this simile in relation to the narrative if 
we study it in association with other starling- similes, and especially similes 
featuring starlings and hawks elsewhere in the Posthomerica but also in the Mad. 
In the Posthomerica, starlings stand for the Greek or Trojan army in the following 
sequence: 
a) 3.359-361 the Trojans: starlings threatened by a hawk 
b)8.387-391 the Greeks: starlings orjackdaws not heeding men's cries 
c) 11.217-218 the Greeks: starlings threatened by a hawk 
Similes of starlings in the Posthomerica. 
It will be apparent that the words of Neoptolemus are based on the logic of 
questioning and reversing, if not distorting the facts. Thus, from the initial picture 
of the starlings as victims (a), we come to their depiction as active and fearless 
(b), only to return to a description that summarises the initial picture of fear and 
flight (c). The statement of Neoptolemus in 11.217-218, then, questions the two 
previous starling- similes. In the fervour of his speech he questions and overturns 
the reality according to which the Greeks dominate in the battlefield; instead, he 
depicts them exactly as the poet-narrator described the scared Trojans earlier on. 
This cross-reference, which stresses the alteration of the Trojan status, is 
enhanced by the fact that the hawk appears in the poem only in these two 
examples. The only two hawks in the Posthomerica pursue the only two starlings, 
so underlining the succession of Trojans and Greeks in the role of the victim. 
In 
fact, this succession is obvious not only from the starlings of Book 3 or 8 to those 
of Book 11, but also within Book 11: at 11.110-116 the Trojans tremble and 
scatter in confusion like cranes attacked by a man, while at 
11.217-218 the scared 
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birds represent not the Trojans but the Greeks. So, the effectiveness of 
Neoptolemus' reproach is partly owed to its relation to other bird-images that 
precede it and to its interaction with them. 
In addition to overturning the facts of similes 3.359-361 and 8.387-391, 
the words of Neoptolemus allude to the Iliadic simile of starlings or jackdaws 
being pursued by a hawk at Il. 17.755-757. This Homeric simile features one of 
the two hawks in the Iliad, and the character that Homer describes here as a hawk 
is Aeneas, namely the same hero who is thought of as a hawk in the reproaching 
words of Neoptolemus in the Posthomerica. The second hawk in the Iliad 
represents Achilles (Il. 22.139-142). So, it is only Aeneas and Achilles that are 
thought of as hawks in the Iliad, while it is only Aeneas and Aias who are thought 
of as hawks in the Posthomerica. There may be a relationship between these two 
pairs, not only as regards the similes of Aeneas in the two poems but also as 
regards the descriptions of the Iliadic Achilles and the Posthomeric Aias. This 
reading is encouraged by the fact that the Posthomerica is a poem where Aias 
often features as a second Achilles, although Aias as a hawk does not entirely 
stand for Achilles. Achilles himself against Penthesileia is thought of not as a 
hawk but definitely as a falcon against a dove (Posth. 1.572). Homer's description 
of Achilles pursuing Hector as a hawk pursues a dove (Il. 22.139-142) is close to 
Quintus' depiction. Yet at the moment of encountering Penthesileia, Achilles is 
not so much compared to a falcon by the narrator, but rather thought of as a falcon 
by Aias himself 
To focus on the similes of Aeneas only and to return to the reproach of the 
Greeks by Neoptolemus, I feel that by alluding to the Iliadic simile Neoptolemus 
consequently depicts the Trojan triumph as it appears in the Iliad and draws a 
portrait of Aeneas like the one in Homer: 
Il. 17.755 TCOV 8"' TE VaPCOV V600; F'-PXE'Eat 1JF'_ 1COXOtCOV 
Ol')XOV 1CE1CXA7OV'CF_;, O"CE nPO't'80)0-tV 'tOV'Ca 
1C PICOV, 0 'Cc agtlcpý(R 0' VOV 0' pet , PV' 06(yatV, t0E0t J 
'A' tqce ica'"Eiccopt icoupot'AXatCov (oq ap -on tvet t 
01'O'XOV XF_XXtOV'CE; '1'GaV, %ýOOVTO 8F'- Xa'pgll;. 
By having such a complex ramification, the simile that Neoptolemus utters seems 
to be a simile of a double nature. Not also the two similes but also the two 
narratives of Quintus and Homer come closer. In other words, it is not only the 
Aeneas of Quintus' narrative that fights like a hawk. There is also an intermediary 
step where Neoptolemus' words refer to the Homeric simile and so the two similes 
sound interchangeable. The Iliadic simile, then, could well 
describe the narrative 
of Quintus and lend to it its power as well as the whole nexus of characterisation 
and human fear or impetus that it bears. 
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Having completed the look at the bird- descriptions in the order they 
appear in the poem, I will now talk about the bird that features most often in the 
bird-similes of the Posthomerica, the crane. Though I have referred to similes of 
cranes in the above discussion, I here make a general point about the function of 
cranes in the poem. As in the Iliad, cranes in the Posthomerica stand for a crowd 
that produces loud and inarticulate sound, often at a moment of violent scattering. 
This function is obvious in most of Quintus' crane-similes: 
3.590-591 the Nereids lamenting Achilles 
5.298-299 the Trojans dispersing when pursued by Aias 
1.110- 116 the Trojans dispersing noisily when Euryalus throws a big stone at 
theM26 
13.104-107 the Trojan women wailing when Troy is in the hands of the enemy 
Similes of cranes in the Posthomerica. 
Conspicuously, the sequence of the four crane-similes falls into two pairs: an 
inner shell that describes the Trojan warriors at moments of fear and disorderly 
scattering, and an outer shell that describes women at moments of emotional 
tenderness and pain. 
I shall start with the inner shell and the depiction there of the male 
fighters, who are described not as cranes only but as geese or cranes: 
Posth. 5.297 colt 8'apyaX&o; Oopgovro 
Xilveo-tv Tj yepavoto-tv F-oticore;, ot; <, r'> bcopo-6cnj 
ate, To; Titoev 7rF-8t'ov icara Pomcogevotcrtv 
The literary tradition from Homer onwards gives several examples of the two 
birds occurring alongside27, even as victims of an eagle in particular at A 15.690- 
692 and of a golden eagle in Ael. NA 2.39. However, it seems that the particular 
example that Quintus has in mind, notwithstanding the unusual absence of sound 
in his simile, is Homeric. In Iliad 2.465 the Achaeans gather in the Trojan field, e'; 
n6t'ov (cL Posth. 5.299,11.111) as geese or cranes or long-necked swans. As in 
Posth. 5.298, the position of the birds is at the very beginning of the verse: 
R. 2.459 'ECOV S', 0)'ýf 6pvt, eo)v nereqvcov F-"OVF-a Tcoxxa, 
X, nvcov 7"1 'YF-Pav(OV lil, IC-olcv(ov 5o-oxtxo8F-t, p(ovl 
'Aot'(o(t) E-'v XctgCovt Ka-barptio-o agýlt p'E-'EOpa 
90 F-vOa icalt E"vOa norCovrat ayaXX6geva xrEplýyF-aotv, 
26 The image has affinities to Aesopica 297 (Babrius 26); also compare Posth. 8.387 and 
Aesopica 298 (Babrius 33). 
27 Apart from occurrences in Homer and Quintus, see Aesopica 228; Ael. NA 13.25; Arist. De 
audibilibus 800b23; also some examples in the CMG, and in Gr. Naz. MPG 37.1268A. 
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1cXayyij86`v 7rpojcaetý6'vr(t)v, (; gapayCi 8ETp- ketp)v 
Of course, the point of the two similes is different. Quintus stresses the scattering 
movement of the crowd as an immediate response to a violent attack. How this 
violence is perceived by the birds we feel in the contrasting description of their 
violated peacefulness: ijtmv n6tiov icara No-KogEvoto-tv. The epithet l'Itop-t; (for 
the uncertainty about its meaning, see LSJ s. v. ) is a very uncommon word in the 
Posthomerica, occuring only at 1.283 and 5.299, whereas of the verb Poalcogat, 
the participle at 5.299 is the unique example in the poem. Homer, on the other 
hand, stresses the birds' number and noise. However, by referring to the Homeric 
simile, Quintus' simile seems to share in the element of sound, too. 
The crane-simile that comes after the one already discussed, is as follows: 
t0 Posth. 11.110 wý 8' OTE ný -yepavotcn Tav-000, Yyotat XOÄ(Ooct'ý 
0,0poý avilp nF-8toto g' y aaxaxocov en, apo-opin 
8tV110aý RP-Pt'KpaTt' OOCOýKCtXa Vgf)püt ßOgla 
Äda ßäAj1 lcütTe-, vavTa, ötaoxF-öam 8' Imä p'0t'ý0) 
llept ICE7r"rctgF-Vctý ÖOÄIXUý (yTixctý, ai 59, ee-, ßovTctu, 
o"tÄA, TI 8' Etiý E', rF-'pijv F-IXEI, )gF-Vat C'tt'(Y(YOI)GI 
pNIt- ickayyil8ov, gaXa nayX-o icapoq icara icoagov tou(; at- 
By contrast to the previous crane-simile (5.298-299), the sound here is not only an 
element unequivocally stressed, but also emphatically expressed with a word that 
is not attested before Quintus, namely cav'600oyyot, and also with the adverb 
icXayyij8Ov that occurs twice in the poem and refers only to cranes (also of the 
Nereids at 3.590). It is true that the icXayyT1 as being associated with cranes, 
sometimes especially or almost exclusively with them, is well-attested in 
tradition28. Furthermore, the icXayy11 of cranes which represent the Trojans in 
particular is known from the very first lines of Iliad 3, where when advancing in 
the battlefield the Trojans are thought of as cranes (cf. Il. 10.523: TpCOO)v 8F'- 
1CXC(YYý'rF_Xa't' a'CMF, 'EOq6 TOIC108MRO; ): (OP 
11.3.1 al')ra'p EhEE't' ICOG4110EV 64' 1'JYF_AOVP_00-tV F'-lCaCYTOt, 
Tp@c; g6 ickayyfitf6oirýtflaav 6pvt()F,; 65; - 
, n-6, rp- nep ickay h yp-pdvcov nýket o-6pav6Ot icp6, 711 
difkEi OLV X6tgCOVa ýUYOV Kai &KOOMOV 6ROPOV, 
ICka'y'yfit Tai YE I&TOV'rat bC''QlCF-aVCýtO '06OW p 
av8pao-t nuygatiotat ýOvov Ka't lcýpct OE-, Po-ooat9 
t0 , qp-ptat 8' a'parat' ye icaidjv F'-'pt8a npooepowat- 
28 Ael. NA 1.44; AP 7.745.6 (of the cranes of 1bycus); Porph. Abst. 3.3.4; Sch. rec. Aesch. Th. 381 
Dindorf; Sch. Opp. H. 3.248; Eust. on A 1.46 (1.64.21-22), on Il. 3.3 (1.587.16-18); cf. A 2.463: 
KXayyil56v; AP 6.109.8 = Garland, v. 370: ickayp& [... ] yepawov (on the form ickay- as a 
correction of ykay- see Garland, n. on v. 370); cf. Nonnus D. 14.331-332. 
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By inference, the two crane-similes that describe the Trojans in the Posthomerica 
are in all probability linked to descriptions of armies as cranes in the Iliad. 
Having referred to the depiction of the Trojans as cranes, I shall now come 
to the outer shell and the cries of females in despair. We saw that Quintus has 
used uncommon diction in the crane-similes of his male warriors; in the crane- 
simile of the women of Troy he furthermore uses the unique verb avarptiý(O, of 
which there is not other testimony in the TLG. The image of cranes as portraying 
noisy females, though not Homeric, features in tradition: referring to Boi029and 
as it seems particularly to his lost Ornithogony, a work on human metamorphoses 
into birds, Athenaeus speaks of Gerana (<, yF_pavoq), a woman famous among the 
Pygmies. She did not respect the gods, and especially not Hera and Artemis, so in 
indignation Hera metamorphosed this arrogant woman into a bird which was 
destined to be hateful to the respectful PygmieS30. But the association of cranes 
with women is not exclusively Greek. In a myth of native Americans we hear of 
Cougar and his brother who live with two Crane Women. Hunting is impossible 
for Cougar, because the Crane Women sing and make so much noise that they 
frighten the game away. As a result, the brothers abandon the women and flee. 
According to C. Uvi-Strauss, "These noisy creatures [ ... ] are simply inversions of 
Thunder in the other versions, who is also noisy but susceptible in the sense of 
touchy"31. Conspicuously, in the American myth cranes are not only ilepooewot 
(Oppian H. 1.621; Triph. 353), sounding through the air, but perhaps precisely 
what Triphiodorus calls them (v. 355): alteX66a icF_icXuyVtat. 
In the simile of the Nereids, Quintus also portrays the noisy cranes as 
forecasting the weather. This element is not Homeric, but there is no doubt it is 
common knowledge to the Greek people and, furthermore, it appears in literature 
since Hesiod. Remarkable is the false etymology of the word: icalt yE-'pavoq o 
V 'vyfiv 'aivFtV32. ogopo; 1MO' Kupnvaticov, napar6Til P 
As a whole, Quintus' birds describe mainly victims of the war. It is 
noticeable that among the sufferers who are depicted as birds there are women 
from both the Trojan and the Greek sides. Some of these similes, for example 
Deidameia as a swallow and Laocoon's wife as a nightingale, are most 
memorable. There is a proportionally strong presence of women also in the deer- 
similes which I will discuss in the following section. There, however, the timid 
29 On Boio (Bd'to; ) see Dowden, and Schmidt. 
30 Athen. Deipn. 9.393ef. With minor changes, the same story is mentioned by Eustathius on II. 
23.660 (IV. 809.1f. ). See von Geisau; Celoria, comm. on Anton. Lib. 16; B6mer 1976, on Ov. Met. 
6.90. See also Dasen, p. 594, and for graphical representations in art see LIMC VII. 2,466f. 
31 p. 319; see also 313f. 
32 EGud. s. v. y6pavo; (p. 306.16-17 Stefanus; see parallels ad loc. ). For cranes as forecasting the 
weather, see Ael. NA 1.44,3.14,7.7; cf. Kidd, on Aratus 1075; 
Gerlaud ed. 1982, on Triph. 353; 
Arnott, p. 132; Pollard, p. 111. 
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and vulnerable deer, lacking the bird's capacity to be the assailant, flits more 
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naturally among animals that stand for characters condemned to doom or defeat. 
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11.3 
The deer 
In the Posthomerica, as in the Iliad, deer-examples occur in the narrative (Posth. 
1.25,6.140,6.223; cf. 11.1.225,8.248,8.249,21.486) but the majority appears in 
similes having a theme other than the deerl. The actual deer-similes that Quintus 
has are the following two. In the first simile we hear Achilles threatening 
Penthesileia, while in the second one the fatally wounded Achilles is still the lion 
that scares the deer (= Trojans). 
Posth. 1.585 o'u'8F-, yap o^u'8'a^u', coq ap- nav'lp &ct p'wwrat "Apqq 
'64 ýRC'Oev, Tt'aF-tq 8F'- icaico'v gopov, F--'opr' F'-V O"Peaut 
Keggdq 6gapTnuaaa 0008gllTýpt XýOVTt. 
f% T 90 Posth. 3.170 O)q 0a, 10. '10't 8' atiorre; IME-,, CpEoav, F--O'r F-V OPF-00-t 
ooo, y7ov eptopl, )Xgoto veopolt'UP046xFt xgovToq 
8F-t, xatot gý a Npa nF-0-0ý0, re; - 0"-); apa Xaot' Ey 
Tpo)o)vt'nnonoXo)v ij8'aXXo8an6v e'nuco-opow 
t -uma, ci, nv 'AXtXýo; lMocpogE-'F-(Yicov OgoicXýv 
F-XnOgF-VOt gtV F-'['F-ggF-V aVOl)Ua'COV. 
It is apparent that Quintus does not have very brief deer-similes as Homer does in 
order to comment on fear (R. 21.29 and 22.1)2. 
Quintus' mentioning of the timidity of the deer, then, is not new. Writers 
from Aristotle to ancients scholiasts and from Plutarch to Oppian have often dealt 
with the theme. The deer is also, like the hare, proverbial for its compensatory 
swiftness. Dio Chrysostom expresses this nicely in his Or. 9.16, after Diogenes 
has defined the deer and the hare as the swiftest and most timid animals: ou', K 
T 
ota0a, F', On, 6, rt co' caXo; 8etXtia; oilgedov E-'act; coi; yap ai'), roit; ýCoot; L 
crogPE'-P, qicc, caXt'o, cot;, re, F-tvat icat avav8pocacot;. In a similar frame of thought, 
Galen concentrates on the defencelessness of the animals: "since the deer and hare 
are timid animals, their bodies are fleet, but entirely unan-ned and defenseless; for 
swiftness, I think, befits the timid and weapons are for the brave, and so Nature 
did not arm the one at all or strip naked the other'13. 
It is therefore to be expected that Quintus' epithets for the deer cover these 
two features: timidity and speed. The only epithet he uses of a deer in a deer- 
simile is UiXato; (3.172; also of a dove at Posth. 12.18). Quintus' unit UiXctto; 
1 Posth. 1.616; 2.299,371; 4.221; 6.612; 8.178,363; 9.253. Cf. A 3.24; 10.361; 11.113,475; 
15.271,579; 16.158,757; 22.189. 
2 More deer-similes in 11.4.243 -245,13.102-104,22.189-192. 
3 De usu partium 1,2, trans. by May; cf Hesych. s. v. Tpýpwv: SFtX6vyap To' 
ýCqov, iccCt TaXý)- 
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veýpoq is not attested elsewhere. Aetikato; is the lengthened form of 8P_tA, 0;, and is frequently used of persons (so in LSJ); I think that in this light (owing to the 
human characteristics of the animals in the fable) we must see the several 
examples of 86'kato; in Aesopic speeches (Aesopica 25,74,86,128,131). The 
significance of 86'kato; is closer to the notion of "wretched, sorry, paltry, 
miserable", a notion seen in 8etko; as early as Homer. Though the epithet 
86'kato; does not occur in Homer, the phrase 86'Xatot [... ] neý-oýOre; (Posth. 
3.172) seems close to the Iliadic terms ouýctictvfi; (13.102) and neo-0ý6, re; (22.1), 
both of which refer to deer. Quintus finds the "8F_t'Xatoq deer" in the post- 
Homeric tradition, though, where 8F-t'Xatoq or 8F-tXo; describing animals are not 
scarce4. The most remarkable example is found in the Anthology: &-tRaro'et; 
eXdocov icepao; XoXo;, 86'Xatat (AP 9.244.1-3); cf. 8F_tXorF_pot icega8o; 
(App. Anth. 5.25.2 Cougny). 
More epithets for the deer occur outside deer-similes. The quite general 
term ayporF_pa5, which describes the icegga; at Posth. 6.612, is the only example 
of the epithet in the poem and it is worth mentioning that no earlier examples of 
the unit cryportpa icF_gga; exist. Yet the two words - though not connected 
occur in close proximity in ApolloniusArgonautica 2.696-697: " icega&ov 
$P '8otF aypo, rFp(ov ý&L _v / a' Cov, while the epithet is applied to the E'xaoo; by Homer ty 
(Il. 21.486 and Od. 6.133) and [Hesiod] (Scut. 407). The word aypompa also 
occurs in proximity with a compound of F'-'Xaoo; in Athenaeus: E'_Xa0,9P0Xov T' 
t 6. aypo, wpav / "AprEgtv 
Apart from 86'Xato; and aypowpo; that we have discussed, the epithets 
broadly used by Quintus, as by Homer, signify speed. Of the Homeric epithets of 
speed it is only o6mo; that Quintus uses (2.376; Cf. Od. 6.104: 6JKF_t'jj; eXa00tCF07. 
The only epithet of speed in an Iliadic deer-simile (11.113: EX60oto cCtXFt"q; ), 
used also of other animals by Homer8, occurs only twice and never of an animal 
in the Posthomerica. Quintus, instead, uses a variety of epithets signifying speed. 
His F'-Xaoo; is xpatnvil (Posth. 2.371), and this is a unit not attested elsewhere in 
ancient Greek literature. Kpat7rvo; is not used of an animal in Homer or the 
Homeric Hymns, but it is so used in Oppian's Halieutica (1.182,2.73,2.389). In 
[Oppian's] Cynegetica we read the following verses on how deer mate: 
C 2.198 OUT apa KF-KxtgF-pvot x0agaXoito-tv F17C, aveeo-t 7cotTI; 
4 For Seitkato; applied to animals: Theocr. Id. 4.13,14; Ael. NA 1.30,1.39,4.45; for BetM; used 
of animals: Arist. HA 488bI5, PA 667a2Of. 
5 See Chantraine, pp. 36-37. 
6 Deipn. 15.694d =ft. 886.3-4 PMG. On Artemis dyporep% see Chantraine, p. 37. 
7 Cf. A. R. 3.879: 6)Kcitat; icega8wat; [Opp. ] C 2.176: &cvn68(Ov ýXaocov. 
8 Cf. 11.8.248: Wooto raXeiij;, Od. 13.436: caXet W(Ooto. Also of dogs, horses (cf. "i 
, raXMokot) and birds. See Tebben 1994 and 1998, s. v. 
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NX-vrEpett; ýXaootortv ogtxa8ov eijvaýovcat, 
9% CEWE Rod%t icpatnv6itat OE, (Ov Elctixave, OE010MV, 
This passage can help our discussion, because it shows a definite link between the 
'X '(3 two words: the terms Ea -)Ootatv andKpal(3-)nveýtat not only occur in the 
same context, but [Oppian] gives them the same metrical position as well, so 
underlining their internal rhyme (-otat(v)). Cf. AP 15.27.15: ndoat [sc. veppofl 
KpaMV01t; [ ... I titgFvat noat'. At Posth. 2.376 the icF_gýta; is also (0'ic6ct, so 
forming a combination of words that is very uncommon in tradition. With the 
epithet in the superlative degree, the deer occurs in ft. 940 PMG: KF-ga; / 8pagCtv 
gev, wict(YTTI, 0-oE-Wol; 5thcqv (also quoted in Aelian NA 14.14). The unit also 
occurs in A. R. 3.879: d)icFAat; icF_gd8eaat. In general, the epithet is more often 
used of the E'Xaoo;, and as regards animals in general, it is mostly used of horses9. 
Quintus''Kegga; is also Owl (6.140,223). This unit is attested elsewhere 
only once, in Babrius (cited in Suda s. v. 0, qXofJv): F'-v g^60ot; * 1cF_P8F_0*t 01*006(ya 
Oo' icegdt;. The broadening of the Homeric word's semantic field (Homer almost 
exclusively uses it of ships and to a smaller extent of the night) and its association 
with animals had already taken place in epic poetry before Quintus and there are 
several examples of the epithet describing the F'-'Xaoo; in particularlO. 
On the other hand, the Iliadic deer is KF-pao; four out of seven times in 
non deer-similes. Such epithets of outward appearance of the deer are totally 
absent in Quintus, while not only Homer but also the Oppians have them 
extensivelyll. In fact, epithets referring to the deer's antlers can do more than 
describe appearance. They can ideally give an ironic shade in the context, because 
of the ineffectiveness of the antlers in case of danger, a problem considered in 
Libanius and in the fable12. Analogously, the epithets which signify swiftness are 
not a mere reference to the conventional swiftness of the deer. They can provide 
the irony that even the exceptionally swift animals do not escape death from either 
man or animals of prey (see Posth. 2.371f. )13. It is worth referring to Posth. 
6,223-224 where the epithet 6oll seems to be more than conventional. The phrase 
9 Of the deer, cf. Od. 6.104, cited in Chariton 6.4.6 and in Ael. NA 3.27 (cf. 4.21[30]; 4.52[28- 
30]); AP 9.311.1; Luc. Philops. 7. Of horses: see Tebben 1994 and 1998, sx.; cf. h. Ap. 262; Call. 
Del. 169 (see Mineur on Call. DeL 169); Theoc. 16.46. Cf. &d)iro8F-qInnot: Tebben 1994 and 
1998, s. v.; h. Ap. 265,270-271, h. Hom. 28.14; A. R. 1.147,3.1235. 
10 Of animals: A. R. 3.1318,1373; 4.86,1604,1666; Theoc. 2.49,25.134; Nic. Alex. 166. Of the 
"Xaýoq in particular: AP 5.19.6,7.247.4 (cited in Plut. Flam. 9.2); Theoc. 30.18. Cf. Or. Sib. 6 
I. 13.167. 
SeeKF-pa0v in 11.3.24,11.475,15.271,16.158. Cf Od. 10.158: -6NAicepow; [Opp. ] C 1.191: 
, Tav-uicpatpot(Ftv, 1.307: (Frt1cron08F-aa', 
2.13: arucrCov, 2.405: ravwcpat'potq, 3.88: e-kepdotg 
Opp. H. 2.290: Ppt00icF-po);; Pindar OL 3.29: Xpujoicepow; AP 6.231.8: Xpuaoicepo)v; 9.603.4: 
icaUiticep(ov. Cf. Or. Sib. 1.13.167: F-bicFpae), r' (see Geffcken ed. 1902, app. cr. 
). 
12 Lib. Prog. 8.8.9; Babrius 156b Crusius; Aesopica 74 (cf. 351). 
13 On the deer's swiftness, see Arist. PA 663a8f. On the vanity of its swiftness, see Aesopica 74, 
351. 
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Ooi'l no8a; in that particular context can specify the way in which (cf. 1.400: F'-v 
noatv ýgak&uvev) and also the speed at which the deer destroys. Thus, the reader 
of the Posthomerica must allow for a possibly ironic or at least complex character 
to the deer's epithets, whenever he feels that their tone - with the exception of 
8elikato; - is not in accordance with the role of the animal as a defenceless prey. 
True, we find this accordance in Nic. Ther. 101: vF-oaoayýo; 6'Mooto. Out of 
eight examples, this is the only time Nicander gives the deer a participle, not even 
an epithet. We must note, however, the peculiarity of this context: Nicander needs 
a freshly killed deer in his recipe for an aXeýqrýptov &, rat; (Ther. 100). 
As expected, the deer in the Posthomerica nearly always takes up the role 
of the victim, the aggressor being either the man or another animal. The deer on 
the armour of Eurypylus is the only exception to the idea of the fragile and 
threatened deer. Nevertheless, this icF-ggd; belongs to the description of the 
labours of Heracles and as a result it is destined to be beaten: 
Posth. 6.223 icegg&; 8' 60 11c"Clyco 00i'l ROSCE;, 11'r, &XF, -fFtV(0V 
CEtt0t, nF, PtKTt0V0)V tte'y' E"Mi VE'Co nacrav a' X031p. 
11C61, TT, jV gF-V XP1)(Y<F->oto 11CF-Paaco; 0'JPPtgo;, qP(j); 
ýP 0 agTCF-XF-v oil)Xogýevoto Tvop6o; Tweito-L)(Yav auTgijv. 
This pictorial image has affinities to the calf-simile that depicts Penthesileia in 
Book 1: 
Posth. 1.396 0); 8' 0, Roo, E'Poilev'ro; F'-' (YO) IC11noto eopoý)Ga 
X8oR, Vq0-UR1j8, o; laptn' notlIq F- F- F, Flt opctql 
11 P91tP -L), Cat C"CXXOE)F-V a'kk'9 (IVF, po; ob RUPE0VT0;, F-Tcemy 
crtvottrwiq #uTd' iccEvca vE-'ov gaka TqXeOo(ovca, 
XCft 'Ca, RE'V &P 1CaTE-, 8aVF-, 'Ca 8t E'V lrocrtv 1jgaX8-0vF-V - 
Quintus employs the verb ativogat only in these two similes. However, the 
association between them is more extensive than that. A whole part of the deer- 
simile resembles 1.398-399 (see bold type above). What is more interesting, the 
icF-gga; of 6.223-224, as the noprt; of 1.396-400, is one of the animals supposed 
to be weak and easily threatened, and least expected to do any sort of harm. In 
both examples Quintus belies the reader's expectations. 
Having discussed the exceptional simile of the destructive deer, let us now 
see the rule: the deer as a victim. While in similes as a whole the enemy of the 
deer is the hunter (1.615-618,2.371-376), the dog (6.611-612,8.363-364) and, 
when the deer is already dead, the beast (4.220-223,8.175-180), in the 
deer- 
similes proper the deer is threatened by the lion14, which in both cases represents 
Achilles (1.586-587,3.170-172). The lion appears in the same simile with the 
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deer also at 2.298-300 and 9.253. Whenever the lion occurs in a simile together 
with the deer, Quintus gives the account of a deer - alive or even dead - facing 
a direct and/or having suffered a realised threat from a lion: 
. osth. 
p 1.587 xeggaý 09uPTTIoaau ßo0891iTfiP1 XýovTt 
3.171 e60yyov Epißpý»Cgoto vF-ßpoirpog£-'ü)at Xýovroý 
9.253 o'n F-ino)v oigilop-, Xýo)v el')ý a'vz'ekaooto 
2.298 alre 0Cce / a'ge' F'-; £aeov ßF-ßaCoTa gF-, yav eoß£-'ovco Xýovra 
Deer and lions occurring together in Posthomeric similes. 
There is a remarkable difference in the way Homer describes the relationship 
between the lion and the deer as aggressor and victim. His accounts resemble 
Quintus' 2.298-299. In the Iliad the lion finds the young of the deer in its own lair 
and kills them (11.113-119; cf. Od. 4.335-339,17.126-130); it eats a deer which is 
% tIO 
already killed (3.23-26), to which the ancient scholiast reacts: moga gev Allpo; 
F-Ift VEICpof), ot, 8E aa I,, xxot IC061 E-'Ift ý(OVTWV* VEICPof) Ydp 0aut (YO)9 TO; 9' 
CI a7vuF-a0at kgovra (Sch. H. 3.23); it eats a deer which is killed by a hunter and 
desired by jackals (11.474-48 1; cf. 13.102-104, where the dead deer feeds jackals, 
wolves (cf. 16.156-163) and leopards); it seems likely to eat the deer after it has 
put hunters and hounds off the game (15.271-276; cf. the hunting similes at 
10.360-362,15.579-581,22.189-192); it fights against other lions for a deer 
already killed (16.756-758). In the Iliadic examples there are certain elements that 
reduce the lion's success. The fact that in several cases the deer is being hunted by 
hounds and men - correspondingly, the lion's presence and intervention reduces 
the man's pre-eminence and his successful hunt - or it has already been killed, 
as well as the fact that the lion finds its victims unexpectedly15 and/or effortlessly 
in its own place, are elements that render the lion a background threat for the deer. 
There is no encounter so direct as seen in the Posthomerica. Of course, the deer's 
death in these Homeric passages does reflect its helplessness but does not show 
the animal fighting for life. It is not surprising, then, that the Homeric Scholia do 
not associate the deer's death with its fragile nature and its role as a prey in 
animal-similes. Only once such a point seems to be suggested: o^U' 8F_tX0'; 0' 
9%t0 'O8-0GCyF_-0;, okt E, xaýqo F-1 lcaaTat - 01) Yap tax-60; 
8TIxontico, v 'To' Tý; 11apapoxfi;, 
a, XX a, rcov ogot, O)v na"garow. eavoli0i'l 
8F'- a -L)C o' v 6' X a' Et"K a' ýEtvaa6 '04111CRI 
, rOv 1ctv5-ovov (Sch. H. 11.475a). Quintus writes of dead deer, too, but his 
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defenceless deer, when still alive and anxious, is a more powerful and pathetic 
image. 
I will now show the special relationship among some dispersed deer- 
images in the Posthomerica. There are two sequences of this sort, the first of 
which refers to Penthesileia. The deer occurs thrice in Book 1, always related to 
her. As early as Posth. 1.25 Quintus mentions the deer that the Amazon failed to 
kill, namely the deer instead of which Hippolyte was killed by accident. When 
later Penthesileia faces Achilles, he visualises their confrontation by comparing 
her to a deer encountering a lion: 
Posth. 1.585 o^U'8E'-' yap o^U'8' a^U', rO; aF_ iraTilp e", rt p"oueTat "Apil; 
EEE ýý ýAýOEV, TIGE1,; 8E' ICaICO'V ROPOV, El' )r'EV O'PF-(Y(yt 
ICEARaq ogapTýGa(ya 0008411Týpt Xý, Ov'rt- 
We notice the similarity between this image and that of Achilles' son and 
Deiphobus at Posth. 9.253: o); ebrdov olgqae, )&o)v 66; a"vr' E'Xdooto. In Book I 
now, between the deer that Penthesileia failed to hit and the deer that stands for 
herself, there is a fine reversal of roles. Ironically, Penthesileia the lioness (1.315) 
and the deer-huntress is now threatened as a deer by the lion-Achilles. However, 
we can see the relationship between the Amazon and the deer as complete only 
when the narrator - in a simile that corroborates what Achilles foretold above 
describes how Achilles injured her fatally: 
(OV FV OpF_GGJV axovra Posth. 1.615 11 (J); Tt; (Y'COVOF-VTa Pax ,, " 
011plITTIP Emooto g6onv 5ta VT181)a xepo, 
Eacrugevo); 
The theme occurs again at 2.371-376, where Memnon is the Oilpnrlip and the 
E 11 71,61 Achaeans are the deer. It is worth comparing the F-'v O'pe, (Tatv &IcOvra P 'P 
Tq p-v opF-(Y(yt (2.371-372), and to the F_'Xdtooto (1.615-616) to the F', XaOotat / NP71 'P 
-on , aicovct at the end of verse 2.375. This correspondence of similes is an aspect 
of the strong link between the first two Books. Thus, at the verses I have just cited 
above (1.615-617) the poet-narrator repeats, after Achilles, the image of the deer 
for Penthesileia. From an aggressor of deer, then, she turns out to be a deer herself 
in her encounter with Achilles, exactly as Achilles threatens and as the narrator 
confinns. 
Yet in the relationship of the Amazon with the deer and deer-hunting there 
is an additional element of importance: it is Penthesileia's comparisons to 
Artemis, which are the only instances where the goddess is mentioned in the 
poem. According to I. Calero Secall, Quintus mentions Artemis only in order to 
praise the cynegetical qualities of Penthesileia16. Yet we should not disregard the 
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aspect of virginity in this parallelism of huntresses. Quintus' account of 
Penthesileia's relationship to deer-hunting is complete only when he compares 
Penthesileia lying dead to the sleeping goddess of hunting17 -a comparison 
appropriate for an Amazon Queen, after all: 
Posth. 1.663 icCtTo yapE-'v cF--L)XF-aat iccrua XOov o%q i'l-ofamipil; 
"Ap, cegt; im(00-uaa Ato';, rgico;, F-i), cF- icagi , lot 
yiAa icafolu'pea Raicpa Ooo-u'; Mkko-oaa Xbvca; - 
This is the last extended simile for Penthesileia in Book 1, though not her last 
simile - the Trojans will soon mourn for her as for a dear daughter: Tpccc; 
, rF- 0-6, yaupet ýUnv nF-ptic(oicI')aavrE; (1.800). The Amazon Queen's arrival in Troy 
originates in the sad hunting event of the missed deer and the death of her sister. 
In her death, Penthesileia is ironically seen as another Artemis resting after a 
successful hunting event. After the successive reversal of roles from a huntress to 
game, and back to a huntress, the circle of Penthesileia's presence in Troy is here 
complete: the tireless (aretpllq) huntress is now literally exhausted (, K gn(yt)18. a, 
The deer-image haunts the Amazon's life as an 'A8paorF-ta of some sort. It is 
interesting for our discussion of Penthesileia as a deer and as Artemis that in 
addition to Artemis' association with the deer19, the goddess' actual transformation 
0 into a deer is attested in tradition: lotge&tiaq 8E' icalt 'AXcoE-'co; yF-yovacrt icdt'8F-; 
'2, roý icai 'Eetc'tXmlý. o'Orot 89' ÜGE: ý ÖIETE-'EhIGCtV IrF-P't Tljv "APTF-gIV, KÜR' 7rOTE 
E TIJ 11 'vN" ' "xcte0v -, Coo 
'v' OF-' 1) a Til aýOV 
F-V gE'aý) Weell. Ot' ÖE-' Ica'raToýEI')ctv TIIV F, -Äaoov 1)noxctgßo, tvovTF-ý F, -, 
xa00v 
(Y, XXAXo, i)ý TtTpomovTeý (Sch. Pi. P. 4.156a Drachmann)20. 
To surnmarise what I have discussed above, I show the association of 
Penthesileia with the deer in Book I in the table below: 
25 Penthesileia, = the huntress 
(unsuccessful hunting of a deer) 
366 Penthesileia, = Artemis 
01 (Achilles speaking) Penthesileia a deer killed by a lion 7 5 8/ 
616 (narrator speaking) 
Penthesileia a deer 
17 Sourvinou-Inwood 1981,19: "Sleep may appear to us a natural metaphor for death, but Homer 
only uses it once (11.11-241). " 
18 Note the ironic juxtaposition of the two words at the end of Posth. 1.663 and 664. This is a 
point that M. Campbell first brought to my attention. 
19 See, e. g., Hunter 1989, on A. R. 3.879. 
20 Drachmann gives parallels ad. loc. 
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663-665 Penthesileia = Arternis the huntress 
(successful hunting of lions) 
Penthesileia and the deer in Posthonwrica 1. 
This association of Penthesileia with Artemis and the deer has another 
very refined characteristic. The image of the Amazon Queen followed by the 
Amazons at the beginning of Book I could have evoked the traditional 
comparison of a maiden and her handmaidens to Artemis and the attendant 
Nymphs. Being the Amazon Queen and as a result especially linked to Artemis, 
Penthesileia would have been, I believe, a better candidate for such a comparison 
than Homer's Nausicaa (Od. 6.102-108) or Apollonius' Medea (Arg. 3.876-884)21 * 
Instead, Quintus leaves the simile of Artemis for the solitary end of Penthesileia, 
while at the early stage in Book 1 he prefers to compare her to Selene among the 
stars and to Eos among the Horae who accompany her: 
Posth. 1.36 aXX' d'pa naaa(ov ggy'imetipeXe rlevOeaUcta. 
(j)q 8' o, c'a'v'oi')pavov e-op-ov ev darpaut Sita aeXývTj 
ex7rpeicet ev 7cavrF-oo-tv aptýýXn yFyavia, 
aitftý-poq &agýtpayF&, ro; AiM06 ve 0 F9lo)v ýpt8olý)7, W)V, 
e*o, r avegew 6581 -voq geya Xappov a t'wuov , lot gF 
Vk tf ,, 
fp10 0)ý 717 EV 7cacmo-t gETEIEPEnEv EacrogEvi'lo-tv. 
fp Posth. 1.48 otil 8' alcagacoto lcarepxerat OU'V)g7coto 
0 ep 'Hc'oq gapgapeotatv ayaXXoge'vij Ope'va; t7cirot; 
i2pacov ger EIMXOICagCOV, gF-'Ca 8E OotOt na0at; 
11 "' C, ptp elc7cpMet ayxaov F-too; ctg(ogllcot; TCEP F-0,0(; at;, 
, rot, n HevOcaOxta gokev 7cor't Tpo)tov davo 
00'tV. e '40XO; F-v naonotv'Agaý' 
Comparisons of a woman's beauty to a heavenly body are not scarce. The reader 
can easily recall Sappho's simile of the Moon, which depicts the excellence of a 
girl in fr. 96.6-8 Voigt. It is the same line from Sappho's verses d"); 7col 6F-Xio) 
810v, ro; Ct Opo8o8aiCooko; <oF-XaVVa> (fr. 96.7-8) to Musaeus' account of Hero's 
gleaming face, old cc Xe-oiconapI ýXXouoa (YeXývq (57, Kost ed. 197 1) '10; F-navCE 1) 
and hence to Quintus' comparisons of Penthesileia to Selene and elsewhere in 
Greek poetry22. Penthesileia's comparison to Eos (Posth. 1.48f. ) is of a quite 
21 On Nausicaa as Artemis, see Garvie, on Od. 6.102-9; Heubeck et al., on Od. 6.109. On the 
similes of Medea and Nausicaa compared, see Campbell 1983, on A. R. 3.869f.; Hunter 1989, on 
A. R. 3.876-86, where he also discusses Medea as Artemis. 
22 See Kost, on Musae. 57; Gerlaud, on Triph. 514-521 (ed. 1982, pp. 150-151). Of the thematic 
parallels that Gerlaud cites, light expresses not only beauty but also eroticism 
in two similes of the 
5' 0; Uev) and at Nonnus D. 38.122-124, where Clymene Moon: at h. Ven. 89 (v. 91: 'AyXitaqv F-p et 
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Hellenistic flavour. In the Iliad Homer mentions her only in association with the 
coming of the new day and does not give her more than a couple of verses. 
Calero Secall (1994,93) points out this difference between Homer and Quintus, 
and notes that Eos' activity in Homer is an exclusively cosmic one. 
However, artfully and ironically enough, both the point and the diction of 
the Posthomeric similes allude to the tradition that Quintus refused to imitate, 
Homer in particular. So, Posth. 1.48 = Od. 6.102: o't-q 5' "AprF_gt; F_T'(Yt icar' 
0 "PE IIAýi, X, 001(yt; ,U 0(ý3; Posth. 1.49 = Od. 6.104: rF-p7rogevil xanpotat Kat coic6ij; F_ a 
Posth. 1.53 Od. 6.108: 'Cia 8'aptyv m'11 nE_'XF_, cat, icakalt 86 cF- nitoat; Posth. P 
1.38 and 41 Od. 6.109: ("o; il y'agotnokotat gF_, TE7cpE7CF_. Vian (on Posth. 1.48- 
53) points out this allusion but the general nature of his notes does not encourage 
him to comment on its significance: "Les v. 48-53 sont une transposition de ý 
102-109". The traditional epithet F_'-onkoKago; at Posth. 1.50 is also of conscious 
Homeric flavour. Quintus shows his innovative attitude elsewhere by granting the 
Horae the form nok-ua%8ý; which is a hapax legomenon (2.658)24. The traditional 
diction adopted by Quintus is intended to underline his conscious and creative 
distance from his models. That is, the poet alludes to the well-known similes, only 
to make his own difference from them manifest. 
The second pair of dispersed deer-similes is particularly related to attacks 
prompted by Eurypylus and Neoptolemus in Books 6 and 8. The deer, which is 
not the main theme of the similes, is again seen as a victim. As in the sequence of 
similes for Penthesileia above, a reversal of roles takes place here. So, in the first 
simile the Trojans chase the Achaeans in the way dogs chase deer: 
Posth. 6.611 'Tolt 8' EoEhrovco KA)VE; (1); aPYtO8OVT6; 
%I" X11V. KF-Rgamv a7PoTF_P1, JC; t lCaT ayKF-a RalcPa )cat -L) 
In the second simile the roles are reversed: the Achaeans are the "dogs" that 
enov, co the Trojans like 
Posth. 8.363 icega8eao-tv 
o, TPTJPO, t Ica'r, O"Peaý1 ICIOVF_; ýXxtqý'Vot diypilq* 
It is noteworthy that the first simile describes the reaction of the Trojans to the 
exhortation of Eurypylus which is cited just before the simile (6.602-608). 
Respectively, the second simile describes the response of the Achaeans to their 
encouragement from Neoptolemus. This encouragement took place before the 
action described in the simile, but it is mentioned exactly after the simile, in the 
is viewed and desired by Helios. The light-imagery in the latter passage 
(D. 38.113C) contains 
both fire reflecting erotic passion, and moonlight describing beauty that evokes eros. 
23 Garvie, on Od. 6.102-4: "this rather unusual way of introducing a simile". Cf. the use of 010; 
in 
similes about deities or mythological beings at Posth. 2.208; 3.392; 5.641,644; 
9.218. 
24 See Calero Secall 1992 (Ep. Fem. ), 45; 1993,135,135 n. 15; 145. 
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apodosis (8.365-367). The only deer to occur between the aforementioned pair of 
similes is again related, in the most direct way this time, to Eurypylus and 
Neoptolemus who are likened to Oýpeq, which 
Posth. 8.178 [ ... I F'-Xaooto nF-plt icrage'vo-o novhovTat 
The structure of the overall picture is given in the table below: 
6.602-608 Eurypylus encourages the Trojans 
6.611-612 the Trojans against the Achaeans = dogs against deer (iceggdt; ) 
8.175-180 Eurypylus and Neoptolemus fight like beasts over a deer (F'-'Xaýo; ) 
8.363-364 the Achaeans against the Trojans = dogs against deer (1<Fqtýtd cc 
8.365-367 Neoptolemus encourages the Achaeans 
Ae deer in relation to Eurypylus and Neoptolemus in Posthomerica 6-8. 
In addition, the deer took the most beneficial role of nourishing Eurypylus' father 
Telephus (6.140) and it is also depicted on his armour in the most destructive role 
that this animal has in the poem (6.223-224). This antithetical pair of the 
beneficial and destructive deer is further linked to the noun-epithet unit, which 
occurs only in 6.140 (OoA L ... ] iceggaq) and 
223 (icF-ggaq [ ... Ooil). 
Thus, we have seen that the deer in Book 1 is associated with Penthesileia 
and her destiny in Troy, while the deer in Books 6 to 8 is related to the most 
important characters in these Books, namely Eurypylus and Neoptolemus. While 
in Book 1 the deer is an integral element in a nexus of death, in Books 6 to 8 it is 
associated with the fragility of the Trojan success. Neoptolemus kills the hope that 
Eurypylus inspires, as Achilles killed the hope inspired by Penthesileia. 
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11.4 
The swine (UA^);, 0' / Y. Unpo;, 0") 
I will discuss the swine irrespectively of its wildness because Quintus' similes of 
wild and domestic swine are interwoven. The "swine" has various metrical 
positions. Yet it is apparent that compared to the domestic "swine", the wild 
64swine" is generally placed earlier in the hexameter. An obvious reason for this is 
that the formulaic phrase "either a swine or x", which refers to wild swine, occurs 
at the very beginning of the verse. In the Iliad, the majority of the examples 
occurs in the first half of the line. 
Quintus describes the wild swine with epithets that he either uses sparingly 
or has never used to describe an animal before: 0'Pptgo;, aicagaro; (cf. 11.16.823: 
a, Kdga; ), aypto; (cf. Il. 8.338,9.539), and apyto8ou; (cf. Il. 9.539)1. The last of 
these epithets is repeated for a domestic swine at Posth. 14.33 (also of a dog in a 
simile at 6.611) and seems to be typical of the swine, whose teeth are often 
described (see p. 158 below). As to the epithets Optgo; and axagaro; (which he 
employs many times), this is the only time Quintus uses them of an animal. Of the 
very few examples of kpto; in the Posthomerica, only two examples describe an 
animal: a wild swine (6.396) and a goat (11.484), both in similes, the former 
being in the same metrical position as in Il. 8.338 and 9.539: (4-)a'ypto;. Quintus 
also uses the expression Oflpe; icpaTepot' to refer to swine and lions at 6.535. 
A thing that cannot be accidental is that - with the exception of the swine 
in the cage, which represent the Atreidae (6.532-536) - the swine, wild or 
domestic, describes the Trojans. What I suggest is that the image of both wild and 
domestic swine in the Posthomerica traces the sad lot of the Trojans and their 
course from resistance to doom. In the Iliad, on the contrary, ten out of thirteen 
swine represent Greeks, while the Trojans are just the exception: H. 7.256-257 
(Aias and Hector), 12.41-48 (Hector), 17.21-22 (Panthus' sons). Of course, there 
is a contrast between the more than ten "boars" in the Iliad and the two "boars" in 
the Posthomerica (2.249,6.396). The primary function of the swine to depict 
quite strictly the course of the Trojans to destruction prevents Quintus from 
thinking of them as valiant boars. Vice-versa, the swine in the Posthomerica is 
suitable for representing the Trojans because it is a brave and resisting animal, but 
certainly not to the degree it is in Homer, and not as effectively, save for 2.575f. 
Expressive of this are the verbal forms that Quintus uses for the swine: 
1C'rF_itVoV, T' (3.277); gaitveT' (6.397); [sc. arp*&, T'] (6.532), 8ap8dnrovatv 
- tP 9P tP (6.536); [sc. 0oPe, 6gF_vot] (8.238); ano(yae-uilat, rou 89 taraTat daicero; opgil, 
Vre [... ] gegaCko;, "yet [ ... 
I Wvra; (9.240f. ); E', KrF-'vovco (13.129); o" 00-t 
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REPITPiýovat (14.36). In the Iliadic swine-similes, apart from verbs that signify 
defence there are verbs that express more vigorous and effective motion than in 
the Posthomerica (H. 11.325): gE-'ya Opove'ovuF_ ne'", cov; (12.42L) (; 'TpEoerat 
(; OEVF_! OXF-gectivow, o^U' cappCt, ol')8E' Oo O6, Tat, [... ] arpE_'OF_, rat 
nF-tp, n, dýcov; (17.283) p'ijt8t'(oq F-', KE-'8aaaFv ýXt4agevo;. By contrast, Quintus'verb 
8ap8aXroucrtv is the one that visualises threat most powerfully. The verb appears 
in an exceptional simile: the animals are not set in their natural environment but 
kept in a cage and thus threat is unden-nined. In general, the role of the swine in 
the Posthomerica (as in the Mao is quite delicate: it is neither the first to attack 
nor a victim. The verbs express defence and brave resistance. Whether it faces 
hunters (2.282f., 6.396L) or other wild animals (9.240L), the difficult position of 
the swine does not enable it to be particularly threatening. 
As one of the ways to visualise the Trojans' course towards doom, Quintus 
creates an effective interaction between narrative content and form: he arranges 
the swine imagery in groups which form a striking pattern of shells and pairs of 
siml es. 
Instances of the "swine" Posthomerica 
A,: ring composition I (swine or bear) 
B: similes of hunting in Book 2: Memnon 
2.575-579 
2.248-250,2.282-286, 
2.575-579 
Cj: ring composition H (slaughtered swine) 3.276 
D: first pair of similes: Eurypylus 6.396-398,6.532-536 
E: second pair of similes: the Trojans 8.238,9.240-244 
C2: ring composition H (slaughtered swine) 13.127 
F, +F2: similes of the female 
A2: ring composition I (swine or bear) 
14.33-36,14.317-319 
14.317-319 
The succession of swine-images in the Posthomerica. 
We observe that the second and the very last swine instances in the Posthomerica 
(A, +A2) are thematically linked and form an outer shell that constitutes both a 
frame and an integral part in the succession of images. The second step (B) in this 
succession of images is the similes of hunting in Book 2; the role of the swine is 
very important here. I will endeavour to show that there seems to be a relationship 
among these similes of hunting, and I will also point out the way in which 
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Memnon is associated with them. This scheme is followed by a ring composition 
which delineates the Trojans' death (CI+C2). The ring encircles two pairs of 
swine-similes which depict the misfortune of Eurypylus in the war (D) and that of 
the Trojans after Eurypylus' death (E). Next, the swine-similes applied to female 
Trojans bring the scheme of doom to a climax (F, +F2). The capital letters in the 
discussion that follows refer to the table above. 
(B) Seen as a succession of images, the first three "swine" in the 
Posthomerica form an ascending scale of the animal's resistance. All three 
examples come from non swine-similes of Book 2. First, a lion attacks a boar, of 
which we read: icemptico, 65; p'a icat auro; P-vavTtov olt& gaXeaOat (249). In the L 
second image, which is one of hunting, the swine realises the aforementioned 
potential for resistance: 6' 8' agýow_'pot; enopwuoa; / ftgCo gatg(b(ov'rt Ptillv 
anag-ove, rctt dtv8pCbv (285-286). The third image takes the potential of the swine 
even further and speaks of a swine which has killed a hunter: aype-oTllpo; evt 
ý, uko'Xouut 8ag&ro; / 1-1 mo 0%; llF'-' XýOvpco; I'm 0% PXOOWPý, OUYE'v-000-t (575-576). 
Now, the first hunting-simile in Book 2 describes Thrasymedes and 
Phereus dashing against Memnon: 
Posth. 2.281 Mp-gvovo; (opgj"actv av' atigacoevprct xu8otgov- 
w; 8'6, cav &ypeurýpF_; &va 7rrA')Xa; -0 F-o(; a; , X71, 
ovpeoq 11Xtodcoto XtXatogevot geya Npqq 
71 oruoq il apicroto icacarctov atacY(t)cyt 
iccetvegevat gegaenF_q, o8 agýocepotq bcopovoa; 
OugCp gatgOJO)VC t aicag, 0vF_, cat a, v8p6v Lt 
Te<g, >M, RVCt)vWVF_F_VgF_YOE, TO, t8EOiaYXt (J); 'To Ev F_ 0 
P TO VTt <11CaTCC>KTaVF_F_tv F-81)vav TIX-Ooov, akxa 4tv 0" 
Memnon takes up the role of the hunter in the next simile: 
f- 0)ý 8, OrF Tt; 1cpatnvT 'irtop, aooto-t e t(ya; F-X' Posth. 2.371 
011PTI'MIP F-V OPF-CFCFt XiVCOv F_V, [oOE)F_V F-Pepcov 
Uamv aYPOg6V1, JCRV 6; 1')(YT6T<t>Ov 
80' XOV ('1701; 
atjý, Tl& WoTqTt, Kove; 8' Fý_nticayXaXomt 
Xcticrt6covrFq, 0" IM' CWOV'Ut 1CUKVOV 1) 0 
KF-RR' t' vcd (Yt ý6vov (PTOVOEVICE Tt'N(YtV* (143tv CJ)K aT13 0 
MýgVWV F_8atýE ICOX16V (Y'TPa'COV 
In the last simile the unlucky hunter (Memnon) has been killed by either a swine 
or a lion. The simile describes the Aethiopians: 
''Avlgototv 00 '81*9EvOl NM/%ýa, Posth. 2.574 EICOVE E 
t EVTO; (b; 8' o'T<av> dyPEUTýPO; F'-V't 
41JXO'XOtGt 8CCR' 
1% EVUGGI -Q i: Y10 60 1ý1 Fý_Xýovco; URO' DXOCMPý, (Yt 7' 
(56ýtl ()CEtp(igEvot goYE , 00P, (00tv F'-'Cd'tPot av pot F_ 
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ctXv'ugF-vot, geca 8F- aot icuvF-q noOF-ovrF-; avaiact 
ICV-Oý, qOR6 eOE, _noVrC(t t C(vtT1P11; EVEIC WON* 
By the way, the hunter in Posth. 2.575f. may also be seen as the antithesis of 
P A. PI% Homer's hunter who ic-6va; apyto8ovca; / aFui k' 6typocepq) aut ICCUC (9 IJE tj E pt Xý, ov, rt (H. 11.292-293)3. These hunting-similes of Posth. 2 are interlinked with 
those in Posth. 1. Thrasymedes and Phereus are described as the first, if not the 
only, unsuccessful hunters we encounter in the poem (cf. Posth. 7.464L, where 
the hunter's ineffectiveness is not so obvious). Their game, Memnon, is compared 
to the only dead hunter in the Posthomerica. It is apparent that Memnon passes 
from the role of game (282L) to the role of the hunter (371L, 575Q, in the same 
way as Penthesileia does in Book 1. His image apparently forms a parallel to the 
image of Penthesileia as an unsuccessful huntress. Both she and Memnon are 
likened to hunters in their death. But the reversal of roles extends further: it is 
R subtly ironic that Memnon is killed i'l avo'; i'IF'- XE-'ovco; iono PXoO-Opfiat'YEv^O(YOt 
(576), that is, by the very animals to which he is compared throughout Book 2. 
For he is compared to a lion in 2.248f., to a swine in 282f., and finally to a lion in 
298f. The OF-peknt; ally of Troy fails to retain the status of the brave swine. He is 
killed by a swine, so obeying, it seems, some ironic Fate. The way in which the 
swine images interact shows Memnon's fall as unavoidable. Similarly, 
Penthesileia in death is compared to Artemis as a huntress of lions (1.663-665), 
while the lion is the animal that threatened her earlier, during her comparison to a 
deer (1.587). 
Furthermore, the fatal hunting activity in Book 2 also constitutes an 
antithesis to the triumphant hunting performance of Achilles as a hunter in Book 1 
(615-618). Achilles the hunter kills the huntress Penthesileia, and so he kills the 
hunter Memnon. In addition to relating Memnon to Penthesileia, Quintus makes 
the contrast between Memnon and Achilles more vivid by giving a linking point: 
Memnon is E-'ntOptaaq ekdootat / "pnrilp (2.371-372), while Achilles is 
"p, nTijp F-Xaooto (Posth. 1.616). In addition, Paris compares Achilles to a keen 
-t 11 hunter even when he lies dead (3.203): av8pt' 7roX'L)1cgijT(q gofEpllq entt(yTopt 
"pi1q. This linking point subtly underlines the fact that Memnon finally fails to 
equal Achilles and rather tends to be Achilles' game. 
(CI+C2) What follows the similes discussed above is a ring composition 
which delineates the Trojans' doom. The first simile refers to the Trojans killed by 
Aias round the body of Achilles: 
Posth. 3.276 guptiot EIV ICOvtIqCftv, 07CO)ý 0-1, )F-q agoi Xýovra, 
p9 'KTF-tVOVT ' 
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The second simile describes the Trojans being slaughtered by the Greeks, who 
have now captured the city: 
10 Posth 13.127 61 8'(c);, r'aOvetcýto (n)Eq'KaTa 8o)gar , avaicro; 
9P et t i%Ct7CiVTJV XCWýWIV O't7CF-t'PtTOV F-V'r1UVOVTO; 
4-Optot F-KCF-tvovlco 
This simile reminds the reader of the first line of Book 13, which opens thus: 015' 
ap' ava TurokieOpov E'86p7w-ov. The feast in the simile describes in a bitterly 
ironic way the outcome of that tragic and unreasonable feast of the Trojans. Not 
surprisingly, in 13.129 the Trojans are compared to M'F-; slaughtered for the needs 
of a feast, while a few lines later Quintus ironically mentions that cm%dyXvcC Cro(Ov 
are left from the Trojans' own feast (13.149). In an equally ironic way, the simile 
in 13.127-128 also recalls the royal feast that Priam offered to Penthesileia: 
Posth. 1.88 icat' oit 56pnov E'-', ue-o4F, navF-ti8arov, Oltov E'-'5o-uo-t 
'K1)8a%tR0t p-'E)vF-a 8iqcoaavcF-; 
8at'V-uv, c' F'-V0aXbqatv a'YaXXogF-vot7CEPt Vt'Kll;. 
A reversal of roles is apparent in this simile: Priam is not F'-'OvFa 8,9 M'a on the 
contrary, he is the king of a city in a state of siege. The phrase 8atwovr' F-v 
OaXti, go-tv aiyaUogevot could very appropriately describe Priam and his people 
not in Book 1, but in Book 13. On the other hand, in 13.127-128 King Priam's 
people are compared to swine that are killed for a king's feast; it is the conqueror 
that now rules. The shift of roles between the two similes of a feast vividly 
follows Troy from some initial moments of hope and joy to her final doom. 
In the two similes of the inner ring composition (3.276,13.127) the 
repetition of the phrase g-optot (E- 'Vovu'(o) is unmistakable. However, despite i ')icret 
the same wording, the identical action (the killing of the victims) underlines some 
remarkable differences. First of all, there is a difference both in the nature of the 
swine and in the agent of its doom: on the one hand, the wild swine is killed by 
the valiant lion, while on the other hand the passive and manipulated domestic 
swine is killed for a king. Moreover, there is a difference in locale, the contrast 
between the openness of the battlefield and the confinement of the city: F-'v 
lCovil %8' ar'. All these points of contrast are interrelated and can be , qatv - icara cog 
discerned in the position of the phrase gvptiot (E-'), Kret'vovC(o). In the simile of 
Book 3 between the word gvptiot and the verb VCEt'V0V'r' the scenery of the fight is 
revealed: E-'V 'K0Vt'1, JGtV, onco; oi')F-; agolt Xeovra. The distance between the words 
g-optot and xTF-ivovr' implies a temporal distance. It sounds as if the swine did not 
fall immediately but after some resistance. This is associated with the wild nature 
of the animal in this simile. On the contrary, the domesticated swine in the second 
simile is utterly passive and killed with neither difficulty nor delay, as the 
succession of the words g-optiot EhcTF-t'vovro seems to imply. It is apparent, then, 
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that the similarity between these two instances of the swine-imagery effectively 
sustains and highlights the gap between the decent death of the Trojans as fighters 
on the one hand, and their pathetic death as deceived and helpless people, on the 
other. 
(D) Within the shell of the aforementioned similes of death, we discern 
two more pairs of swine-similes. The first pair comprises two extended similes in 
Book 6 which are almost successive as there are only three short similes between 
them (Posth. 6.410,466 and 477). The first of these two extended similes refers to 
Eurypylus rushing at Machaon4: 
Posth. 6.396 aXX 65ý t Tiq TE X&M "'I ('YYptoq ol5peo-t ica7rpoq 
gatve, T' F', vt ge'aaotcFtv, eft); Ic bctovrct 8agdooij 
o; pa gtv ovraae npdno; unoo0agevo; 8t' o'gUou, 
, Ta F_ En 0 & Opov6o)v i 6po-o(YF- MaXc'tovt 
Just a few lines after this simile Quintus compares Eurypylus to a lion in the 
description of Machaon's death (6.4l0):, q'ptnF_ 8' 6); 6', rE cavpo; b7co yvaOgoitut 
XE-'ov, ro;. The short simile apparently alludes to the extended one that directly 
precedes it. 
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The second extended simile refers to the Atreidae surrounded by both 
Eurypylus and a number of Trojans. Vian (on Posth. 6.531-537) is right that here 
the Atreidae are encircled as Odysseus is in Il. 11.401-425. 
Posth. 6.531 TO't 8'E'V REGGOtOW E-'OV'rF-; 
Pf (Y'CP(06V'r" el')'Ce Orli'eq AECY(P EPICEI I'JE X-60VTEq 
9P 'qAa'Ct 'C6 o'C' a'VCCIC'CEq aoxxi(TOO)O, avep M'oliq' 
I 0ý apyax&ý 8' F-U60t Kalco" V 'CF--OXOVrEq 90XEOPOV 
"Pcr, tv Imo lcpa'cepcýtq' Ot 8 EPICEO; F-VTO; EoVTF_q 
8RCOaq 8aP8an'Co'U(TtV' 0''Ct'; (Yoto-tv eYYI'); 'tICIJTat- 
t% el 
(I)q oty, -tv ' _(Ymog' 86týov. 
F-V gemyoto F-71F EVO-0q E 
We note the rhyme -eovrEq in vv. 531,532 and 535, where there is also assonance 
and alliteration in the succession of the words F'_'picF_o; E-'vro'q Eovcp-q. Assonance or 
alliteration in either a few successive words or a semi-verse is common in 
Quintus. For example: the assonance of /e/ in 532, of /a/ and /o/ in 533, of /V in 
534, of /r/ in v. 535, and finally of /8/ in the first half of verse 536 and of /i/ in the 
second half of the same verse. We also note the repeated sounds in the two 
adjacent but juxtaposed terms E-'v ge'coot(; tv, referring to the Atreidae, and 
bceamogewo-oý, referring to their opponents (537). The role that is initially given 
to Eurypylus (6.397) is later taken up by his opponents, Agamemnon and 
Menelaus. The Atreidae are E_'v gt'ooototv (6.531), an obvious reference to the 
Cf. Il. 11.324-325,12.146-150. 
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phrase &i gE_'aaot(ytv (397) of the preceding swine-simile. This phrase is soon 
illustrated by the words ge'a(o eipicel (532) and e"piceo; elvro; (535). Quintus does 
not present animals in a cage elsewhere. The simile describes the most dangerous 
swine in the Posthomerica, though the animals are in a cage and their full 
aggressive potential is hindered. The Atreidae's hindered potential is expressed in 
the lines that follow the apodosis of the simile (6.538-539): 6XV o^u'8' 05; gEvo; 
F-tXov e'eMogevot' 7cep &X-64at, / et' gi'l Te-3icpo; ucctvF_ xalt Uogevei); Otiftgo; - (E) The two swine-similes which follow, refer to the Trojans in their 
confrontation with Neoptolemus. This is the second and last pair of similes before 
Quintus starts completing at 13.127 the circle of death which started at 3.276. The 
first simile of this pair occurs in the context of the Trojans' flight (8.217-236) after 
Eurypylus' death: 
1P 90 Posth. 8.237 icat' vu icF- Tpo)tot ute; Eao) moX, 6)v &Othcorro, 
9% P no, prtF_; F_"0, rF_ Xý, orra 0oPF_-6*evat ii moF_ o ; *Ppov 
These lines constitute the final part in a succession of similes that highlight the 
pre-eminence of Neoptolemus (8.222f. ). This short simile seems to prepare the 
ground for the next swine-simile, which is extended. This short simile is also 
recalled when we read the simile applied to Andromache in 13.258-263. These are 
not the only similes in the poem where a lion occurs in the same context with a 
heifer (also at 7.486-492); however, only in these similes does the heifer stand for 
Trojan characters during the same stage of the war, namely after the last ally of 
Troy, Eurypylus, has fallen. Yet we must not overlook the fact that 7.486-492 is 
in an antithetical relationship with 13.258-263. On the one hand, there is the 
effectiveness of the Achaeans- shepherds in keeping their heifers safe from a 
predatory lion, and on the other hand the cows and heifers of the Trojans- 
shepherds exposed as a Popa to lions and other beasts. 
The second simile sheds light on the psychological and intellectual state of 
Deiphobus at the moment when he sees Neoptolemus: 
E ope Posth. 9.240 0-); 89 o"Ve 0-ij; ,V cFo-t venlyevecov ano rbcvow 
e01 eCoa; a7ro(yaplýno*t, X&ov &F_, repcoft oavebi 
9P )96Vo; 1 Toi) t eilcnoftv CuM, VfaraTat d(ygero; OP411 
01)Te 7cpou(j) gega(ko; F_, T ExeCREV olyc ap, 07MY00), 
"yF-t 8'a0pto(ovra; 1'Mo yvaegcýto-tv o'8ovTa; - 
The physical reaction of Deiphobus has already been visualised a few lines 
earlier, in the memorable image of fire stopped by water in 9.235: F'_'aTn, 
kco; ný)P 
cttvov, 00' 168aTo; F-yy^u; txilTat. It is Deiphobus' inner state that the sim e 
in 
9.240-244 describes. In the same manner, the Iliadic swine-simile at 13.471f. 
describes the reaction of Idomeneus to the view of Aias rushing at him: 6XV 
^0 -(3 . tv 
dtxxt nEnotoo);, I o; Ire REVEt o); gE-vF-v. The 0 "re rt; 0* 0 PE Egev, 0); 
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two similes are integrated into their narrative contexts in different ways: the 
Iliadic simile is evoked by the verb E both the simile "gF-vF-, which is repeated in 
and the apodosis. The Posthomeric simile, on the other hand, is evoked by 
Deiphobus' dilemma (9.238-239): rof) 8' d'pa ftgo'q iono' Opea'tv 6'pRatvF-CFXev 
d"XXOTE gEV OF-U"YEW, O''rF'- 8' a'v F-tpo; avca gdXF-aOat. It is only as the simile 
progresses that the decision of Deiphobus is revealed. It is also emphasised in the 
apodosis (9.245): 63'; -oto; I-1ptagoto [ ... ] gt'gvF-. Thus, the simile in the 
Posthomerica looks forward. Not only does it illustrate the narrative but it also 
brings a new aspect to it. 
The two images in pair (E) are interrelated: in both similes, the swine 
stand for the Trojans - Quintus illustrates the Trojans' bewilderment effectively 
by moving from the group of Trojans to the individual figure of Deiphobus 
while the lion represents Neoptolemus. The structure of the passages where the 
similes occur is in each case the same. Both similes are preceded by the focus 
placed on Neoptolemus. This is accomplished through the successive similes that 
glorify Neoptolemus in 8.222f., and through Deiphobus' fear of Neoptolemus in 
9.234f. Moreover, both similes are followed by a speech: Ares and Neoptolemus 
exhort the Trojans (8.256-266) and the Achaeans (9.275-283) respectively. Before 
this exhortation to the Achaeans, Neoptolemus also addresses Deiphobus twice 
(9.248-252,261-263). 
A remarkable point is that both swine-images in pair E display the weak 
position of the swine, as has been seen in the ring composition in C1+C2 above: 
there is not any transition from hope or success to doom as we saw in the 
examples of Memnon (B above) or Eurypylus (D above). This conspicuous 
weakness is easy to explain, if we think that Eurypylus was the pre-eminent 
fighter against Neoptolemus. After the death of this last ally of Troy there is no 
space for Trojan success or hope. This lack of space is reflected not only in this 
particular pair of swine-similes (E), but in all the swine-images that will follow in 
the Posthomerica. 
We can trace an extensive similarity between Posthomerica 9.240-244, 
cited above, and the Iliadic similes 12.146-150 and 13.471-475. The points of 
similarity are: (a) the adjunct of place in the first line of each simile, (b) the verb 
of emotion, (c) "sharpen one's teeth/tusks" or a like phrase and (d) the verb 
in the 
apodosis. The occurrence of these points in the three similes is outlined 
below: 
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Posth. 9.240f. Iliad 12.146f. Iliad 13.47 1 f. 
a (oq o''Ce crioq '*eoo-tv [... ]'C' EV cru (01 ... I, (0; O'ce 0-0; 9p 
opeaot 
W 
OPF-(Yotv 
lp 
O-L)I)F-OtV 
b ggtcvinoý; p 
c ollyet [... ] 68OVIca; - lcogno; 0' 80vco)v / Yt, vF-lcal o8ovra; 
d 
I 
[(B; 
[--. 1 gt gvF p r, gevev 
Parallel swine-similes in the Iliad and the Posthomerica. 
In Posth. 5.21 the expression "whet one's teeth or tusks"5 refers to Cro'e; in 
a hunting scene on the udico; of Achilles: (1-)NyovcF-; [ ... ] E-'-oKr-oRE-'ovra; 
0'(6-)80'V, ca;. In Posth. 12.462 the 8paicovce; sent against Laocoon's children are 
described as (1-)"yovce; [ ... 
] XotyO'v 0'(6-)80vrcov. It is noteworthy that in all 
three occurrences in the Posthomerica the expression has the same metrical 
position. In general the expression occurs often in a non simile-context but also in 
similes of the swine or the boar, both in epic and drama6. Some of these pictures 
of tusk-whetting are complemented by the foaming of the animal at the mouth. 
N9 So, Ar. Lys. 1255- 1256: q'nep cd)ý iccbrpo); / Oayovca; otCo co'v 686vxt no, %-6; 8' 
agolt ca'; yevva; dopo'; tilvaett; Eur. Phoen. 1380-1381: icanpot 8' 67CCO; 
", yov, ce; aypt'av yev-ov / 4-ovfixVav, &OpCot 8tappoXot yeveta8a; (v. 1380 is 
quoted by Greg. Naz. De vita sua v. 1804); A. R. 3.1351-1353: molf F-'t'icp-Xoq 6; p'd 
alco 'C' 08ovca; / ", YF-t 6IJPF--L), UfiOlV E'Ic, av8pa0tv, agol, 86 Iroxxo; / a0po, 
OtO7 0110, Raro; X%ta' 8t; P'E, E, XCOOREV . Foaming is mentioned by Quintus not in his 
swine-images but in his bull-simile at Posth. 4.245, which recalls Moschus Eur. 
95-968. 
(Fl) The final step in our account is the swine-imagery dedicated to female 
figures of Troy: the Trojan women (Fl) and Polyxena (F2). The first of the two 
similes is cited below: 
f Posth. 14.33 co; 5' 0'7coc' a' pyto8o-oo-tv OA* (Y-00't V7,17cta cE-'ICva 
(;, Ta%ioi) (bro' 7rpocE-'poto 7cor't (yca0go'v a'kkov aiyamv 
%0ta ov avF-PF-; F-, YpogF-vcLo imo XF-tgart, cct' 8' ' XeyF-tv 
' 
5 See Koukoules, p. 375. 
6 In a non simile-context: Ar. Ran. 815-816 (for the problematic uncertainty of the text and 
imagery see Stanford 1958, and Dover ed. 1993, ad loc. ); [Luc. ] Par. 51, Philopatr. 25; Aesopica 
224; Ael. NA 6.1.4: ibno"yet, NA 6.56 of the elephant (cf. Plut. Moralia 966c, Ar. Byz. HA Epit. 
2.115); Ar. Byz. HA Epit. 2.569 (Lambros ed. 1885, ad loc. ); Nic. Alex. 223; Cf. Philostr. Im. 
1.28.1. In similes: Il. 11.416f.; [Hes. ] Sc. 387-388 (C. F. Russo, ad loc. ). Cf. Virg. Georg. 3.255 
and see the detailed n. by Mynors, ad loc. 
7 See Rogers, on Ar. Lys. 1257; Mastronarde, on Eur. Phoen. 1380-81; Vian ed. 1995, on A. R. 
3.1350-1354; Campbell 1983, Studies, on A. R. 3.1330f, n. 8 (see p. 124); Ardizzoni, on A. R. 
3.1351-52 and on 1353. 
8 See Campbell 1991, on Mosch. Eur. 95,95-96,96; Vian and Battegay, s. v. &ýpoq, 
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ýtvy8a Tcepvrptýouort 8tilveice; &XXýXiq(Ttv* 
This image of the Trojan women is stongly associated with two other descriptions 
of female characters - thought of as heifers - at the cruel hands of the 
conquerors: the description of Andromache as being deprived of Astyanax and 
taken away as a slave, and the description of Polyxena taken by the Achaeans. 
The relation of this comparison to the two aforementioned heifer-images brings 
Trojan and Greek women close as people who endure identical pains due to the 
war. 
This is the first image with which the simile quoted above is associated: 
Posth. 13.258 ý16, ce n6prtv 6pecot Xlýicot XacE-'ovre; E&)8fi; 
icpilgvov cý 11)Cqp-Vrct iccticoepctötlýlat ßal(t)VTat 
glyrPoý altorgilýarreý Elyyxaye(t)V a7cä gaý(ýV, 
11 F- ei 70 19 ev O(WCt e'XOV'U 'XOý " @a l(Ott' 9"VOCt 
ga'KPa''KIVI)pOggVll, TI- niop-v icaico, v c'tkko ,l90 
ý, 
ýIZE' Kg XýOVTEý CtVOtplUCtý(1)GI'KOt't' a-OTTJV' 91 
This simile shows the current distress of Andromache and indicates the harrowing 
situation to come. Thus, the simile artfully encapsulates the death of Astyanax 
that has just taken place (13.251-257) and also anticipates the oncoming slavery 
of Andromache before it is described in the narrative at 13.264f. The verbal 
similarity between the preceding narrative and the simile is unmistakable: 
n, '0' ' VijWto (252),, KaO' "pxF-oq ainF-tvcýto (256) = Kpilgv "v 'q 'XýEvrct UP70-0 CE ^0 F- 10 F- 11 
(259); Kn'rpO'q aoaplCaýaVTE; E-'V a7ICOt'VIjO'tV F', OV'Ca(253) = gijcpo; aico'CRIJýav'ce; 
boykayUov C'MO' gaýCov (260; cf EGF, Ilias Parva F, fr. 21: yeypanTat ev 
'Av8pogaXTI, icalt o 7rdt-; oit 7tPOGE-'OTTjICF-VeX6gF-vo;, ro, 3 getorof)); Pax0v (251), 
ýPdkov, ro (256) = MX(ovrat (259). 
The second image, that of Polyxena, is cited below: 
Posth. 14.258 %v 8' " ov, , ', cc 7ropctv ea 'roto O"Xaq Im ay Wo ;< >Oava 
R11, TPOq alretpua(yarre; Evt ýA)Xoxotat OTIJPF-;, 
lil, 8' 'a' Pa Ralcp a% N6(ya iictv^L, )PF-, rat 6txv-L) 'Vil lcýp - RE 
0); AgO; rlptagOtO nat; 7CF-PUMMOEOICE 
p S-O(YgF-VE-'G)V FtV XF-Po-tV. a'511V 8E Olt E'-plCXlUTO 8C't'KP-L)' 
t ; E- 11; 0); 8' OtICOTE pptctpfi ^' 7c % xcpga8t Kctp7ro, katp u0 
01) IrO) XEtgEPtljo-t gF-XatVOgCVO; WF-'K68F-(YO't 
XEIAll 7coxxov dxetýa, nepvcptpý(Oat 8e RalcPa 
apgot Imo (mapcoto-t ptaýogevcov attýncov- 
f% 9p 0)ý apa Icait I-Iptap Roto noxvrxý, roto O-L)yacpo; 
Ev rt -o Pov agF-tXt'wco-u'AXtXfio; ýXlcogý TI; lco ic 64 
PC a'KP-O' atvov og* (Yrovaxfio-t Icara ox6oapow F- 
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The simile cited above recalls a similar image of Polyxena in Eur. Hec. 205f.: 
cnc^OPOv YCC tE0 P M*T 0-4160-7cmv 
/ goaXov 8P-tXatia 8F-tXa'av /<... > 'a' Wilt 
9 XF-tpo; &vctpnaacav . Polyxena is again compared to a gOaXo; at her sacrifice in 
Hec. 526, where Talthybius speaks: aidipTilga gOaXo-o aý; ica%14ovrat Xp-poltvlO. 
Quintus uses again the image of the cow and heifer in order to describe a mother's 
- Deidameia's - fear of being bereaved of her child (Posth. 7.257-259)11. A 
thing that Quintus underlines through the association of his three "heifers" is the 
change (corruption? ) of the inexperienced and youthful Neoptolemus into a cruel 
killer in the war. From being thought of as a heifer in relation to Deidameia, 
Neoptolemus turns out to be the slaughterer of the girl who is also likened to a 
heifer, Polyxena. 
In the triptych of the swine-simile and the two heifer-similes cited above, 
the simile of the Trojan women is not just an integral element in a series of 
parallel images. It is important that it lies between the two heifer-similes and it 
functions as a balancing device for them: this simile depicts as collective an 
experience (i. e. the experience of submission) that is seen as individual in the 
other two similes. The lot of slavery is common to both women of the royal 
family, as Andromache and Polyxena, and the women of Troy. The very first 
verse after the apodosis of the swine-simile encapsulates this idea of balance12: 
V 
Posth. 14.38 t o-nv 8' al' ) icat aivaaaa OE' pF-v icalt 8goi; a'va-fic7lv. 
In a similar manner Euripides' Hecabe addresses the women of Troy: a'yer $ 
I op()of)aat Tq'v o'go8oAov, / Tpo)ta8F-;, 'u'Wtv, np6(YOF- 8' a"vaouav (Hec. 60-61); 
lp or, co Otkranj oru'v8ouXF- ((Y-Mo-uXo; yap F-At / Tfit npoaff avao"t Týt&-, vi3v 8F'- 
8-oavoXCt) (Andr. 64-65). 
The wording in the three descriptions reinforces the association amongst 
them and reflects the similar psychological reaction of the women to the evils of 
war that befall them. In the table below, the numbers indicate the order in which 
the terms appear in the text. I have kept this order only in simile (b), while I have 
indicated horizontally the wording of (a) and (c) that is similar to that in (b): 
(a) "heifer" (b) "swine " (c) "heifer" 
13.258f. 
_ 
Andromache 14.29f. Women qf Troy 14.258f Polyxena 
ll'upo., 2 vnWý anetwooaavw-ý c dtlcorjmýavmr, I 
9 The text is in dispute; see Collard 1986,23; Collard 1991, on Hec. 205-7. For Euripides' 
influence on Quintus'episode of Polyxena, see Vian, notice on Posth. 14,111.162f 
10 See Collard 1991, ad loc.; M. Lloyd 1994, on Andr. 711. On the heifer- (v. 526) and filly- (v. 
142) metaphors applied to Polyxena in Eur. Hec., and for filly-metaphors as implying an 
interaction between marriage and sacrifice, see Loraux, pp. 35-36; Collard 1991, on Hec. 142. 
11 See Calero Secall 1995,46. 
12 See M. Lloyd 1994, on Eur. Andr. 64-65. 
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5 at'va yowaav I yoomay 
4 il'yov 2 j'jyF-, co &YOV 
2 'n" 8F'- OE-', n yooma 
Ma ica't e'vOa 
3 at' 8'&8tv6'vyo6wat 
dXXOOF-V a, xxat 
3 gaicpaKtv-opogE-'vyj 4 ictvu<p6>gevat gaka 
xwPCOC, 
3ý 8j ... I ga1cpa 0060a 
IM-Opeca 
"olive-pressing 
14.263f. 
t F- 5 nF-ptcpiýo-oot ftnvcick tEa 4 nF-ptTpiý(out & gaKP6 
I 6 F-'icF-qcF-vaxovco - 15 movaxnat 
Parallelisms between two images of a heifer and one of a swine in the Posthomerica. 
Here the swine-simile functions as a conspicuous balancing device: placed in the 
middle, not only does it look backwards and forwards, but it also has stronger 
lexical affinities to each of the other two heifer-similes than they have between 
themselves, as the vocabulary that links (b) with either (a) or (c) shows. Yet there 
are some additional points as to the interrelation of the three passages. So, the 
phrase Kqrpo'; a7rorpj4avrF-; or pyrpo; anF-tp-u(y(yavrF-; occurring in (a) and (c) 
respectively, can be read in relation to Hecabe's dream or her address to Polyxena 
in Euripides' Hecabe (vv. 90-91): F-18ovyap Paktav F'-'XaOov 0409evav, 
an egCov yovacow mra(y06(yav avotixcco; (avayicat(-ijt) codd. ); 6'X(oXa;, (0 nck, 
gil, rpO; apnaoOCta' a7Co (v. 513). Now, it is worth noting the ABBA scheme in 
the succession of the first two similes as regards the terms a7co and the participle 
yoOwav-Coactv, which are placed at the end of passage (a) and at the beginning of 
passage (b) respectively: 
Posth. 
13.265 
13.266 B yo(6--)6oav 
14.29 Byo0(6--)0)Gav 
14.30 A 
It is as if there is a reflection of 13.265-266 onto 14.29-30, or as 
if both passages 
have the same symmetrical distance from an imaginary line. 
Now a point about simile (b) in relation to the other two similes: 
in the 
"kko()F-v "Xkat / vqnt 'Xot; (14.31-32) the word 'v'aXov is phrase avtaXov aaaat 
10 
aurally close to the word vijntdXot;, while a'kkoOF-v 
is close to akkat; thus, the 
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repetition of sound has the scheme ABBA. In particular the aural similarity of 
ctvtaXov and vTjntdtXot; might imply that the anguish of the swine is childish; this 
implication would be in accordance with the light tone of the swine-simile 
compared to the heifer-simile in Book 13. For it is true that in the particular 
context of the swine-simile the shrill cries correspond to no real threat for the 
swine in this simile. Consequently, the simile fails to express the emotional depth 
that we see in the similes of the individuals. In addition, it fails to evoke our 
sympathy to the extent the other two similes do. Doubtless, the lament of a single 
animal can embody much more efficiently the pain of a mother, than a confused 
cry of a number of animals. The emotional intensity is better expressed and 
perceived in its singularity and uniqueness. After all, we read that the cow in 
similes (a) and (c) cries for her young heifer in its absence, while the swine in 
simile (b) wail along with their young. Thus, the middle simile functions as a 
point of160F_at;. 
A special link between descriptions (b) and (c) is the verb nF_pvrpt'ýO), 
ý 13 which constitutes an instance of o'vogaconotta . These two examples 
in the 
Posthomerica are the only extant occurrences of this striking verb, which is not 
attested in any other source. In Posth. 14.36 both forms 4ýouo-t and -10ýouat are 
transmitted. Most of the codices in which the form nepvrpl)ý- occurs are 
recentiores. The LSJ reads s. v. rp^Uýco: "onomatop., like cptiýco, from which it 
differs only in that cp'4(o refers to duller, rptý(o to sharper, shriller sounds". 
A progress in the intended aural effect is seen as we pass from the first to 
the second example, namely from (b) to (c). In the swine-simile (b) the sound- 
effect achieved with the verb nF_pucptiýco is enhanced by the unmistakable 
assonance of /i/ in the whole of v. 14.36, often emphasised by the tonic accent. On 
the sound /i/ Plato's Cratylus affirms that rCo SF'- ab ti&Ta npo'; ra Xenra navra 
(426e). Therefore the assonance successfully reproduces the continuous shrill 
Cry14 of the swine, which is suggested by the adverb Unve, K E_' ;. 
However, the verb nepvrpt'ý(o has a more significant role in passage (c): it 
is an important component of an image which not only follows the heifer-simile, 
but also forms the expansion of it. So, Polyxena's weeping evokes the succeeding 
simile of olive-pressing, in which the verb nepvrplý(o is central and essential. 
Quintus does not exploit this theme again and, strangely enough, it is not common 
in Greek literature, though olive-pressing is an activity very familiar to the 
peoples of the Mediterranean. The important role of olive trees and olive oil 
in 
13 LSJ s. v. nepvrpvýo),, rptiý(o. A discussion onEpiýý(o by 
Kyriakou, pp. 222-223. 
14 Cf. Stanford 1967,103-104: "But not so many have noticed the effect intended 
in his [sc. 
Homer's] description of the high-pitched cry of girls in &gýýkuft "X-o; 
&ijTq' [Od. 6.122]. There 
the narrow u-vowel, though not emphasized 
by the tonic accent, seems to be intended to make us 
hear the very sound of their voices. " 
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Greek natural history, nutrition and religion is so well-known that it is easy to 
understand how powerful and touching such images can be for the Greek reader. 
If the similes about wild animals can illustrate motions and emotions, similes 
about olive trees and olive oil have this special power to refer to the Greek soul 
and touch the Greek cultural consciousness in an unrivalled way. Quintus has 
already created an image of the sort, the falling olive tree in Posth. 6.378-381. 
There we feel the melody in the assonance of /e/ and in its combination with 
liquid consonants (/er/, /le/, /le/) in 378: F'-pvo; 6n(o; F_pt"Xý; F'_Xctt'% O'wearoto. 
The Posthomerica also contains the simile of olive-gathering in 9.198-201; the 
simile of birds swooping on olives in 8.387-391; the river Parthenius flowing like 
olive oil in 6.466. Particularly the comparison of the surface of a tranquil sea, lake 
or river to olive oil is still very common in Modern Greek. In this particular 
instance of Book 14, the action of olive-pressing reflects the actual psychological 
pressure and violence (14.266: ptaýogevo)v) exerted on Polyxena. Thus, I 
strongly suggest that this memorable and effective image deserves a more just 
approach than it has been accorded in the past. F. M. Combellack (p. 18) is not 
merely strict but also unjust to condemn the simile of olive-pressing: "Quintus' 
complications in his similes are not always entirely appropriate. [ ... ] The desire to 
produce a double reference also brought about what may well be considered 
Quintus' most atrocious simile, when he is describing the sacrifice of Polyxena 
near the end of his poem. Polyxena, simultaneously uttering groans and shedding 
tears, is compared to an olive press simultaneously oozing oil and squeaking as 
pressure is applied. " 
The notional expansion of nepvrptiýco is achieved with the two open /a/ in 
the adverb gaicpd' (cf. 13.262: gaxpa 1ctv1)pogE_'vn). Notable is also the aural 
effect of /ra/ at the ending of 14.265 and of /ar/ at the beginning of the following 
verse (14.266). Not accidentally, the verb nF_ptrptiýco (14.265) is placed between 
two expressions of "shedding tears": we note the position of the phrases F'_'icX-uro 
8axpu and p'E-'F- Sdicp-o at the end of verses 14.262 and 269 respectively. Placed 
between these expressions, the verb nEptrpjtýco complements the description by 
referring to the sound of crying. Thus, olive oil effectively makes vivid the 
copious tears that Polyxena shed. This striking image mirrors both the Greek 
violence and Polyxena's fear and unwillingness to die. 
Quintus' unwilling Polyxena remains speechless and so fails to claim her 
intellectual freedom15- She does not choose to die and so she does not turn her 
15 See Vian, notice on Posth. 14 (vol. III, pp. 163). Compare Eur. Hec. 550: ýXevftpav Se R (0; 
t)LF-, uO6pa Oav(o. Cf. Hecabe's fine verses on the lack of human freedom in Eur. Hec. 
863f. See de 
Jong, p. 128 n. 31; Reckford, pp. 121f. For a discussion of freedom in the Hecabe, see Vellacott, 
pp. 208L 
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murder into a self-sacrifice. The Posthomeric account is not in accord with the 
tragic norm, as followed by Euripides' Polyxena or by her c ounter- sacrificial 
victim, Iphigeneia. By stressing the victim's reluctance in this striking description, 
Quintus voices the absurdity of such a death and the injustice practised against the 
innocent. As N. Loraux (p. 42) points out, "Every animal sacrifice, to be effective, 
had to display the willingness of the victim. A human sacrifice, even when 
imagined by a tragedian, could not fail to conform to this rule. The only exception 
would be a case in which the sacrifice was presented as pure murder, and the 
young girl was very far from consenting to her fate. This was the choice of 
Aeschylus in the Agamenmon. " The same scholar (p. 35) points out that the use of 
a non-domestic sacrificial animal is an indication of the abnormality of the 
sacrifice; on Euripides' Polyxena (p. 35): "When Polyxena is due for sacrifice by 
the Achaeans, she, like Iphigenia, is compared to a mountain heifer; and through 
this analogy her immolation is placed at the crossroads of the civilized and the 
savage. "16Accordingly, the Chorus likens Cassandra to a heifer in Aesch. Ag. 
1296-1298 and the comparison is based on the idea of the victim's acquiescence: 
Fit 8' gopov, [60V alkýq 0,106a, n* Oe'r1karo-O / 000,; 5bicnv np6o; PO)go, v 
61), Cokgo); 1Care1;; 17 p. Vellacott (p. 192) attempts the interpretation of Euripides' 
judgement upon Polyxena's sacrifice: "For those who look at the figures behind 
the ceremony, these concessions show that the most moving ritual, the most noble 
suffering, do not redeem the guilt, dishonesty, and inhumanity which together 
produce this compulsive act - an act in itself epitomizing the self-deception, 
false sentiment, and ineffectiveness of the war-mentality that demands it. " It is 
noteworthy how the word a'Nf-oXo; in Andromache's words to Hecabe voices the 
absurdity of Polyxena's sacrifice in the Troades (Eur. Tr. 622-623): ce'Ovnice Got 
ndit; npkcdý(ot rlokvýEVn / (YOayCta''AXtXX6(o;, Mopov a'xV-L)Xo)t veicpcot. When 
later Andromache suffers the imminent loss of Astyanax, she cries out (Tr. 764): 
6 Pdp Pap' ý4e-o p6vrF-; "EkkilvF_q -Kaicd (0 aE0a. 
In thinking of Polyxena as a heifer taken to the altar, Quintus forms a ring 
that comprises the very first and the very last heifer-similes in the Posthomerica: 
in 1.262-264, two of the Amazons were compared to heifers that are being 
slaughtered, in what resembles a sacrificial context. In his note on Posth. 1.262- 
26418, Vian relates the image to Il. 17.520f. and Od. 3.449. We may note that the 
latter of these passages (Od. 3.442-454) describes a sacrificial slaughter. Polyxena 
dies both as a heifer on the altar and as a virgin on the tomb of Achilles. 
16 Cf. Collard 1991, on Hec. 205C On the voluntary sacrifice of virgins in Euripides, see Foley, p. 
65 and especially 65 n. 38. 
17 See Denniston and Page, on Ag. 1297; Fraenkel on Ag. 1297f. 
18 See p. 162 n. 5. 
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To conclude, it is obvious that the three similes and their surrounding 
narrative are thought of as a group owing to their diction and their association 
with the narrative. In particular the swine-simile that describes the Trojan women 
forms a kind of central axis in the group of the three dispersed similes in Books 
13 and 14. 
(F2) The passage that is defined as (c) above includes the successive 
similes of the heifer and of olive-pressing which refer to Polyxena (14.258-260). 
This succession of images is complete only when the following sensuous verses 
are written: 
Posth. 14.270 icai oi x6kno; 9vF_pE)F_v ýnký()ero, SF--6F-, ro M Xp6)q 
d, upF-xF, (oq acdXavcoq evicuedvcp eXtýavrt. 
These verses bring to mind Homer's Xe-oxouE-Ppijv [ ... ] nptaro-3F-'X6ýavro; (Od. 
18.196). The term icoXnoq adds to the sensual tone of the description. Such a tone 
we also find in the words of Talthybius describing Polyxena in Euripides' Hecabe 
(560-56 1): gctaýro'Uq C F'-'8F-t4F, apmpva 0' (do; &dy6aXgaroq / icaUtara 19. Effective is 
the assonance of /e/ in Posth. 14.270 and Hec. 560, as well as the strong presence 
of /a/ in Posth. 14.271 and Hec. 560-561. Quintus does here what the ,yo in ay ex ; 
tragedy does: he eroticises the virgin's body while giving the account of her death. 
According to Loraux (p. 60), "a "manly woman" has to be menacing and not 
seductive, something that Clytemnestra can be, and Polyxena cannot. Polyxena 
could indeed offer up her bosom like a warrior, but the Greek army saw in her 
gesture only a virgin unveiling her woman's breasts. " So writes 1. de Jong: 
"Polyxena's gesture [ ... ] underlines her readiness to die and her eagerness to die 
heroically", and "the symbolism of her act seems lost on Talthybius"20. Euripides' 
Polyxena unveils her upper body and offers alternative parts of it to Neoptolemus 
for her sacrifice: each part (Hec. 563: arE-'pvov - 565: katgO; ) struck by the knife 
will give her a death appropriate to a man or a woman respectively. "Polyx. will 
die either like an unflinching warrior [ ... ] struck 
forcibly in the breast, [ ... ] or 
like 
a sacrificial victim, with throat CUt'121. On the other hand, Quintus' speechless and 
sobbing Polyxena can only allude to Euripides' tragic character in order to 
reinforce the contrast between the two figures. It is remarkable that by eroticising 
her female Oknoq and by depicting it drenched with tears, Quintus not only 
invites our sympathy but he also makes it impossible for her to suffer a heroic 
death. So, the Posthomerica gives the virgin the predetermined death: her 8F-tpil is 
CUt22. 
1 19 CC Chaerem. fr. 14.1-2 Snell: Ehcevro S' ýg& Xvoic o%v 6; aeXTIvoýw; / ýatlvowya gamov 
XEX'UgE-'vTj; br(ogiso; 
- 
20 Pp. 143 and 89. 
21 Collard 1991, on Eur. Hec. 558-60. For an extensive discussion, see Loraux, pp. 56f. 
22 CL Eur. Pha. 283; Collard et al. 1995, on Pha. 280 (see p. 238). 
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A further affinity between Quintus' account of Polyxena's death and 
similar accounts in drama is Posth. 14.316: npilvilq = Eur. Hec. 150: 7rPORETn Aesch. Ag. 233: npoVMý23. 
Posth. 14.316 xat P 71 4ev ng'nyn Xaga&q 7cF-'(; e* Tý; 8'1)710' ktgý 
40tvtxgn 7CF-Pi Iravra, XtC'OV C'O', q 11 T, E'V O'PE(70-tv 
71 oruo; il apxToto xauo-oTag6";, o7c' dicovrt 
auta, rt <nop>ý, opovrt OoCo; F'-puOativeffikepOev. 
Quintus' account is very close to Eur. Hec. 150L: nponF-, 61 OotvtoOo4E-'v1jv 
atga, rt napOP-Pvov E'-ic Xpuoooopo-o / ktpý; vetagCot gekava-oyet. The similar 
vocabulary between the Hec. and the Posth. is indicated with underlinings above. 
In both passages, note the position of ktpli and diga either at the beginning or 
end of the verse. In v. 14.319 there is alliteration of /r/ and /0/ (note the succession 
F-p-vF-O-F-pOF-v)- Especially the liquid consonant /r/ may represent the swift flow 
of blood on Polyxena's skin (cf. Pl. Cra. 426d). This rapidity of flow is something 
that Quintus invites us to watch carefully and feel sympathy for. The alliteration 
of /0/ may encourage the reader to linger on this unhappy image and feel Quintus' 
disapproval for the murder he describes. 
Thus, the last swine in the poem occurs in the pathetic simile that 
describes blood shed on dead Polyxena's neck. Quintus takes his sensuous 
imagery forward, from ivory to snow: it is her whiteness that is stressed again. 
More precisely, it is the transformation of tears into blood on this same soft and 
white skin. Whiteness as expressing female beauty and sensuousness occurs many 
times in poetry; of the many examples, I indicate the highly sensuous charge of 
ýxmw; in Euripides' Bacchae24: 
Ba. 862 a F-v 7cavv-L)Xtot; Xopot; p 
"00) 7COTE, Wolcov 
IrO8, avapalcxel)o-ooa, 8F-Pav 
at0ep, E; 5PO(YF-Pov purrova 
Whiteness is usual, especially in a context of lament, death or sacrifice; its impact 
has been exhaustively commented on25. The picture of snow gives the glow of 
white and so bears the contrast with the red blood, but it can have ramifications as 
23 Fraenkel, on Aesch. Ag. 233: "the precise meaning of the word is hard to determine. It may 
indicate no more than a falling forwards"; Denniston and Page, on Ag. 233f.; Verrall, on Ag. 243. 
24 These verses are similar to Eur. Pha. 270f. See Barlow, p. 113; Roux, on Ba. 664-665; Dodds, 
on Ba. 664-7, who seems to underestimate the sensuousness of the epithet. 
25 Examples of whiteness in a context of lament, death or particularly sacrifice: Eur. Hi. 771 
Barrett; Soph. Ant. 1238-1239; Eur. M 875; Eur. El. 1022-23 (Kells, pp. 53-54; Cropp, on Eur. El. 
1023; Barlow, p. 94); Eur. Supp. 76-77 (Collard 1975, ad loc. ); Eur. Or. 961-62 (di Benedetto, on 
Or. 961). See Irwin, pp. 112C Cf. J. Russo et aL 1992, on Od. 18.196. On the visual impact of 
white skin stained with blood in the ritual gestures of grief, see Zuntz, p. 66. 
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a symbol: as condemned to melt it also harbours the idea of fragility and loss, 
while as being cold it alludes to the lifeless body that will soon lose its warmth. 
I have already mentioned the antithetical relationship between the crowd 
of women and the individual females of the royal family, as seen in the females 
depicted in the table above. In fact, there is a broader and deeper variation. 
Andromache is the bereft wife and mother. Like her, many of the women of Troy 
have lost their husbands or children or both. The cpthccokov in the words of the 
female servant to Hecabe in Eur. Hec. 669 expresses this loss in a unique way: 
90 90 Ctna, Lq aVCtV8poq " OXq '4pO()apg'Vn26. In both the figures of Andromache and an F_ F_ 
the Trojan women, we see the figure of the grown-up woman in captivity. Unlike 
those women, Quintus' sobbing and speechless Polyxena is arbitrarily deprived of 
growing up into a wife and mother; she is not allowed to fulfil the expected role 
of the female in life in the way her society considers it appropriate. Along with 
these women's future toils of captivity in a strange land she is also going to escape 
their sexual fulfilment and maternity (Posth. 14.296-97); her means of escape is 
death27. Therefore, the climax in the group of passages (a)-(c) is the image of the 
virgin Polyxena, the sexually unfulfilled maiden. She typifies the last and most 
tragic female victim of the war. Here it is worth mentioning Andromache's speech 
in Euripides' Troades (vv. 630L), where she argues that Polyxena's death is 
preferable to her own painful life. Hecabe's reaction in 632-33 weakens 
Andromache's argument even before she has supported it: ol') ral'YrOv c6t 
PXketv, ro' icac6avCiv- /, co' gevyap ou'Bev,, r6t 8' F'_vetatv F_'Xnt'8eq. 
The blood on Polyxena's white skin (Posth. 14.316-319) is the tragically 
ironic fulfilment of her sexuality. A similar concept of fulfilment must lie behind 
Euripides' verses (Hec. 150f. ): nponerý, / Ootvtooog6vilv / ctTg(yrut 7CCCpOF_vov F-K 
Xp-oooo0pou / 8F_tpý; vaogCp gF_Xava-oy& I think that Loraux (p. 41) is right 
when he notes that "There is in Euripides a language in which the blood- 
stained death of parthenoi is considered as an anomalous and displaced way of 
transforming virginity into womanhood - as though a throat-cutting equaled a 
defloration. 1128 The blood on Polyxena's white skin fulfils her sexuality in the 
same way Hades has been always seen as the bridegroom of the girl who dies 
unmarried. Euripides' Polyxena cries d'vligoo; a'wogevato; 6)v 9 EXPTlv rA)XEtv 
(Hec. 416), while her mother describes her as vlOgoilv u' aWog0ov naPE)E-'vov 'T' 
andpOevov (Hec. 612). Hecabe's words have been regarded as corroborating the 
26 See Collard 1991, ad 10c. 
27 Euripides' Polyxena sees death as preventing the prolongation of her state of slavery in Hec. 
202f. Cf. Hec. 354f.; 414f.; 211-15. See Reckford, p. 210 n. 6. 
28 see also Soph. Ant. 1238-39; Aesch. Ag. 1389-90. Cf. Fraenkel, on Ag. 
1389; Brown, on Ant. 
1237-8. 
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argument that in a sacrifice - which is a it wedding in reversell - the girl loses her virginity29. 
It is remarkable that Greek culture not only links Love to Death, but also 
%ff Wedding to Death. Artemidorus, for example, points out that E'TCF-t&j icat o yago; 9# 
-%%St EOt1CF- Oavalrq) [... ] 0'0ayap 'rq) yagol)vTt oi)gOativEt, Ta ai')Ta icat c(p airo0avovut 
(11,65). An association of Phaedra's death with her marriage we discern in 
Euripides' HippolytUS30: 
Hipp. 767 'CepaRvow 
% f.. -ogot8t'cov icpEgaacov aWF- aI ox0v ano v 'ral op 
ke-oicý icaOappýo-oaa 8F-t- 
KE. 
Moving towards the completion of this discussion I wish to point out an 
instance of remarkable form, an outer shell that holds all the aforementioned 
swine-images together: the very last swine in the Posthomerica (14.317L) is 
interrelated to the very first swine (2.282f. ) in the poem. What we read there is: 
%PVP Posth. 2.284 11 crw'; I'l, C, EPKTOtO icacavrtov dt(Tow*t 
10 p 2.288 ilbooov, aWa gtv o-out <icaua>icraveF-tv E-'8, ovavro 
9P The bear occurs together with the swine as early as Homer - dpvvot r 
tPPP etypo, rF-pot re aue; (Od. 11.611) - while the majority of the post-Homeric 
examples come from late antiquity. It is remarkable that in none of these instances 
is there disjunction, as in Posth. 2.284: T"I [ ... I' 11. Instead, conjunctives are mainly 
used3l. 
The similarity between the first (2.282f. ) and last (14.317f) swine in the 
Posthomerica is undercut by the contrasting outcomes: in Book 2 the swine 
represents Memnon who successfully manages to confront the hunters. On the 
other hand, in Book 14 Polyxena is the very last victim of the Greeks in the land 
of Troy, and the time when Memnon incarnated hope for this city seems to be in 
the distant past. The swine or bear that represents Polyxena is now simply 
Ka, ro, u, ragF-vTj. It does not fall during a hunting scene but has already fallen in the 
narrative time of the simile. What could not be done in 2.288 is fulfilled in 
14.318. The preposition icara strengthens the link between the two similes and 
emphasises the progress from an attack icar-avrtiov (2.284) which is unable 1cara- 
'K, rctvF-F-tv (2.288), to the icac-o-oragE-vTj swine or bear (14.318). The form 
29 Loraux, pp. 39f.; citation from p. 37. See Collard 1991, on Hec. 611-12. An extensive 
discussion on marriage and sacrifice in Foley, passim. On Soph. Ant. see Goheen, pp. 37f.; 
Musurillo, p. 45. On the parallelism between Polyxena and Iphigeneia, see Collard 1991,33; 34 n. 
63 on the accounts of Polyxena's sacrifice. 
30 See Halleran, on Hipp. 767-70. 
31 Apollod. 3.172.3; Plut. Pel. 29.6; Moralia 977d; Gal. Aliment. facult. 3.1.15; Luc. Am. 36; 
Paus. 1.32.1; Ph. Somn. 11,87; Philostr. Im. 1.28.6; M. Aurel. Ad se ipsum 10.10. In ecclesiastical 
literature: Eus. MPG 20.756B; Greg. Naz. MPG 37.767A. 
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ica, ro-u, cctgF_v, qq is not just the only example of the verb in the poem. It is also a 
hapax legomenon which is likely to have been coined long before Quintus; if not, 
Quintus still knows existing synonymous compounds, like icarctoo4co-vr(o, and 
to compose the most emphatic icarourdco seems as much intelligent as natural. 
Phanis Kakridis (p. 193) includes icaroucage'vil in those words whose a8e, ýtorll; 
reveal their creator, Quintus. This is a rather unfair judgement, I think. The verb 
ica, cov, raw is a verb considerably more powerful than icret've), which is used in the 
similes of the death-ring (3.277,13.129), even more powerful than icacaicravE_'co 
(2.288). It is powerful not simply owing to the intensifying preposition lca'rci, but 
also owing to its harsh sound /katout/. The roughness of the sound reflects the 
disagreeable nature of the action. The intensity of the compound verb in 
combination with its rarity is very serviceable in an image that seeks not only to 
stress but also to condemn the cruelty of Polyxena's murder. 
To conclude, the sophisticated way in which Quintus conceives, composes 
and places his swine-images in the Posthomerica is evident. The swine vividly 
depicts the Trojan steps to an inevitable and unfair destruction. Seen individually, 
each group of images either delineates the course from successful resistance to 
doom or lingers on the inevitable destruction. During the whole swine-imagery, 
there is a movement from the vain bravery of both Memnon and Eurypylus to the 
169 
helplessness of the Trojan women. So, the focus shifts from male warriors to 
female characters who experience the impact of the capture of Troy. 
The leopard 
11.5 
Theleopard 
The number of leopard-similes is small both in Quintus (three) and in the Iliad 
(two). While the Iliad restricts the presence of the leopard to similes (13.103, 
17.20,21.573), Quintus gives examples in the narrative (5.248), as well as two 
graphic examples at 5.19 and 10.183. The metrical position of the word differs in 
the two poems. The word always starts at the second longum in the Iliad, while 
Quintus prefers the very first longum in his leopard-similes (1.541,3.202) and in 
5.248. In Nonnus, the great majority (thirty-six) of the examples are in this 
position. So are all four examples in the Halieutica of Oppian (1.368,2.352, 
3.391,5.30) and eleven out of the twenty-one examples in [Oppian's] Cynegetica. 
Another difference from the Homeric leopard is related to the characters 
the animal describes. While Homer deploys his leopard similes in the Iliad for 
male characters - the Achaeans, indirectly referred to in a deer-simile (13.102- 
104), Panthus' sons (17.20), Agenor (21.573-578) - all three leopard-similes in 
Quintus depict the female: Penthesileia (1.540-544), the Trojan Women (3-201- 
203) and Cassandra (12.580-583)1. Vian (1954,242) rightly uses this fact as an 
argument against Jacobs' conjecture in Posth. 13.72, who replaces a'p'YaX6'q, with 
nap8cEXtF;: o'1' 8' co; napSaXte; XtgCp nFptnatOaa(YovrF_; - I agree that Quintus k 
cannot have thought of the Greek soldiers as leopards. He does not swerve from 
what seems to be a rule of some sort for him: leopards and lionesses always depict 
female characters. The Greeks do perceive the leopard as female - both words 
n0p- and nap8aktq are feminine2 - but Quintus' firm inclination to compare 
women and not men to leopards is supported and possibly encouraged by the 
considerable post-Homeric tradition of the strong femininity of leopards. So, 
Aristophanes emphatically states the following sobriquet 
%tP Lys. 10 14 ou&v e'(YTt EhIptiovyiwatico; agaXmF_pov, 
W nf)p, o 68' 68' & at8ý; ou'Segia n0p8akt; 01) C 10 av 
and Aristophanes Byzantinus gives a most interesting account: imp8aXtv F-K 
iP 1P 
TPI 
VIITCIO-L) "PaTijq aVI'jP IIAF-pMaq EtXEV, Ota 8117CO-0 ýt'XIJV 11" E'po)gF-VIIV aya7row 
icat nF-ptEnwv WX-opCoq (Epit. 2.258). Even more overtly: AF-ye't 8E-' raq 
7cap8ccXF-tq, yuvcCticaq oi')'aa; ro' 7cpoTepov, Tpooo-b"; elvat AtovIO(Yo-O (Epit. 
2.266)3. Finally, Dio Cassius refers to a prostitute who imitates a leopard: ct; [ ... I 
1 An indirect reference to Penthesileia in 1.479-480. See Vian, on Posth. 12.580-583. Compare 
Posth. 12.538 with 7.95. 
2 On the forms nopSakt; and napSakt;, see Campbell 1981, Commentary, on Posth. 12.580; 
Henderson, on Ar. Lys. 1014-15. Vian (1959,167) notes that Quintus uses the Aeolic form despite 
the fact that Aristarchus condemns it. On the sex of the animal, cf. LSJ s. v. ndp5axtg Hesych. s. v. 
n0pBakt; - 3 See Lambros ed. 1885, ad loc. 
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P(OV, 8, woo, q gp-, r ,, ta icopvijq nap8aktv gtgo-oge'vilq F'_'natýF_v (Hist. Rom. 75.8; 
Boissevain ed. 1901)4. It seems that, compared to Homer, post-Homeric writers 
have a clearer and stricter concept of animals and their genders. 
The first leopard-simile composed by Quintus refers to Penthesileia: 
Posth. 1.540 dgOoTE_'p(j)v d")pgn(; e'Karavnov,, ni)Te, Xiqpil 
irWaXt; iv 4, okozourrtv A. ý_Optov ifirop e'Xo-oaa 
aiva neptoactivo-oaa 06pli jcar&avc'cxtovrcov 
&-f PEAMOV, O't' nEp gtV eV E"V'CF-O-t E)(OP1jXOEVTF_q 
Eacrogtv'nv Rtgvol)at nEnoteo'ce; eyXet'no-tv, 
The simile describes a very impulsive and fearless attack by the leopard, which 
behaves with self-confidence as if not realising the danger. The fearlessness of 
this leopard is seen through the eyes of the hunters who lie in wait; it is on them 
that Quintus concentrates, as the apodosis shows: 
M 10 Posth. 1.545 (o; apa f1F_vOF, (FtDxtav apiltot a'v8pF-; F'-gtgvov 
8o^Opa, r' aktpagevot - 
In giving the hunters such an important role, Quintus deviates from his source, the 
only extended leopard-simile in the Iliad, starting at v. 21.57 1. However, both the 
Iliadic and Posthomeric similes mention the place and the leopard's attack against 
the hunters in very similar wording, as the bold type shows: 
11.21.573 ij-ke nap5aktq F-Itat Pa0et'i1q c', K 4vX6xoto 
9 UVSPO'q OTjP1qT1^jPOG evav'riov, 01'W'Ut O1jgCq 
, uappCt o1')8F_OoPCtuat, EnEt lceviokawtov alcol)(Yij- 
et nep yap 00agevoq gtv ii ouraoýn ilt 06Xno-tv, 
aXXa, Te icalt nepý 8oup't nenapgevrl o-oic anoXý, yet 
aXicfi;, nptvy'ilF- 4-L)gOXýgevat ilF'- 8agfivat- 
The ancient scholiast explains the singularity of the simile by expressing his 
strong approval of it: ouluo 8F'_ E_'ntTE_', uF_-L)icTat, ort KnU' al), To'; "OR11po; a'xxllv 
gaXTIv nap8a'XE(t); &rAgnaev F_inCtv (Sch. Il. 21.573-8). Apart from being very t 
short, the other Homeric leopard-simile (Il. 17.20) is a segment of a tripartite 
comparison, a priamel, expressed in an unusual negative way: o^u', c'o^u"v lrap8axto; 
, rOaaov gFvo;. The characteristics of fearlessness and impetuosity are obvious in 
11.21.573f. as in the Posthomerica. No doubt, the Iliadic statement oU'56 n OugCO 
, rappeit o-W OopCvrat is too strong to escape any reader's attention and 
particularly that of a poet-reader like Quintus; yet his notion of this particular 
behaviour of the leopard is likely to have been strengthened by the Homeric 
00a Scholia: eugtico'v icalt iroXF-gticv r' ýCpov g'Xpt Oav', ro-O (Sch. Il. 21-573-8); 
Opa(yi) y a%p 'r ' ýCoov rof), ro (Sch. Il. 17.20-2, where, however, the swine and not 0 
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t the leopard is akoytiar(o opgý 0 -vov)5. The vocabulary that Aelian uses, on 
Oep` gF 
the other hand, creates a less strong picture: Oqgovon 8e' e'Xetv icat lcapTepw; 
Kat YFVVI'KCO; 71 01'Xyt; ICFX6J')F-t ICýV nap8aXtv ^U'nE-'p rof) IrCOV noxegt' O)v 
Cv-0Pptaav, co)v 7rF-ptyFve(; OatKapcepticOnaca F-va0Xof)aav (Ael. NA 5.54.42L). 
The simile in Posth. 3.201-203 is part of Paris' speech to the Trojans 
(3.190-211) after the death of Achilles: 
Posth. 3.199 6 yap icaica gilaaro TpCoa;. 
icat gtv Tpcota8e; ge aka ýpe I at icanak6mat 
agotnept(YTý(Yov, cat &va nroktv, XI)ypat 
7cop8dtXte;, cr. wko)v iceXoXcqgE-'vat, Xgatvat 
av5p't noXvic ý, rcp goyepfi; F'-nitiacopt NpTl; ' 
6); Tpcpa't nF-p't vF-icp6`v anoicrage'vov 'AXtkýo; 
II a0poat dti4o-oatv anetpeatov icoreo-ogat, 
at gev unep Tormwv iceyoX(og6vat, at 8F- Icat av8pCOV, 
at 8 ap imep irut&ov, at' 8e, yvonCov F'-ptrigcov. 
The simile is evoked by the second half of v. 199. The word order in vv. 199-200 
is noteworthy: 8' [ ... 
] TpCoa;. / Kat' gtv Tpcota8F-;. The subject 6" referring to 
Achilles, is transformed into the object gtv against whom the TpCOta8F-; are 
expected to turn in order to take revenge for the TpCoa;. These four words manage 
to encapsulate the whole nexus of relationships- that Paris intends to exhibit in his 
speech. Positioned in a way of introduction to the simile, the words are 
particularly effective. The psychological tone of the suggested action of revenge is 
very carefully built in vv. 200-202 and it is repeated in vv. 205-206 following the 
simile (see underlining). In addition, notable is the powerful rhetoric scheme of 
vv. 206-207, which is constructed round the central participle -KeXoXcogE-'vat. The 
nouns are also carefully selected to serve the speaker's intention: the wordreice'(ov 
is repeated in the form nati&)v, but it aurally revives in the term roicecov, as well, 
which precedes and justifies the participle 1cF_XoX(ogE_'vat; analogously, the word 
, rF-id-cov above gives reason for the anger expressed by the same participle, which 
is placed at the same metrical position as in verse 202. 
In relation to the previous leopard-simile in the Posthomerica, we note 
that the two similes in 1.540f. and 3.201f. are introduced by the same comparative 
word and employ the same epithet for the leopard. In fact, the whole unit of words 
occupies identical positions in the verses: (5-),, -OTE Xlqpil / Tcop8aXtq (1.540- 
541) = (5-)i'1-orF_ Xi)ypai / nop8aXtF,; (3.201-202). As to the epithet used, it 
-2): d(ýI)XdK'((Oq " XF-t 6 (Y-ý; 9p r% 7taft-tV St 0V ()P 0 600ac d'ya do ; 5 CC Eust. on Il. 17.21 (IV. 5.1 Iý 10 1 
Opa(yib g& y&p Ical A nc'tp5akt;; Eust. on Il. 21.571-80 QV. 555.9- 
11): "O'Et O-UgO'V RaPSCAF-0); 
4 t(y, ropfi(yat pooX6gF-VO; "OR'npO; Kat 6); 
ýWOTýV b1tppt'7l'rF-t OaVaUp, RapapC'EXXF-t alýý 'E6v 
6jpijgEE'wov 'Ayývopa. 
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seems that apart from these examples in the Posthomerica there is no other 
example of a leopard being described as kvypll in the extant sources contained in 
the TLG. Quintus also writes of X-oypO'v [ ... I gF_t8tOwat / nop8aXtF,; in 10.182- 183, while he uses the epithet Xuypo; of horses (6.245-246; 12.441,571), of an 
eagle (6.271-272) and of birds (10.265-266). Particularly the unit XDypil 7rop8aXt; 
is a very effective combination of words, owing to the repetition of the liquid 
consonants. The epithet seems somehow close to the epithet O'XoO; given to the 
leopard by [Oppian] (C. 3.63,98; 4.36). No epithet describes the Homeric 
leopard, while kuypO; is used in the Iliad but not of animals. 
I will here set out some thoughts on the epithet XuypO; in relation to Paris' 
rhetorical and emotion- evocative speech. The word kuypo; occurs at Posth. 
1.540, which is a leopard-simile articulated by the poet-narrator himself This fact 
makes us deduce two points: first, the very strong epithet XAYyp6; recurs at 3.201 
because it is somehow associated with the leopard in the Posthomerica, rather 
than because it harbours the psychological intensity that Paris aims to inspire in 
the women of Troy6. In other words, it is Quintus - not Paris - who thinks of 
the leopards as Xuypati- It is not so much the demands of Paris' speech as the 
relationship of the epithet and the noun in this poem that determine the use of 
XWpat' in the speech. Second, it is definite that the Xvypalt nop8aXtF_; in Book 3 
refer to the Xuypil nopSakt; in Book 1. The Amazon is the first figure promising 
the salvation of Troy. Her success is thwarted because of the men, dt' nE-'p ýttv E'v 
Fv, rFat OG)pnXOevrF; / coo-bg re; F_ F_ 110 v11v g1gvoO(yt nF_notoo, yX t, tv. Achilles is 
one of the two men referred to in the simile of Book 1. The simile in Book 3 
occurs after Achilles has died. Consequently, the image of the leopard revives in 
the new context of the defeated Achilles. Along with the image of the leopard, the 
hope for Troy is meant to revive. The outburst against the enemies is now 
expected from the Trojan women. 
it is interesting how Paris' speech serves the needs of the poet to associate 
the two leopard-similes. Paris is speaking as if he realised how significant the 
simile will be not only for the Trojan listeners but also for the readers of the 
poem. The fact that the poet manipulates the characters' thoughts for his own 
poetical purposes, unavoidable though it may be, gives the impression that there is 
a silent agreement between Quintus and the reader that the Posthomerica is 
supposed to be read as a literary work, not as the narration of a historical event 
(as, for example, Tzetzes claims for his own Posthomerica several centuries later 
than Quintus). The character's unawareness of this double function of his speech 
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seems quite ironic but it is absolutely effective from a narratological point of 
view. 
After the simile of a leopard or lioness which is embedded in the speech of 
Paris, the poet returns to the image of the leopard in order to describe not a crowd 
but a single woman. The leopard-simile applied to Cassandra gives the very last 
lines of Book 12: 
Posth. 12.580 ý S, 6vre, n6p8aktq gaavr'ýv oýpeatv &aXak6ma 
to , nv, c'&n6 geaaa-Aoto i6w; goypoim vogfie; 
(Ye'L)ov, r'e(Yo-vgEvo);, il 8'ayptov I'lcop e'Xouact 
evxponaktýogE_'" &VaXdýerat &Xwo"vil icnp* 
(oq il y' F, -o'pF_'o; 't'7mo-o a'nýGO-V'Uo 'rF_tPogF_VTj nep 
TpOXOV &golt Oov(9- gakayap gýya 8eXworo nýga- 
This simile forms the antithesis of the leopard-simile of Penthesileia. In both 
similes, leopards confront men who will thwart or have already thwarted their 
activity. Despite the similar theme, the details differ considerably. While the 
leopard in 1.540-544 is active and aggressive (the verbs 6pplae xarav'rtov and 
E)OpT 
,I icac9vavr' are eloquent), the one at the end of 
Book 12 is chased away; the 
only verbs of action sound rather as verbs of retreat in this particular context: 
10 ,, 7 F-acru, r , otvctXdýerat . The verb F'-'acrwr' fails to give a convincingly active tone to 
the behaviour of the leopard. Whatever aggression is seen in this verb, is undercut 
by the clause 11v [... ] ae1Oovu'F-cFo-ugE-'vcoq and the verb itself is finally transformed 
into the d7reamoro of the apodosis. Not surprisingly, this difference in the physical 
activity of the animal in the two similes is followed by a shift towards a 
psychological tone in the second simile, where the leopard is aaXak0a)aO and 
aXv, ogF-vyl icilp. 
In the climax of the swine-imagery in the previous section, we saw women 
and their share of suffering in the war. In this section we have seen the leopard as 
depicting exclusively female characters. The tonality of these similes is 
conspicuous. The first leopard in the poem stands for the first important woman in 
it. After the death of Achilles who was the killer of that first leopard the Trojan 
women are thought of as leopards seeking revenge for all the death that has 
befallen their families. However, neither Penthesileia's success nor the Trojan 
women's revenge is fulfilled. The Posthomerica closes with the third and most 
psychological leopard which depicts another important woman in Troy, 
7 Campbell 1981, Comnientary, on Posth. 12.580-4: "There does not seem to be an exact parallel 
If in archaic epic ... for the structure of ake ... kyavr'... aeuovc'... 
00; ... ancoolno. 
ti 
8 'Me form icayXak6wa of the codd. is suspiciously reminiscent of the form icayXak6wat in 
3.200. 
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Cassandra. Her deep pain is precisely the influence she cannot have on the 
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Trojans and the action she cannot take. 
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11.6 
The lioness 
We should keep in mind that there is no feminine form of the word "lion" in 
Homer. The ancient scholiasts have drawn attention to this (Sch. A 17.134-6a. 1) 
and they clearly state, for example, that the lion in Il. 18.318-322 is used vfJv 8' 
I1 90 ent Nketaq- w` 8F- Xkatva vednepov ovoga (Sch. on II. 18.318a). Eustathius 
also remarks on the subject: Ae'ovrayap v-ov oit nakatolt Tl'lv "ketav Xkyeo-Oati 
Oaatv, o1a rof) notiyco o Kn' eti8ocoq etn6v keatvav, 810, ZnvosoToq 01') 
napF-8F-Xe, ro rol')q 69Vcafft art'Xo-oq, Xbvrct gF'-v a-u', r6qr6v dppeva vo6v, Xgyo)v 
-N 90 8e' gil o-KugvaywyF-tvrov appeva (on A 17.132-6: IV. 26.2f. ). Even when it seems 
that by writing Xkov Homer means a lioness (17.133-136,18.318-322)1 the lions 
describe male characters: Aias and Achilles. It is only in the Odyssey (4.791) that 
Penelope is compared to a lion, and this is a male one. As a matter of fact, lengthy 
comparisons to a lioness are rare in Greek poetry. In general, after the lioness 
which we discern behind the male lions in the Iliad, there are only a few examples 
of lioness-similes or metaphorS2. The word XE-'atva itself is first attested in 
tragedy, when in Aeschylus Ag. 1258-1259 Cassandra likens Clytaemnestra 
sleeping with Aegisthus to a lioness mating with a wolf while the lion is absent. 
Sophocles compares Tecmessa to a mother-lioneSS3, whose cubs have lost their 
father and so she is their protector (Aj. 986f. ). In Euripides' Electra (1163-1164) 
the Chorus describe Clytaemnestra, who wishes vengeance for the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia, as a fierce mountain-reared lioneSS4. Medea has a colcd8oq 86pyga 
XEativ, % the gaze of a lioness who has just given birth (Med. 187)5. Callimachus 
also stresses the gaze of the lioneSS6: 
Cer. 50 cav 8' a'p'-u'icopX6wa; XakEndmpov i''- icovayov 
9p ptf 9p p 
wpeo-tv ev Tgaptotatv unookbwt av8pa Matva 
tP 
(J)Ro, roKo;,, ra-; O(Y. Vln' 71OXtV ýXOCFUP m'aTOV O"gRa, 
while Theocritus emphasises her roar in a pathetic description of Agaue: 
Id. 26.20 F-Oaxav 4-0161(yaro nat& x6itaa, gav1p gF-v ic 0E 
Q '80qTF-X'OF-t g' 71ga k6at'Vaq- 0000V ICF-Pvoica E UK 
Long before Theocritus, Pentheus is thought of as the offspring of a lioness in 
Euripides' Bacchae (989f. ), while a lengthy pathetic description of a leonine 
Pentheus and a keovrooOvo; Agaue (Nonn. D. 46.224) is later made by Nonnus 
1 See, however, the objection of Fr5nkel 1921,92-93. 
2 Campbell 1981, Commentary, on Posth. 12.530-3; Wolffpassim. 
3 For a mother lioness, see Stat. Theb. 5.203f., 10.414f.; V. Fl. Arg. 3-737f. 
4 See Cropp, on Eur. El. 1163-4. 
5 See Wolff, p. 147; for lion imagery in tragedy, see pp. 146f. 
6 see Cahen, on Call. Cer. 50-52. 
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(D. 46.177L). Nonnus places emphasis on the animal's maternal role and he has a 
long simile of a lioness suckling her cubs in D. 3.388-3937. In the Dionysiaca the 
lioness-image is thematic in the touching picture of Aura whom Dionysus has 
deceived and impregnated. So, the roar of a lioness in labour is the initial point of 
similarity to Aura's cries when she gives birth (D. 48.788): Opticaxýov OpuXilga 
XEXcot'8o; F-'tXF- Xeaiv-% A few verses later, in the narrative, Aura exposes her 
unwanted children in the wilds in order to be eaten by a lioness: ElflKF-v ^07rO' 
,X (1) t o7ol -oyyt XF_X 'tct Minva keaivil; (D. 48.910). When beasts prove to be 
getXiXtot, gentle and affectionate to the children, Aura will attempt to kill them 
displaying the rage of the lioness, 6typtov i'10o; F'_'Xo-oact 8cta-oarE_'pvoto 4at'"; 
(D. 48.918). By inference, in the same way as Quintus presents the leonine Aias 
crossing the boundary between simile and narrative, Nonnus depicts the leonine 
Aura transgressing the boundaries between the realms of imaginary and real. 
Quintus writes about both masculine and feminine lions, and of the 
Homeric masculine forms he adopts XE_'cov, not Xt'; orX1 ; 8. He does create a 
correspondence between male characters and lions on the one hand, and female 
characters and lionesses on the other. He avoids writing a lioness-simile for a 
man, though had he done so, he could have had expressive images of warriors 
lamenting fallen comrades or taking revenge for them. In the scene of Nestor 
lamenting Antilochus, for example, Quintus could have created a pathetic lioness- 
simile. S. H. Lonsdale (1990,30) has already commented on the feminine gender 
as capable of adding pathos, especially "in similes portraying the relationship 
between mother animal and offspring". 
Quintus does not think of leonine women and men in very different ways, 
as he does, for example, with his similes of birds of prey and those of mother- 
birds9. He exploits only to a small extent the lioness in her maternal role, and so 
does not probe into the feelings of a mother-lioness. The description of the Trojan 
women by Paris is not a deep insight into the bereaved wife's or mother's 
psychology. Yet he has an especially sad view of females as lionesses, in whose 
psychology he expresses a particular interest. All three lioness-similes contain 
expressions of emotion, whereas the emotional element in lion-similes is 
considerably lower; details are shown in the table below: 
7 See Chuvin (ed. 1976), ad loc. 
8 See Lee's objections as to the meaning of the word (pp. 40-46). 
9 For both lioness and bird in a maternal role, see Stat. Ach. 1.167f. and 212L; Mendelsohn, 
passim. 
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ILions 
12.332-334 
3.144-145 
5.407 
6.397 
7.465 
7.489 
t% öe 90 
p9 0 
so xlx 0090 0 
(X cttogp-Voý nep ag-()VF-t 
010 yap 01 elr egne80i E, t(Jtv 0,80vTeg 
Ir ßill, lcpaCF-p, xp, Vcko gao, olüöe' ov 89 0a -oveTat ilTop 
e 10 0 ctp 01) Tt 7renapýLEvoý ilrop aKovTt 
XAOE'Uat Avophlý 
90 Ir kigi) un' ctpyax, ý, q 8F-8gllg£-, voý ayptov ilTop 
galveT evt gF-G(JOIGIV 
gey aaxctxo(ov F'-Vi 6-0g6% 
Xtkalogevol gp-'Yct 6-0g(ý 
7 out of 16 lion-similes correspond to 43.75%. 
Lionesses 
1.317 atgaco; t'get'po-u(ya,, c6 ot gaka ftgo'vt'at'vet 
3.202 IceXACORE'vat 
lp 12.532 Týq 8'F'-v OpFoý gat'verat iyuop 
3 out of 3 lioness-similes correspond to 100% 
Words and expressions of emotion applied to lions and lionesses in the Posthomerica. 
Remarkable is the last lioness-simile in the Posthomerica. It describes the 
reaction of Cassandra to the imminent doom of her citylO: 
CP t9R. - Posth. 12.529 1p ke ornp gara Xvypa icara 7rroXtv F-9toEvoil(YEv 
t% "99p0, IP Tp 
F-t; F-v ag atooorca, gey taXF-v, evre eatva 
4-0?, ' xotatv p xextllg, i1v pac F-vt 0 avj F-voq aypllq 
o u, a ile aXq FIV ot t 11, cop ,c, an, ,, 0,,, cfl; 8' ' ýpe " gaivecat ' 
t 90 
pft 10 
;, lcavTll av 0A)PEa Ralcpa, nexEt 56 ot Claxero axlcý - 
This simile stands out because Quintus places it in the context of the stealthy and 
unheroic conquest of Troy on the one hand, and of the lack of Trojan alertness on 
the other, namely in a context where there is no position for the heroic lion. In 
such a situation it is natural that Book 13 depicts the Greeks as wolves rather than 
lions (13.45,133,258). Wolves may have also featured in the lost verses that 
followed 13.72. The simile of Cassandra is a simile of honour to the city that is 
going to fall. Smitten though it is, the lioness keeps the spirit of resistance and 
fighting. She represents the body of healthy and resisting Troy. The wounds of the 
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lioness correspond to the Ogara Xvypa that Cassandra sees in the city; the simile 
shows how she feels these Ogara on her own body, a body compared to that of a 
lioness. So, Cassandra feels the wounds of Troy and suffers the pain before Troy 
itself does. This simile - along with the similes of Achilles (3.142f. ), Eurypylus 
(6.396f. ) and Neoptolemus (7.464L) - belongs to the group of similes where 
lions confront men. The simile of Cassandra looks like Achilles', because as lions 
they are both wounded - Achilles representing the Greek army, Cassandra 
representing the Trojan people. 
Cassandra's simile has also elements in common with the simile of 
Penelope to a lion in Od. 4.791-792, which is a simile of merit and heroic 
resistancell, as that of Cassandra in the Posthomerica: 
12 Od. 4.7 88 IC&C, ap auvro;, CtIM(Yro; E811, rbo; 118E 7CoTTJro; I) 
t9 
9P e%P 
opgaivoixy, et ot Oavacov ou'yot -otoq ag-ogcov, 
n to ,,, 
dX 11 oy -LMO gvqOrfiPO-tv IORCPýt' oto-t 8agF-till. 
ep 000a 8F, -RF-p 'Ptýe X&OV av8pcov E'V oRt, X(O 911 
860a;, 07MOTE 4tV 8OXtOV MP't ICI)ICXOV aY(J)(; tg 
, ro(paa gtv 6i xu6F- '8'L)RO; iI)ý7, rvo; - oPttatvo-OOaV FEMI VII 
Cassandra identifies herself with Troy, as Penelope identifies herself with 
Telemachus. For the simile's length of time, Penelope lives in the position of 
Telemachus and experiences the danger that lurks for him, as Cassandra lives in 
the position of Troy and experiences the pain that will befall it. Though the two 
descriptions are similar in nature, the anxiety of the two women is expressed in 
different terms. No doubt, there is a difference between Quintus' Cassandra who is 
physically active and Homer's Penelope who is soon going to sleep. Still, the 
activity of Quintus' Cassandra in the narrative is not as intense as the lioness- 
simile has implied, and this is a point that has already been indicated13. What 
seems a discrepancy arises, I believe, from the fact that Cassandra does not so 
much act physically like a lioness, but rather feels the wounds of Troy on her 
body and psyche as a lioness would feel wounds caused by hunters. Therefore, the 
similes of Penelope and Cassandra have a mental and psychological tone 
respectively. The image of Cassandra is stronger, since the emergency of the 
situation leads her further than Penelope can reach, to a discomposure, though not 
maenadic as in Triphiodorus (358f. )14. 
11 Wolff, p. 146; Podlecki, p. 84. 
12 A different reading, e. g. in Ludwich (ed. 1998 [1889]) and Von der MUM (ed. 1984 [1962]) is 
x6, r' a'p' davro; - 13 Campbell 1981, Commentary, on Posth. 12.530-8. 
14 For a comparison of Quintus' and Triphiodorus' description of Cassandra, see Campbell 1981, 
Commentary, on Posth. 12.530-8; Ferrari, pp. 39-40, who sees in Triphiodorus, as opposed to 
Quintus'and Virgil's descriptions of the Trojan princess, "una Cassandra pifi delicata" (p. 40). 
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I started the discussion of Quintus' animal-similes with the lion and I now 
finish the second chapter with the lioness. In the first part I showed that the pre- 
eminence of the lion is undermined. In this last part, though, the undermining is 
more definite and conspicuous. This is something to which I will come back in the 
epilogue of the short section that follows and contains observations on the leopard 
and the lioness. 
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11.6 The lioness 
APPENDIX 
The lioness and the leopard 
The lioness and the leopard are unmistakably related in the Posthomerica. The 
succession of the relevant similes is shown below: 
A) Penthesileia 
1 1.315-317 lioness attacking 
h 2 1.540-544 1 leopard attacking in vain 
u 
n B) Trojan Women 
t 3 3.201-203 leopards or lionessesT vengeful 
I 
n Q Cassandra 
.g .4 
12.530-533 lioness wounded 
F-] 5 12.580-583 leopard chased away 
Similes o lionesses and leopards in the Posthomerica. f 
The very beginning and end of this succession of similes form a thematic ring 
composition. In the very first and very last similes (1 and 5) the animal enters the 
human realm and causes damage. So, though human beings are absent in the first 
simile, the lioness attacks domesticated animals - oxen - while in the last 
simile the leopard is chased away by shepherds and dogs from the place where 
cattle are put at night. On the contrary, all similes between I and 5 picture animals 
that are victims of hunters. 
Now, let us momentarily isolate the similes that depict each of the three 
female subjects - Penthesileia, the women of Troy and 
Cassandra. All three are 
thought of as both lionesses and leopards, and it is noteworthy that each of the 
three descriptions (A, B and C) delineate thwarted endeavours and death. So, in 
pair A Penthesileia is viewed in a light of glory as a lioness, but this glory is 
undermined in the leopard-simile where the vainness of her confidence 
is 
exhibited. The valiant heroine will soon fall like a leopard in the encounter with a 
hunter. Simile B is a picture of pain, bereavement and wish for revenge. The death 
of sons and husbands is now followed by their killer's death; this chain of 
death 
prompts the women's desire for revenge. From the personal 
death that is foreseen 
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in pair A, we passed to the death of beloved persons in B, and we now move to 
pair C, which combines the doom of the individual (as seen in A) with that of a 
group of people (as seen in B). I have mentioned above that Cassandra represents 
the resisting Troy, the Troy that does not exist any more. Therefore, the wounds 
of the lioness and the unsuccessful endeavours of the leopard are not really 
personal but collective; they represent more than Cassandra herself 
The melancholy tonality in the depiction of lionesses and leopards is in 
assonance with the fate of the female in the Posthomerica, especially of women 
from the Trojan side. The aforementioned similes describe the fate of the female 
on the one hand, and also the imminent fall of Troy as it is reflected on the 
experience of women. Penthesileia's similes share in the pattern of the lioness and 
leopard we have just seen and so the Amazon Queen is pictured in the same dark 
colours as the widows and bereaved mothers of Troy are, or as Cassandra is. 
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an active part in the war or stay behind and suffer its impact. 
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Chapter III 
(a) The beast: Introduction 
ET11V nEptlEýTEM TO'o 0t8in08a 11610711 eiffl, rO CCKCCOÖptgTO, TO 
a1COTF-tV6 iccct To Ouvaclie6po T9pag nat, pvp-t vqv öyil Tlig 
lei ag. Eivat To Gilp'to To eitvtyg(iTiKo Kütt To icuptepp icoi) M 
epaýet To Spogo. -To ýiicougevo aTo atvtyga croi, ) To ovo a 
'AvOpWn0, TIlg (XltOKpiVF-T(It o 0t8t7roSag. Kat To Olipito agEawý 
Elut(yTpe üt t uall 
ýegt 0T0 ßd 00ý Tll; 6VIlg TOI) Kat aeaviýeTat. Heý 
Vt'KteTctt. 
D. Liantinis, Ta EUi7vtKa, Athens 1992, p. 135. 
I will argue that beast-similes are considerably different from all other animal- 
similes: they are similes of a different substance. My approach is based on the 
assumption that the beast as an unidentified wild animal does not necessarily (or, 
does not really) represent any particular animal, unless it refers to an animal 
which has already been identified in the context. The beast is the wild animal in 
the abstract sense. I shall take a simple step towards the significance of the 
unequivocal word "beast". The community would designate as such, an animal 
which for some reason (lack of knowledge, physical distance, etc. ) is either 
difficult or impossible to identify. Taking this initial point slightly further: a 
speaker would designate an animal as a beast, if he decides to conceal the 
animal's identity as being either unnecessary or immaterial. He could also regard 
the identity of the animal as meaningless or even unwanted. In this case where the 
beast's identity is deliberately suppressed, emphasis is placed not on the animal 
itself, but rather on the situation in which the animal is seen or shown, or on the 
situation which the animal itself creates. Deeper than the cognitive significance 
of the word "beast" as an unidentifiable or unidentified wild animal, is the quite 
emotive view of the "beast", the word's force as is feltl. So, above all specified 
animals, the beast is the reflection of crude and unrefined wildness; it embodies 
the dark force of the irrational and the power of instinct. It is the non-human, the 
reflection of the unknown: it stands for something which is strange and distant 
from human, which is difficult for man to understand. G. E. R. Lloyd discusses 
(p. 187) "how comparisons are used in early Greek literature not only to express, 
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but also to grasp or conceive the unknown or what is difficult to comprehend. " He 
mainly refers to similes which aim to grasp the divine or inner psychological 
states and reactions. Towards his conclusion he states that (p. 190; his italics) 
"Comparisons are a means of describing the known: but they may also be used 
[... ] to apprehend the unknown by likening it to something known or familiar. " On 
the contrary, what I am concerned to note is that there are times when similes 
beast-similes in particular - can show the unknown not in order to interpret it, 
but to let us see it better as being unknown and help us realise how distanced we 
are from that. 
When a poet thinks of a character as a beast, he invites the reader to see 
the dark and opaque power of Nature, as well as the pre-eminence of instinct 
reflected in this identification. The poet sheds light not on the person, but on both 
the outer and inner situations in which the person finds himself/herself: that is, the 
setting of events on the one hand (outer situation) and the character's 
psychological reaction to these outer events (inner situation) on the other. It is 
clear that what the simile aims at is not characterisation, as is usually the case in 
other animal-similes. The choice of a particular animal would entail a totally 
divergent direction: the reader would be expected to approach the text equipped 
with pre-knowledge and pre-conceptions about the nature of the animal. 
Consequently, the characteristics of the animal would be reflected on the character 
being described. As Hainsworth puts it, "Heroes are normally compared to 
"noble" animals, lions, boars, or stallions, whose courage is easily imputed in the 
hero even if it is not the point of comparison. "2 By contrast, the beast does not 
reflect the similarity of the individual to an animal, but rather his remoteness from 
human standards. The difference between the two is fine, but important. An 
unspecified fierce animal has the power to reveal the significant chasm between 
the realms of the human and the non-human. For example, when in Aeschylus' 
Agamemnon the Chorus comment on Cassandra's behaviour, they compare it to 
that of a newly caught beast. The isolation of Cassandra is enhanced, since she is 
not merely a foreigner but essentially a stranger, a different person whom no-one 
can understand: 
t 
Ag. 1062 EpgTIVE', O); E'-'OtICF-V 11 46VnTOP013 
86aOat * rpono; 8F'- Ehlpo'; 6'; vF-atpE-', co^o- 
It appears that a "p in terms of behaviour is what a Odppapo; is in terms of 
language. It encompasses all that is beyond perception and, consequently, cannot 
be adequately expressed in words. 
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It is sad that the depth of the word's semantics is missed in the way 
lexicographers interpret it and mainly critics, both ancient and modem, read it in 
Homer and elsewhere. It forms an exception that Keith (p. 20) presents the beast- 
similes of the Iliad as a separate category. Though he does not attempt any 
interpretation, his referring to the usage of the theme reveals that the author does 
not perceive beasts as lions: "For "p, wild beast, in the attitude of searching, 
peering or trembling and fleeing after doing some wrong cf. 111449; XI 546; XV 
589". Another exception is G. S. Kirk (on Il. 3.449-50), who mentions "the wild if 
unspecified beast"; even so, he goes on to remind the reader of the hungry lion to 
which Menelaus was compared earlier. Finally, I must note that in her translation 
of the Posthomerica (1991) Calero Secall rightly uses the word "fiera" for a beast, 
without altering the meaning of the similes. 
On the other hand, many scholars arbitrarily deprive the word of its 
cognitive meaning, that of "a wild animal": the beast is taken to mean "a lion"3. 
Even Schnapp-Gourbeillon (1981) who discusses Homeric animal-similes in 
particular, does not look into the beasts as a separate group. Such an approach 
shows a misunderstanding of the poet's intentions; it overlooks the process he has 
followed in order to decide on the most effective vehicle for his message4. In fact, 
the least one can demand from a poet of Homer's merit is - if not a startling 
revelation of the word's potentia15 - that he be sufficiently, if not perfectly aware 
of both the nuance and gravity of any single word he is using. He should not 
imply but write what he wishes to say, and most importantly: he should mean 
what he says. Literature is expected to be aware of the norm, namely the 
crystallised significance that words have in the community's code; it is only then 
that literature can broaden the notion of the words by breaking the norm of 
language6. The occurrence of the "beast" is neither a matter of variation nor of 
metrical convenience as D. J. N. Lee suggeStS7. A beast is a beast and a lion is a 
lion. In other words, to think of somebody as a beast and to think of somebody as 
a lion or a wolf are two different processes of mind. One of these two processes of 
to Ir t.. , Avazeacbv mind is nicely expressed by John Chrysostom: (oo-nep olov O'cav 
3 See, e. g., Hesych. s. v. "p; Sch. A. R. 1.1243-48a; Sch. vet. Arat. 35.6; Sch. Opp. H. 3.387; 
Eust. on Il. 3.449 (1.682-683); Sch. Il. 10.183-6; Eust. on Il. 10.183-8 (111.41.32-33); Hainsworth 
1993, on H. 11.546-7; Sch. H. 15.586b; Eust. on Il. 15.585f. (111.767.23); Janko 1992, on H. 
15.323-5 and H. 15.586-8; Lee, p. 22. 
4 See Babiniotis 1991,122f. ("rIpo0F-, rtic6, Mra" = Intentionality). 
5 See Babiniotis 1991,95f. ("' H gova5ucoTqra Til; XE-'4F-o); (yrov notqruco koyo" = The 
uniqueness of the word in poetical speech). He discusses such topics as the plasticity of 
significance, the scale of the emotive charge of the word, and how the word is emotively 
rebaptised in the poet's sensibility. 
6 See Babiniotis 1991,269f. ("KaOilgeptvi'l icat notTITticil ykdkoa" = Everyday and poetical 
language). 
7 P. 22,22 n. 49 (see p. 38). 
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0%9% twoty1701 * U: 'ýwv [Num. 24.91, co' a'gaXov icat oopepo'v bcXagPavogF_v, ou To 
Ehlpt68F-q o^U'8E' C'[XXoutc6vcC5 Xbvrt npo(; OVr(ov (MPG 60.559.26f. ). 
As an example I will quote the only beast-simile in the Odyssey, which 
refers to the dogs of Eumaeus: 
Od. 14.21 nap 8E, ICI)VF_q "PF-00tv E'otilcoueq atiEvIaloov 
Eustathius on Od. 14.21 (11.58.36) remarks: "peaatv E_9otic0, cF_q, X-6icot;, cuXo'v I'l, 
X6ow-tv, oKvE-t yap 8taaa0fioat Tilv Xýýtv. I hesitate to accept that Homer just 
oicvCt to specify the species of the beasts in the simile. In theory, this simile could 
be nap 8F'- id)ve; ketiouatv E_'oticWce; at'Ekv It'a-0ov and it would be effective to 
compare a shepherd's dog to a wild animal which slaughters herds. The ferocity of 
the dogs is stressed here, and this is actually borne out after only a few verses, 
when they attack Odysseus 64antivil; (v. 29). As -S. Li1ja (p. 19) notes, "it must be 
admitted that Homer describes ordinary sheep dogs as remarkably bloodthirsty. 
[ 
... 
] The whole scene is skilfully constructed to give emphasis to the ferocity of 
the swineherd's dogs. At the very beginning they are "pF-ootv F_'oticore; (21), and 
thus likened to beasts of prey. 118 A lion is wild but not the representative par 
excellence of wildness. After all, the dogs are not making a dashing movement 
that would be fit for a lion. They do bark, but the element of sound is famously 
absent from the Homeric lions, anyway. On the contrary, "pF-oatv can express 
the strange, unpredictable and unexpected nature of the dogs, and this is more 
effective than thinking of the dogs as lions. The same element of dangerous 
ferocity that is unexpected and alien to the proper nature of an animal, in this case 
of a horse, we see in Libanius' autobiography (Or. 1.259, Martin ed. 1978): Innot 
86, E, Ot]CorF-; ge, v elpt'ot;, Tof)'ro 8F'- 01) 8o1Cof)vUe;, Icat 731V oA, )8F-v ICaICo'v 
et, lca, (Yat, 'Co, 8' a"pa 11v RF-, Ya. X(J)po-0VCt 0-ov got 8ta Ream) T01%); 0,80VTa; 
91% 81 9P i F_86tICvI)(TaV, avr%t PEXCOV roýt; noort xpe)gevot, ro 11PICEGF-V av et; Oavarov. 
The general (as expressed in the noun "beast") and the specific (as expressed 
in 
the words "lion", "boar" or other) may overlap, since each particular wild animal 
species is part of the whole group of wild animals; however, they are 
hardly 
interchangeable. 
A fine example of this impossibility of changing the general 
for the 
specific at no expense to poetical value, we see in two splendid verses of the 
Modern Greek folk song of Atoy6vvilcil (Liogeniti = the Sun-born girl). 
The 
verses describe the defloration of Liogeniti by Kostantis: 
oXovJ)X J; Icotgo ý [aVF_ (Y& 81)6'Y/%A)Ka a' 8FpoaKta, 165 Tt lov av 0 
lcaýt np60;, T&a 411g6p(ogaca (; a, v T, " pta noloka, Icta. ay 
(Politis 74) 
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(all night long they were sleeping like two sweet siblings, 
and towards dawn like wild little birds) 
The comparison "(Yctv 'c' dyptct novkaxta" (like wild little birds) expresses how 
the instinctive awakening of Nature has led the two youths to love-making. Such 
a succinct meaning could have never been expressed if the poet had preferred to 
use identified birds instead of the effective unidentified wild ones. The image of 
particular birds, e. g. pigeons, would communicate the sense of affection and love; 
it would reflect the sense of partnership, as so often the imagery of some 
particular pairs of mating birds does in Modem Greek. The wild birds not only 
express this standard idea of partnership and love but they are also qualified to go 
beyond; they convey the insinuation that Liogeniti and Kostantis made love. 
Even further, they express the thrill and passion of the intercourse as reflected in 
the relationship which has now clearly moved to a new stage; the lCai at the 
beginning of the second verse has more the meaning of "but' 'than of "and". 
Of course, it is not only in the realm of animals that the general and the 
unidentified harbour different significances. Another example is the comparison 
of human generations to leaves in Homer, in the famous reply of Glaucus to 
Diomedes' question about his lineage: 
F-11 til F_ at av 11.6.146 0111 REP 0ý)XXWWYEV TO'i 8' IC 8PCOV. 
0'0kka, ca gEvr' &F-go; xaga8t; XE-'F-t, dkka 8E O'lAil 
TTIX600(c)(Ya 010F_t, F, -apoq 8' F_ICVYt, vF_Tat (J)PIj* 
t% I (0; aV8P6V7F_VejjTjRF_ 1, Rtf, 18,67coxý'Yet. ," 'vo 
The unidentified leaves reflect the invincible law of Nature. Besides, the number 
of the unidentified falling leaves parallels the human death as a common lot 
which is unsympathetic ally seen by Nature. When god Apollo says that it is not 
worth fighting with Poseidon for the sake of poor mortals (11.21.462-464: ov'ic a'v 
8,00' yF- ppocCov F'_'veica icroXegt'ý(o Re aaoopova 91)"(Yato / E'RgevcEt, Ft 11 t 
UtX(5v), he compares mortals to leaves (464f. )9. So, to the aforementioned 
parallelism of humans and leaves he adds the consequent idea that the 
human 
masses are insignificant. 
In passages parallel to the Homeric verses, the poets do not, any more than 
Homer does, attempt to specify the (spring) leaves. Mimnermus, for example, 
thinks of the brevity of youth as parallel to the brevity of spring leavesIO: 
Mimn. 2WI , get; 8', otare O^oXXa ovet noXuavoF-90; COP11 
9 Coffey (pp. 127-128) thinks that Il. 6.146f. and 21.464f. are similes of an abstract point of 
comparison and he sees them as exceptional statements of a general principle. 
A discussion of the 
two similes, especially of the first one, in Fornaro, pp. 30f.; cf. Bezantakos 
1996,318,318 n. 167. 
10 See parallels in Papademetriou, p. 79. On both this fragment and 
Semonides 29 D, which cites 
Il. 6.146 in its second verse, see A. Allen 1993,41-42; Garner, pp. 2f. (for parallels see pp. v-vi). 
Humans are +'UXXcov yevF-0 npompotot in Ar. Av. 685. See Sch. vet. 
Ar. Av. 685i; Dunbar, on Ar. 
Av. 685. 
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e 90 apo;, O'r atV awill; a-04F-'Cat ýF'Xtou' 
'C0it; '11CEXOt 7VnX-OtOV E-'7t't XPOVOV aVOF-OtVnh; 
TEPROgEOa 
Quintus usually thinks of leaves when he describes large numbers of dead 
or dying people, namely fallen or falling: Posth. 1.345,2.536,3.325,8.230,9.503 
(there is also the example of the sheep that Aias kills at 5.409). In the Iliad, on the 
contrary, apart from the leaf-image that Glaucus and Apollo use in order to 
express the fragility of the human race (6.146 and 21.464 respectively), there are 
only two more examples of leaves, and those indicate the mass of the Greek army 
(2.468,800). Homer never writes of troops falling like leaves1l. 
it is important that in all the passages I have referred to above, the leaves 
are unidentified. As regards Quintus' accounts of the falling or fallen warriors, not 
only the leaves but the men are unidentified, too. If all these comparisons were 
based on the leaves of some particular plant, then they would reveal a subjective 
and emotional embellishment by the speaker, as well as a sympathetic view (more 
expected from a human than a god). The whole description then would be 
coloured by an attempt to characterise not so much Nature, but rather our own 
existence as the speaker views it. In the Posthomerica, when Agamemnon seeks 
Philoctetes' understanding he speaks of humans in the power of Fate as leaves in 
the power of the wind (9.503-504); however, when the phantom of Achilles 
speaks to Neoptolemus about the fragility of human beings, he thinks not of 
leaves - though he apparently alludes to the Homeric image of the leaves - but 
of blossoms12: 
Oeat lcot'%' Posth. 14.207 av5PCOv ya'pye'vo; F-O'Ttv 090tt0v av 
9P %%P,,, P1. avoeatv eitaptvcýiat * 'm Rev Otvluftt, ra 8 aeý- - 
Blossoms are not just a part of Nature, as leaves, they are its revelation at its most 
astonishing beauty. Given that the speaker is a person already dead, it is 
reasonable that the utterance of a general principle may take on a special nuance. 
Achilles has experienced what he is talking about; he is not philosophising but 
rather speaking out of his personal pain. His words are designed to arouse 
sympathy. 
Finally, there is another point I wish to underline: the beast depicting the 
emotional state of the individual in particular, draws a picture strictly linked to the 
present situation and time. It portrays, as I have already mentioned, not the 
character but the side of his psyche which is able to be viewed at a very particular 
11 See Fomaro, pp. 38-39, for an association of the leaf-image as indicating the mass with the 
leaf-image as reflecting the brevity of the life-span in the Iliad. 
12 See Vian, on Posth. 14.207-208. 
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moment13. There is a slight, yet important, difference between behaving like a 
lion at a particular moment by letting your given courage, heroism and 
stubborness come out and express themselves, and behaving like a beast at a 
particular moment by drawing not from elements of your character but by 
breaking the contour of your self and adopting what is alien to your known 
nature. To illustrate this idea I will cite a few examples: e4E_'arqicF_ Tý; O-OaF_cK 
P-9 [sc. c& 0, ilptial, d5onep ot gaivoge-vot ccov av6p(1')7ccov (Arist. EN 1149b35, 
P% 
%P Susemihl and Apelt edd. 1912); il gEv yap (hjptoTijq gavtqt ctvt e-otice (Asp. in 
EN 1149b23, Heylbut ed. 1889); avilgepo; ica't NptWn; oativp-, cat ou'ic EotKco; 
I av0p(Onc, p (Sch. Eur. Ph. 129 Schwartz; cf. Sch. Eur. Ph. 130); etiq 0, qpt6J8ij 
TnPUa4aq ao-u Ti'lv 0-knv, Tý )TI I 
, cpOnov gE 
, roij 
( pto-o auvoticta ogorpono; abTij 
yevOgevoq- (Basil MPG 30.817A). The individuals we are going to see in Homer, 
in Apollonius and Quintus, do not hide a beast in them always, do not display a 
bestial nature that always waits to find a way to the surface. In other words, 
bestiality is not a permanent trait of theirs. 
Obviously, I disagree with G. Lakoff and Z. Kbvecses when in their 
discussion of metaphors that express anger they opine that (p. 206; their capitals): 
"PASSIONS ARE BEASTS INSIDE A PERSON. According to this metaphor, 
there is a part of each person that is a wild animal. Civilized people are supposed 
to keep that part of them private, that is, they are supposed to keep the animal 
inside them. In the metaphor, loss of control is equivalent to the animal getting 
loose. And the behavior of a person who has lost control is the behavior of a wild 
animal. " 14 1 was glad to read H. Pelliccia's opinion on the matter (p. 32): "does 
use of this metaphor imply a belief that "there is a part of each person that is a 
wild animal" at all times? Or does the animal only come into being together with 
the anger? "; and elsewhere (p. 33 n. 49): "the idea of a permanent anger-animal 
(or lust-animal, etc. ) only enters our casual folk psychology (correlative to the 
unself-conscious use of the metaphor) when we are dealing with pathological 
cases, when a person presents him- or herself to us primarily as the embodiment 
of a "humor": that is the principle by which we can say "He has a ferocious 
temper" of someone who is at the moment behaving pacifically. The cogent 
feature of the pathological case is that we have witnessed the person's anger 
repeatedly. [... ] What we do normally think we carry with us at all times 
is not an 
anger-animal, but the capacity for anger, the faculty, or potential 
for anger". As I 
have already mentioned above, to behave like a beast at a given moment means to 
13 1 do not imply, of course, that this is a function of the beast-simile exclusively. 
Cf. Moulton 
1974,386,386 n. 35,387. 
14 See also pp. 206-208. 
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go beyond the borders of your self and embody what is alien to your known 
nature. 
Hence, if I use the language of grammar I can say that the beast is like not 
an attributive but a predicate term. For example, when at the meeting of Achilles 
and Priam Homer writes that 
11.24.572 rIqXet'5, n; &O'licoto X&ov ax, ackro %paýe 
the lion functions as an attributive term and "the short simile flashes by with a 
reminder of the strength and danger that are deep in Achilles' nature, even at the 
moment when he performs an act of respect and reconciliation. 1115 But when 
Andromache presumed that Hector has probably been killed, 
11.22.460 gEyapoto 5tE'-ao-uTo gatva8t 'tcnl, 
nakkoge'v, n icpa8bjv- 
This is what I mean by speaking of a predicate term: Andromache cannot be 
always characterised as a gatvaq; this is not a characteristic designed to be in her 
nature. At the moment when she loses her equanimity, she fails to be the person 
she normally is. Exactly as Andromache is imagined as a gatva;, Menelaus, Aias, 
Antilochus and even the dogs of Eumaeus in Homer, Polyphemus in Apollonius, 
Aias and Apollo in Quintus, and even Philoctetes in his harsh situation, are all 
imagined as beasts. If they were imagined as identified animals, then the 
attributes of these animals would be lent to the characters as permanent traits, as 
we saw in the comparison of Achilles to a lion above. As G. E. R. Lloyd has 
written (p. 184; his italics), "it seems that the early Greeks held that animals not 
only symbolised certain characteristics, but permanently manifested them". 
Being the antithesis to this proccess, the beast indelibly enhances the 
colour of a particular moment or situation which is fleeting. I believe that this 
contrast is the reason why there is a difference in the distribution of lion- and 
beast-similes among characters. Both Homer and Quintus can apply more than 
one lion-simile to a single character; for example, Quintus' nineteen lion-similes 
are bestowed on fifteen characters. Obviously, there are persons who in the course 
of the war show more of a lion-like prowess in their character than others. On the 
contrary, beast-similes are applied to individuals only once, as they relate to 
unique moments and consequently unique states of their mind and psyche. We 
shall see that in the Posthomerica the Achaeans are described as beasts not once 
but twice; however, these are similes applied to armies and we shall note how 
these beast-similes are distanced from emotion in order to accentuate the 
fierceness of fighting; apparently, this fierceness can be a permanent trait of 
warriors. 
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In Modem Greek the beast-metaphor or simile is also - as in Homer, 
Apollonius and Quintus - confined to the delineation of the person's emotions at 
a particular moment. This metaphor is very commonly used in order to portray the 
loss of self-control and the sudden outburst of anger which cannot be harnessed 
by the person who is angry nor sufficiently described in a non-pictorial language 
by an onlooker. But it can be more than that: "to become a beast', is to feel a 
sudden overwhelming emotional upset and to express this in uncontrollable words 
and deeds. In other words, it means to transgress the limits of emotional 
expression16. Another meaning of the beast-metaphor is again relevant to 
exceeding certain limits, but this time it refers to size17. It seems that this usage 
occurs already in Philostratus: ro'v 8' 'Avrditov, (o ndi., U'8ta; otgat- "picp yap 
[a'v] utvt Eoticev, o'kt', yov ano&'(ov looq elvat uCo gýKet icalt ro" F-^'u"po; (Im. t 
2.21.3). The beast as denoting power but also the transgression of limits both of 
size and brightness is seen in the following verse by Odysseus Elytis18: 
Kt o ijkto; aTE_'icF_, Tat ano' navwco-o [sc., coý) Xpovo-ol Npt'o F-'Xnt'8a;. 
In his verse19 
Oa X-ogil4et oav Npt'o gepct; 
the beast occurs in a highly erotic context and denotes both the unspeakable 
brightness and the wild force of desire. 
I have tried to make the strong suggestion that the word "beast" should be 
seen as having an autonomous significance and potential, and not as 
implying a 
particular animal species. In the field of Homeric studies these two 
dynamic 
characteristics of the word (significance and potential) have been unfairly and 
unjustifiably overlooked. As a result, they have been inactive 
for a very long time. 
16 See Dimitracos, s-v- "PiO(v); SLImatakos s. v. oqpt68, nq no. 
4. 
t 17 See Stamatak0s, s-v- "p'o(v) no. 7. 
got "'H Map'tvacCov PpaX(ov", v. 33. 18 1-120 yav(x ýOktg ' 
ko-g, "napakkaytq n' o) aý gt' ftd8a. Ilp' tvo", v. 10. 19 "Mtoc 611pan av av t aa 
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There are similes in the Iliad where the beast refers to an animal which has been 
previously identified in the simile; so, it refers to a lion in 11.119 and 15.633.1 
regard this to be a distinct use of the beast that does not really show the full 
potential of the word. We are now going to look into similes in which the beast is 
an unidentified animal and occurs either in the foreground or in the background. 
Its function in each case is different. 
The beast is seen in the background twice: 
t Il. 10.183 wý ÖE' ic-Oveý nF-pi gfixa 8-oacopilaovTctt E, v a'U'xfit 
0a -oaavTeý xpaTepoýPOVOý, Olip, ý ico, 
Il. 15.323 ol 8' o'); c' i'lE NCov a-fE-'Xqv ý n&o gE-'y' otcov 
Eýfjpe 8-0(0 IckoveoWn 
Here the Trojans are compared to beasts in similes which describe how the 
Greeks perceive the Trojan threat. The word "beasf' is distanced from the 
introductory phrase of the simile and is not given a place until the very beginning 
of the second verse. In these examples the beast enters our optical field indirectly, 
through the eyes of the animals which are threatened by it; that is, the dogs (R. 
10.183) and the oxen or lambs (R. 15.323) which represent the Greeks. As Janko 
(1992) comments on R. 15.323-5, "So does [sc. heighten the terror] the viewpoint: 
since nobody is defending the sheep, the attack is seen from their angle. " The 
beast as perceived by the opponents embodies the dark force, namely the 
unknown and hostile force of Nature against them. In the second simile of this 
category we see the only example of the beast in Homer referring to more than 
one individual. For the first and only time in Il. 15.323f. the beast describes a pair 
of characters, Hector and Apollo. 
Homer places the beast in the foreground three times, always referring to 
individuals. In these cases, the beast is the focus of the attention. It comes into our 
view directly: the unit EhIp't eOtKo)ý forms the first words, if not the only ones, of 
these beast-similes. It appears that when in the foreground, the word has a definite 
psychological significance. No doubt there is an obvious distance between the 
situation of Menelaus, who is deceived as a warrior and simultaneously betrayed 
and mocked but still love-stricken as a husband, and the situation of Aias and 
Antilochus who flee in fear. Yet we can discern a common denominator: all three 
men's state of mind is a state of violent discomposure and loss of wits. A closer 
look at the similes will corroborate the view I have expounded above and reveal 
additional points of interest. The first occurrence of the beast as placed in the 
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11.3.448 rd') gev d'p'evrp11, roit(Yt icareuvaoeev XEXE_'F_a(Ttv- 
V f" t 'A, rpF_t'8i1q 8'av ogtkov F_'ýotira Oqp't 
et 7co^o EaaOp11(YF_tF_v'AXý4av8pov OF_oF_t8E_'a. 
The picture is structured on the polarity between coi) g6v, that is Paris and Helen, 
and 'ArpF_t'8, nq 8', namely Menelaus. In the first line a picture of privacy is 
elaborated. The rpilca' X-6Xea operate as the only adjunct of place for any sort of 
activity. The verb icarF_i)vaa0F_v (put oneself to bed, lie down to sleep) realises the 
eager desire of Paris for Helen as he has expressed it a few verses earlier (Il. 
3.441-446). Thereby, the verb of repose constitutes the only form of activity in 
the verse and this activity is apparently sexual. In a sharp contrast to this picture 
of privacy, the following verse describes a picture of exposure to the crowd. We 
now move from the interior of a bedroom to the openness of the battlefield. Kirk 
notes that "As usual the poetical transition from place to place is made without 
effort, but with special contrast here between luxurious bed and the wild if 
unspecified beast. "20 Homer chooses a verb significant of intense movement and 
he expresses the field of action with the phrase aV o'gtXov. Ironically, solitude has 
not seized those who are in privacy, but him, who moves to and fro in the crowd 
in vain while his wife is in bed with another man. It seems that these two verses 
encapsulate the kernel of the Trojan war. After all, the simile appears in a context 
where it was formally agreed that the winner of the duel between Menelaus and 
Paris would have Helen (Il. 3.28 If) and so the war would come to an end. 
However, Paris is the one to have Helen though Menelaus is the one to have won 
(11.3.457). 
Scholars have identified the beast in the simile above with a lion because 
the simile is often seen as referring to the lion-simile in Il. 3.23-2621. This 
identification is not unreasonable, but it may be ill-considered. True, a few lines 
before the third rhapsody of the Iliad comes to an end, the beast-simile harbours, 
the vanishing of the joy that Menelaus felt and the thwarting of the intentions he 
had as soon as he saw Paris in the beginning of that rhapsody. The diction in the 
wider context of the two similes strengthens the link between them 22: 
Il. 3.2it Il. 3.449f 
I, otxoq MF-V' kaoq 9 0- apilt 6 av oRtkov 
t 
Ogt'kol) FA' [... ] F', cya0pil(YFtF-v 
'A)&ýav8pov OF-oFt8E-'a 'A), 4av8pov OF-oF-t8E-'a 
20 1985, on 11.3.449-50. 
21 So in Sch. II. 3.449b, and less directly in Kirk, on A 3.449-50. 
22 The words in II. 3.449f. show the parallelism to 3.21L, and not the actual word-order 
in the 
poem. 
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9 
000axgcýtotv i8cov Xq) MEVEXCtop ap t 
Lexical affinities between A 3.21f. and 3.449f 
Despite this undeniable affinity, the two similes are substantially different as 
results from the meaning of the two terms, lion and beast. My opinion is that a 
poetically possible structure that would mean "d)q Xeo)v eXapq MEvE-'Aaoq 
'AXEýav8povit8d)v" would have been ineffective. In other words, were the lion- 
simile as short as the beast-simile, it would be incapable of expressing emotion. 
Homer extends the picture because this is the only means of giving content to the 
verb E_'Xdpil (H. 3.23). Now that the simile is extended, beside the emotional 
facade of the picture, namely the emphasis on the joy of Menelaus, there is an 
elaborate mechanism of character-drawing. Menelaus is the lion, namely the 
brave and powerful hero, the pre-eminent warrior. On the other hand, Paris is a 
mere a6ga (H. 3.23), the dead body of a deer or goat. The contrast is eloquent. 
Now, it is important to note that the words "beast" and "lion" are designed to 
react differently to the context in which they are placed. In the beast-simile (II. 
3.449) emphasis is placed not on the potential of the animal but on the situation in 
which the animal is. Therefore, the choice of animal differs from that in the lion- 
simile (R. 3.23-26). Of course, the beast expresses threat as the lion would do, but 
the wildness that the beast harbours is rougher and purer than the lion's. 
Moreover, what the lion could not embody but the beast can, is the concept of 
otherness: the psychological upset of a being who is alone and unknown. So, a 
fine but important difference is that the lion describes the lone fighter, whereas 
the beast describes the loneliness of the fighter. 
The qualities of being alone and unknown are highlighted by the contrast 
between the beast and the crowd, the o'gtkoq. The beast does not refer just to a 
feeling, but to a whole nexus of inner states. We see not only what the person 
feels, but also how his feelings are reflected on the way he perceives himself in 
his surroundings. That is, we see how his feelings mould the way he views his 
position in the 6gtXo;. Hence my strong impression that towards an elucidation 
and understanding of the multi-sided beast, the verbs of sight in Il. 3.450 (61 
F_aa()p11ae, tF, v) and 11.546 (nanrllvaq) are as significant as the word 0'R0, oq (R. 
3.449,11.546). The attribute of NptoTylq seems to be reflected into one's eyes: 
the agony of Menelaus at finding Paris, and his consequent wildness, are both 
mirrored in his eyes (F-1 nou F'-aa6piloetev). In Aias' scanning look through the 
crowd, the reader can see his distance from this crowd. This distance is revealed 
both to Aias himself and to the people who form the crowd. For, as G. Gillan 
writes (p. 40), "In its vision of things, the eye not only unfolds its relationship to 
things, but their relationship to it and its incorporation into the space inhabited by 
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them. [... ] The eye is, then, just as much, in vision, the object of things as things 
are its objects. And the experience of vision moves back and forth from seeing to 
being seen, and from being seen to seeing in a way that echoes the relation of 
touching-touched. " The phrase 611pt E'-otic6q is placed at the end of the verse, but 
this does not detract from the fact that in the way the reader reads or the listener 
hears these lines, the succession of words is: Wrp68% [... ] F4otira Ehlp't E_'otic*, 
F-t ico'u _aa0p11aFtF_v 'AX64av8pov. I see the position of the comparison pt 
I F, Otlcc' ) between the two verbs as indicating that Menelaus is like a beast in both 0q 
the way he moves (ýOotica) and the way he sees (el E'Ga0p110F_t6V). 
The syntax in another beast-simile reveals the same delicate link between 
the comparison and the verbs. The simile describes the retreat of Aias: 
Il. 11.546 cpEP_aoF_ 8F'- na=ilvaq eo' ogtiXo-o Npi, E_'otxo)ý 
I think that the participial phrase naimilva; eo' 6gUou is not really parenthetical, 
as, for example, is meant to be in the Modern Greek translation by Nikos 
Kazantzakis and Johannes Kakridis: "icati oe-oyF-t, rpogaygevo; -1-6pa co-0 
0o)p6')'vPra;, (: Fav ayptigt". In a similar manner, Alexander Pallis translates: "ict' 
9 'Y' & u6 nXfiE)o; icap vF-t". Both verbal forms (cpF_, aaF_ and aoof)'8E 0co,, a& 0E_pt66 xaca o 
iraicTilvaq) precede the phrase Np' ' otic ' and are, I think, linked to it. Even if I F_ (0q 
the phrase was designed to be strictly parenthetical, it still gains a special pliancy 
by its closer proximity to the one verb (nanTilva; ) than to the other (upgaae)- 
This pliancy is easily understood if we take into consideration the significance of 
the crowd and of the verbs of seeing for the understanding of the first beast-simile 
in the Iliad, the one written for Menelaus. So, Aiasrpeaae like a beast, but what 
lends depth and width to this statement is the fact that Aias looked around with a 
feeling of alarm. What elucidates his retreat is that Aias' look through the crowd 
(E-'O' Ogt'), o-o) is the look of one who feels the discomfort and loneliness of a 
stranger and misfit in his hostile surroundings. I have mentioned that the attribute 
of NptOTTI; can be seen into Aias' scanning look through the crowd. B. Snell (p. 
3) writes of nanrativetv: "it denotes a visual attitude, and does not hinge upon the 
function of sight as such. [ ... ]A man would notice such attitudes 
in others rather 
than ascribing them to himself. " Lonsdale's reaction to the participle 7=Týva; in 
Il. 11.546 is - unlike mine - not psychological 
(1989,326): "Aias hurls 
menacing glances at the throng like a besieged lion holding its attackers at bay 
until it can escape". His approach is in accord with his general conclusion that the 
verb 7ra7rTativct) is associated with the idea of hunting. The beast as gazing in a 
at k6CE RE particular way we see in Philostratus' description of the Cyclops: ic 
IP tv v 
t8,, , Pý, - ptov 5, , pet Ica*, , olca"gF KF -vov 
", rt, icaftrFp ca TlgEpov O'n0tV, E T1 F, ay 60 ,t 
AYR F_ 
tP MTC a Oilpta, ra avoryial; i1, TTd)gEva (Im. 2.18.3). Julian writes another simile: 
" F-pT' 
()Ilpt, a O, pryt, kov 1cat 64i pMno-oatv- (Euseb., Or. 2 [31 103b, Bidez ed. 1932). 0 '0 
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I would like to add something to the discussion of Aias' simile. The 
images of the lion and the donkey which follow this beast-simile seem as if they 
are its developed form (something that, for example, Eustathius and Hainsworth 
believe)23. The two similes describe the unwillingness of Aias to retreat. 
However, we should note that earlier than the two similes, this unwillingness can 
be discerned not in the beast-simile itself, but in the verse which directly follows 
this simile: EvrponaktýOgevoq, O'kiyov y0v-oyo-uv0'q agetio(ov (H. 11.547). It is 
this idea that the extended similes expand, and not Aias' inner upset and the 
instinctive nature of his flight, as seen in the beast-simile. There is also something 
to be said on how the special focus of attention varies in this succession of 
similes. The beast-simile is purely psychological. On the contrary, in order to 
express an inner state (the unwillingness of Aias to retreat) the two extended 
similes employ external pictures - "concrete detail", as C. Moulton would put 
it24 - so shedding light on events and action. In fact, there is a gradual 
movement from the beast-simile that describes a purely psychological state to the 
similes that describe the relationship of the person with the others. This step from 
the inner to the outer helps both to intensify Aias' distress and to justify the hero's 
action by showing that the situation was such that there was no choice. By 
making these points I wish to clarify the affinity among the similes and not to 
question the indubitable links among them. 
Antilochus is also thought of as a beast while he, like Aias, retreats: 
F_(0V R. 15.585 'Avrt'koXoq 8'ol) g6vF_ 000q 7EEP 7EOXERIO 
axx , 07 , ap ETPEGE NP't lcalco'v P, E-, 4avrt CotICO)qt 
C', oq, UE 1C, 001L)Ko' I%OV a' gýlt Po' EGCR Uva 'KIEF-tvaq 71 
Oel')Yet, 7EPIV nep oRtXoV a, oxxta"Revat Ctv8p6w. 
The verb F'_', cpF_(Ye, the same as in the previous beast-simile, draws an unmistakable 
link between the two pictures which are further interwoven: the beast in the 
second simile has killed a dog or a man and his oxen V1.15.587). In the 
succession of the similes on the retreat of Aias, the simile that follows the beast- 
simile describes how the intention of a lion to kill oxen is thwarted by dogs and 
men V1.11.548-555). So, the two pictures of retreat in Books 11 and 15 are the 
reverse form of each other. 
Having looked into the beast-similes of Menelaus and Aias we are not at 
all surprised that the word 6gtXoq occurs in this simile of Antilochus, too. On the 
contrary, I would say it was quite expected. What is lacking here is the verb of 
seeing, and this might be one of the reasons why the simile is extended. The 
image of the crowd and the relation of the animal to it are in there, in the beast's 
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mind; in particular, they dictate its flight: F'-', rpF-oe Rpt'v nF-P oAtXoV 
aoXXtaftF-vat. However, the crowd is not out there, it has no physical presence. 
Thus, there is no crowd for the beast to look at; there is no look to give depth to 
the psychology of the animal, there is no look to reflect the relationship between 
the beast and the crowd. This relationship of alienation is delineated with the 
extension of the simile and the reference to the deeds of the animal against the 
people it flees from. C. M. Bowra sees the emotional tone of the simile: "Here the 
comparison picks up not only the sudden retreat of Antilochus but his feelings as 
well", whereas when G. Williams discusses the influence of this Homeric simile 
on Virgil's Aeneid 11.805f., he does not see the emotional nature of the simile and 
writes: "Here little is operative in the context except the running away - and that 
is only temporary. Antilochus has no reason to feel guilt. The poet objectively 
sees his hasty retreat in terms of an animal that has done something outrageous 
(though Antilochus has not). "25 
To conclude, whenever Homer thinks of an individual as a beast, he 
depicts the instinctive reaction of a character who is deeply distraught and has lost 
his good senses. In addition, he depicts the solitude, the uncertainty, the pain of 
helplessness at a particular and difficult moment when the individual feels that he 
does not belong to the group and he can expect neither help nor protection from 
anywhere. I wish to stress the phrase "at a particular and difficult moment" and 
repeat that the beast represents the loss of contol and the consequent sort of 
'4o8o; or Eicarctat; from one's nature, not as a trait of character but only 
temporarily, at a given moment, in a given situation. This is a usage we shall also 
see in Apollonius and Quintus. 
Apollonius writes of Polydeuces that (Arg. 2.44-45) ot' akicil / icalt gevo; 
'n-0, re "pO'; aE-'4F-, ro. In these verses we can see what exceeds human experience 
and known standards. Vian (on Arg. 2.45) notes this idea of excess, but assigns it 
to the verb aeýero only. In fact, this comparison to a beast has become clear since 
Campbell made manifest that Apollonius' Polydeuces alludes to the Euripidean 
Dionysus. So, "Polydeuces, serene and lovely as he is, possesses the brute force 
of a beast (45); Dionysus too has the beast in him (Ba. 922, al. ). "26 Besides, Argo, 
though it is not stated directly, is also thought of as a sea-beast: 
Arg. 1.990 Opdýav anetpFo-t, 9cYt Xurof) crToga vetoOt ný 
irov, rtov otarF- Oýpa XoXcogF-vot F'-'v8ov F'-ovra. 
However, the word has a quite different nuance there. Rather than the ship being 
compared to a beast, it is the ambush that reminds one of a sea-beast hunt. So, the 
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word is not used of an individual who is in action. It is just applied to an object 
which appears in the comparison of one human activity (1.990) to another 
(1.991). Similarly in Arg. 4.317-318, it is the human emotion of fear that is 
emphasised, not a parallelism between ships and sea-beasts: 
110 0 otaue Oýpa; Arg. 4.317 VqCOV 0' [ko, 
000OREVOt TCOVT010 gF_7a1C1JTF_Oq E4aWOVEaq. 
In addition, Apollonius describes Polyphemus as a beast (1.1243-1247). Hylas is 
being abducted and Polyphemus is the only person to hear him cry out. 
Polyphemus is likened to a hungry beast which can hear sheep bleating from a 
distance and rushes forward only to realise that the sheep have already been shut 
in the pen. Coming so close to satisfying its hunger but failing to do so, the beast 
feels great disappointment. The Scholia on the Argonautica misinterpret the 
significance of the "p. According to the Sch. Arg. 1.1243-48d, the reason why 
Polyphemus is compared to a beast is "8taT Tl v F" g0o'cov ro'3 11p(Ooq 8,0vaRtv". We 
also read comments like "the simile is a paradox, however. Polyphemus runs after 
the cry intent upon rescuing Hylas. Yet the image reveals a wild beast"27. 
However, Apollonius' beast-simile for Polyphemus (1.1243-1247) perfectly 
responds to the function of the Homeric beast-similes as has been delineated 
above. The simile not only expresses Polyphemus' distress but forcefully depicts 
the emotive dimensions of this distress. 
Vian thinks that this simile has two Homeric models. The Iliadic model 
that he and Campbell28 correctly point out is the beast-simile that describes the 
unwilling retreat of Aias (Il. 11.548-555). Indeed, Apollonius appears to 
understand and adopt the function of the beast in Homer. It is pellucid that the 
animals in Arg. 1.1243f. and Il. 11.548f. have identical plans which receive 
identical thwarting. However, I have the feeling that this Iliadic model is not the 
only one and perhaps not the one that reveals most Apolloniust inspiration from 
Homer. I believe that more than the description of Aias, Apollonius had the beast- 
simile of Menelaus (Il. 3.448f. ) in mind and consciously created a parallel picture 
to that. It is apparent that the two Homeric beast-similes are interwoven in his 
mind. I would say that he used the outer situation from the description of 
Aias in 
order to build a picture closer to the inner situation of the description of 
Menelaus. The parallelism to the simile of Aias is mainly based on form, while 
the one to the simile of Menelaus is wider and more significant 
in terms of matter. 
In fact, this simile of the Argonautica could form a successful extension 
for the 
first beast-simile of the Iliad, namely the picture of Menelaus desperately 
searching for Paris. There is a series of linking points between the two pictures. 
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Firstly and most importantly, they describe the same emotion (no matter if the 
hostile Menelaus is the antithesis of the caring Polyphemus): their immoderate, 
excessive agitation, which is alien to human reason. The wording also implies that 
Apollonius refers to Homer: Polyphemus agý't 8E XCopov ootira, while Menelaus 
% to 
av I ogtXov F'_Ootira. The significance of this similarity is enhanced by the fact that 
this is the only instance that Apollonius uses the verb oovrao) in the whole of his 
Argonautica29. Finally, there is another important link which is relevant to the 
deep substance of the two similes. Apollonius delineates a polarity between the 
realm of the Nymph and Hylas on the one hand and of Polyphemus on the other. 
Making due allowances, it is the same polarity as we discerned between Paris and 
Helen on the one hand and Menelaus on the other, in the Homeric simile. So, 
Paris and Helen are seen in a realm of erotic privacy similar to that of the Nymph 
and Hylas. The erotic colour of both encounters is unquestionable. Of course, 
Hylas is violently forced to participate in this encounter, while Helen is not. Yet 
she consents only after she has subdued her will to the determined and harsh 
Aphrodite (Il. 3.399f.; especially 418). Polyphemus, exactly like Menelaus, stands 
across the way. They are both distraught, having lost the person they care about 
and consequently their equanimity, standing solitary and helpless. The natural 
(perhaps inevitable) course of the affinity between the two passages leads us to a 
final step: we can see both Polyphemus and Menelaus as deprived of their 
beloved, and so, the polarity mentioned above will be more than a literal and 
metaphorical spatial difference. It will be a wide and unbridgeable chasm between 
the lover (Menelaus or Polyphemus) and the other two persons. Thus, the two 
similes totally correspond in the light of the allusion to the love of Polyphemus 
for Hylas, an allusion already discerned by critics; for example, R. Hunter notes 
that "Polyphemus' reaction to Hylas' cry no doubt alludes to a version of the story 
in which Hylas was his, not Heracles' eromenos"30. Or, to put it differently, the 
nexus of parallelisms that I have shown between the beast-similes in the 
Argonautica and the Iliad, is a new fact that corroborates the view that Apollonius 
alludes to the relationship in which Polyphemus is the E_'pacFT7j; and Hylas the 
9p 'ýtF_vo;. We can see, then, the revelation of the allusion from a new point of E (0 
view. 
I have endeavoured to show that it is at least very plausible (if not 
conspicuous) that in order to compose his beast-simile, Apollonius shapes his 
inspiration keeping Homer in mind. 
29 See Campbell 1983, Index, s. v. 
30 1993,39; see also 39 n. 120. Cf. Beye, p. 94,94 n. 23 (see p. 184); Clauss, p. 154; 
Broeniman, P. 123 n. 291. 
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Quintus differs from Homer and Apollonius in both the quantity and 
quality of the beast-similes. In terms of quantity he writes the greatest number of 
similes of this kind. In fact, Quintus gives the beast the second position in his list 
of animal-similes after the lion. I shall not divide the Posthomeric beast-similes 
according to the occurrence of the beast in the background or the foreground, as I 
did with the Homeric examples. While Homer keeps a high percentage of beast- 
similes for the individual and applies one example to a couple of characters, 
Quintus differentiates himself to a surprising extent and composes beast-similes 
not only for the individual or for pairs of characters but also for groups, which is 
something unseen in Homer. Thus, I feel that I should not arbitrarily apply my 
Homeric division to the Posthomerica, but rather respect the fact that there is a 
different axis in the function of the beast-image in Quintus. So, I suggest that the 
suitable approach for Quintus' material is to look into the beast-similes as 
describing the individual, pairs of warriors and finally armies. 
Thinking of individuals, the sum of four similes and a metaphor is a 
number considerably higher than that in preceding epic. In terms of quality (by 
saying quality I mean the special characteristics and significance of the similes 
and not their appreciation as being superior or inferior to Homer's) we note that 
usually the Homeric model cannot be applied in its entirety but only partially to 
any single beast-simile in the Posthomerica. It is only in the description of Aias 
that the Homeric model can be sufficiently applied. Thus, if we look for 
psychological descriptions in particular, we should distinguish the Posthomeric 
similes of Apollo, Aias and Philoctetes. Of these, the first two express more the 
inner state of upset and less the solitude of the character, while the last one reveals 
rather his solitude than his upset. In general, Quintus breaks the fixed Homeric 
function and isolates a single characteristic at a time - force, upset or solitude - 
to place emphasis on. Nevertheless, the images of the beast in the Posthomerica 
have something in common: wildness as a violent force of Nature. 
We shall now have a closer look into the beast-similes which depict the 
individual. We are going to discuss each simile separately, starting with the simile 
of Aeneas as viewed by Philoctetes (Posth. 11.476). The simile has the form 
"Npt ptilv +a comparative word". This form does not occur in preceding poets. 
In addition, this is the only extant example of Oil p being used with the 
comparative word ara), avro; - In Homer, there is only a single example of a short 
comparison which consists of (a) an animal, (b) the comparative word, and (c) an 
accusative of specification: this example is in H. 4.253, when Diomedes is said to 
E" tive of specification occurs in be orult t ko; (6-)'Xic'v. However, the accusa a il 
two other short comparisons, where it is again the accusative form of the word 
a),, Kjj. So, it occurs in Il. 13.330 of Diomedes (OX07t EtKeXoV (6_)a),, KjjV), and in 
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A 18.154 of Hector (OXoy't elt a Tj 'KF-Xo; (6-)'XK'v). An extended form of this type 
we see in Il. 17.281-283, referring to Aias: crol F-Iiceko; (6-)aXic, 9v / icanpi'a, ), o';. 
Quintus writes more similes of this sort than Homer and differentiates himself 
from him in several aspects. So, he changes the comparative word from eT'KF-Xo; 
to either maXavro; or E-'otxcoq and as regards his accusative of specification, to 
the Homeric aXid1v he prefers the word Otijv (in three out of four examples) or 
0-ogOv. Another important aspect is that Quintus does not retain the fixed 
succession of the three terms in the short comparison as seen in the Iliad, that is: 
(a) simile referent + (b) comparative word + (c) accusative of specification. On 
the contrary he feels free to change the order of the parts, usually reversing (b) 
and (c), as in Posth. 1.336: (I-)Kilpt Pt', qv ebcTta (Koechly gives "pt pro 
lcqpt'); 11.476: (1-)OTlp't Pt', qv d', rdiXavrov (cf. 11.224-225); 14.550: 
(1-)aKaýta, ccp TtTývt pt'11v wre'pon), ov E'otmo;. Quintus changes the order of the 
components even by giving to the simile referent the last position of the three, as 
in Posth. 7.98: aa Ct E ', T'(3-)XaV, r0; ', retp'a 0-og6v "Apilt. Besides, he illustrates both 
the simile referent (14.550: dicage'rucp TtTývt) and the accusative with an epithet 
which either precedes or follows it (Posth. 7.98: aTF-tPE-'a 6104OV, 14.550: Pt', nv 
uireponkov). Finally, Homer prefers the image of the inanimate flame in order to 
describe his characters, while Quintus opts for animate, if supernatural figures, as 
Ker (1.336), Ares (7.98) or a Titan (14.550). 
It is conspicuous that the Iliadic and Posthomeric short similes of this sort 
do not have much in common. Nevertheless, it seems probable that Quintus forms 
his comparison of Aeneas to a beast on that of Homer's which describes 
Diomedes as a swine. Yet I still regard it as significant that when it comes to the 
presence of an animal in the same type of simile, then Homer thinks of a swine 
while Quintus thinks of a beast. Philoctetes does not think of any particular 
characteristics and consequently of any particular animal when he sees Aeneas; it 
is the excessive force, the opaque power of Nature that he sees in his opponent, 
that is why he thinks of him as a beast. In other words, he thinks of an animal (a) 
that Homer has treated in a very different way, as we saw, and (b) to whose Pt'll 
,vr, acnlv '4E 'Xt(; F- Piqv (AP 0 T71 0 F- ICU t there are only two extant references: Onpq 
qV gepoIC(ov rF- 00O'V K11P 9.543.6 = Garland, v. 3000); 8et&Om; 611P& TE Pi 
([Opp. ] C. 3.513). So, even if Quintus really has Diomedes in mind, it is 
significant that he creates an original picture out of his model. It deserves 
stressing the importance of this independence from the model: when Quintus 
places the beast in this particular form of comparison, he not only constructs a 
form unseen in Homer, but most importantly he distances the semantic 
possibilities of the word "p from those in Homer, as we shall see below. 
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I have mentioned above that the comparison of Aias to a beast is the only 
one that adequately reflects the Homeric model as a whole. It is a deeply 
psychological picture and belongs to a chain of four similes that describe Aias' 
gavla. The chain extends over verses 364-391, and each simile is artfully and 
evenly evoked by the wording of the previous one. What evokes the beast-simile 
in particular is the pointless movement of Aias as described in 5.370: 0"" RFE'v t'YF 
yiAtctt ýF_peowov. Quintus lingers on the aimlessness of this movement (5.371: 
,1 
8' CtgotOE nav, rT 'F-aKFv) and introduces the beast-simile which interprets the 
movement as an outer revelation of an inner state: 
Posth. 5.371 naVTI ,I 
5'agotOE'EONEV aVa189t Ollp't EO11C(J); j 
ep oq Te Paftmconekoto 8te(yoruTat otyiceot ftymjq 
&ýpt6a)v yevi' )F_q: Yo-t icetit a'XyFa nokka gF_votv6v 
K 11 icuoltv ijý a' ypo', rllq oT oit r&va 8i, 16o(j)wcat 
V av, cpa)v ýep' actvwq, o", 8' a' gýtYF' V-000-t PF-PPI)X 
F-1 no-o F'-', r' F', v 4jAoXoto-tv't'8ot Ougj'pea m'icva, 
T6 8' 61 Tt; 1C1), p(YF_tF_ RegTIVOCa Ougov F, -, Xovrt9 
al, Yrof) oit Pto'roto X^L)ypo, v RF_pt'rE_WXrat 119ap* 
A look into the whole chain of pictures will elucidate the role of this simile. So, 
the description starts with a kd'tXav (5-364-369) that gives an abominable fright 
F-paq icp-oFpoito 00poto (5.366). Should the to the sea-farers: il cp- OE-'pFt va'O'niat 'T ' 
simile of a XdUa4f correspond or indirectly allude to the narrative context, then 
the verse about the bad omen of the cold fear sets Aias against the others. What 
follows is the beast (5.371-378) that is bereft of its young and is a'XyF-a TEAM 
o, t il ay o, gF_VotV6V ICU 
IV", p "rn T1 ,; 
(5.373-374). So, we see Aias as feeling the others 
against him. We next watch a further turning inwards as the self-consuming 
picture of the XýPrq; develops (5.380-384) in order to express how gE-'Xav 88' oti 
F'%F-ev ', cop (5.379). Thus, the simile of the cauldron focuses on Aias himself. 
Between the lines of the cauldron-simile we read the identical image of the river 
Xanthos burning in R. 21.362-364. By this unmistakable allusion to the river, the 
cauldron-simile expands its notional limits and manages to fit more efficiently 
into the succession of similes that describe the force of Nature (Posth. 5.364f). 
With the last tripartite simile of the sea, storm and fire (5.386-389), the focus 
returns to Aias against the others, as verse 5.389 may well imply: nti7c'm 8' 
% V. -composition the ctioogEý, ývjj 7r-Opt 7cavro()F 'o th ri va 7cp_, co; 1)kij. So, in e mode of a ng 
first and the last similes depict natural phenomena which show an action of Aias 
against the others, while the cauldron-simile depicts his distress and anger. Thus, 
in this succession of psychological portraits the beast-simile is the only one to 
imply Aias' deprivation of what he naturally deserved and to describe his 
emotional position against the others. 
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The description of Aias as a bereft beast is deceptively close to that of 
Neoptolemus as a bereft lion in Posth. 7.46401. Beside (or behind) the same 
situations there is a considerably different reaction on the part of the animals; 
there is a danger of overlooking this difference easily. So, we watch the distraught 
beast in a pointless movement of search for its young on the one hand, and the 
distraught lion in a planned action against the ill-doers on the other: there is a 
perspicuous contrast between navTn 6 agotfteorxev (5.371) and the concrete and 
powerful F'_'oauuat dype, -m G ru'r I , jaw F-vavrtov 
(7.466) as well as the E_' E_ ca 
drypF_urýat (7.470). Not surprisingly, Quintus thinks of a lion in a simile of 
dynamic action, while he thinks of a beast in a psychological simile. 
I believe that beside the aforementioned variation between the images of 
the lion and of the beast in the Posthomerica, Quintus delineates a definite link 
between the simile of Aias and a Homeric simile. Vian thinks of the lion-simile in 
H. 18.318-32232 but I draw attention to a beast-simile: the Iliadic simile of 
Menelaus in his desperate search for Paris. An undeniable proximity in form, 
shown by the underlinings below, reveals proximity in matter: 
11.3.449 'Acpet'8% 8'a'v' 6'gtkov 4ot', cq ftp't F_'otic 
3.450 F-1 no-o E_taq0pýqF_tev-AM4av8pov OF_oF_t8E_'a. 
0 Posth. 5.371 naVn 6 &[! ýtOgEMCEV ' at8't ftgi ýOt av 6 IC%9 
91 5.376 Et WU 41OXOXOtO-tV'i5Ot E)1Ug'nPF-a'TEICVa 
The verbs of restless and vain physical movement and the subordinate sentences 
of the agonizing search of the eyes embody the bestial wildness, the loneliness 
p'Ct X' rP3 and distance felt by the characters; they reflect the ay t IM of Menelaus and 
Aias. 
One point of particular interest is how the beast-similes which refer to 
Aias are associated. The first (A: Posth. 1.539) refers to Achilles and Aias, the 
second (B: Posth. 4.220-223) to Diomedes and Aias, and the third (C: Posth. 
5.371-378) concerns Aias himself. There are various crescendos in this series of 
similes. First, the gradual development from the short comparison to the lengthy 
simile of 7.5 verses should be noted. Secondly, there is a progression from the two 
beasts which fight alongside each other (A) to a fight between them (B), and 
finally to the beast alone (C). This solitary beast is now harmed by his one-time 
allies (A and B), namely the Achaeans. Finally, we observe Aias moving into 
isolation. The beast in simile (A) is seen through the eyes of Penthesileia, while in 
(B) the Achaeans look on in amazement. The Aias of (C) is awake in the silence 
31 See Vian, on Posth. 5.371-378. 
32 See previous note. 
33 Taken from Sophocles' OT 1073-1074, where the Chorus speak of the wild distress of locasta. 
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of the night (346f. ) unobserved by his comrades, trapped in his bitter 
disappointment and lost inside himself. This is expressed in the successive similes 
starting in v. 364. It is noteworthy that this progression into solitude keeps pace 
with a withdrawal in terms of space, too: we watch the route of the hero from the 
battlefield (A) to the Greek camp (B), to his withdrawal to his tent (353) and 
finally to his inner self (C). 
Having discussed the psychological simile of Aias, we will now have a 
look at the beast-simile of Philoctetes (9.365-369), which constitutes the very first 
portrait of the hero and his life in the Posthomerica: 
Posth. 9.364 ai)aXe'_at 8e ot' a' golt ic ogat 7rE pit 'K paTt KeXi)vTo 
Npo'q okco); Aocito cov a' pyaX6ijq So' Xoq d'itypil; 
9CCPNf1, j VI)X'Coq tovra 000f) lro8oq, 0; 8 IM avayxil; 
, cetpogF-vo; iro8o'; dicpov akapTnpotatv 68o-3o-t 
icoVa; F-t; F-ov avcpov aicotXecat, agot 8F_ ot icqp 
TF_tPEt 040ý) /%tg0; TF_'Ka1t cipyaXýat gF_XE86vctt, 
6)ý Tov itmo o7ceo; Eupio iccticý 7cF_pt8dgvaCavt'ij- 
The simile is not evoked by the line that directly precedes it (9.364) but by the 
whole detailed description of Philoctetes and his cave in vv. 9.356-364. Quintus 
thinks of the beast so that rather than the animal itself, the situation in which it 
happens to be placed becomes more prominent. Another example of this function 
we find in Triphiodorus (vv. 189-197), where not an individual but the Greeks 
inside the Horse are described as beasts patiently waiting for the heavy rain to 
stop. In the Posthomeric passage what Odysseus and Diomedes see is bestiality as 
a state of "unhumanness", it is Philoctetes' suffering and privation expressed both 
as solitude (9.368: eti; 6'v a'vrpov; cf. h. Heph. 4, Humbert ed. 1936: a'vrpot; 
vatE, rdtaoxov ýv oiu'peatv, iju, re 0ýpe; ) and as lack of essentials (9.357f. ). The 
simile is not psychological in a direct way; however, when it comes to humans, 
solitude is unfailingly associated with a psychological state. Similarly, the simile 
that closely follows this one is again about the physical appearance of Philoctetes' 
wound and compares it to a rock eroded by the waves (9-378-382). In fact, this 
particular image of the sea is one of solitude and waste no less than the image of 
the beast having withdrawn and lying in its lair in pain. A malady is a lonely 
experience, anyway. If we saw the other beast-similes describing individuals in a 
state of loss of emotional control, we now see Philoctetes in a state (but not a 
process) of loss of physical control. As R. Parker writes (p. 326), "Another 
prerequisite for dignified, ordered existence, again connected with control of the 
body, is health. Particularly alarming are the disruptions caused by madness, 
which can lead to a complete loss of control, and by skin disease, a corruption of 
the body's visible form. " Quintus enhances the solitude of his character by 
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introducing pictures of spatial solitude in the realm of nature. By doing so, he 
delineates Philoctetes as a person in the margin of humanity: excluded from 
human society, namely being an dnoXtq, Philoctetes lives and suffers as a beast 
harmed by humans (9.365: 86Xoq d7p%). So, the greatest archer of the Achaeans 
is now seen by them in the state of isolation and savageness as the most 
aicoXt, ctx6v and avrticotvo)vtx6v ov, alienated from the human state. Apparently, 
in depicting Philoctetes as a beast and stressing his solitude and distance from 
humanity, Quintus refers to Sophoclean tragedy34. 
In tragedy in general, a fair percentage of the epithets referring to the beast 
25% of Aeschylus', 50% of Sophocles' and 46.1% of Euripides' (in order to 
have accurate figures, I have not counted the TpugaVOtov (Soph. Tr. 1097) and 
the Ne-'getov (Eur. Heracles 153), as being standard epithets expressing place) 
describe its wild nature. The word "p as a generic term may embody the whole 
realm of fauna, especially the wild, as opposed to the human race (so in Posth. 
2.250). More specifically, beasts may constitute a main division of creatures on 
earth, in the same way that human beings, birds, serpents and other kinds do. In 
Aeschylus, for example, we read: 
SUPP. 999 WIPF-; 8E' X11pettivo-Oat icalt OPO'Col"'Et, RlIv. 
icat icv"ctka iurepoi3vra ica't irp-8oortPý 
Similar is the function of the word in Sophocles' Antigone, when the Chorus sing 
of the mental power of human beings (Ant. 342f. ). In Aristophanes the usage of 
the word is remarkably different. J. Taillardat notes (p. 254 n. 1) that "exemples 
de Otlptov [ ... ] 
d6signant une personne grossiere ou stupide. " The Modem Greek 
equivalent of this particular usage is the word ýCpov. 
To return to the Sophoclean influences on Quintus, in the Philoctetes the 
Chorus take pity on Philoctetes for his loneliness, and associate him with beasts: 
to 
Ph. 169 o'txrt, p(o vtv E': -", Yoyy" Ono); 
f Kq TOU 'KII80REVO-L) PPOT& 
R'n8e, cru'v'[POOOV O'Rýt' 6, x(ov 
p9f 8-L)(;, Cavoq, Rovoq atet, 
182 av a F-V t cot 
, 0, 
R 'Coov Rgopoq 
9 90 
icautt go-Ovoý an al 0)v9 
GTIKT(ýV Ij XaG1'0)V gEM 
34 The beast as asocial is also found in the work of Church Fathers; so in Theodoretus 
MPG 
81.1365B (= 81.1369B): k8t04ovat ydpaF,, ano''[6)v &VOP(OR(OV, Iml geE& OqpW)v dtypio)v 
VI emat il KaTotKta (yoo, icat XopTov 6; pofiv Wo)gtof)crit crp-, ical 6(7co' Tý; Sp6mvcob 
6pavof) TO' 
o6ga (yo-o paýý(Yerat; Greg. Naz. MPG 37.589A: Ka't crq'payya; E'Xotp nexp& 
86gov, q Etva 
kko 8 a' ýMof) / )cF-, uOgG)va, oX98t6vrF- P'tov, Ka't Oqp(y'tv 6gcýtov; Greg. Naz. MPG 37.1456A: 
'a t 
Ohpemytv 6gotta Bo*a(yt TUT001; / 6PXOEE'VrF-;, ppojýq; oiW6716; hvciaoav. 
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'r 0 10 O, np6v Ev , '8'vatq 60goi) 
Xtg6tfo'uc, cpo;, avlj-KF-(Ycc'tgEptg 
Vil'Ca'C' F-X(ov pcdtpll. 
The affinity between Quintus' and Sophocles' Philoctetes is apparent even in the 
vocabulary used: 
Philoctetes Posthomerica 
90 185 ev 'r, 0,510vatý o'go-o 
,90 ktg(i)i T' O'til('tpoý, ctvljKEGT agepig 
vilTa, c, EX0)v ßcdtpll. 
9.368 a'golt 8E-' ot' icýp /, cF-t'pF-t ogo-3 
xtgo;, CF- icalt a' pya), E-'Ctt 
REXEMVat- 
Lexical affinities between Soph. Philoctetes 185-187 and Posthonierica 9.368-369. 
In the Sophoclean passage the successive negative and privative forms (gil, 
810a, cavoq, a'ggopo; ) strengthen his isolation, and this is further emphasised by the 
repetition of gOvo; atiet, goi3vo; an' dkkcov. This concept of the beast through a 
nexus of negations is not exclusive to Sophocles. There are later examples in 
% 91 e- Plutarch: noc' oi)v F'-'(;, cat 6ijpt6)8ijq icalt d'ypto; icat agtxro; Tjgcov o' Pt'o;; 
(Moralia 1124e, Pohlenz ed. 1952); also in Aelius Aristides: 6XV F'%covcponov 
"Pti(Ov icar& XF-ta; icalt Xilpagobi; icat Mv8pa, COV Tt I'JV 
&RUOTEPOV, 
I' '8', ccov gn8F'-v g ", re 'opaic Prcov pyc' ' X'vc(ov, nXýv "aa '0' ' g' g ITE E-1 0 11 F- 0 F- 00E 11 EP CtV 
tI 
Eicao, rrIv En' tornq rdit; aXoyot; ýq)ot;; (1,32); another view of the beast as what it 
lacks and what it is not: oit 8' licF-Xot NpF-oo-tv, a't'8ptF-; 118' at'80ticcot, / XITEF-1 
8atgovtioto voýgaro; (Orph. L. 75-76, Yannakis ed. 1982). In the passage from 
the Philoctetes human beings are conspicuous by their absence: Opo'rtav, 
oixTpooov, navccov, dMcov. Philoctetes himself is not literally compared to a Np 
but is similarly presented as being with the beasts, gF-, Ta rcov "pcov (cf. his 
monologue in Ph. 936f. ), devoid of social contact. While Sophocles'Philoctetes is 
not a beast but with the beasts, Euripides clearly associates the beast with 
solitude: 
9p tp 
fr. 421 Nauck xot'kot; F-'v a'vrpot; akuXvo;, wrF- ft, govo; 
Note the position of the comparison between the two negative terms (not 
necessarily grammatically but notionally negative): dix-oXvo; and Rovo;. The two 
terms stand for the a'lCoXt;. 
Besides referring to tragedy, when Quintus thinks of Philoctetes as a beast 
he certainly has Aristotle in mind and his view of the beasts as unable to share 
in 
a political community (1253a27-29). D. Keyt (p. 139) has successfully, 
I think, 
brought Philoctetes into his discussion of this particular passage in Aristotle's 
Politics (Keyt's italics): Thiloctetes' inability to share in a polis is not the sort of 
inability that destroys humanness. [ ... ] 
Since he is polisless through misfortune 
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rather than through lack of capacity to live with others, he remains a human being 
just as a carpenter out of work remains a carpenter. Aristotle concedes as much in 
the course of the telic argument, for he says that "he who is polisless by nature 
(dia physin) and not by chance (dia tuchen) is either a low sort or superior to 
man" (1253a3-4). Thus by Aristotle's own principles Philoctetes while living in 
isolation remains a human being. "35 
These two sources, tragedy and Aristotle, must have drawn Quintus 
towards the composition of a beast-simile different from those of Homer's: the 
state of Quintus' Philoctetes is not the inner solitude that one feels enhanced when 
in a crowd, as in Homer; it is rather a revelation of a both inner and outer - outer 
in particular - solitude, both subjective and objective. In other words, it is not 
the solitude of somebody who feels a stranger in the crowd, but of one who is 
arbitrarily deprived of the possibility of being in a crowd. The presence of 
Odysseus and Diomedes, unnoticed as they are, does not cancel the solitude of 
Philoctetes. We can no longer expect his eyes to reflect how he feels and how he 
positions himself among the others. There is no relationship to a real crowd to be 
mirrored in his eyes, there is nobody for him to look at and nobody - so he 
thinks - to be seen by: the beast in this Posthomeric passage is to be seen by the 
others, not vice-versa. 
If Philoctetes is the beast described through the eyes of others, he is soon 
going to take up the role of the viewer. Aeneas is thought of as a fierce beast by 
Philoctetes: 
Posth. 11.475 (oq't'8F-v Aitvetpav neptreqea gatgoxovra 
ffilpi til a akavcov 0, V "r' 
Of course, the difference between the beast which is withdrawn in the solitude of 
its lair and the beast seen in forceful motion is immense. 
From a simile that expresses mere force we now come to a more 
complicated image, the one that Oenone uses to describe herself: 
1% 9P Posth. 10.315 at yap got gF_'Ya Npo'q I'm 0% icpa8t'Ij RF-, Vo; F-til 
8ap8aWat oE-'o ad" pica;, EE'netra 86 0' atga kao-64at, 
ota ge Mlga'r COPY01; 
There are only a few other extant passages referring to the gE-'Vo; of a "p: A. R. 
2.45; Greg. Naz. MPG 37.1362A (icalt gE'-vo;, otarF- Npo'; ); J. Chrys. MPG 
54.501.33 (0' ica0anF_p Onpt'ov gEgTjvo'); ); finally, Eust. on H. 22.312 
(IV. 621.23f). Oenone is not viewed by anyone as a beast, but she herself utters 
and visualises her repulsion for Paris in direct speech. This fact increases the 
intensity of the beast-image. Oenone expresses an anthropophagous wish which, 
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however, is unrealistic. Unlike Oenone, when the blind Polymestor expresses a 
desire similar to hers, his syntax reveals that he does not simply wish he were a 
beast but already feels the rage of one: 
Eur. Hec. 1070 icdt no&E-'Tcat4a; 
oaplow 0(; Tp-ct)V 'r ERICX11006, 
Ool'vav a' Yp tiow 'TtOERF-Voq Np6v, 
dtpvvgEvo; X(j)pa;, V)ga;, cavTt'icotv' 
9 1, Ega; ý (1), Eaxa;; 
So, rather than comparing himself to a beast, as Oenone does, Polymestor 
identifies himself with one as he has already done in Hec. 105736. The violent and 
hyperbolic manner of Oenone's wish reflects the impossibility of such an action. 
The same savage wish for d)goOayt'a we read in the words of Achilles to 
Hector in 11.22.346-347, in what "is one of the most savage utterances in the 
poem", according to C. Segal (1971,38)37. On this cannibalistic wish as contrary 
to reality, G. Zanker comments that "The logic of the wish probably demands that 
Achilles thinks its fulfillment inconceivable, but that does not alter the fact that he 
wishes he could bring himself to cross the barrier between human and animal 
behavior, which is the most extreme statement of the savagery of his hatred that 
can be expected". Putting it in a wider context, Parker (p. 305) writes that 
"Cannibalism was, for Greeks, one of those extreme pollutions, often imagined, 
though never experienced [... ] which served to define by contrast the proper 
human condition. 1138 
Both syntax and content bring the words of Oenone and Achilles close 
together: 
Iliad 22 Posth. 10 
346 al yap gF'-'voq [... ] avet'il 315 at' yap RE-, Voq Eill 
P 347 o')Pg'aTcoragvogF-vov icpE-'a Ep8gcvat 316 8ap8a4fat oepo oapica; 
Tp 
347 ota g' F'-'opya; 
I, p 317 ota pE [... ] E'-'Opyaq 
Lexical affinities between A 22.346-347 and Posth. 10.315-317. 
36 CC Eur. Hec. 1173 and see Collard 1991, on Hec. 1172-5a, who speaks of the wild beast as 
metaphorical of a murderous person (parallels referred to). For the Iliadic model and parallels of 
this "wish for cannibalistic vengeance", see Collard 1991, on Hec. 1070-4. 
37 CC Hecabe's wish to eat the liver of Achilles (H. 24.212-213). See Griffin 1980,19-20. On 
"the 
reciprocal connection" between the two speeches, see Segal, p. 61. 
38 Citations from Zanker, pp. 106-107 (cf. p. 106 n. 56) and Parker, p. 305 (see also p. 360). See 
Griffin 1980,20; Richardson 1993, on Il. 22.344-54; Eust. on fl. 22.346 (IV. 629.21f. ); Thornton, 
p. 139. CC Plut. Moralia 1124e, Pohlenz ed. 1952: noUof) 5bjaogFv 6EUAXO'U; IcaTEOPREW Ka't 
Oqpt'(ov Piov ýýv; Sch. Anon. Arist. EN 1145a27f., Heylbut ed. 1892: "ptco5e; ydp ýart 'EO' 
RtVF, tV atgara 6v8pCov 1cal kyEhetv 6*6 icptara. A simile as an example of bestial 
6)goýcryta in 
Eusebius MPG 23.457D. On the Christian eucharist seen by Porphyry as bestial omophagy, see 
Henrichs, pp. 226-227,226 n. 3. 
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The contextual information is also alike: both Achilles and Oenone reject a 
plea and should their savage wish be realised, it would be a means of taking 
revenge for what they have suffered from the suppliant: ota g' E'_'opya; (R. 22.347) 
old gE [... ] E'_'opya; (Posth. 10.317)39. However, situations differ considerably in 
that Paris begs for his life while Hector begs for respect to his corpse. This 
difference makes Achilles' refusal seem more cruel and extreme than Oenone's. 
And after all, Oenone will join Paris in death while in rejecting Hector's plea 
"Achilles pursues the dying man beyond his death"40. Another point of similarity 
is the following: in the same way as "Achilles' violence in 22.346-8 [ ... ] is the 
climax of one of the main elements of the story, the hero's grief at the loss of his 
companion"41, Oenone's violence constitutes the climax of her speech and 
simultaneously the climax of her unrestrained distress, both manifest in the 
structure of her speech. So, her speech is structured in the mode of the ring- 
composition, namely both starting (308-312) and finishing (324-327) with a 
reference to Helen and the ironic suggestion that Paris should go to her to cure 
him. The most violent outburst of pain is expressed in the beast-image which is 
prominently placed in the middle of her speech (315-317, preceded by seven 
verses and followed by ten) so forming the culmination of her distress and despair 
at her abandonment by Paris. To come back to the animal-imagery, in his cold 
and harsh words Achilles does not liken himself to any animal. However, Quintus 
has already written of the bestial physical and psychic force of Apollo and Aias 
and he now feels free to compare Oenone's deep anger and devastating wish to 
those of a beast. The beast here does not embody a mere force but rather the rage 
and fierceness that Oenone wishes she had in order to realise what sounds 
impossible. It effectively embodies the alienated nature required for such an 
action; Oenone would quench her desire for revenge if and only if she were a 
beast, namely not a human and, especially in this context, not a human in love. 
Homer has already compared Apollo and Hector to beasts in Il. 15.323- 
325. However Quintus' thinking of Apollo himself as a beast is quite a bold 
process of mind, as I will try to show below. Thus, it is sad - but not surprising 
at all, as I have mentioned in the introduction to this section - that in the Loeb 
translation A. S. Way reads the "pi Eotic6; of 3.32 as "with a lion-leap"; 
similarly, he translates Oenone's "pk ... ] ge'vo; 
in 10.315 as "a tigress' 
p', nv ' '), avrov in 11.476, "in lion- strength", while Philoctetes sees Aeneas Oqpt t CVM 
like strength". Apollo's simile is given below in its context; the underlining 
"Eo); &Vctbliý 01i t; ý 39 Stobaeus 111.19.16.51t, Hense ed. 1894: Ka't yCIp ShT6 g6V cwonCtv 0' ET 'C 
'Cov 
SCEIC'V'ICE KOOt dVTtIEOt'(Y6t K(XK6); T'v 1ýjc'p4avTct, (), qpt'o-O ctv'; o-6K dvOp 'no-o &oc'v. For 0 11 0a0 (0 t 
Achilles as the supplicated, see 'Ibornton, pp. 125f. 
40 Thornton, p. 139. 
41 Segal, p. 39. 
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indicates the two parts of the picture, the transition of the god (3.30-33) and his 
presence before Achilles (3.34-36): 
Posth. 3.30 et' gil ot ge'ya (Mipoq avilkh Xcocycrro OvgCp, 
6)ý t8ev a'cmF-, ra Oibka 8diKcagF-v(ov ilpwov. 
MWa 8'a'n'O^u'X-6gnoto imýkuft- OTIpItE-'oticco; 
t transition toMicnv 65gotaty 9X(ov ica't q'vqXQeq; 'to-6; - 
V presence F-aTTI 8'Atiaicti8ao icaravctiow agýt 8' a'p'a-u', r(o 
y(op-o, coq ica, tcoýa ge'y'laxF-v, bc 8c oit 6'aacov 
n L)P aROTOV gapRaIPF-, no0tv 8' -LMO ICt'v-oco yata. 
The verse that harbours the beast-simile (3.32) expresses a swift physical 
t42 (()IpN movement (at4fa [... ] -Kctrilk-o0e) and an apparent force and threa t 
eotimq) which is developed in the next verse (toMci1v F_X(Ov Icalt avakeea; 
to^oq) and is realised in the verses that describe Apollo's presence before Achilles 
(F'-' OTIJ [ ... ] icarctvdiov). The god's force and threat is also revealed in the most 
intense appeal to the senses that the following verses make (RE-'y' 't'ctXEv, 
gapgatpe, iidwoco). This revelation of threat and force by physical means is not 
seen properly unless we come to the source of this agitation, which is given in 
verse 3.30: gEya (Mtpo; aVijkk XCOaaro OugCp. The simile now gains its real 
psychological depth, the real reason that evoked Apollo's transition and the 
consequent presence of the beast-simile in the text. It is in a similar manner that 
Tsagarakis sees the Homeric Apollo compared to nightfall in Il. 1.47 (p. 134): 
"The god is, we are told a few lines back, XCOOgevo; (v. 44). [ ... ] The comparison 
lends colour to the image of the angry god and is appropriate to the context. "; he 
adds that (p. 135) "The different kind of journey similes (hawk, thought, nightfall, 
seagull, etc. ) have to do with the fact that the journeying gods and their situations 
are different, though the basic idea of journey is the same. " 
I regard Quintus' simile as bold in terms of the triptych "beast - human 
god"" which is well-known from poets' and philosophers' work. Sophocles, for 
example, delineates the various spheres where the omnipotence of love is 
manifest, by writing: 
941.12 Radt FV "Pativ, Ev PPOrcýtatv, Ev 0661t; aM. 
Aristotle utters the famous phrase ý Onpt'ov fi' OF-0; (POL 1253a29) in his 
discussion of the au', rdpiceta. He seems to presuppose the juxtaposition between 
the beast as being inferior to man (thus unable to partake in a political 
community) and the god as being superior to man (thus not in the need of a 
42 Cf. Tsagarakis, p. 135, on A 15.237f., where Apollo descending into the battlefield 
is 
compared to a hawk: "The dive of a hawk would seem to emphasize speed, 
but 000oý6v(, ý 
suggests something else, and as it turns out, the god causes the death of many 
(vv. 3180. " 
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political community)43. A beast is non-human and non-divine, it is lower than 
these two, while the man has the tendency either to go upwards towards the 
divine, or downwards towards the bestial nature. According to Aristotle, F-4 
I avE)pd=(ov yt'yvovrat Oeolt Wa'pen-l; uiceppokýv,, rotai')TTIct; av elt"q 8ýxov oklil 
, rý NpW)8et avrtrtOF_gE_'vn Ei%1q. [. av F-tvat, EIEF-It 8E cmavtov icalt ro' 06ov " 8pa A 
P [ ... 
I o^'Uco)q icalt 6 Npt(AIq e'vcoit; avOp(kot; o-navto; (EN 1145a24f., Susemihl 
and Apelt edd. 1912). W. F. R. Hardie (p. 402) interprets: "the godlike man falls 
short of the simplicity of a god as the bestial man of the innocence of the beast. 
Both are "rarely found among men" but they are found (I 145a27-30)". According 
to Epictetus (Disc. 1.3) only the elevation to the divine status is rare, while very 
close to Quintus' times, Plotinus seems to paraphrase Aristotle: cO' 8E' icCvrat 
10 týV-fý avOpmoq P-'v ge'aq) OF-Cov icalt Npticov icalt &'_iret en dgocoKa't o'gotouvrat ot gev 
, C6 Erep(o, O't 8e, cco &UEP(q, ot, 8F'- Reca410 F_itatv, oit noXXot' (Enn. IR. 2.8.9f., Henry 
and Schwyzer edd. 195 1). This philosophical discussion underlined the 
juxtaposition of the two: bestial and divine. Now, Plutarch gives Alexander's 
ironic words: "o^u' 8o1cof)(: Ytv" Elnev "up7tv ot "E), Xqv6q Ev roitq MaicF-8outv 
. &CME F_ t 71 t (1p P 'V Np, otq 'giiftot nF_ptnctu6v; " (Alex. 51.4, Flaceliere and Chambry 
edd. 1975). In a later time, lamblichus invites rol')q Ot'Xo )(37CF-P 'rol')q OF-0 
(;, pEa()at, To, ; 8, , X), OL)q &yTcEp c' (), rlp'a Xp_tpoi)aOat (Vit. Pyth. 35.259, F_ 10 a (0 at 
Deubner ed. 1937). It is noteworthy that the Church Fathers adopted the contrast 
between the bestial and the divine. I find it difficult to believe that its expression 
by them merely reflects the dichotomy which exists in the Greek mind; they must 
have been influenced by literary and mainly philosophical tradition. So, John 
Chrysostom distinguishes between the bestial and the angelic: 18ogev ro-u'q 
Npt'otq CoticOraq aYYF-X(ov ra4tv gF-, raXagPavovraq (MPG 64.424C). Similarly 
in Theodoret: icat' TfIv F-t', Kova n)v OF-t'av 8taofttipaua, uo-L)q r6v Nptia)v 
Xapaic, Tfipaq E'U'4aTo, icalt aV1C'tOF-oF-t8o-3; Npt"Tj; E'yEvF-, ro (MPG 83.761D). 
While Aristotle places humans between the bestial and the divine and 
maintains that men rarely seem to be either elevated to the divine status or 
reduced to the brutish, Quintus takes the step of presenting a god behaving like a 
beast. So, we watch the supernatural and superhuman power crossing the first 
boundary with mortals and further than that, breaking the second boundary which 
lies between mortals and beasts, and finally reducing himself to the level of a 
beast. In the description of the god whose inner upset reduces him to a beast, we 
may see not only the conspicuously anthropomorphic perception of the divine but 
also an indication of disapproval of the god's conduct. So in Libanius, Poseidon 
speaks for his son Halirrothius who fell in love with Ares' daughter Alcippe and 
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t was killed by Ares: icetticot rt' rCov dkke)v 'a' a-vyyv6')gnv 8A)vaTat OepEtv o-OIC 
tPP "Eponoq F-t'; avdyicn; Xoyov XF_I'TcF,, cat; n8gw; o-ov d'v ae F-potgTIv, irorepov 
0 8E E 10 1 IU -Vi TCOV C'CRaVT(OV 
'n' O'8P-V't O-U'Y'YVW04EOa; XE'PO-Oq RF'-V, 6; FEOUCE, TCOV 
I fl. avOp6n(ov, ogotot 8e' e'(; oge0a rcýt; "ptiot; ot' OF-ot (Decl. 7.11, Foerster ed. 
1909). Quintus' Apollo is a god doing wrong, and this becomes obvious when he 
is later criticised and isolated by Hera and the whole community of gods (3.96- 
134). He has failed them and now withdraws in shame (3.129-133). 
Homer, I think, might have been the first to think of the beast as the 
antithesis of the divine, during the composition of his first beast-simile: 
11.3.449 Wrpet'8% [ ... ] qnPLI E, Otiao; ý 
[ 
... ] 
'A?,. 64av8pov OF_oFt8E_'a. 
I do not wish to impose later concepts on the Homeric text, but I think it is 
interesting that the contrast - conscious or subconscious or less probably 
accidental - exists as early as the Iliad. When it comes to Quintus, though, we 
can feel sure that we discern poetical and philosophical knowledge in his 
description of Diomedes and Aias fighting in the funeral games of Achilles: 
90 0 .11- Posth. 4.219 aWo yap F-Oav gaicapeaq-tv ogotot. 
O-VV 8' e'PaXOV OýPEGOIV COMOTE; 
Unlike the contrast between the brutish Menelaus and the divine Alexander in 
Homer, Quintus creates a more effective irony, as the godlike men are precisely 
the same characters who fight like beasts in the following verse. After he 
described the fall of a real god to "ptOrilq (Posth. 3.32), Quintus now depicts 
two mortals in their transition from the divine to the bestial status. 
It is remarkable that in the triptych "god - man - beast", Quintus gives a 
high position not only to the unidentified beast but to the unidentified god, as 
well. I believe that the two concepts, bestial and divine, are too dissimilar in their 
cultural development to be examined side by side, and thus, I will not attempt 
such an insight into the divine. Yet I think that the increased number of both 
unidentified animals and gods in Quintus indicates that he has realised how 
different the abstract forms are and how operative they can be. Similarly to the 
beast, the unidentified god harbours the meaning of the non-human, or the divine 
power as being different from a particular god with particular traits. In other 
words, human beings can identify the inferior (beast) or superior (god) 
by 
attributing particular human characteristics to them, or they can keep the 
beast 
and the god in the sphere of the general and the unspecified, so marking the 
difference of these entities from human nature. Phanis Kakridis discusses (p. 
164) 
the suggestion of E. Heddn (Homerische Gdtterstu&en, Diss. Uppsala 
1912) that 
there is a link between the increased phrases about unidentified gods as we move 
to the epic poets of late antiquity, and the alienation of those poets 
from the 
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Homeric divine system. Kakridis attributes (p. 167) - unfairly, I think - the 
Posthomeric phrases "OF-Cov ctq" or "gcwap(ov Ttq" to the inability or uncertainty 
(aKnXavta) of Quintus to choose a particular deity, and though he disagrees with 
Heden on some points, he still explains this inability in the light of the distance 
from the realm of the Homeric gods. 
I will now sum up my discussion of the beast-similes which describe 
individuals in the Posthomerica. In the introduction to this section I talked about 
the beast as reflecting what is un-human and consequently unknown, dark and 
difficult to see. Both Homer and Quintus base their beast-similes on this general 
nexus of semantics, but they do not necessarily draw the same ideas from it. 
Though Quintus treads this same ground, he opts for taking his own steps. He, 
like Apollonius, feels free to place his beast-similes outside battle-scenes Was, 
Philoctetes). Besides, he brings in the beast in order to focus on a situation rather 
than on a character (Philoctetes). In addition, though the others are mentioned in 
the similes of Aias and Philoctetes, this is an allusion to what each of these two 
men have suffered from other unjust people and not a direct contact between 
themselves and the crowd. Quintus does not link the bestiality of a character to 
his position in the o'gtXo;, as Homer unfailingly does. Finally, Quintus can reflect 
a mere physical force in his beast-simile, stripping the word of its psychological 
undertones (Aeneas). In nearly all cases, he grants the beast its full potential to 
depict the explosive reaction at a particular moment (Apollo, Aias, Oenone). 
Quintus, then, without distancing himself from the standard cognitive and 
emotive significance of the word "beast", understanding and at times alluding to 
the literary tradition, can still create each of his own beast-similes as a revelation 
of a particular element or of a nexus of elements, without adopting a fixed model 
of what the beast describes. 
Our second step will be the discussion of the beast-similes that describe 
pairs of warriors. Quintus composes a simile of Achilles and Aias as perceived 
by 
Penthesileia: 
0t (YE t Posth. 1.538 'Coloq 8' oir ' 'C' E, (YEV011 8atopcov rIF-VOE(Y' XEM 
&flpaq onco; 0'UVoV'Ta; ava Rooov 01CPA)0EVITal 
agoo, TgP(I)v 6 g11CFE Ica'Cav Jov, 1'J-0'TF_ XWP F_ (op 
nop8axt; 
The concept of the fierce and threatening beast as a dark 
force is particularly clear 
in this context, as the careless leopard that directly 
follows indicates that 
Penthesileia is in fact ignorant of the sort of opponents she rushes against. 
U9 But Quintus does not only have beast-similes about pairs of 0"'g ctXot as 
Hector and Apollo or Achilles and Aias are. He particularly thinks of pairs 
of 
opponents as beasts either in the battlefield or during 
funeral games. More than 
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that, he composes two unmistakably identical pictures in order to describe duels 
of this sort: 4.220-223 and 8.175-180. So, if we compare the main bodies of the 
two similes, we see that Aias and Diomedes 
%9V, 90 Posth. 4.220 O'I)V 8' E, -, Paxov "PF_(Y(TtV Eotlcore; ý ot 'r F-V OPE(TO-tv 
690' E'XaOoto gaXovcat E'8, nrOo; 'toXav6covTF_;, 
while of Neoptolemus and Eurypylus we read: 
Posth. 8.175 0, t8, ale()ýPe; F-"eaav a, xxýxotort 
GgEp8aXýOt, 'C6It(Yt'V TE lICa'C' 01' )PEa 8ýpt; MýP_t, 
6nno, CF- XF_U7aXin Xtg(ý kPoXTJgE_'Vot I'lcop 
000" ; I" , XaOoto Rept ICragE, IE VO-0 nov6wuat 
There is a difference, though: the simile of Book 8 belongs to the battlefield and 
Quintus naturally lingers on the image and lengthens it as a whole; in this 
lengthening process he gives an epithet for the beast and describes the 
indeterminacy of the animal that the beast is eager to kill. Both similes are linked 
to A 16.756-758, as Vian has already noted44. 
A look into the figures of Neoptolemus and Eurypylus in particular shows 
that throughout Books 6 and 7 their heroic profile as lions has been established 
(see introduction, pp. viii-ix). 
Book 6: Eurypylus excelling all others like a lion amongst jackals (132); 
though wounded by Machaon he rushes like a lion (396); ironically enough 
Machaon is killed by Eurypylus as a bull is killed by a lion (410). 
Book 7: Neoptolemus' eyes shine like a lion's (464); Eurypylus reproaches 
the Trojans that they retreat in fear of Neoptolemus like dogs in fear of a lion 
(516); Neoptolemus is compared to a lion-cub (717). 
However, at this very moment of the clash in Book 8 they fight not like lions but 
like beasts. Here, Quintus does not place emphasis on their bravery because this is 
a quality taken for granted. What matters now is that AM' icpa8thlo-t 8EO-Og6; / 
" ýE 'goor'potut (8.173-174). No doubt, beasts can express this animalistic E ev aE 
fierceness better than lions. Moreover, by thinking of beasts Quintus can focus on 
the clash itself as a situation rather than on the two personalities. 
The position that the two similes cited above have in the narrative is 
important: each simile initiates the fight between each couple of opponents. So, at 
4.220 starts the first in a succession of similes which describe the fight of Aias 
and Diomedes; the similes of bulls (238-245), of trees (248-249) and of a stone 
(260) follow. Similarly, vv. 8.175-180 mark the beginning of the fight between 
Neoptolemus and Eurypylus who also fight like winds (184) and mountain rocks 
(197). This particularly significant position of the beast-similes in the narrative 
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esignates the nature of the confrontation as being exceptionally fierce. There is 
another point to be made about the role of these similes in the narrative context: 
they both introduce equipoise, which is clearly stated in the apodosis of the first 
simile (4.224). It is only oxgE-' that Aias will momentarily bend the strength of 
Diomedes (4.224) and it is also O'WP- that Eurypylus will fall beneath the spear of 
Neoptolemus (8.199). Thus, the two similes describe not so much personalities 
but situations and the nature of these situations in particular. I show the 
parallelism between the two wider contexts in the table below: 
Book 4: Aias and Diomedes Book 8: Neoptolemus and Eurypylus 
evenly matched (equipoise) evenly matched (equipoise) 
219 both are godlike 167f. pre-eminence of Neoptolemus 
17 1 f. Eurypylus as potentially equal 
the beast-sin-dle 220f the beast-sin-die 175f. 
, cO tcr&nakov (equality in battle) rO tCrOnakov (equality in battle) 
224,266L only Nestor's intervention 193L 
brings the fight to an end III 
The parallelism between the pairs Aias-Diomedes in Posth. 4 and Neoptolemus-Eurypylus in 
Posth. & 
It has been obvious and will become clear below that as we move from 
individuals to groups, we notice a distance from the psychological aspects of the 
beast-simile and an emphasis on the savage force of war-wagers. When it comes 
to beasts and bravery one thinks of Aristotle, who mentions that beasts are 
believed to be brave but holds a polemical view against this belief (see for 
example EN 1116b24f.; MM 1191alf. So in Plato Laches 196e2f. ). The attitude 
expressed by Plato and Aristotle is that one who feels no fear is not brave, since 
he does not realise the danger. To be brave, one must feel fear but still act with 
courage. This "unthinking bravery" of the beast we see in Virgil, Aeneid 9.551- 
555, where the beast-simile describes an individual45. 
In addition to depicting pairs of warriors, the beast also describes large 
military groups. This function of the beast in the Posthomerica is unique 
in the 
extant epic poetry up to the era of Quintus. When Homer imagines armies as 
animals of prey he thinks of jackals (H. 11.474-481), wolves (R. 16.156-163,352- 
355) or even lions (IL 15.592), though lions are naturally associated with the 
individual. Quintus, on the other hand, may think of wolves (Astyanax taken 
away by the Greeks as a calf by wolves in 13.258-263) but normally thinks of 
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beasts, which are never used of armies by Homer. Thus, in order to depict armies 
Quintus employs an image that Homer applies only to individuals. My opinion is 
that by seeing the mass as a number of persons, Quintus feels free to think of 
them as Homer would think of an individual only. 
In the Posthomerica then, for the first time after the death of Hector the 
Trojans enter the battlefield thought of by the Greeks as beasts (1.207-208), and 
in their very first clash in the poem the two armies fight with the dark fierceness 
of the beast (1.222). Towards the end of the poem the Greeks dash against the 
conquered Trojans like beasts (11.300) and finally, the Greeks in the city of Ilion 
are like beasts in a pen (13.156-157). 
The last of these similes is aurally, metrically and structurally, rather than 
syntactically (Quintus puts the beasts as the subject of the participle ov"ragEvot, 
while Apollonius' beasts in accusative are the object of the participle0acOgF-vot) 
close to Apollonius' verses. The structural proximity of the two passages is 
enhanced by the adverbial adjuncts of place that follow the unit "like beasts + 
participle": 
- 
Posth. 13.156-157 Arg. 4.317-318 
t% Ir 0 
ot 8' U', re epeý / O-o', zagF-Vot otare oApaý / 0' aaogevot 
araegcýtg F'-'vt n6vro-o 
Structural affinity between Posth. 13.156-157 and A. R. Arg. 4.317-318. 
Now, as to the form of the four beast-similes which describe armies, we 
can discern a symmetrical patterning of two parallel shells, an inner and an outer 
one: 
1.207-208 the impressive Trojans t Et olcotot Ev 6'PE(Y(yt 7co'gvln 'Pon' 
1.222 
11.300 
equal contest 
the pre-eminent Achaeans 
OýPF-(YcFtv eotlcoCF-ý 6*000powt 
ftwacytv Foucow-ý (6406potaty 
13.156-157 the triumphant Achaeans araOLt6itc, F'-vt notgtvoý dyf)aukoto 
A pattern in the beast-similes which describe armies in the Posthomerica. 
The outer shell depicts beasts against flocks of sheep, while the inner shell 
is 
based on the the unit "peaortv Fkoticore; 'gop'potat(v). The unit 0ý(3-)peaortv (0 0 
F-otimmq also appears in Od. 14.21 and A. R. 4.672, where 
it is followed by the 
epithet (bgTIaTijo-tv. Quintus uses the epithet 6gopopotcn(v) only 
in these verses 
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(1.222,11.300) and it is remarkably close in significance to the term 64tilan v , 10-t of Apollonius. In the succession shown in the table above, the outline of the 
whole poem is embedded: the flow is from the impressive reappearance of the 
Trojan troops at the beginning of the poem (1.207-208, after the death of Hector) 
to the pre-eminence of the Achaeans at the end (13.156-157). 
1 would like to make a point about the first simile which shows Trojan 
warriors viewed and thought of as beasts by their opponents, the Greeks: 
Posth. 1.205 'Apy6ot 8'a7raveoft-v E_'Oagoeov, e,, ur'eat'5ovTo 
TpCoa; PhreoaugEvo-o; icalt 'Apnt'8anevoF_(YtxF_-Lav, 
'Cou; gEV 81,1 "PF-00-tv CotlCoTa;, ot T EV OPE(Yat 
Tcotgv% etponoicot(; t Oovov orovoevra OF_povo-t, 
T11V 8F'- R-OPO'; Ptný F-VakiylCtOV, 11 T EM OagVOt; 
gaive, rat a F_7C F_ avF-goto. i &ýaXgotmv ý F_tyog6vo-o 6c 9 
Penthesileia and the Trojans are moving but not fighting yet. Thus, the relative 
clauses ol r' [... ] Oepou(; t and 71 r' [ ... ] gcttvF_, rctt are rather explanatory than 
descriptive. The relative pronouns may be understood to mean -[beasts/fire] like 
the ones/one that", so endeavouring to express and specify the destructive quality 
of the beasts and the fire. The dynamic re-appearance of the Trojans is 
immediately translated into the situation they are going to create and its possible 
impact on the opponents. It is noteworthy that there is no simile intervening 
between the beast-similes of Book 1. It seems that the Greeks who think of the 
Trojans in this way (1.207-208) foreshadow the picture that the narrator himself 
will immediately afterwards express (1.222). The shifting of roles as seen between 
the similes of the outer shell above is highlighted by the fact that they are both 
similes of beasts attacking sheep. Moreover, from the phrase ev 6pF-001 of the 
first simile in this shell, we come to the phrase ouaOgoit; F-'vt lcotgevo; of the 
, agolt 80go-0; f1ptagoto second simile; the Achaeans are already in the city ' 
(13.160). It is ironic that initially the Greeks perceived the Trojans as beasts that 
destroy sheep, but towards the end of the poem Quintus overturns this false 
impression and casts the roles differently: he compares the Greeks to what they 
had thought of their opponents. The Trojans realised their destructive potential 
only partially; the real carriers of savagery in this war are the Greeks. We must 
also note that while the first simile depicts the very first appearance of the Trojans 
in the battle, the third one (11.300) depicts their final retreat: the Trojans, then, 
have entered the battle like beasts only to be finally chased by beasts. 
I should note that the similes of the outer shell above are not just the first 
and last beast-similes applied to armies, but the very first and very last beast- 
similes in the poem. The whole list of the eleven beast-similes is as follows: 
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Posthomerica Characters compared to beasts 
1 1.207-208 Trojans 
2 1.222 Achaeans + Trojans 
3 1.539 Achilles + Aias 
4 3.32 Apollo 
5 4.220-223 Aias. + Diomedes 
6 5.371-378 Aias 
7 8.175-180 Eurypylus + Neoptolemus 
8 9.365-369 Philoctetes 
9 11.300 Achaeans 
10 11.476 Aeneas 
111 113.156-159 Achaeans 
The beast-similes in the Posthomerica. 
The simile of Aias (number 6) has the central position. There are two rings which 
are symmetrically placed round this simile: the outer shell of the very first and 
very last beast-similes in the poem (numbers 1 and 11), and the similes referring 
to pairs of opponents in 4.220-223 and 8.175-180 (numbers 5 and 7). 1 have 
already discussed both these pairs. 
There are some additional points which deserve, I think, some attention. 
There is a ring composition of a smaller scale in the beast-similes of Book 1. The 
middle bestial picture in this Book is the clash of the two armies (1.222); this 
picture is surrounded by the picture of the Trojans viewed by the Greeks as beasts 
on the one hand (1.205f), and the picture of two Greeks viewed by a Trojan ally 
as beasts on the other (1.538-539). The ring composition is enhanced by the 
context of each of the two similes: a fire-image (1.209-210) directly follows the 
first beast-simile and a fire-image directly precedes the second beast-simile 
(1.536-537). It is noteworthy that these are the only fire-images in Book 1. Not 
mere vicinity but association of beasts with fire occurs in Eustathius, who on 
H. 
6.181f. (II. 281.23L) writes thatco' "8F-tvo'v aironvEF-tv mopo'q g6voý'Hvarat icalt 
ent navro; XýyeaOat Oug"ou; icalt Npt(b8o-o; av8po;. The link also occurs 
in 
ecclesiastical literature. So, John Chrysostom compares fire to a 
beast twice: 
FE Etat, tt, F_ 0 nav, raXof) yap nf)p nF-ptrp'Xov "(;, ctv 9 86v, ', yp'o) utv' 
Np'(o 'otic'; (MPG 
57.461.57f. ); and icaftcepyap Npt'ov napo4uvoýtevov ica't o0o8pa xaXendlivov 
P 0. KCtt Eat ay -O'TO) "' ý11'JPUDREVOV Olk & 7Cal)(YatTO, F, av Xapot'Utv, Ka, K(Y'Tcto' Ot, 0" 
1,6X 'TPW' Iceft To 7rf)P E-, Kctvo, [... ] (; v a, v E-IctkapIlUtt, Olk a0t, 110tv, 
ax a YEt Kctt 
8taaný (MPG 63.144.16L). Actually, such a link might be expected in Church 
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Fathers, because fire and beasts were forms of martyrdom for the Christians. We 
read, for example, in Athanasius: ca gF'-v yap Til; gaicaptia; Oei&q; oi')8EvIt 
9%%099E 
46. , nyv6n, cat gapIM'pta, 6-)ý 8ta inopo; icat OTIptcov artOaaacov a-oq'v E-'vTIE)Xnic'vat 
I will now draw attention to another symmetrical structure of Book 1. 
This structure depicts Achilles and Aias as bringing doom on the battlefield and 
contains the simile of Achilles and Aias viewed by Penthesileia as beasts. The 
Trojans' doom is expressed in two ways: in similes that focus on the victim -I 
call them passive similes - and in the androktasiai committed by Achilles and 
Aias. I show the whole pattern in the table below, in which it is worth noticing the 
verse numbering; it shows that the five passages directly follow one another, the 
central position being occupied by the androktasiai: 
. 
Posth. 1 
515-519 Achilles and Aias viewed by the Achaeans and compared 
to Otos and Ep ialtes 
524-527 a passive simile of their victims: sheep slaughtered by lions 
529-534 androktasiai 
536-537 a passive simile of their victims: forest trees destroyed by fire 
1539 1 Achilles and Aias viewed by Penthesileia and compared to beastý_j 
A synunetrical structure in Posthonwrica 1. 
The fact that Quintus has beast-similes for groups of people while Homer 
does not, is related to various factors. 
First, we have noted the fact that the "beast' 'has a different meaning in the 
two poets. Quintus has expanded the psychological tone of the Homeric "beast". 
The basic feature of his beast-similes that describe armies in particular is not the 
psychology of the warriors but their force or the situation in which the animal is 
seen (see the last beast-simile of the poem at 13.156-157). 
What could also explain the existence of beast-similes for groups of 
warriors in the Posthomerica is the literary tradition behind Quintus. In this 
tradition there are large-scale wars which sometimes contain descriptions of 
warriors (or enemies in other contexts) as beasts. For example: Dion. Hal. 
14.10.1; Sept. Mach. 11,10.35; Lib. Or. 59.135; Plb. Hist. 1.80.10; Plut. Caes. 
39.3; Diod. Sic. 5.31.5; App. Gall. 1.9; Paus. 10.21.3; Dio Cassius 56.14.7, 
62.11.4; Polyaen. Strategemata 7.2.1; App. Pun. 590; Plut. Phil. 10.9; Lib. Decl. 
13.45; Plut. Dem. 48.1; Sch. Dem. Or. 3.148a. In most of these accounts the beast 
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indicates the passionate high spirit which can be devastating; it represents the lack 
of reason and the frenzy, both psychological and physical. There are also cases of 
a natural hostility as Dio Chrysostom expresses it (not particularly well, I think, 
since he sees the war between men and beasts not as the expression but as the 
explanation of their hostility): ra gev oLv "ptia 8t&, ro-3, ro gaXt(;, ua ot dvepwnot 
5 gtaoý)gev, 6, ut n0xgo;, n'ýCiv a8taUaicro; npo';, rctf), rd P', iYrtv det'. noxxo't 8F'- Icat' 
, rtve; llgCov icalt rolt; dwOpconot; co; "ptiot; Xpcogevot Xatpo-out 'U1,1 7rpo; 'ro 
t ogoo-okov ytyvogý I dXi , Ra Ev Ij 
(Or. 38.17). The sources I have given above show this 
hostility mostly - not exclusively though - in similes of hunting, where men 
cause beasts to endure pain or suffer confinement (cf. Nonn. D. 29.186-187). 
Similarly, in Virgil, Camilla is being ironic to her opponent Ornytus, who has 
been referred to as a venator (Aen. 11.678), and she attributes to him the thought 
that fighting against herself and her comrades would be as easy as hunting beasts: 
Aen. 11.686 Silvis te, Tyrrhene, feras agitare putasti? 
Advenit qui vestra dies muliebribus armis 
verba redargueret. 
(Perret ed. 1980) 
We must make clear, then, that Quintus innovates not in thinking of 
armies as beasts, but, so far as we can tell, in introducing this thought to Greek 
epic, and to Greek poetry as a whole. 
I have shown that Quintus differs from Homer in that he applies beast- 
similes to the mass, but it is useful to make clear that this difference is not an 
isolated thing. As a whole, the two poets treat the mass of the armies differently. 
No doubt, their personalities must have influenced both the way they feel for their 
characters and the way they receive the literary tradition. Tradition plays again an 
important role here, I think. As West (1997,211) writes, "There was probably 
never anything in the oriental traditions resembling Homer's extensive battle 
scenes. " Quintus, unlike Homer, had prior literary examples of large-scale wars 
and expeditions where large groups of people featured, and consequently he is 
more likely to give them a role of importance in his work. Another thing that 
Quintus inherited in tradition was the undermining of heroism as seen in Homer; 
the whole idea of the epic inversion as seen, for example, in Apollonius and in 
Theocritus. In addition, it was the attitude daring to make the unknown Hecale the 
main character in a work about Theseus. This attitude automatically implied that 
the unknown are not necessarily insignificant. 
To see more poets as examples: Triphiodorus, who shares a large part of 
tradition with Quintus, applies to masses of people as many similes (Greeks: 189- 
199,534-538,545; Trojans: 248-249,352-355,590,675; Trojan women: 550) as 
to individuals (154-156,222-226,360-364,369-372,514-519,559,615-617). In 
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fact, if we take into consideration only characters who are directly engaged in the 
war-making and so overlook the similes about Cassandra (360-364,369-372) and 
Helen (514-519), then it appears that Triphiodorus grants his groups almost twice 
as many similes as the individuals. However, I think that in a poem which 
narrates the very end of the Ilion rather than the actual warfare, such a distinction 
is not particularly helpful. What is important is that, as far as his similes are 
demonstrative, Triphiodorus gives a remarkable position to groups of people. 
loannis Tzetzes, now, who writes with Quintus in mind, does write nearly 
thrice as many similes for individuals or pairs of characters - 33,73 
(Penthesileia's Oacryavov), 104-107 (the simile concentrates on Penthesileia but 
the Achaeans are also referred to), 145,307 (Memnon's W-uX11 leaves him), 320- 
327,329,371,398-399,548, (712 which is rather a comparison than a literary 
simile) - as for groups (217,269-275,567-568). Yet the former group of similes 
hardly surpasses the latter in total number of verses. 
Let us now return to the difference between Quintus and Homer. First, a 
general look into the similes that each of the two poets applies to armies reveals 
that while there are a few more than sixty similes of this sort in the Iliad, there are 
nearly ninety in the Posthomerica. Furthermore, this discrepancy is not echoed in 
the similes applied to individual warriors, the number of which is high in both 
poems. The gap gains substance if we approach some important sub-categories of 
the similes applied to the rank and file. So, in particular the similes that describe a 
clash between Greeks and Trojans are the same number in both the Iliad and the 
Posthomerica47. Yet quantity is not always a safe index. It appears that in the 
Iliad these general clashes extend from one to six lines, and only three similes 
extend to longer than three verses. In the Posthomerica, on the other hand, the 
clashes of armies extend from one to eight verses, with five of them extending to 
longer than three lines. Quintus, then, reveals his interest in masses by extending 
the similes of clashing armies. A further way of showing this interest is by 
concentrating on emotions: he considerably increases the number of similes that 
describe armies in fear or retreat, creating nearly four times as many similes of 
this sort as Homer did. Mentioning them by way of a catalogue but not discussing 
them, Coffey (p. 132) refers to very few Homeric similes of mass emotion, the 
majority of which, however, are very short comparisons of men to deer and 
express just fear (Il. 4.243,13.102,21.29,22.1) or refer to crying, as Il. 2.289- 
290. But the interest of Quintus in portraying emotions of the mass goes further 
than the description of their fear. So, he regards the joy felt by armies as worth 
evoking a simile (Posth. 1.63-69,2.103-105,6.125-127,7.455-460,14.63-66, 
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14.89-91). Homer, by contrast, does not have a single example of such a simile. 
Of his individuals, it is only the joyful Menelaus who is accorded two similes (R. 
3.23-26,23.598-599). Homer writes of the Greeks (Il. 9.4-7) and Nestor (R. 
14.16-19) as being in a dilemma, but these similes describe the wavering of 
thought, not an emotion. It is only indirectly that we discern - in fact we only 
suppose - the Trojans'joy when Hector and Paris enter the battle-field in Iliad 7. 
Homer there emphasises not the Trojans'joy but the satisfying of their wish: 6q 
8F'- E)F-o'q va^uTqotv eF_X8ogevotatv F'McoicFv / d5pov, 0')q (1pa rd') Tpcoeaotv 
F-eMogEvotat 0avIlTi1v (Il. 7.4f. ). We also discern emotion in the picture of the 
burning city (Il. 21.522-524) which reflects the destruction that Achilles causes. 
In fact, the narrative that evokes the simile is far from emotionally charged, and 
we can feel the distress of the Trojans only thanks to the shift that the simile 
makes (524) and which is revealed in the apodosis: 6q'AXtXe'0'q Tpcoeacrt 7rovov 
I '8p-' ""icev (525)48. p. Shorey (p. 250) locates Homeric emotional KCR X71 6 
expression elsewhere than in similes: "Neither Homer nor his personages magnify 
and analyze feeling as the heroes of modem realism and romance do. But quite 
apart from the express similes of feeling a study of some Homeric effects of 
emphasis, epithet, contrast, and the use of the particles would reveal him capable 
of expressing delicacies of sentiment which often escape the observation of the 
very critics who harp on his limitations. " 
Another dark side of human experience, the laments by armies, is also 
granted similes by Quintus in Posth. 3.413-416,3.508-511,5.493-496 (cf. 1.633- 
639, which is mainly a simile of retreat). We never read such a simile in the Iliad, 
where similes describing warriors lamenting are altogether scarce, with the 
exception of Achilles - and not a group of warriors, as in the Posthomerica 
lamenting for Patroclus at Il. 18.318-322 and 23.222-223. 
Most importantly, Quintus writes more than twenty similes in order to 
linger effectively on the death of masses. These are pictures that either catch the 
moment when the warriors fall or depict them as having already fallen49. Some 
parallel examples occur in epic later than Quintus. In the Posthomerica of Tzetzes 
(vv. 104-107) there is a simile that describes life overtaken by death as water 
turning into frost. The narrative that precedes and follows the simile is: 
'rt; 8, apct ?, 60, a, ýPEJJUtv, o(YotCorE_ n'aaov'AXatCov; 103 7 
e% 
,r TIF-vOp- Dxta 108 ws; 0're at 
48 See, though, Shorey, pp. 249-250. 
49 Posth. 1.345,479-480,536-537; 2.230-232; 7.115-120; 8.89-91,130-132; 9.162-166,198-201; 
10.248-250; 11.122-125,156-158; 13.133-140,488-492. Of men already fallen: Posth. 2.533-534, 
536-537; 3.276,375-378; 8.230-231; 11.308-313; 13.127-129. 
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t lp 
opg, qv xV1gF_v'AXat6v 
, F-OPEOF, 
&CV806t ftgOV, 
0'CPCW6 86 nE&OV VEXPCOV. 
Nonnus employs a metaphor when he presents Earth lamenting the warriors fallen 
at the hands of Aiakos (cf. D. 22.337f. ): 
D. 22.281 OW, 8F'_0, CParo'V E'1'0Pt0a;, 1V8C0V 
avepa; age, kov geua' Xýtov- 
Though "the Iliad is a poem of death"50, Homer does not have a single example of 
such a simile for masses but only deaths in the background, expressed indirectly. I 
have already mentioned the absence of leaf-similes for falling or fallen warriors. 
In two fire-similes that describe Agamemnon (11.11.155-157) and Achilles (R. 
20.490-492) falling masses can be seen. The first simile shifts the focus from 
Agamemnon to his victims: 6); 8' o'ce 7cf)p (Il. 11.155), d"); a'p -67C 'ACpF_t'8iq 
'AyagF_gvovt 7ftmre icapilva / Tpcocov Oevyovrcov (11.158-159), whereas the 
second simile clearly highlights Achilles: 6'_); o' ye navM Of)vp- (Il. 20.493). There 
are also the following indirect references to groups of falling warriors: Il. 11.324- 
325 gives the picture of Odysseus and Diomedes dashing against the Trojans as 
boars against hounds: o"); 6Xelicov TpCoa; 7ca%tvopgE_'v(0 (Il. 11.326). A few verses 
later, in a river-simile which is clearly dedicated to Aias - as both its first verse 
and the apodosis show: 0); 8' O'no, [F 7CXý()(OV 7rMag6; 7CE&OV86 KkEt(yt (Il. 0ta 
1cXov'0)v 7cF_8'ovcouF_ 0a' t8tgo; A1a; (11.496) - we can see 11.492) (oq F_ t 
the Trojans as withered oak-trees and pines, or even as mud and rubbish carried 
away by the flooded river (11.494-495). Finally, in his speech to Hector, 
Sarpedon is afraid that the Trojans will end up as prey in the hands of the Greeks: 
acop icat mopga (Il. 5.488). 
In contrast to Homer's silence about groups of people falling dead, 
Apollonius describes the Giants lying dead as cut trees (Arg. 1.1003-1005) and 
the Earthborn falling dead as fallen trees (Arg. 3.1375-1376)51. When discussing 
these similes, C. S. Broeniman notes that "to compare fallen warriors to felled 
trees is purely Homeric and not at all out of the ordinary" (p. 142; cf. p. 145). In 
fact, it is out of the ordinary, since Apollonius' simile refers to more than one 
person or a pair of known individuals. Broeniman (142 n. 329) refers to Il. 
16.765-769. True, in a simile that primarily refers to Patroclus and Hector, the 
fighting Trojans and Greeks are described as trees, but this is a simile of fighting, 
10 olct not of death. It is very much like Aristotle's account: Icat F-tq Botmo'q, 
" 
lp qc ýt af rCov icaTaickceaOat, 'Ka" TO10'q ogotot coitq npt'vot; * cov; ce yap Tcptivo-o 10 ^0 
&XXýXo. o; gaXog&ov; (Rhet. 1407a4-6, Dufour and Wartelle Botmobq npoq a 
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edd. 1973). Broeniman (pp. 148f. ) refers to this Aristotelian passage only in the 
discussion of the tree-simile that describes Medea and Jason in Arg. 3.967-97 1. 
A look into a picture that is common in the narrative of both Homer and 
Quintus, that is horses treading on corpses, will reveal how differently each poet 
treats his material. Homer embodies the horses in a succession of similes about 
Achilles. Like the other two similes of this succession (490-492: Achilles as fire, 
493: as a daemon), the simile about the horses again stresses the force of Achilles. 
Both the simile and the apodosis make the pre-eminence of the hero clear by 
having Achilles as the agent of the action (495: o)q 5' okF_, rt;; 498:, 6n''AXtXXýo; ) 
to precede the animals (495: Poaq; 498: 1nnot). The simile runs thus: 
CIP 11.20.495 (0; 8' 6"CE 'Ctq ýe'04'n 0 apOF-VCtq F-1OP1OgF-'r=010; , 
P, a; " 
, CptýE*F-Vat lcpýl XE-L)lco, v F, --L)lcctgEvn E-'v a), Wý 
Ptgoa'TF- XE-'IC'C' E'YEVOVCo P06V j)nO' ICO(; (y'E-'ptgl)KO)V, 
t% t ''AXtXXfio; geya(hu'go-o g(ov-oXF,; t'mcot o); im 
MdPOV OROf) VE-'IC'OaqCF- lCalt aCMt'8a; * 
Homer uses the corpses of the mass in order to shed light on their slaughterer. So 
Virgil in Aen. 12.324-340 places emphasis on Turnus and not on the dead mass of 
warriors. As B. Tilly (on Aen. 12.326) interprets, "Now he will be able to show 
his fighting powers, not in contest with a man superior to him, but towering above 
his enemies and as he rides furiously among them, dealing death as he goes. " 
Whereas Quintus sings of the masses themselves, Homer makes pathos apparent 
when he invites the reader to feel sympathy for the dying individual. Bowra has 
adequately expressed Homer's lack of concentration on the masses: (1952,53) "A 
[ ... ] characteristic of 
heroic narrative is that on the whole it concentrates on the 
happy few and neglects the others. In the crowded battle-scenes of the Iliad very 
little is said about the rank and the file. They are present, and their mass-action in 
advance or retreat is sketched in a few words or illuminated by an apt simile, but 
they take no part of importance, and their personal destinies are not thought 
interesting. "; and elsewhere (1952,58) "When a fight is conducted not by two 
antagonists but by a number of heroes, [... ] the drama of battle is more varied and 
tends to be more confused. [... ] For Homer, with his selective taste and his interest 
in individual achievement, such scenes are of no interest, but other poets enjoy 
them without abating their aristocratic exclusiveness. "52 
When Quintus thinks of and composes the same picture, he again includes 
it in a succession of images: 
Posth. 2.532 'KF-lCaXIM'10 8F, 7dt F-IC-OGOIV, -Ct V' 
0 pav vFoft-acrtv E'-; AtiyoicEpija Ktovro; 1) 0 0)ý 6 
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, Iekto-u, Oce n6vrov -67coupogeEt gEya vabTn; - 
, cob; <8'>17c7cot XpF_gF_6ovcF_; ýneaomogt'vot; d'ga kctolt; 
, ceOvao, ca; (YrF_t'PF_(Yicov, a1r acmm ObUa icar' dk(yo; 
Xetga, co; apXogevou gF_, cacnXEOo(ooav o'ir(, ')pijv. 
Nevertheless, his succession is not dedicated to a great hero as in Homer, but to 
numerous corpses of warriors. In addition, Quintus' simile indelibly gives the 
detail that the corpses are being stepped on; the very striking pronoun Co^O; (v. 
2.535) at the very first position of the simile is eloquent. This example shows that 
Quintus gives a more global, more humane picture of the mass. His own concept 
of pathos is different: though he can be exceptionally capable of effective 
descriptions of individuals falling on the battle-field, he does not confine himself 
to their unparalleled pathos. He presents this war and the fall of Troy as a general 
destruction in which the role of groups is to be treated: what they offer, what they 
feel, what they suffer. 
No doubt, compared to Homer, Quintus gives a better position to the 
anonymous host and his view is pellucidly tender and touching. To recapitulate in 
a few words: where Quintus sees persons at war, Homer sees a mass of warriors. 
This recapitulation brings to an end the parenthetical discussion I have raised on 
how differently Quintus and Homer think of groups of people in general. That 
discussion above rose from the fact that beast-similes for groups do not exist in 
Homer. 
To sum up the meaning of the "beast" in the Posthomerica: Quintus in his 
similes or metaphors of the beast for individual characters adopts elements that 
Homer and Apollonius gave to their "beast", such as its force and its 
psychological isolation. On the other hand he has a completely different view of 
groups of warriors thought of as beasts. Lacking psychology, these similes 
express heroic power and earthly force. With them Quintus expands the Homeric 
notion of the "beast" and at the same time weakens it by breaking the most 
expressive link between a "beast7' and one person who suffers a psychological and 
physical isolation - an especially dramatic one when he 
is in a crowd of people. 
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The primary aim of this work was to divulge Quintus' creativity in his technique 
of synthesising and arranging animal-similes. I have discussed: (a) their 
relationship to the literary tradition that Quintus inherited, and (b) their function in 
the Posthomerica itself. 
Quintus proves to be an efficient and critical reader of tradition. His 
allusions to images from Homer or tragedy are conscious and often structured in a 
sophisticated and meaningful way. These allusions benefit the Posthomerica by 
placing it in a broad inter-textual context and by making it a more demanding and 
rewarding reading to those who discern them. Quintus' creativity in the way he 
treats traditional themes can also be seen in the original vocabulary he is inventing 
in order to describe known concepts. 
At a textual level, the main characteristic of the animal-similes is their 
arrangement in evident patterns. Language, especially repeated vocabulary, can be 
a means of associating similes; however what really makes the simile-sequences 
coherent is not so much the language as the themes and their progression towards 
an ascending or descending climax. Such a climax corresponds to a character's 
respective triumph or doom. Given the strong relationship between similes and 
narrative, the function of the simile-patterns is not meant to be and cannot be 
merely internal. In other words, the advancing movement of a theme from one 
simile to another cannot apply to similes only, independently of the broader 
narrative context. As a result, the coherence of the simile-patterns definitely 
corroborates the coherence of the poem as a whole. 
In addition, the individual sequences become vehicles of the overall 
tonality of the poem. We should keep in mind that Quintus writes of a topic which 
has been treated many times before. Hence he does not pretend he narrates 
something new, while on the other hand he has to do something intelligent with 
that well-known traditional matter. His own account, then, goes beyond a mere 
description of past events. It harbours his view of human affairs; a view which is 
rather dark. The Posthomerica almost opens (1.5-7) with an animal-simile of fear 
and confinement. It is precisely with a scene within the walls of Troy that the 
narrative starts but Quintus' viewpoint is different from Homer's. We, the readers, 
enter the battlefield with the Trojans and Penthesileia, not with the Greeks, while 
Quintus does everything to undermine the Trojans' hopeful belief in the promising 
allies. This approach heavily influences the role of his animal-similes, which 
express a particular interest in the wronged and suffering Trojans. In the instances 
of their individual falls he very often envisages the fall of their city, Troy. 
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This subordination of dispersed simile-pattems to the one key theme of the 
Posthomerica, the fall of Troy, makes the characterisation expressed in them quite 
peculiar. So, rather than describing a person's traits or faculties such as bravery, 
optimism or persistence, Quintus' animal-similes show the overwhelming power 
of circumstances over personalities and intentions. Animal-similes in the 
Posthomerica, then, portray men's physical and intellectual power as obeying the 
rules of the war. According to these rules even the pre-eminent are fragile and are 
subject to doom like their victims. 
A work divided into npoaomonayCtq koyot, Books that are concerned 
with individuals, needs a very skilful poet in order to achieve a balance between 
the importance of the person and that of the group. Quintus proves to be this sort 
of poet. Apparently influenced by Hellenistic attitudes he does not focus on 
individuals exclusively. He does not actually offer some type of anti-hero, but he 
has a broad scope and expresses an intense interest in characters who are away 
from the battlefield as well as in groups of warriors. For example, he presents 
groups of people as beasts. He thus introduces to epic poetry a comparison that 
occurs in post-Homeric tradition and admittedly broadens (perhaps weakens, too) 
the significance that the word had in epic. If on the one hand he thinks of groups 
as beasts, on the other hand he thinks of an individual as an animal that 
traditionally describes groups, the wolf. He also exhibits a strict exclusivity in 
having similes of leopards and lionesses (designated with the female form of the 
word, not hidden under the masculine gender as in Homer) only for female 
characters. 
Quintus' concern with the narrative referents of his similes has dictated the 
arrangement of my material in the present chapters. So, the first chapter discussed 
animal-similes that refer to male characters and showed the refined way in which 
Quintus undermines the triumph of the predators. In the second chapter the 
number of female referents increases as we move from one animal-group to 
another and so the chapter closed with groups of similes that refer to women 
exclusively. If through the similes of the first chapter Quintus impairs the 
victorious heroes, in those of the second chapter he has all the latitude to create 
touching psychological pictures and to concentrate on the suffering characters. 
The final chapter dealt with the animal proper, what I regard to be the master 
simile of wild fauna in Greek epic since Homer: the beast-simile. This is a strong 
psychological image that depicts the individual not as having valour or strength 
but rather as an obscure power that is beyond human grasp. 
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Tables of animal-similes in the Posthomerica 
nammaL 
lion 11: 1.277; 1.524- 5: 2.330-334; 
527; 2.248-250; 3.142-146; 
3.267-268; 3.497; 6.396-398; 
4.337; 5.406-407; 7.464-47 1; 
6.132; 6.532-536; 7.486-492 
9.253; 11.163 
lioness 2: 1.315-317; 1: 12.530-533 
Xýatva, 3.202-203 
lion's whelp * 7.715-720 
O-KU 0 gvoq, 
beast 9: 1.207-208; 2: 5.371-378; 
"P, 6) 1.222; 1.539; 3.32; 9.365-369 
4.220-223; 8.175- 
180; 11.300; 
11.476; 13.156-157 
leopard 2: 1.540-544; 12.580-583 
(= nop5axt;, 11) 3.201-202 
wild goat 11.483-484 
Ctypto; at4 71 
bear 1: 2.282-286 
(= C,, CPICro;, 11) 
swine 1: 6.532-536 3: 2.282-286; 
(= 0-3;, 6) 6.396-398; 
boar 9.240-244 
(= -Kanpo;, 0) 
wolf 1: 13.44-48 
1: 7.504-509 
(= X^01CO;, 0) 
jackal 2: 2.298-300; 
(= ()(O; l 
7.504-509 
hare 1: 5.435-437 
(= xaYCO;, 0) 
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young deer 
71 
young of the deer 
(= vopo; " 0) 
lacuna 
crane 
(= YF-Pavoq"T, J) 
starling 
,, t) V11P 0 
jackdaw 
Koxoto; 0 
vulture 
(= VOW, 0; atronto;, 6) 
dove 
(= RE-, XEtct, 11) 
nightingale 
ctilmv"n) 
falcon 
tePC4 0 
goose 
(= VIV, 0) 
swallow 
(= XýFAIMV, 11) 
fish 
(= txolo;, 0) 
serpents 
snake 
(= 8PcCK(0V, 0 
Appendix 
1** 13.72-76 
1: 8.387-391 
1: 8.387-391 
1: 4.196 
1: 1.586-587 
1: 3.170-172 
4: 3.590-591; 
5.298-299; 
11.110-116; 
13.104-107 
2: 3.359-361; 
11.217-218 
2: 3.353-355; 
8.405-406 
1: 1.572 
1: 12.489-494 
1*0 5.298-299 
1: 7.330-335 
1: 3.271-272 
1: 11.74-76 
I 
** 14.89-91 
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bee 1: 3.221-226 
(= RE-Atoaa, ý) 
II 
wasp 3: 8.41-44; 11.146- 1: 10.114-116 
(= 00ý1 0') 149; 13.55-57 
locust 2.197-199 
(= 
fly 1: 8.331-334 
Wild aninwls in the Posthonwrica. 
3: 1.440-443; 
6.324-326; 
11.383 
1: 3.264 
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dog 
'0 0 (= Ic (OV, ) 
I calf 
(= nopctq, ý) 
3: 6.611-612; 
8.268-270; 
8.363-364 
1: 1.396-400 
3: 7.516; 10.242- 
243; 14.282-287 
4: 1.262-264; 
8.238; 13.258-263; 
14.258-260 
2: 1.5-7; 11.207- 
214 
3: 3.181-184; 
5.493-496; 13.133- 
2: 2.575-579; 
5.188 
2: 6.341-347; 
10.441-445 
4: 6.107 - 111; 
7.257-259; 8.372- 
374; 11.132-133 
4: 1.175-176; 
3.369; 6.606; 
13.68-69 
1: 8.371 
ox 
(= 
sheep 
(= ýtfixov"To; O'tq, 6) 
lamb 
,f) a 11V 0 p 
swine 
(= G-3q, 0) 
goat 
bull 1: 4.238-245 
(= ra-3poq, 0) 
horse 
(='t'nno;, 0) 
goose 
= viv, 0) 
1: 7.317-324 
1: 6.125-127 
140 
403.276; 8.238; 
13.127-128; 14.33- 
36 
3: 1.479-480; 
7.133-139; 11.396- 
398 
1: 6.410 
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